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ABSTRACT OF T1P~SIS 

The history of the ex-servicemen's a~~ociations during the Weinlar 

Republic is one of social and political disunity. Losing its monopoly, 

semi-establishment rtle in 19l8, the Kyffhliuserbund had to fight for its 

survival against the new more definitely political organisations of 

Right and Left, together with the new '~litist' OffiziersverbMnde. The 

Bund retrenched its position between 1919 and 1923 and adhered closely 

" to its statutory "Uberparteilichkeit", refraining from attacks on the 

Republic. No so with the OffiziersverbMnde, particularly the National-

verband dcutscher Offiziere, who joined the hostile "patriotic" opposition 

from the outset. 

Between 1923 and 1928 even the KyffhHuserbund "moved to the Right". 

Despite close links re-established with the government, especially in 

the fields of military training and militarist propaganda, contacts with 

"right radical" associations tended to blur the distinctions between 

them. General von Horn tried, albeit hesitantly, to redefine the Bund's 

ethical position after 1928, mainly by dropping ties with political 

societies, criticiang the radical agitation of the NSDAP, and even by 

taking up contacts with the Evangelical Church. His opposition to 

Hitler in the 1932 presidential elections played an iillportant part in 

deferring the Nazi "Machtergreifung". Nevertheless the bulk of the 

propaganda of the veterans' associations tended in the long run to serve 

the ends of the DNVP and NSDAP, and Horn failed to maintain his moderate 

policy in the face of strenuous opposition from within the Bund. 

In view of the size and prestige of the KyffhHuserbund it could well 

have made a more positive contribution to the cause of moderate conservatism, 

even to that of constitutional monarchy. Nevert?eless, the Kriegervercine 

differed from the Kampfbllnnc in the important question of motivation: 

Ex-servicemen generally jo~ned them looking for comradeship and economic 

security, NOT for political or military activity. 
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PREFACE 

This sL:dy is primarily concerned with those organisations which \\'ere 

composed almost entirely of ex-officers or ex-servicemen in general, and 

-3-

not with the poli tical "KampfbUnde" which admitted to membership any men who 

were physically fit and whJ held the 'correct' political views. It must be 

emphasised that the German ex-serviceman of 1918 was not essentially 

different from his counterpart in any other country. The di fferent 

political path taken by the German veterans' associations was basically due 

to the tradition of government exploitation for political ends, and the 

power 'vacuum ' of the \\Teimar Republic itself. 

With regard to material, while the records of the "Kyffhl=luserbund" were 

destroyed during the war, a number of important files dating from the years 

before 1933 were preserved in the NSDAP Hauptarchiv. Otherwise, documents 

and literature are to be found in varying quantities in official files and 

libraries all over Germany. I am particularly grateful to Mi.ss Kinder of 

the Buodesarchiv and Mr. Hiscock of the Foreign Office Library, London. 

In addition, for the willing and friendly assistance of the Wiener Library, 

London; the Public Record Office; the library of the School of Slavonic and 

East European Studies; the Militl=lrarchiv, Freiburg; the Zentralbibliothek 

der Bundeswehr, Dtisseldorf; the Stadtbibliothek, WUppertal; the Cologne 

Historisches Archiv; the Staatsarchiv, Marburg/Lahn; the Hauptstaatsarchiv, 

Stuttgart; the Bibliothek fUr Zeitgeschichte, Stuttgart; the Staatsarchiv, 

Ludwigsburg; the Generallandesarchiv, Karlsruhe; the Geheimes Staatsarchiv, 

Staatsarchiv fUr Oberbayern, and Kriegsarchiv, Munich; the Document Center, 

Berlin and the Deutsches Zentralarchiv, Potsdam. }~ special thanks are 

due to Herrn Deutsch and the present "KyffhHuserbund ll
, and of course to 

Professor F. L. Carsten who has patiently supervised my work. 

LONDON, April 1971. c. J. E. 



ABBREVIATIONS 

(1) In the Text: 

DOB 
DV OB 
KB 
KV(e) 
NDO 
RDB 
ROB 

VVV 

Deutscher Offizier-Bund 
Deutsch-Vtllkische Offizierbund 
Ky ffhlluserbund 
Kriegerverein(e) 
Nationalverband deutscher Offiziere 
Reichsverband deutscher Berufssoldaten 
Reichs-Offizier-Bund 
Vereinigte vaterlHndische VerbHnde 

(2) In the Footnotes 

Archives: 

DZA Deutsches Zentralarchiv, Potsdam 
F Freiburg, MilitHrarchiv 
FOL London, Foreign Office LiLrary 
Ka Karlsruhe, Generallandesarchiv 
KH Ktl1n, Historisches Archiv 
L Ludwigsburg, Staatsarchiv 
Ma Marburg, Hessisches Staatsarchiv 
MGS Munich, Geheimes Staatsarchiv 
MK Munich, Kriegsarchiv 
MSO Munich, Staatsarchiv fUr Oberbayern 
PRO London, Public Record Office 
SH Stuttgart, Hauptstaatsarchiv 

Miscellaneous: 

AA 
BMI/PS 
BPD 

CVZ 
'DOB' 
D-O-BI 
KKV 
KY/PB 
KZ 
LV 
NH 
NL 
PLKV 
Prov 
RB 
RKUOO 
SSch 
WHI 

"AI te Armee" (Supplement to D-O-Bl.) 
Badisches Ministerium des Innern/rolizei Sittlichkclt 
"BUrger1ichen Parteien in Deutschland", 2 volumes, 
University of Jena 
"Centralverein Zeitung" 
"Deutscher Offizier-Bund ll (journal) 
"Deutsches Offizierblatt" 
Kreis Kriegerverband 
"KyffhHuser"/"Parolebuch" (journal and supplement) 
"Kriegerzeitung" 
Landeskriegerverband 
NSDAP Hauptarchiv (Bundesarchiv) 
Nachlass 
Preussischer Landeskriegerverband 
Provinzia1kriegerverband 
Regierungsbezirk Kriegerverband 

'I " Reichskommissar fUr die UbenJachung der Offentlichen Orc1nu,,~: 
Sammlung Schumacher (Bundesarchiv) 
WUrttembergisches Ministcrium dcc Innern 
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SECTION ONE 

Introduction and General Aspects 

1. Origins of Ex-servicemen's Organisations in Germany 
2. Organisation of the KyffhMuserbund 
3. Social Aspects 
4. Pensions and Welfare 
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1. TIlE OiUr:lNS OF EX-SERVICEHEN'S ORGANISATIONS IN GElmANY 

The "Machtpolitik" pursued by Frederick 11, "the Great", of Prussin 

successfully established his country as one of the first political powers 

of Europe. It was no coincidence that the year of his death (1786) saw 

the foundation of the first formal Kriegervp.rein, at Wangerin in Pomerania. 

The motives hehind this foundation were three-fold and lie at the heart of 

the whole subsequent KV movement: Tradition - the ,·}ish to perpetuate 

memories of a glorious military past: Comradeship - the desire to prolong 

the customs and friendships formed in the Army, and, as every soldier knows, 

drinking and singing and gaming plays an important part in this: Welfare-

the attempt to create collective economic security, and the wish to ensure 

(1) 
a soldier's funeral • ~asically, the Kve were neither para-military 

organisations - aggressive or defensive, nor political pressure groups. 

That they assumed sporting and shooting functions, and tended to nurture 

the "military spirit" was entirely natural, and in no way altered the 

original social and economic emphasis. Nevertheless it cannot be denied 

that once the KVe increased in number and popularity as they rapidly did 

in the first half of the nineteenth century, their inherent military-

political pot~ntial Lecame more significant. They formed, to say the 

least, a reservoir of support for the forces of law and order in time of 

crisis. 

Already recognised by the State in the cabinet order of the 22nd 

(2) 
February 1842 , they proved their usefulness in a civil defence rale 

during the crisis of 1848/49. Thus the Breslau KV was expanded in 1848 

into a Silesian "Veteranen Hauptverein" embracing 12,000 men in 258 

separate groups, many from other regions such as Pomerania. Their r8le 

was opcnly anti-liberal and in support of the Prussian civil authoritics(3). 

(1) Wilhelm Reinhard, "NS Reichskriegerbund", Berlin 1939: p. 6-8. 
(2) Karl Schulz-Luckau, "Soldatentum und Kameradschaft", Berlin 1936: 

p. 18-20. 
(3) Karl Werner, "Breslauer Kriegerkamcradschaft", 1939/Reinhard op_ 

ci t. 7. 
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The Silesian association soon dissolved and the KV movement continued to 

develop in its original manner - thousands of separate societies. The 

next stimulus came from the foundation of the German Empire in 1871. 

The follO\ving year a "Deutsche Kriegerbund" was established, but it soon 

became clear that particularism was still an insuperable obstacle in this 

field(4) • Local "Landesverb1:lnde" set up independently in the big southern 

states continued to develop more or less separately. I~ 1880 the Kaiser 

himself took a hand by commissioning General von GlUmer to work for a 

. . (5) 
coalition of all veteran or.ganisations 1n Germany . Again, little was 

achieved - the southern states holding to their view that a Prussian 

"Landesverband" should first be established and then all state associations 

. (6) 
could enter ~ national Bund on an equal foot1ng • 

The years after 1880 marked the growth of the idea in government 

circles that the KVe could, and should, be exploited for military/ 

political ends. This process ultimately perverted the 'vhole course of 

development of the KVe: By 1918 they were all embodied in one organisation 

with an image very different to that of the first Wangerin group. A 

secret War Ministry order of 1887 inaugurated the official policy of 

h V · 1 l' h' . h h (7) A h drawing t eKe lnto a c oser re atlons Lp Wlt t e Army • t t e same 

time Regierungsrat Dr. Alfred Westphal was elected to the praesidium of 

(8) 
the "Deutsche Kriegerbund" • Largely through his officially approved 

efforts, the suggestion of building a memorial to the first Kaiser (who 

had died in 1888) was exploited to draw all the Landesverb1:lnde into 

co-operation. In 1892 was established the "StHndiger Ausschuss der 

Vereinten deutschen Kriegerverb1:lnde fUr die Verwaltung des Kaiser-Wilhelm

Denkmals auf dem KyffhHuser!1 - the first "Kyffh1:luserbund" (9) • The choice 

of the KyffhHuser mountain in Thuringia as the location of the monument 

was a happy one, for here, legend had it, the great ElIlperor Frederick 

(4) Schulz-Luckau op.cit. p.24 et seq.//Reinhard op.cit. p.9. 
(5) H. Saul, "Der Dcutsche Kriegerbund ••• im Kaiserlichen Deutschland", 

Milit~rgeschicht1iche Mitteilungen, 2/1969. 
(6) Schulz-Luckau p.28-9, 32. 
(7) Saul op.cit. 
(8) ibid. 

~chll' -
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Barbarossa· lay sleeping, awaiting the time when he should arise and lead 

Germany once ,ilore to vie tory. The contemporary growth of ir.terest in 

German folk-lore and theories of race, had already inspired the German 

student movement, the "Vereine deutscher Studenten" to hold their first 

"Ky ffhMuserfes tIt (1881) and form 
. (10) 

the~r "KyffhMuserverband" • The 

Monument was finally unveiled in 1896(11) and this tangible proof of 

the value of co-operation led to negotiations aimed at making something 

more of the "StMndiger Ausschuss". To meet the continued objections of 

the southern states, the "Deutsche Kriegerbund", (,,,hile remaining in 

existence as the welfare association for the Prussian and North German 

KVe already members) set up the "Prcuss ischer Landcskricgcrverband" iI'. 

1898(12) • ~n 1900, agreement was finally achieved and the "KyffhHuscrbund 

( 13) 
der deutschen LandeskriegerverbHnde" received its "Eintragung" • The 

most important feature was that the presidents of the Prussian Landesverband 

and Bavarian Kriegerbund were respectively always to be 1st and 2nd 

Presidents of the KB. The administrative organs of both KyffhHuser~und 

and Preussischer Landeskriegerverband were virtually identified. 

Between 1887 and 1914 the KV movement was adapted to serve two main 

functions. From 1888 onwards the periodicals of the "Deutsche 

Kriegerbund> and after 1900 those of the K~ were exploited for anti-

socialist propaganda, in close connection with the Wilhelmine governm€ut. 

Although the circulation of the "Parole" in 1913 \·:as 67,800 (twice ~·leekly), 

the anti-socialist campaign was hampered by the fact that many KV members 

were also members of trade unions. More successful was the co-operation 

with the army, which became especially close after 1907, covering such 

questions as pre-military training and recruiting. By the outbreak of 

(10) Herlllann v. Pctersdorff, "Vereine deutscher Studenten", Leipzig 1891. 
(11) Meyers "Lexikon ll 1926. 
(12) Schulz-Luckau//NH 908: Statutes of PLKV. 
(13) Schulz-Luckau. 
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'-Jar in 1914 the KB consisted of 2,900,000 members and 32,000 :(Ve. As 

an unofficial part of the Imperial establishment it enjoyed a virtual 

monopoly in the field of veterans' clubs and was the target for bitter 

. . . (14) 
host~l~ty from the Soc~a1 Democrats • 

At the outbreak of war some 1~ million KB members were recalled for 

active service, ,,,hi1e many of the others were occupied locally in Red-

. (15) 
Cross and home-guard funct~ons • Of vital importance to the Bund 

was the Kaiser's declaration of "Burgfrieden" which demanded a sudden 

change of direction in the question of socialism. From May 1915 Social 

(16) 
Democrats had to be admitted to the KVe • Co-operation between KB 

and government naturally continued and if anything became closer during 

the war years. Particularly important was the question of the increasing 

numbers of sick and disabled servicemen. The government '-Jas slow to deal 

with this problem and as a result a number of new, ostensibly welfare 

organisations came independently into existence. The "Reichshund tier 

KriegsbeschHdigten und Kriegsteilnehmer" founded in 1917 by the socialist 

leaders Kuttner, Davidsohn and Hei1mann rapidly grew to over 800,000 

members and included, as the name suggests, ordinary veterans as well as 

disabled. This was the first real challenge to the KB by another 

. .. . . Cl?) 
ex-servicemen's assoclatlon and reletlons from the outset were acrlmonlOCS 

Some groups like Harinevereine and the specialist "Verband bayerischer 

MilitHramvHrter" (founded 1900) were not members of the KB, but relations 

. (18) 
here had always been cordlal • With military defeat came the 

abdication of the Kaiser: this was "not a mere change of the form of 

govermnent" • It was - at least for the Prussian Army - "the collapse 

(19) 
of the World". 

(14) Saul op.cit. 

The prospects for the KB which had so closely depended 

(15) tm 916, 194: Hcinrich Fuhr: "Wesen und Wirken der Kriegcrvereinwcsen". 
(16) Schulz-Luckau p.S7. 
(17) Alfred Westphal, "Handbuch fUr die Kriegervereine", 1922, p.189/ /NH 916, 

176: "Kve a1s Pflanzsttltten ••• " (K). 
(18) Polizeidircktion Munich, 24a IIIF 11/202 (MSO). 
(19) Erich von Nanstein, "Aus einem Soldaten1ebcn", Bonn 1958, p.Sl. 
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on the civil and military establishment, ::,ld \-1<1S already under attack from 

the political left could scarct:1y have been b1eaker. 

(20) 
Many people considered that the KB had lost its entire "raison d'etre" 

Doubts concerning the further existence of the KV movem~nt continued to be 

d f th f the Revo1utl'on(21) and 1 expresse or mon s a ter as ate as August 1919, 

General von Heeringen, the new President of the KB, was going to some 

( 22) 
lengths to dispel these in his speeches • Rumours were rife that the 

(23 ) Allies intended to demand the dissolution of the KB ,or that this had 

(24) in fact already taken place • These expressions of uncertainty were 

fanned by a lack of communication within the organisation; members often 

failed to take or read the "Kriegerzeitung" while local Vereine did little 

(25) 
to pass information upwards • Together with the campaign by the 

"Reichsbund", these circumstances contributed to a discernible reaction 

against the KV movement, notably among the younger veterans. Even in 

South Germany, demands were made for a relaxation of the discipline in 

the KV organisation: thus a representative at the 35th (1919) 

Abgcordnetentag of the Badischer Kriegerbund referred to "die Hitze in 

, (26) 
den jungen KBpfen" in this connectlon • Similarly in \.,TUrttemberg 

and other pl<-lces, suggestions were made to give "Kriegervereine" less 

militarist names 
(27) 

Thus, hand in hand with the decrease in 

membership resulting from loss of territory and military occupation, went 

resignations of individual> and whole Vereine from the KB, and even 

. (28) 
occasional dissolution of Verelne • 

(20) NH 916, 1919. 
(21) ibid. e.g. Hagemann to KB, 12-4-19 (K). 
(22) NH 906, 1. NH 916, 187-8. 
(23) Westphal op.cit. p.2L 
(24) Nil 916. 
(25) Nil 906, 1: Hceringcn at PU.'V Abtag, August 1919 (K). 
(26) Bm/PS: "Bad.Kil": 1919 Business Report (Ka). 
(27) W}1l 206: wlirttbg. KB: 1919 Business Report (L) .. 
(28) NH 906, 1 .. 
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The prec~ricus state of the KB was in no measure aided by the rash 

of new vetcr~l organisations that sprang into existence in the months 

following the armistice. Some of these like the "Republikanischer 

FUhrerbund" joined the hostile, socialist camp with the "Reichsbundll • 

The majority were not politically against the KB, but were independent, 

rival associations. Here again the question of motive plays an 

important part: the numerous "Regimentsvereine" were set up from a very 

similar standpoint to that of the very first KV, while the Freikorps were 

para-military groups formed for a specific military rale; these obviously 

attracted the most active and aggressive of the discharged soldiers. A 

third group was that of the officers'associations. 

In 1914 there had been 19,826 regular officers in the German Army, 

who formed a close-knit privileged caste closely linked to the Kaiser in 

matters of honour and general ideology, strongly conservative in outlook 

and strongly united in a jealous preservation of their social purity. 

This was specially so in the elite cavalry and guards regiments and while 

non-noble officers predominated in other branches of the service, these 

quickly adopted the attitudes and way of life of the nobility, and many 

were in f b1 d · h f h . . (29) act enno e Ln t e course 0 t eLr serVLce • Opposition 

to extending the privileges of the officer corps to the middle classes 

and below ~.'as almost insurmountable, and during the war all manner of 

expedients - "Fe1dwebe1-Leutnante", "Offizier-Stellvertreter" etc, -\vere 

used to avoid placing the new officers on a par with the old "regularll. 

Thus in 1919 there were still only 23,000 officers with regular 

commissions; the majority of officers were "der Reserve" (141,000) and 

"EinjHhrige", "Feldwebe1-Leutnant" etc (106,000) making a total of some 

270,000
(0

) • In the new Reichswe~on1y 4,000 officers could be employed. 

(29) F. L. Carsten, "Reichs\olehr and Poli tics", Oxford 1966. p.3. 
(30) Figures based on NL ScheUch 86 (F). 
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A situation, similar in many respects, coulJ be seen in the "Unteroffizipr-

Korps" • 

The problem of re.,.employing and sorting out the economic problems of 

over a quarter of a million trained leaders is in itself a formidable one. 

Taken in conjunction with a revolutionary situation, manifesting itself 

in abuse and attacks on officers in uniform it is hardly surprising that 

these men should seek some organisational protection, and furthermore, 

that they should seek it in their ~ formations, rather than in the 

general Kriegervereine. Certainly, the percentage of KV presidents who 

were Reserve or Landwehr officers, rose from 73% in 1895 to 87% in 1913(31), 

but apart from attendance at parades and celebrations, officer participation 

in the real 'Jork of the KV was small. Moreover, in a political situation, 

which many believed could well follow the Russian pattern with the who1e-

sale murder of nobility and officers, it is ualike1y that a newly retired 

officer could expect really efficient, sympathetic representation of his 

interests by organisations chiefly concerned with NCOs and ordinary 

soldiers. 

Already on 28th November 1918 the old established (1907) "Deutsches 

Offizierb1att" was carrying information concerning a proposed "Wirtschafts-

verb and al1er Offiziere und oberen MilitMrbeamten", whose driving force was 

Major von Oppe1n-Bronikowski. A meeting of officers and their wives in 

the banqueting hall of the "Rheingold" on 29th November was called at the 

instigation of Captain Erich von Salzmann. This discussed the matter but 

came to no definite conclusions. The following week (2nd and 3rd December) 

saw the establishment of the "Deutscher Offizier-BuQd" as the first major 

"officers only" association. The DOB held its first public meeting on 

the 5th and was openly assured of the help of the War Ministry(32). The 

(31) Saul op.cit. 
(32) D-O-B1 28-11-18; 5-12-18; 12-12-18. 
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War Ninister, Lieutenant-General ScheUch bp~ame the Bund's first president, 

and other generals such as von llacmeister and von Kuhl played an importaut 

... 11 (33) part lnltla y • Already, however, it was becoming clear that the DOB 

was not satisfactory as far as the political activities of the, officer 

corps were conce~ned. Later in December, and closely associated with 

the small, extremist "National Democratic Party", the "Nationa1verband 

deutscher Offiziere" was set up. This from the outset was a 

nationalist/monarchist political association that pursued a violently 

. (34) 
anti-republlcan propaganda • These were only the two most important 

of the new officer associations. Many smaller ones sprang up, together 

(35) 
with special bodies for NCOs only • 

The problems then, which confronted the German ex-servicemen's 

organisations in 1918 were formidable; internal dissensions of a sodal 

nature tended to make more difficult the delicate readjustment to the new 

dispensation. Some of the veteran associations were to adju~t more easily 

than others; some failed altogether to come to terms with constitutional 

government. Events between 1918 and 1933 must be seen against this 

background - the continuing struggle for surviv~l, economic and 

political, together with the search for a r<Jle it. the new Germany. 

2+ TIlE ORGANISATION OF THE KB 

The one advantage possessed by the KB over the new associations that 

sprang up in 1918/19 was its established organisational network including 

its own press and journal with a 70,000 circulation. The nature of the 

organisation is of considerable relevance to a discussion of the Bund's 

potential value as a political association. 

(33) See p.2. .... 
(34) D-O-Bl 52, 1918 p.83l//Ccntralverein Zeitung 10-12-26, p.650. 
(35) "Bund der Aktiver Unteroffiziere" 11508 (MK). 

"Bund der inaktiver Unteroffiziere" Polizeidircktion Munich, 
118/6272, (HSO). 



From the outset, things had been bedev!lled by the particu19rist 

attitudes of the big southern slates. The KB was in form a federRtion 

(l) 
of 25 Landesverbllnde ranging in size from 3,000 to 1,100,000 • Just 

as Prussia itself spread right across Germany so did the Kriegervereine, 

Kreiskriegerverbllnde, Regierungsbezirk- and Provinzia1kriegerverbHnde of 

the Preussischer Landeskriegerverband side by side with the other 

Landesverbllnde of varying size. This heterogenous composition was an 

obvious weakness and little attempt was made to overcome "particu1arism" 

until Hitler re-organised the country. However, in 1921, the KB 

praesidium was at long last empowered to issue orders binding on the 

various state associations. The name of the Bund had already in 1919 

been changed to "Deutsche Reichskriegerbund 'KyffhHuser "', and in 1921 

the old "Deutsche Kriegerbund" assumed the name "Deutsche Kriegerwoh~-

fahrtsgemeinschaft", '-.lhile contj nuing in its r31e as the welfare group 

(2) 
for the Prussian branch and a few other North-German LandesverbHnd~ • 

The president of the Prussian branch was ipso facto president of the 

KB and the administrative HQ of both organisations was the same. This 

at least was more satisfactory. 

Financially, the main income of the KB came from the 1 mark per 

10 members subscription from the regional associations. E~ch KV IlIclfihel 

in turn paid 1 mark per year to his Landesverband in addition to local 

charges. Thus in 1931 the Prussian association had the following 

income and expenditure:-

(1) Based on figures in NH 912, NH 931: 0930 and 1.932) (K). 
(2) Westpha1, p.22, 24/IWMI 206, 1919 Business Report (L). 

-ll;.-
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INCONE EXPENDITURE 

Subscriptions 1,150,000 M Subscri~cions (KE) 115,000 M 

Interest 65,000 Subscrip~ions (DKWG) 460,000 

etc 25,000 Administration 150,000 

1,240,000 M Youth Groups 120,000 

Shooting 20,000 

Propaganda 25,000 

etc 350,000 

1,240,000 M 

Altogether some 53% went on some form of welfare, 16% on administration, 

01 h·' d h . (3) f h 1 and l2~ on yout tra1n1ng an s oot1ng • A certain amount 0 e p 

(4) 
came from the government , together with donations from trade, industry 

(5) 
and big landowners • The central ansets at the bcgit~.1ing of the Weimar 

Republic stood at 600,000 }&, less than half those of either the Baden or 

( 6) 
WUrttemberg branches • The organisation recovered fairly rapidly after 

the 1923 crash, and displayed every sign of possessing a satisfactory, 

even sound financial basis. At the time of its dissolution in 1943 the 

KB had 25-30 million RM in liquid assets and a further 10 million invested(7). 

The effective direction of the Bund was in the hands of the 1st 

President and the other eleven members of the praesidium, only four of 

11 1 · d· B 1· (8) Th 1 1 h k h· t·· t whom actua y 1ve 1n er 1n. e on y rea c ec on t e1r ac 1V1 y 

was the annual audit and "Vertretertagung", although as president of the 

Prussian association the 1st President of the Bund was also subject to 

its annual "Abgeordnetentag". A two-thirds majority of the Vertreter-

tagung was needed to change the statutes of the Bund. 

(3) NH 926, 60-2. Par01ebuch (K). 
(4) See p. tts: 
(5) BPD p.307. 

The President 

(6) F199 XX Kriegsakten, EimJOhnenvehr 1919-20, "Sta::lts;ln7.cizer" 1-10-19 (1,)/1 
WHl 206, 1919 Business ,Report (1) Ililr-alps "Bad.KV" 1918 Business Repor tO~) 

(7) Sammlung Schumacher 247: statement 26-3-43 (K). 
(8) Westpha1 p.102-4/IJahrbuch 1931. 
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could only. therefore be removed on a simiJ~r d~cision and majority in 

both the KB and Prussian branci,1 as se:-,lb lief (9) • The chief obstacle to 

" political activity was the basic statutory "Uberparteilichkcit" and a good 

deal of preparatory canvassing on the part of an energetic 1st President 

would have been necessary before this could have been overcome, 

particularly as, since 1915, socialists too had been admitted to 

membership. Agreement on the form such prospective political 

activity would take, would have been that much more difficult to achieve. 

Nevertheless, a lot would have depended on the attitude of the chief 

regional leaders since the traditional social limitations placed on the 

offices at each level, combined with a ~ustomary acceptance of "superior 

authority" tended to militate against a consensus opinion rising from the 

KVe to the VertrC'tertaeung. While the top posts at State, Regierungs-

bezirk and provincial level tended to be occupied by middle and higher 

.. (10) . 
ranking ex-officers and off~c~als ,and had the backing of permanent 

staff(ll), these had to take serious notice of their Kreisverband 

chairmen. The KreisverbHnde, corresponding to the Landrat areas, were 

really the most important of all levels, being controlled by the 

individual KV chairmen, and being thus in direct contact ,.;rith the "grass 

. . (12) 
roots" of the organ~sat~on • In 1932 for example, one in seven of the 

. . (13) 
Prussian KreisverbHnde demanded Horn's res~gnat~on The Kreisverband 

was the obvious focus for any political or quasi-political activity, and 

became thus the basis for the KyffhHuserjugend groups. 

The 28,000 individual KVe were scattered all over Germany and were 

(14) 
specially active in agricultural areas After overcoming initial 

difficulties they attracted many World War veterans during the 1920s. 

(9) Westphal p.l02-4. 
(10) Scc p.23. 
(11) See p.Il,3. //Westpha1'p.176-80. 
(12) NH 906, 1: Heeringen's speech August 1919. 
(13) NH 931: Analysis of local positions in Presidential Election. 
(14) BPD p.307. 
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In 1929 66% of Bavarian members came into this category(15). Each KV 

would also have an important number of women ("Honorary" members who 

could vote or "FBrderer" who could not) and youngsters without military 

service ("Extraordinary" members, with the prospect of becoming ordinary 

( 16) 
members after 2 years) • KV membership was thus often a family 

affair. The majority of KVe did not have their own private clubhouse, 

and usually met once or twice a month in a local cafe "clubroom". Run 

theoretically on "democratic" lines it is clear from an article in the 

"Kyffhtluser" in 1930, that doubt existed in some KVe as to what this 

actually meant; "Don't interrupt speakers - only speak if you have 

something important to say - be brief, polite and peaceable. Honour 

all members equally, exclude political and religious controversies .. and 

purely personal questions. Accept defeat and majority votes gracefully 

and don't inunediate1y threaten to resign,,(ln. Experience in democratic, 

constitutional forms and procedures was not strong among the lower classes 

in Weimar Germany. 

From this brief examination of the organisation of the KB it is 

clear that obstacles existed to ad~pting it for political ends. On the 

other hand, the administrative and financial structure was sound and in 

practice a gre~t deal of directional power reIl into the hands of the 

first President. Much obviously depended on the skill, personality, 

and political understanding of the men who held this office. 

3. SOCIAL ASPECTS 

A comprehensive statistical analysis of the various types of ex-

servicemen's organisations in terms of occupation is not possible. The 

detailed lists that are available do not all come from the Weimar period 

itself and in the case of the officer associations the differences in 

(15) R43 I 766, 102; Reich Office Munich to Reichskanzler 11-5-29 (K). 
(16) NH 906, 42: Jahresrundschreibcn 1931 (1-12-30) (K). 
(17) NH 906,124: KY 15-6-30: Col. Immanue1's 12 Points. 
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"arm-status" must be borne in mind: this ~s best indicated by the 

percentages of noble officers in thE:: variC'ts branches of the service: 

Cavalry 45 

Staff 22 

Infantry 18 

Nechanised 16 

Medical 13 

Arti 11ery 11 

Conununications 8 

Intelligence 5 

Engineers 4 (1926)(1) 

Similarly, a lower proportion of offic~rs were of aristocratic origin in 

. 1 . P . (2) N h 1 h f" d Bavar18, tlan 1n rUSS1a • evert e ess, t e 19ures 0 suggest 

certain broad trends, especially if it is remembered that of the 266,000 

officers left without employment once the Reichswehr was established, 

7% were ex-regulars 

53% "der Reserve", and 

40% I1EinjHhrige", "Offizier-Stellvertreter", etc 
(3) 

In analysing the lists in question the follo\",ing'tlasses" were 

recognised:-

A: Lower:- workers 

B: Lower-Middle:- shop and trade employees, small proprietors, 

schoolmasters, lower professions and officials 

C: Upper-Middlc;- factory owners, higher officials and professions 

(Medicine; Law; Universities): engineer officers 

D: Upper:- most regular officers, bighndowners and nobility 

(1) Karl lkmcll~r, "The German Officer COfps", p.2GG. 
(2) ibid. p.56. ' 
(3) Nachlass SchcUch 86 (F). 



" KYFFHAUSERBUND 

1913 1918 
Prussian WUrttemberg 

1911 
Ordinary 
K\, ~!cmbers Kreis Leaders Bezirk Leaders 

(4) 

% 

A 81 

B 18 

c 

D 

(4) Saul op.cit. 
e 5) ib::d. 

(5) 

10 8 

42 69 

34 20 

14 3 

(6) W:a 206: Report of confere:1ce 1918 (L). 
(7) 1-.'1 Schl.lertfeger: 1934 list (K). 
(8) Rcinhard op.cit. p.38. 

( 6) 

1934 
SLlxon 
E~zirk Leaders 

(7) 

5 

64 

22 

8 

(9) h'K rII, 707: list 1-4-25: Verein of Officers 1st KB Engineers (F). 
(la) ib~cJ. 1930: Officer Verein of former "Pioniere u. Minenwerfer" (F). 
(11) NL Schwertfeger 431 (K). 

· :. 

1925 
1938 Bavarian 
All Engineer 
\'erein Leaders Officers 

(8) (9) 

45 o 

45 55 

8 41 

2 3 

OFFICER ASSOCIATIONS 

1930 
Bavariart 
Engineer 
Officers 

(l0) 

o 

67 

29 

4 

1931 
Saxon 
Arti llery 
Of £lcers 

(11 ) 

o 

55 

27 

4 

f 
r-' 
\Cl 
f 
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The general ~i.cture that emerges as far as tht! KB itself \,'as concerned is 

of predominantly \Iorking-class KriegerverC'ine, predominantly 10\I1cr middle-

class Krcis and Bezirk leaders and, as will be seen later, a much more 

mal-ked upper-middle and upper-class national and "Land"-leadership. Of 

the officer associa tions, the Saxon Heavy Artillery Verein is probabJ y 

more "typical" than the Bavarian Engineers, and suggests a certain 

social affinity to the middle-ranking KB leaders (Bezirk i.e.). The 

lower middle-class clement is particularly strong, and this was 

probahly the case with all officer clubs, other than the cavalry and 

~lite Guards regiments. Reinhards 1938 figures would suggest a 

considerable measure of "democratisation" by the Nazis, although in the 

case of Bavaria a higher proportion of local leaders came from the lower 

(12) 
class ~nyway • 

A closer examination of the ranks and types of commission of the 

Saxon artillery officers would indicate that out of a total of 520, at 

least 267. were ex-regulars, more than the 7% overall average would lead 

one to expect. Of the "ex-regulars" at least a third were still in 

fact serving in the Reichswehr. The predominance of reserve and Landlvehr 

officers is hardly surprising although .the 255 (49% total) "Leutnante der 

Reserve tl fo::m a considerable part of the association. 

(12) Saul op.cit. 



.. 
• 

The',general conclusions to be dra\vll from these figures arc firstly, 

that the KB, although democratic in thcorJ 'vas much less so in practice, 

certainly with regard to leadership. Like the German amiY itself before 

and after 1918, the higher the level of leadership, the higher the social 

( 13) 
status of the leader , both in terms of origin, and in the case of ex-

-21-

servicemen, of occupation. Secondly, individual officer clubs, certainly 

of the 100,000 strong nOB; and the regimental aSSOCiations, contained a 

strong lower middle-class reserve-officer element, with the inherent 

social outlook this implies - especially the desire to model its 

. (14) 
behaviour on the aristocratic profess~onal officers • In the ROB, 

outlook was especially homogeneous: 
(1 ') 

9J% of members were "Beamte" - • 

Finally, th~ participation of ex-officers in the local :<Ve, already 

declining before 1914, continued to do so until, by 1938, only 14% of 

(j 6) 
local chairmen were in this category On the other hand the 

(17" • 
100,000 officers in the KB played an important part at higher levels 

The national direction of the main veterans' associations was in the 

hands mainly of retired generals in their sixties. This was so in the 

KB, DOB and NDO. The Stahlhelm and ROB were exceptions. 

(13) Kurt SchUlzle, "Reichswehr wider die Nation", Berlin 1963: p.29. 
(14) Demeter op.cit. 
(15) BPD p.449. 
(16) Rcinhard op.cit.IISaul op.cit. 
(17) srn p.307. 
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(18) 
From the accompanying table it can be s~~n that the majority were from 

the aristocr2cy and had served not only in the Imperial Army but also ir 

the Rcichs\·Jehr. Many had had experience in elite branches of the army, 

and in the Freikorps and Grenzschutz. Several of the KB leaders had 

connections with 'the officer associations, particularly the NDO. Heeringen 

and Horn had ooth been involved in politics at the highest level, the former 

(19 ) 
as War Ninister and the latter as a henchman of Seeckt • While, of 

course, not all the Bezirk and provincial leaders were ex-generals many 

were ex-officers or high-ranking officials • Among the middle and lower 

echelons of the KB leadership, while they became more scarce, the 

professional officers are still in evidence, and locally, played important 

roles. Men like Col. von Puttkamer (Magdeburg), Major Kar1 Lange (Zoppot, 

Danzig: EiU\vohncrwchr- leader, joined NSDAP in 1930, SS SturnbannfUhrer in 

1936), Major Otto von Weiss (Kreisverband Weh~au: East Prussia: organised 

1919 "Heimatwehr" and "Heimatbund" against Bolshevist threat; 1928 

organised the East Prussian "Bauernnotbewegung" aimed directly against the 

Prussian Government's agricultural policy; sentenced to terms of imprison-

ment; joined NSDAP 1932), Major Wa1ter Jungnicke1 (since 1922 a member of 

"Saxon Grcnrldiers" in Dresden; activity in para-military VerbHnde, 1925/32 

led Saxon Vo1kssportschu1e in Schmorkau; in "Reichskuratorium fUr Jugencl-

,,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(18) Hcerinbcn: Rcinhard, "Wehen der Rcpublik", Berlin 1933) 

"H. an den Kriegervereinen", p. 12-14. 
Horn: "Die Gardc" 3/6 p.1041lCarstcn op.cit. pp.169-70 , 

Haro1d Gordon, "Reichswehr and German Republic", p.280) 
NL Secckt, 72, 17: correspondence with Gobbin, Finckenstein. 

Rcinhard: R: "NS Reichskriegerbund"; "I-lehen der Repub1ik". 
D-0-B1 32, 1919; 35, 1919; 1, 1920. 

Enckevort: Reinhard "NS J~eichskriegerbund" p. 22. 
Fabeck: ibid. p.29; D-0-B1 21-5-20. 
Beckh: ibid. p.421. 
Kessinger: ibid. p.256. 
Haur: ibid. p.276. 
Didt~lalll1: ibid. p.J22. 
Fritsch: ihid. p.3J(l. 
M~llcr: ibid. p.1b5. 
Hutie>r: 'DOll 10, 1925: p.226. 
SCh0Uch: Nachlass (V): D-O-lll 16-10-19; 13-11-19; 5-8-22. 
R.ldo\dtz, .Icna and others: Rcinhard op.cit.llbiogr.1phic material in 
Berlin Document Cl'lIt0r. 

(19)Carstcn p.169-70. 
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ertUchtigung" and later ObersturmfUhrer in the SA; particularly concernr~ 

throughout with the education of youth in military skills; j0ined NSDAP 

in 1933): All th0se were promoted to the provincial leadership after 1934. 

It is interesting to see the type of person advanced under Reinhard. 

The ovenlhelming majori ty are ex-regular officers, Captains, like Brunner, 

Majors, like von BUnau, Griasch, VOn Behr and VOn Proeck, Lt. Cols., like 

Co11ani} Knecht, von Kretschmann, and even the odd generals, like 

Generallcutnant Fritz Koch and Generalmajor von Kuh1wein: The pattern 

. (20) 
at the !£E d1d not change Col. Reinhard himsel~ R tough ex-Guards 

Freikorps leader, although out of the service since 1920, was progressively 

promoted to the illustrious rank of "General der Infantlrie". 

The 1eaiers of the officer associations were also men of distinction: 

General der InfantlriE: Dr. Hermann von Kuhl (DOB) 'vas the only Germ.:m 

besides Bismarck to be awarded the coveted "Pour le Ne'rite" both for 'War 

. (21) 
service and attainment in peacet1me • General1eutnant ScheUch served 

as War Minister in 1918. In the other veteran organisations, such as tbe 

Waffenringe, the picture is the sa~e: General Achter had led the 

"SchUtzen and \-landerbund'; the para-military successor to the Oberland 

d
(22) 

Bun . General Freiherr von Watter had led the Freikorps 1argelv 

responsible for quelling the Ruhr in 1919, and was dismissed from the 

(23) 
Reichswehr in 1920 for openly supporting the Kapp Putsch • 

In general, the survival of the social codes and class barriers 

established in Imperial Germany is nowhere more strongly apparent than 

in the ex-servicemcn's organisations. In a period of social unrest such 

as followed the abdication of the Kaiser, it was fairly obvious that the 

(20) Reinhard or.elt. 
(21) ~y 11-11-1956. 
(22) f,)o 1 Ill!l: Ri~'ht !{~J(lical ~:ovcmentCt(). 

(23) NL ~larx 1109: "I\Uln Vo1kszcitung" 13-10-38 (KH) I/Horkcnbach: 
"Das D('utschc Reich", Vol. I. 
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adherents .of the "old order" would band t0gether in self preservation. 

On the other hand the continued divisions :lnd rivalries among the veter~0 

associations constituted in themselves a serious threat to "Volksgemein-

schaft", and even within them there were large numbers of ex-KeOs and 

reserve officers from the war who were becoming increasingly unwilli~g to 

accept either the new "system" or 'vhat was left of the old. This feeling 

lay at the heart of the Freikorps and later the Nazi movement. Aging 

Prussian generals were never reno,med for their ability to receive and 

adapt themselves to new ideas • Although sometimes "hidebound" by their 

traditional concept of honour, they were nevertheless men of intelligence 

and administrative ability. The experiences of some of them in the para-

mili tary VerbHnde and pas t-war Reichs~·'ehr pal i tics were, however, a 

double-edged weapon. While aware of the advantages of propping up the 

weak "Weimar System" they were also aware of the ease 'vith ,·:hich it could 

be toppled. All too many of these retired generals were to contribute 

to activities tending to the dissolution of the Republic - without having 

the originality of mind, the constructive ability, to realise their own 

vague concepts of what was to replace it. 

4. EX-SERVICEl1EN: PENS IONS At\lJ) HELFARE 

The obligation of the State to care for its old soldiers and their 

dependants was first recognised in Prussia after the War of Liber~tion 

1813-1815, the first time the principle of "National Service" had been 

introduced. Previous to this the lucky few had found some refuge in 

orphanages and invalid-houses, but for the majority of ex-servicemen, 

even dis.1.b1cd one~, the only pos::;iblc 11·vcllol.100,1 • ... ·11" .... rc nc~·ll.,l c:l1)lo t-u ~. .... "i Y;;lcr" .. 

was out of the question was the charily of relatives and pussers-by in 

the street. The early pension legislation was, however, far from 
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adequate. _ Even the 1873 Law, which in ma::y ways was distinctly 

progressive, still gave insufficient attention to the needsJf the 

dependants of the reserve-soldier, killed in action. The resources of 

the developing KV movement were limited at this stage, and in general it 

was only found possible to alleviate the hardship in individual cases, 

where the Stace provided insufficiently. In the later years of the 

nineteenth century the Deutsche Kriegerbund established and ran a few 

orphanages, but by far the most important function of the ex-servicemen's 

associations in this field was the representation of the needs of 

disabled and dependants to the organs of government responsible for 

drafting legislation. With the forging of closer links between KB and 

State in military and political affairs, the influence of the veteran-

lobby in the area of pensions and welfare was seen to increase. This 

was so in the acts of 1895, 1901 and 1906 - particularly the later ones 

of 1907 and 1913. Nevertheless, all these measures had been drawn up to 

meet the demands of short, "limited" wars, involving only professional 

and reserve armies. It rapidly became clear after 1914 that the 

terrifying casualties being suffered by what soon developed into a 

"Volksheer" conscripted from all branches of society, necessitated 

action in the areas of pensions and welfare on a scale hitherto 

unprecedented. To meet these ne,-) pressures the "Reichsausschuss fUr 

die bUrgerliche KriegsbeschMdigten-FUrsorge" was set up on 16th September 

1915, primarily to co-ordinate the activities of public and private relief 

organisations, and also to advise on the drafting of legislation. While 

participation of official KB representatives in the sub-committees of the 

Reichsausschuss was important, as indeed it was in the "Hauptausschuss 

fUr Kriegerwit\-1cn und Wisenpflcge" (set up 17th April 1915) and the 

"Nationalstiftung" and "Ludcndorffspcndc", the KTI leaders felt strongly 

that all welfare and pensions arrangements should be brought under direct 

governmert: control. Probah ly, the aim here was to have the Ky f fhlfuserbund 
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explici tly. entrenched in the Imperial es ta:-:1ishment, controlling all relief .. 
work, very m:.J~h as the "National-Sozialistische Kriegsopfer '/ersorgung" 

(NSKOV) was to do under Hitler. This would have proved di fficul t in vie,v 

of the "anti-socialist" rB"le already created for the KB; once the trade 

unions and political parties of the left had established their own 

associations for disabled and dependants, it was out of the question. Even 

before the end of the war (August 1918) these new bodies had been granted 

official representation on the Reichsausschuss, on an equal footing with 

the KB . On 8th February 1919 the cId "Reichsausschuss ll was taken over by 

the Ministry of Labour as Department IV . A new "Reichsausschuss", purely 

an advisory body, was soon set up and of its 33 members only 4 came from 

the KB while its socialist arch-enemy, the Reichsbund provided 13. "How 

(1) 
are the mighty fallen!" 

The sheer size of the pr ob1em of disabled and dependants created by 

the First World War saddled the Weimar Republic with an enonlOUS financial 

burden. In 1924 there were over two and a quarter million pensioned in 

these categories:-

Disabled 721,000 (increasing) 

Widows 365,000 (decreasing) 

Orphans 1,032,000 (decreasing) 

Other Dependants 200,000 (decreasing) 

Annual state expenditure continued to rise throughout the Weimar period 

as a result of a continuing supply of claims and national economic 

distress. The figures for the 1928/29 Reich Budget(2) included:-

(1) Westpha1 op.cit. p.180-7 
(2) "Deutsche Wehr" 19-12-28/ /StatistischesJahrbuch 1928. 
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PENSIONS AND NATIONAL ASSiSTANCE - 1,780 r>lILLION R.B. (20%) 

viz: 

"Old Army" Officers/Officials and Dependants 235 milln. R.i1. 

"Reichswehr" All Ranks and Dependants 60 milln. R.N. 

1864/71 Veterans 20 milln. R.1-1. 

1914/18 Disabled and Dependants 1;300 milln. R.N. (! 4!;(1o) 

(Percentages: proportion of total "ordinary" expenditure.) 

The economic misfortunes of Germany in the 1920s were rooted in the war 

itself and not only in tpe peace. While, of course, payment of reparations 

involved similar annual sums (e.g. 1930: 1.5 milliards), these payments 

were not made throughout the period and were largely financed by American 

d .. h 1 (3) an Br1t1~ oans • 

The payment of pensions was made by the Ministry of Labour according 

to the provisions of the "Reichsversorgungsgesetz" of 12th May 1920 and 

subsequent measures like the "Wehrmachtversorgungsgesetz". The granting 

and fixing of pensions was carried out by the special boards established 

(4) 
by the 10th January 1922 "Verfahrengesetz" and it \\'as in the expert 

presentation and advocacy of individual cases to these boards, that the 

various priv3te associations provided a very valuable service of which 

some half of the total number of pensionable disabled and dcpendantG 

availed themselves. The comparative strengths, ete, of the main 

independent associations, based on an assessment w.ade by the NSDAP in 

(5) 
1930 are given in the following table :-

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

Ericlt Eyck, "History of the Wcimar R(:,'ublic" H,u"vard 19G',' IJ ','.;<:(\",1 ... ·T\ 
t"" , ..-. 'v"". 1. 1. I • 

Wcstphal p.207. ' 
Sammlung Schumachcr 255: "NSKOV": Reiehs] eitung to Hitler 7-1-33 (K). 
Grosse Broekhaus 1931. 
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NAHE 

KyffhHuserverband ,': 

Reichsbund 

FOUNDED (TOTAL) NlTHRERS POLITICAL 

1920 18 

1917 13 

4uO,000 "schlapp deutsch ... 
national" 

300,000 Socialist (orig: 
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Freie Cewerkschaften) 

Reichsverband 1923 
(orig: Einheitsvcrband· 
- Essencrvcrband 1916/19) 

Zentralverband 1919 
(orig: Behrens Verb and 1918 
MUnchener Bund (Bay. Kgrbrl.) 1918) 
Essenerverband (Kassell) 1916) 

Internationaler Bund 1919 

Deutsche Offizier-Bund 

Bund Erb1indeter Krieger J.916 

8 

3 

2 

lRO,OOO "neutrnl, but ;·~arxist 
influenced" 

70,000 strong Zentrum influ
ence (orig: Non
Socialist Trade Unions) 

50,000 Communist 

3,000 

(*The name "Kyffhtluserverband der KriegsbeschMdigten und Hinterb1iebencl1" 
was not used till 1932, and should be dis
tinguished from the student "KyffhHuserver-
band": Previously the unwieldy title 
"Verband der Kb und Kh des RKB KyffhHuser" 
was used.) 

Before examining the \'o'Ork of the KyffhHuserverband in more detail it 

is worth investigating Lhe influence that the vetcraus' associaL..i.ons hau 

on the formulation of the Reichsvcrsorgungsgesetz of 1920. The draft of 

the new law had long been under consideration by the old Reichsausschuss 

and this work was taken over by the Ninistry of Labour in 1919. The 

first draft introduced important changes of principle: abolition of 

rank variation and of war and mutilation allowances made all \"ar-

disabled theoretically equal: these and other changes were in general 

favourably received by the socialjst associations. On the other hand, 

provisions for compensation based on prc-war income, which wOllld restore 

some measure of graduation accordin~ to rank for the former regular 

soldiers, were not. KB and DOB were naturally in favour of retaining 

this compensation if the "rank" principle had to be dropped. All the 
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associationR were united in their opposition to a further principle whiciL 

&ought to apoly a ~eans test", reduCing pEnsions as income from work or 

investment exceeded certain levels. The sessions of the Rcichsallsschuss 

were taken up with acrimonious wranglings, between the socialist represQn-

tatives demanding a (higher) "Einheitsrcnte", and the KB/DOB members who 

were in favour of accepting the basic rates and aiming at a higher 

"Tetrungszulage" or cos t-of-living allo,vance. 

In the event, although predictably, the "rank" differences favoured 

by the KB/DOB were not restored, the Law contained several provis~ons 
., 
• "in lieu": distinction was made between NCO and man, older officer and 

younger officer; "Ausgleichszulage'i took into account former profession.:!l 

earnings, "Ortszulage" the costs of different "Ortsklasse". Similarly, 

the old "mutilation" allDlv<lnce WIS replaced by an ... ,ddi tiOI1rll gr:mt for 

"severely disabled". On the other hand, th~ "means test" '.;oas only to 

affect those in the "higher income" bracket (5,000 H, raised shortly to 

7,000M) .. the ordinary workers' pensions being in no way curtailed. 

More controversial was the compulsory payment of the small "10%" penRions 

and those due to reserve officers and officials, in one lump settlement. 

This was immediately contested by the DOB. Partially reduced work 

capacities in still serviceable reserve officers were, however, now to 

be compensated according to former incomes. Like most legislation 

this 1a\v was not \"holly satisfactory to anyone. The most glaring 

defect, the fact that no provision had been made for the "Altverteranen", 

those professional officers and soldiers who left the Service before the 

outbreak of war, was soon remedied by the issue of a separate draft law 

prepared in conjunction with DOB, KB and the "R£'ichsverband ehemaliger 

und derzeitiger Berufssoldaten" (RdB) - not, Le. the socialist welfarc: 

associations who were only conccrn~d (in theory at any ratL) with ~orld 

War disabled and dependants. Last minute modifications before the draft 

was passed l>y the Reichstag resulted from lobbying by the veterans' 

associations, and achieved tangible benefits for the "old v('t('rans" not.:!hly 



in the shape of the right to choose which scheme they would come under: 

oJd or new. Similarly, the "\oJehrmachtver.:'orgungsgesetz" brought into 

the scope of the new legislation those soldier8 disabled as a result of 

accidents sustained during the time of their service, but not while on 

duty; likewise, with dependants of soldiers killed in this way. Other 

aspects continued to be bones of contention: thus the "cost-of-living" 

allowance was only to be increased in cases of need duly investigated 

and approved - not, more reasonably, (as the KB maintained) by a purely 

administrative sliding-scale tangibly linked to the cost of living by 

. (6) 
relation to food prlces 

DOB pressure subsequently helped to obtain a considerable number of 

minor modifications to proposed legislatio~: most of these secured 

varying increases in pensions; such, for example, ~as the successful 

retention of the "Kampsfzuschlag" and partially, of the "mutilation" 
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(7) 
supplement • An important part of DOB propaganda was directed towards 

refuting socialist attacks on the whole question of officers' pensions. 

Thus statistics published in 1927 pointed out that the percenta~es of 

ex-regular officers entitled to draw pensions, who actually did so, \-1crc 

low (e.g. only 30% of Captains, and 20% of Lieutenant-Generals). Similarly 

the number of regular officers promoted during the years 1914/20, did not 

ndiceably exceed that promoted during the years 1908/14; of the 595 

Lieutenants commissioned in 1893, for example, only 7 had reached the 

(8) 
rank of Lt. Col. by 1919 • All methods were utilised to put their case 

across, ranging from direct personal approaches to ministers, sending 

circulars to Reichstag members and enlisting the aid of local officials. 

(Thus in 1928 the Bavarian Staatsministerium forwarded a DOB proposal to 

(6) Wcstphal p.195 et seq. 
(7) "DOBI! 25-11-28: "Zehn Jahre DOR"). 
(8) "DOB" 17, 1927: p.727. 



I , 'h h ' d ' )(9) Ber ln, Wl.t t elr recommen atlon • 

Overall, it may be said that the KB and DOE energetically rept·esenLd 

their particular social interests to the Reich authorities responsible for 

drafting the laws concerning disabled and dependants: the one advocated 

the inter~sts of 'the old veterans, the conservative working class and the 

"kleinbUrgerlich"; the other, the needs of those 266,000 officers left 

without employment, together with those who had retired before the war. 

In view of the socialist majority on the Reichsausschuss and the difficult 

financial climate, their efforts met with a good deal of success. 

In addition to direct influence exerted on the drafting of legislation 

and the advocacy of the individual cases of some 18% of all pensioned 

disabled and dependants, the KB had its OHn funds and special institutions 

which could be used in cases of real hardship falling outside the scope of 

state legislation, or thereby inadequately provided for. The subordin~te 

bodies through which these funds could be dispensed suffered from Lhe 

organisational complexity that bedevilled the KB as a whole. Initially. 

the institutions that developed within the old Deutsche Kriegerbund 

embodied the welfare organs of Prussia and some 10 small LandesverbHllde 

of North and Central Germany. From the beginning of 1922 the Deutsche 

Kriegerbund was known as the "Deutsche Kriegerwohlfahrtsgemeinschaft" 

(l0) 
(DKWG) and concerned itself henceforth purely with the welfare matter~ 

of the Prussian association and the other LandcsverbHnde in question. 

Besides expending substantial annual sums in direct support of needy old 

comrades, the DKWG owned and ran five orphnnages, and six convalescent 

homes for soldiers. The orphanages started in 1884 with the foundation 

of a home at RBmhild in Thuringia, and were financed by the "Fechtanstalt" 

(1884), a form of standing appeal fund and the "Kronprinzen/Kronprinzcssin 

(9) MA 104267: 20-9-19, 13-1-28 (MGS). 
(10) Westphal p.192, 
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Stiftung" ,( 1906). In addition to this 50% of the Prussian association's 

income in subscri~tions went direct to the D~JG, which used some 26% of 

this for the orphanages against 58% for general aid. Overall the j)K\.JG 

budget for 1932/33 envisaged the expenditure of 556,500 M • of which 

107,500 went to orphans, 449,000 to general assistance for comrades.-

Th b lk f h · f f th P' .. (46 )(11) e u 0 t 1.S came, 0 course, rom e rUSS1.an aSSOC1.at1.on o,oom: . 

The DK\']G represented only part of the KyffhMuserbund: many of the 

LandesverbMnde outside Prussia had developed their own independent 

welfare institutions. In 1920, partly to facilitate negotiations aimed 

at amalgamating the disabled and dependants in the KB with the local 

associations of the Zentralverband (this came to nothing), and partly to 

safeguard against a possible exclusion of all organisations, other than 

those purely for disabled and dependants, from the Reichsausschuss, it 

was decided to create a new ort,anisation, emb];acing these elcmcnls fror.. 

all LandesverbMnde (i.e. - including Prussia) in separate, but associated 

Vereine: the "Verband der Kriegsbescblldi 6 ten und Kriegshinterbliebenen 

des Deutschen Reichskriegerbunds KyffhMuser". This organisation was 

primarily designed to represent the interests of war victims to the Reich 

1 h ·· (12) and loca aut orltIes . 

Finally, it must be remembered that each Landesverba~d (including 

Prussia) retained its own independent welfare oreans. Thus the Prussian 

association had the ·Kriegerstiftung' (495,000 M. in 1920) and the "Linkische 

Stiftung" (975,000 M. in 1920)(13). The WUrttemberg Kriegcrbund spent 

altogether 218,473 M. on "Aid" in 1929(14). A breakdo\-m of the 1 Hark 

b ., hP' '" 1 d (15) su scrlptlon to t e rUSSlan assoclatlon lnc u es:-

(11) NH 926, 42: PE 8-3-31. 60, 2: l'tl 8-19. (6-7-31) (K). 
(12) Westphal p.192. 
(13) ibid. p.162. -
(14) WMI 206: Business Reports (L)//E 130 IV Stnatsministeriul11 1479 U)]I) ... 
(15) J 45 flugschriften: Nr. 191: Er ich K':'I\-:i esc: "Ky [[h~luscrbund, Hcscn 

Zweck und Zielc" 1927 (SH). 



PLKV . Sf! Pf. 

Kr i eger.~:.:if tung 5 

Disabled & Dependants 
10 

UnterstUtzung 5 

I~ all: 62% on welfare 
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DKHG 50 Pf. 

Unct'rstUtzung 29 

Orphans 13 

This indicates the high proportion of the general KB funds that went 

on welfare work. Westphal's assessment of the total assets of the KV 

movement in 1920 was in the region of 74t million Marks, with an overall 

. . (16) 
annual expenditure on welfare of 11-12 lnl.lhon • 

While the pre-eminent social role of the KB must be seen in this 

field, there were nevertheless other important aspects, ranging from 

special l.ife and Accident Insurance, Information Bureaux (post-\var).; 

Discount Saving Schemes and Local Bulk Buying~ to Settlement provisions 

and War-Grave Care. 
(17) 

In the area of welfare the activities of tIle 

DOB were the same, if on a smaller scale and on behalf of a different 

social group. Their subscription rate was higher, but having only a 

limited membership (ca. 100,000) the amounLs they could spend on hardship 

cases from their mm funds \·1as naturally smaller. In 1920 for example) 

(8) 
175,000 M was spent to assist 288 needy ex-officers • 

Another association mainly concerned \.Jith welfare \.Jork \.Jas the 

"Reichsbund del' Zivi1dienstberechtigten", to \.Jhom retiring soldiers alld 

policemen turned for assistance in finding work as public or private 

officials (Beamte). In 1932, some 50,000 such men were waiting for 

employment and many became active Nazi supporters, as the voluntary 

adoption by the Bund of a completely Nazi praesidium (in July 1933) 

.. (19) 
would IndIcate • 

(16) Westphal p.lO~ 
(7) ibid. 
(18) D-O-Bl L, 1921. 

_._._._------ ... -,.~ ._- . -... --- -- -. 

(19) Polizeidirektion Hunich: 243 IIIF 11/202. (}!SO). 
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The activities of the ex-servicemen's organisations in the affairs 

of disabled and dependants were not without a certain political signi-

ficance. Firstly it made necessary co-operation berween government 

agencies and the KB and DOB at all levels, even to the extent that the 

veteran group:.:; themselves were sometimes blamed along with the "system" 

for the inadequacies in the administration and amounts of pensions. 

(The DOB made it quitt: clear, however, which parties opposed pension 

. . (20) 
cuts in the Reichstag: the DNVP, DVP and later the Naz1S .) Secondly 

the rise of the KB to first place among the private associations enhanced 

its "image", its public reputation, and thus its potential "bargaining 

power" . Perhaps the best indication of this is the attention paid to 

the KB "disabled 2nd dependants" association by the r-;SDAP. A memor:lndUITI 

of 18th November 1930 to all ~~azi Gaue descdbed the "rival" welfare groups 

and ordered the establishment of local Nazi cells specially designed to 

present and advocate the cases of individual "disabled and depei1 c.1auts". 

Early in the following year special 10-nay training courses for the new 

cell-leaders were initiated. Joint demonstrations against the 

Notverordnung of 8th December 1931 included local KB groups. Already 

in 1932 the NSDAP were conducting negotiationR with the "Reichsverballu" 

and "Zentralverband", with a "take-over" very much in mind. The usual 

high-standard propaganda was directed against the other organisations and 

by December 1932 the NSDAP \oJere strongly recollU1lCnding to their local 

representatives the desirability of contesting the elections to the 

local "advisory boards"; politically, the Kyffh!.iuserverband is described 

as "im Reiche stark deutschnational", and the Bavarian Kriegerbund is 

primarily "Bayerische Vo1kspartei". Early advances to the KB (late 1930) 

(20) "DOB" 5-8-25; 8, 1928. 
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with the prospect of inaugurating a struggle against the Reichscund and 

Internationaler Bund, had come to little. It was only after Hitler had 

become Chancellor that things really began to move on this front. The 

dissolution of the KPD removed the Internationaler Bund from the scene. 

An earlier amalgamation of the NSKOV with the Reichsverband to form the 

"NS Reichsverband der Kriegsopfer E.V." was broadened when this body 

linked up with the DOB, KyffhHuserverband and Kriegsblindener Bund to 

form a loose: "Nationale Kampfgemeinschaft der KriegsopferverbHnde". 

This was shortlived and following the dissolution of the socialist 

Reichsbund on 31st May 1933, the DOB and KB severed their connections with 

the "Nationale Kampfgemeinschaft". Although subsequently agreeing to a 

provisional enrollment as "Einzelgruppen" in the NSKOV, thus retaining 

their identitj', the KB and DOB put up a strong resistance in negotiations 

with the Wehrpolitisches Amt(2l). In fact only small numbers of 

KyffhHuser groups appear to have been attracted to NSKOV by the end of 

1933 and the rivalry between the two associations was to continue for 

many years to come. The official treaty between Reinhard ("ReichskriegerfUhrer' 

the chief of the NS Reichskriegerbu:1d, an d Oberlindober ("Reichskriegsopfer-

-rVhr.fi!j4'~ he. a cl or NSKOV ) gave NSKOV a monopoly of welfare work, but 

restricted its activities purely to this (15th December 1937)(22). 

From this examination of the welfare rSle of the two most significant 

ex-servicemen's associations the KB particularly is seen in a light which 

lifts it above the purely "Kameradschaftliche-" and "Traditions-VerbHnde". 

This important social work did more than anything else to forge links 

between the moderate conservative element in the KB and the governments 

of the Weimar Republic, and was recognised as a possible source of 

opposition by the Nazis, who even went to the length of founding their 

own "Kriegsopfer-Versorgung" from scratch: no easy task. 

(21) See p. ao".//S.Sch. 255 (K). 
(22) NS 10/108 {K). 
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In thic ~nd ensuing sections will be discussed the political ~ttituJ~s 

and activities of the various ex-servicemen's organisations, in relation to 

the Weimar Republic itself, those forces dedicated to its survival, and 

those pursuing its downfall. The aim will be to investigate the extent to 

which these associations embodied and promoted factors tending to its 

survival or dissolution. For convenience, the question is considered over 

the fairly obvious periods into which the history of the Republic falls. 

The first of these covers the troubl~d years following the military defeat 

" • of 1918 and the fall of the HohenzollerRmonarchy. This culminated in the 

Franco-Belgian occupation of the Ruhr and the financial coJlapse of 19~3, 

after which, although the German government adopted a public policy of 

outward fulfilment of the terms of Versailles, secret military preparations 

contrary to these terms were set in motion by "the Reichswehr )padership. 

Even more important, German popular sentiment against France had hardened, 

probably irretrievably. The rBle played by the veteran associations in 

these earlier years will first of all he considered in tprms of the PUBLIC 

POLICY and GENERAL PROPAGANDA pursued by the various leaders, their 

attitudes to SOCIAL DEHOCRACY, and the LOCAL INFLUENCE of their subordinate 

groups. 

1. PUBLIC POLICY AND GENERAL PROPAGANDA 

Th~ main political questions between 1918 and 1923 originated in the 

war, the Versailles Peace and the revolution. '111e general state of the 

veteran organisations after the ,ar has already been discussed. The 

reaction of the KyffhMuserbund, (by nm17 virtually part of the Imperial 

establishment) to the events of November 1918, is important, not only 

with regard to the future development of the org~nisation itself but 

also, more widely, with regard to the survival of the new republic. If 

one subscribes to the view of historians such as Stampfcr - that the 

remarkable thine about the Weimar Republic is NOT that it did not last 
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(1) 

longer, but that it lasted at all ,the public attitudes adopted by s~~h 

a large 'bUcg2rlich' organisation may be sc~n to play a certain part in 

this survival. Certainly, some conservative circle~ criticised the 

.. . th h' h th 1 d f th KT> d hI' (2) pass1v1ty WL W 1C e ea ers 0 e u reacte to t e revo ut10n 

and Westphal several times defended his policy in this connection. 

Writing in 1922, for example, he pointed out with some justification that 

the old veterans remaining at home had little alternative in view of other 

factors - the abdication of the Kaiser, the acquiescence of the entire 

middle-class and the civil service, and the decision of men like Hindenburg 

to take the Kajser's instruction "den Inhabern der tatsHchlichen Gewalt in 

Deutschland helfen -It at its face value(3). On the other hand a concerted 

lead by such middle-class organisations as the KB could well have stiffened 

the backbone of the moderate group in Germany from the outset. Groener, 

writirlg to his wife on 17th November 1918 asks' "But where is the courag~ 

(4) 
of the middle-classes?" • General Maercker, the Freikorps leader, puts 

the matter in more detail: "Almost every time we entered a town I had to 

ask myself the question: would our intervention have been necessary if 

everyone had been at his post? '\There was the German bourgeoisie? \\Thqre 

were the pro-Government workers? \fuere were our students, our ex-officers. 

NCOs and soldiers? I have acquired in the five months of my activity in 

Central Germany little respect for the constructive ability (Gestaltungskraft) 

of the German bourgeoisie, but a high opinion of the organised workers. ---

The workers, well organised, disciplined and ready to make sacrifices are 

faced almost everywhere by a bourgeoisie which is compleLely unorganised, 

split up into four or five mutually hostile parties, little inclined to 

Cl) F. Stampfcr, "Erfahrungen lInci Erkcnntnisse", Koln (1953) p.235. 
(2) BPD p.30S. 
(3) Westphal p.17. 
(4) Wilhelm Groener, "Lebenserinnerungen", p.47. 
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_,,_ 'f' 11(5) 
m~ any sacr~ ~ces. This lack of initiative on the part of the 

middle-class ~n general may in part be explained by the sudden removal of 

the keystone to the ,·!holc German administrative structure. Deprived of 

the long-accustomed uniform direction from above, the bourgeoi~ie found 

itself floundering in a situation which had become all at once terribly 

fluid. The buck had been passed - the recipients found wanting - and 

the game lost to the extremists of left and right. This interpretation 

has much of value, but other considerations certainly played a part, for 

republican troops such as Kuttner's IIRegiment Reichstag" we~ locally 

, (6) f f h of some 1mportance • 0 more signi icance per aps, '''<is the initial 

failure of the middle-class to rally round exiscillg organisations. In 

the case of the KB it may be questionable whether, in view of the post-war 

deficiencies of communication within the association, any initiative from 

the Berlin Ccntrale could have had much effect. Either way, the initiative 

itself was not forthcoming and the reason for this was apparently the fear 

that the estahlishment of "Kriegerverein Abwehrabteilungcll" might be 

construed as counter-revolutionary activity. Such local Kriegervereine 

as constituted themselves into Civil Guards to make up for the absence of 

government troops did so without encouragement from the KB Centrale - who 

limited themselves to approving the entry of KV members into local 

BUrgerwehreu, as long as the local authorities were in agreement, and to 

(7) 
a general advocacy of helping to restore la,." and order • 

The decisions which confronted Hastphal and the other leaders during 

the period immediatcly following the Kaiser's abdication ,.ere largely 

dictated by the trend of events beyond their control. A proclamation of 

loyalty to the Kaiser was considered, but rejected in the face - particularly 

(5) Otto Ernst schtiddekopl, IIBeer ulld Rcpuhlik", llallllOvcl-/Ft'allkfllrl 19:;:;: p.4G. 
(6) A. J. Ryder, liThe German Revolution of 1918", p.207. 
(7) NH 916, PLKV to KKV Ostpriegnitz, 15-3-19 (K). 
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of Hindcnburg's decision to co-operate witL the Ebert r~gime. After a 

more than formal expression of sadness at the course taken by events, th~ 

first official statement after the "Revolution" issued on November 14th 

laid emphasis on preserving the unity of the German people and law and 

order. "He ask ·our comrades in the interest of the German people to 

stand behind Lhe present regime and any future one recognised by the 

people, and to co-operate in the preservation of order." In general 

terms the KB pledged itself to contin~with its welfare work for veterans 

(8) 
and dependants • A few days later a second statement included a call r~~ 

t.arl~ 'National Assembly', the aim of Ebert and the moderate Socialists(9). 

Further statements followed, (27th November, 11th D~cember and 29th 

December) which politically, merely repeated this call to co-operate with 

the new r&gime in preserving law and order. Otherwise they detailed the 

(10) 
tasks with \'ihich the KB would in future be concerned • 

In general the local associations accepted the new policy without 

. (11) 
questLon ,although requests were made for an urgent meeting of 

Landesverband leaders in Berlin. These requests were refused in view of 

. (12) 
the conditions prevailing in the cap1ta1 • It took time of course for 

some individual members and Vereine to come to terms with the new policy -

and for a while local expressions of monarchist sentiment were not unCOffiQon. 

More often than not, hO\oleVer, the public statements, circulars, etc, of 

local Vereine found ample scope in general "sabre-rattling" and the myth 

f d 
n(13) 

of an "unde cate army • 

Having taken an initial stand of political neutrality, the KB found 

itself safe from any immediate attacks by the Ebert r~gillle. There \vas 

still the possibility that the Allies would demand its dissolution, but 

(8) Weslpllill p.lS.//:\'1I 916, 70 et seq. 
(9) \.J~slpl131 p.l~. 

(lO)ibid. p.18-l9. 
(ll)NH 916, passim. 
(l2)ibid. I:n to LUbcck LV, 24-12-18. 
(l3)ibid. 117 (Christmas 1918 Circlllar of Elmsland l\V), 106. 



by far the greatest danger to itJ survival was an internal onc: many 

veterans consi.dered that with tile changes of th~ last few months, the KV 

movement had lost its 'raison d'~tre;. A i arge part of the h'V press in 

1919 was concerned with the task of putting across the new emphasis on 

welfare to the rank and file. With this looking towards the future went 

a certain nostalgia for the past. "Alles, was bisher uns in Deutschland 

(14) 
gaIt - es liegt zusammcngebrochen". Requests for an all-out public 

relations drive, coupled with an internal setting-to-rights, went out in 

. (15) 
a circular of 18th January to all leaders down to Kre1S level • The 

realisation had dawned th~t they must seek their own salvation and could 

. (16) 
no longer rely on the government for any ass1stance • Westpha1 

himself was very pessimistic as to the future, and extremely critical of 

,. . 
the Ebert reg1mc. In a private letter (10th February) to Gcheimrat 

Gravenhorst (Alsace-Lorraine), he wrote: " ••• only duty keeps me going 

-42-

•••• it will need the most strenuous hard work. to get through this crisis, 

but I hope we will come through: the bigger the mistakes of the 

revolutionary government, the worse the conditions, then the sooner will 

those people who stand true to Germanicism (Deutschtum) join us .... 
The revolution has destroyed us and poisoned our people " Going on 

to blame also the earlier administrations of Bethmann and Max v. Haden, 

he asked again the defensive question - what else could our old veterans 

have done in the face of all the other circumstances? To go against the 

revolution would have been impossible, - would have totally destroyed our 

cause. Nevertheless, "we will work for reconstruction. Our time will 

come again!" 
(7) 

Subsequent private letters struck a more optimistic 

note, although the fact that KV members were in llIany places still 

reluctant to acknowledge their membership in public, for fear of giving 

. (18) 
offence, continued to worry h1m • 

(14) ibid. 106, "Kriegervetein Vorstand" Nr.I, Jan 1919, p.8-IS. 
(15) ibid. 114. 
(16) ibid. 139, Heeringen to Schaefer, 10-2-19. 
(17) ibid. 142, Wcstphal to Gravcnhorst, 10-2-19. 
(18) ibid. 144, Westphal to Lehmnnn, 15-2-19. 
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In spite of the KB leadership's public neutrality towards the Ebert 

government'and Social Democrats in general, sonle of the Landesverbtlnde 

were not sO restrained. The Lippischer Kriegerbund, for example, 

prepared a critical, even hostile circular: "Our arIT,y was victorious 

and our diplomats brought us to ruin •••• unity is strength i ••• what 

have we got 3~ million members for?" Disparaging remarks about the 'men 

in Weimar', made such announcements embarrassing to the Berlin Centrale 

and not surprisingly they declined this for publication in the "Krieger 

(19) 
Zeitung" • Other local associations felt that the time had come for 

the KB to reassert itself publicly - but the leadership was still of the 

opinion that caution must prevail (March 1919)(20) • Nevertheless, while 

the organisation remained wedded to the principle of political neutraiity, 

(and this in fact was to be approved by the Prussian Abgeordnetcntag in 

Kassell (August), and the KB Vertretertagung on the KyffhHuser (September)), 

March 1919 with all its civil unrest in the capital and elsewhere, saw the 

beginning of "patriotic" press activity which was to become in the future 

virtually "political" in content. The "Kriegerverein Vorstand" of 

March 1919, refers at length to th~ KB's protests to the government over 

the proposed retention of German prisoners-of-war in France, and the rape 

of the German colonies. It is likely of course, that at the time, such 

"pressure" was entirely welcome to the Ebert regime - as a means of 

strengthening their hand in Versailles. When the Allies presented their 

terms in May, Scheidemann himself was to describe the proposed treaty as 

. (21) 
a "document of hate and delusl.on" and other socialists spoke in 

similar terms. However, with the signing of the Treaty on 28th June 

and its ratification by the Weimar Assembly on 9th July, the Ebert r;gime 

became irretrievably linked with the "shame of Versailles". Regardless 

of the fact that Germany had no option, in the public mind at any ratc, 

(19) ibid. 147, 14-2-19. 
(20) ibid. K13 to Kh'V Harzburg, 19-3-19. 
(21) Ryder, op.cit. p.223. 
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condomnation of Versailles after 9th July meant condemnation of the 

Social Dem'oCl:dtic government and all they stood for - including the 

constitution itself finalised on 11th August. As far as the KB was 

concerned, the l'·larch "K1:iegerverein Vorstand" demands were important 

inasmuch as they advocated protest meetings and resolutions, and 

(22) general agitation, in order to spur on the government • Further 

articles such as Westphal's "Kriegervereine alg PflanzstHtten 

(23) " 
vaterU!ndischen FUh1ens und Denkens" and Helnrlch FUhr' s pamphlet 

"Wesen und Wirken der Kriegervereine,,(24) presented a somewhat 

aggressive justification of the activities of the KB and its leaders 

to date, with detailed treatment of the hostility of the socialists 

(e.g. the Reichsbund) towards the KVe. In correspondence too, a more 

positive political intention is evident: .iDie Kriegervereine sollen und 

mUssen das RUckgrad bilden zur wirtschaft1ichen unn politischen 

Wieder~tarkung des deutschen 
. h ,,(25)" RelC es ••• , together with a 

stronger attitude towards the 
. . (26) 

socla11sts • Even in public, some 

Landesverband leaders frankly stated that if the KVe wished to safeguard 

their future position in the state "so geht es nicht anders, als daft "Iir 

(27) 
auch die Politik etwas streifen" • 

By the SUHI1\l~r of 1919, it was clpar that the KVe as such were not 

to be dissolved. Article 177 of the Peace Treaty merely ordained that 

they "must not occupy themselves with any military matters" - like 

shooting and weapon training. The KB executive assemblies in August and 

September gave a strong vote of confidence to the central leadership and 

Westpha1 \IIas able to go ahead with his programme for internal reform(28). 

On the political front the organisation joined the "patriotic" attacks on 

(22) NIl 916, "Kriegerverein Vorstand" Harch 1919. 
(23) ibid. 173 ct seg. 
(24) ibid. 194 et seq. 
(25) ibid. 193, KB to Hagemann, 14-4-19. 
(26) ibid. 200.IISee p.'~. 
(27) ibid. 200, lIofrat Dr. l'(uller (President) at Catha LV Ta~ 27-7-19. 
( 28) See p. I~. 
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tr.c ','p.rsailles Treaty, articles appeared in the "Kriegerzeitung", 

inflammatory Etatements made at the meetings of the big LandesverbHnde 

were given publicity. ~lile outright attacks on the regime were generally 

. d ,1 1 . l' . . d' b 1 (29) aVOl eu, tIe lmp lClt sense lS un en la e • Nevertheless, the frequent 

official repeti tion of the "poli tica1 neutrali ty" - talisman, served to 

prevent any interference by the government: indeed, the little general 

press attention attracted by the KB at this time, tended to view it as 

f bl h 
" (30) 

avoura e to t e new const~tut~on • Here in fact is seen the origins 

of the dilenuna \vhich was to beset the KyffhMuser leaders increasingly 

throughout the Weimar period. On the one hand they wished to base their 

public activity on the present constitution, thus preserving some at least 

of their earlier advantages as an "establishment" organisation; on the 

other, they wanted to retain a freedom of action to criticise the Weimar 

governments from a patriotic standpoint. As events were to prove, the 

KB was neither thus to have its cake, - nor eat it! 

Before considering the reaction of the KB to specific issues in the 

years 1920-1923, some mention should be made of general ideological 

trends which are discernible throughout the years of the Weimar Republic. 

Besides the basic political neutrality mentioned already (IIpolitische 

, . d . U d' ,,(31) 1 .. Soldatenverelne Sl n eln n lng t 1ere recur many tlmes varlaLions 

on the militarist/nationalist theme. The myth of the 'unconquered army', 

while not over-stressed, certainly found official credence by the KB: 

"the honour of our field-army remains free from all stain" is an idea 

recommended for inclusion in the opening addresses of all KV chairmen 

. , (32) 
at the beglnnlng of 1919 • Although, even within the movement, the 

(29) e.g. NH 916, KZ 5-l0-l9//B~rr.PS 'Badischer Kriegcrbund', Business 
Report (Ka)//WHI 206, Business Report of WUrttembergischer 
Kricgcrbund 1919 (L). 

(30) Ml 916, 252, Vossischc Zcitung 31-12-19. 
(31) ibid. 185, Westphal: "Kricgcrvcreine als PflanzstHttcn 

vatcrUlndischen FUhl~t1S und Gcdenkcns", 
(32) NIl 916, 106, "Kricgerverein VOl'stand", Jan. 1919. 
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cha.rge had been made that the "Kriegervereinswesen" had already been 

misused by- "~.ilitarismus,,(33), this never ceased to be an important aspect 

in KB l-'ropag~1_lda: "WehrstHrkung" as such was often advocated by Heeringen -

althQgh at the same time any bellicose intention was denicd(4). The 

"Honouring of Heroes" and the acceptance by Hindenburg of the honorary 

presidency in 1919 was all part of a deliberate policy of keeping alive 

OS) 
Germany's glorious military past • The official advocacy of the wearing 

of uniform at KV functions by all those so entitled was also a very 

(36) 
important aspect of KB propoganda • Militarism is also implicit in the 

emphasis laid on patriotism: "Any government that would deny the patriotic 

tasks of the KVe \vould place itself in a most unfavourable light". (37) 

"Vaterland3licbe" succeeded loyalty to the Kaiser as the first avowed 

(38) 
public duty of the KVe • The "Strengt~lening of National Consciousness" 

was frequently called for, although this was to be realised by the Prussia~ 

government forming "the backbone" of the German Reich
(9

). "National 

"1 £ . 1d f KV .. ( 40) Reconstruction in particu ar was seen as a ~e or e act~v~ty • 

Great stress vas laid on the soldierly virtues of loyalty, honour, and 

. ·1· 1·£ (41) comradeship and their value in c~v~ ~an ~ e • Indeed, the Christian 

ethic in general is by no means absent. Although rarely formulated as 

such in public, the underlying message embodied in these ideological trends, 

is unmistakable: furthering the aim of remilitarisation and a war of 

"rectification" (if not of "revenge") is the moral duty of every ex-

serviceman. This conception of national and individual honour is of 

course, pre-eminently, the conception of the officer corps - in whose hands 

(33) NB 916, 160, KB to Meiningen LV 6-3-19. 
(34) "Heeringen an den Kriegervereinen" p.26-7. 
(35) ibid. p.15. 
(36) Westphal p.86. 
(3]) Nl! 916, l57.//"Kriegerverein Vorstand", Harch 1919. 
(38) Hestphal, p.25-7/!"Hccringen" p.40-3.//NH 916, 85 (ctc). 
(39) Iieerillgen p.32.//i-..1l 906, 7. 
(40) Heeringen p.26-7. 
(41) ibid. p.44.//NH916, 144, Westphal to Lchmann, 15-2-19. 
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the detailed direction of the propaganda of the KB lay. POl i tically, 

it tended ~o promote the interests of the more extreme nationalist 

parties, at the expense not only of the pacifists on the left, but also 

of the moderate parties in the centre. 

February 1920 brought the Allied note concerning the surrender of 

some 900 "War Criminals": many Reichs~vehr generals had already agreed 

privately that this must at all costs be refused - although it uas merely 

one aspect of the "sha:ne clauses" in the Treaty - and Ncske the 

. 1 h .. .. d h . f 1 h ( 42 ) RelClswe rmlnlster lns1stc on t 1S re usa to t e government • Against 

this background, Heeringen's participation in the DOB - inspired protest of 

twenty-one ex-generals and admirals against the note, assumes no sinister 

aspect. One later account of the meeting which resulted in this public 

protest, suggests that Hecringen and one other general were actually in 

favour of complying with the Allied demands: The accused could prove 

their innocence in Paris, thus sparing the Kaiser and other members of the 

1 f . 1 h . d' . ( 43 ) roya aml y, t e same 1n 19n1ty • Perhaps more questionable is the 

resolution approved by the September 1920 Vertretertagung against the 

abolition of "National Service" - "das Recht der kBrperlichcn und 

geistigen ErtUchtigung der Jugend und die MBglichkeit der Verteidigung 

. d,,(44) des Landes, - Ullserem Volke genorrunen \Vl.r • In Harch 1921 

representatives of all political parties combined to set up the 

" "Arbeitsausschuss Deutscher VerbHnde - eristanden auf die Ausserung 

Lloyd Georges an Aussenminister Simons vom 3.MHrz 1921, dass die deutsche 

Schuld am Weltkrieg als cause jug~e zu betrachten ist,,(45) In fact, 

this committee, together with the "Zentralstelle fUr Erforschung der 

Kriegsursachen" was established by direct initiative of the German 

Foreign Office, in the hope of thus securing internal unanimity on the 

important question of war-guilt, which lay at the heart of the Versailles 

(42) F. L. Carsten, "Reichs\~ehr and Politics", (1966) p.75. 
(43) D-O-Bl 26-2-20, Front page.//Rc1nhard, "Wchen der Repuhlik". 
(44) lleeringen p.22-3. 
(45) Nach1ass Wilhelm Harx, 255. (KllA). 
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. (46) . Treaty and in particular, of the thorny problem of reparat10ns • 

Under the ini tial leadership of DVI' Reich::;tag l-Iember Freihcrr v. Lersner, 

and after 1925, of ex-Colonial-Governor Sc.!lnee, the committee pursued a 

vigorous public campaign by all available means. By NovcMber 1923, 

. . . (47) working co-operation had been set up with some 700 dLff~rent assoc1atLons • 

A monthly four-page report "Del' Weg zur Freiheit" employed language 

calculated to stir any German heart against the "Diktat" of Versailles, 

and at the same time published relevant extracts from the speeches of such 

uncha11engably republican statesmen as Streserlann, Rosenberg, Cuno and 

Wirth, while making the wost of sympathetic statements by illustrious 

(48) 
foreigners, such as General Smuts • All too soon alas, it was to 

become clear that the Weimar governments, like the sorcerer's apprentice, 

were totally incapable of controlling the forces they h.:ld (in part at a.,y 

rate) helped to unleash. Instead of contributing towards internal 
. 

consolidation the "Kampf gegen die KricgsschuldlUge" became the basic 

weapon in the armoury of the "National Oppositionll(49) (Nazis, DNVP, 

ete) who carried it to its "logical" conclusion, - a general demand for 

the destruction of the Versailles Treaty, and any party, government and 

"system" wedded to a policy of "fulfilment" of the treaty's terms. It 

was this unccnpromising and aggressive nation31ist propaganda th3t later 

persuaded vast numbers of German voters to turn to the Nazis. 

In 1921 the statements of the KB on the issue of'\Jar-guilt" were often 

linked with an implied criticism of the regime as in Heeringen's speech at 

the August 1921 Abtag in LUbeck: "Alle Verge\valtigungen stUt7.en unsere 

Feinde auf den sogenannten Friedensvertrag van Versailles und das darin 

entha1tende und von Deutschland leider unterschriebene Bekenntnis van del' 

alleinigen Schu1d unseres Vaterlandes am We1tkriege." He continued by 

(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 

Nach1ass Dr. Gustav Strcsemann 7133 (H 11+8747) Aufzcichnung 1I:i-)-L) (ruL). 
ibid. (H 148830-33) "~lcg zur Freiheit" November 1923. 
ibid. 
Nachlass General Kurt van Sch1eicher 12.8. Intemal Report dated 9-/ .. -24 (Fl 



strenuously denying Germany's SOLe responsibility for the war, and in the 

same speech referred to the need to stren;iJ1en Germany's "national 

consciousness". At provincial level too, some VerbHndc were taking a 

He 
strong line agains tA Allied commission in the Rhineland - especially tl1c 

activities of the French(50). The annual New Years Message (1922) was 

couched in strong terms "Das deutsche Kriegervereinswesen steht gerUstet, 

etc", and in the same breath it renewed the KB's support for the 

constitution and announce" that "Der Kampf urn die weitere Entwicklung 

unserer Organisation geht parallel dem Kampf urn das Bestehen unseres 

Vaterlandes." Even in 1922, many of the people who read the "Krieger-

zeitung" must at least have doubted whether these aims could be 

. (51) 
compat~ble • On 21st June the KB i~sued a special statement 

condemning the "\~ar-guilt-lie", a matter it was often to return to. 

A short time aftenvards, in common with other responsible circles, a 

. . (52) 
special statement regretting the murder of Rathcnau was publ~shed • 

In a longer exposition of KyffhHuser policy which was published in the 

(53) . 
"Deutsches Offizier-Blatt" (25th November 1922) ,Heenngen put into 

concrete terms the new political ideology of the KB - basically, the aim 

being to build up a strongly nationalist, patriotic organisation, 

independent of party-political ties and not concerned with controversy 

about forms of government; above all, not concerned with political 

violence. Such an aim was all very well, so long as the main threat to 

Germany 'vas to be found in foreign mili tary power. All patriotic 

Germans could agree on a "non-political front" against the "war-guilt-

l ~c,,(54).. 11 Id h· h h La, too, cou sympat 1se wit t e wildest expressions against 

. (55) 
the French after the invas~on of the Ruhr • However, as soon as 

(50) Heeringen p. 23-4, 32-31 IBM!. PS "Bad KB": 1920 Business Report; 
Badischer Kricgcrzcitung" 10-7-21, 15-8-22 (Ka). 

(51) tm 906, 4, :-:ew Years f-lessage quoted in "S01datcn Zcitung" 7-2-22. 
(52) Heeringen p.L4, 37··8. 
(53) D-O-Bl (AA) 25-11-22.' 
(54) NU 906, 5, KZ 1-1-23. 
(55) (AA) l5-2-23.11~~ 906, 6, etc. 
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Ge~ma~y began to settle down after 1923 the difficulties of such an aim 

were to becon.? apparent: already the political attacks on the Versailles 

Treaty had become party-political attacks on the Weimar governments and 

even the Weimar constitution. To maintain an aggressive nationalist 

policy and yet steer clear of party-political strife was to prove 

impossible. The obvious ans\~er was for the KB to throw its moral 

suppo~t into the moderate-conservative camp - even at the risk of losing 

some of the privileges it enjoyed as an officially "neutral" organisation. 

"Reichsbanner ll and "Stahlhelm" were also statutorily "neutral", but much 

more quickly threw themselves into the political struggles of the Weimar 

Republic. The KB was too long to linger on the fringes of the combat and 

by the time the leadership was ready to take the plunge it was too late Lo 

have more than a transient influence on affairs at the centre. During t!1i~ 

years 1919-1923 however the public utterances of the KB served the main 

purpose of building-up the public image of a patriotic, even militarist 

association, with an important role to play in Germany's future. In this 

way many World War veterans who had hitherto stood aloof from the KVe were 

h . k (56) d b b· h . -1 drawn into t e1r ran s an ecame once more su Ject to t e 1nl uence 

of the officer corps via the KV press. On a wider plain, although the 

cry of "political neutrality" was often heard, tt is clear that these 

public statements did nothing to alleviate popular dissatisfaction with 

the "Weimar" parties among the middle-classes, and at times, "patriotism" 

was merely thinly veiled criticism of the government. 

In contrast to the established and conservative KyffhHuserbund, the 

officers' associations which came into being largely as a measure of self-

defence on the part of the World-War officer corps, were unhindered by 

tradition or a rank-and-file membership to which the leadership was 

effectually responsible. As a result, they displayed from the outset a 

much less inhibited approach to all the political questions of the time, 

(56) See p.II4--5. 
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and rapidly became officially briinded as "poli tical". While this brought in 

its wake some disadvantages - serving Reichswehr officers, for example, were 

after 1921 allowed no connectioD with the ~uO or even the more moderate DOB -

by and large, freedom of expression in conjunction with select membership was 

a distinct advantage for a potential pressure group. Their biggest handicap, 

however, was in the long run to be this select membership, which deni~d them 

the mass following and authoritative voice necessary for lasting political 

effectiveness. The logical solution would have been ultimate amalgamation 

with the KyffhHuserbund, particularly as the need for separate officer 

representation was at most transitory. For various reasons this was not to 

be, and the officer associations, apart from their social functions, remained 

isolated, if well-defined groups in the rightish spectrum. 

In assessing the influence of the public policy statements of veteran 

organisations it is important to bear in mind the vehicles used. 

FOUNDED 

1876 

1902 

1874 

1876 

1923 

1922 

1922 

1918 

(WEEKLY KB PUBLICATIONS) 

KyffhHuser (bef1:>re f121t"Kriegerzeitung") 

Ressischer Kamerad (Resse LV) 

Badische Kriegerzeitung (Baden LV) 

WUrtte.bergische Kriegerzeitung (Wbg LV) 

SHchsisches MilitHrvereinsblatt (Sax IN) 

TOTAL:

(DOB) 

"Deutscher Offizier-Bund ll 

SHchsische LandesblHtter (Saxon DOB) 

(NDO) 

Deutsche Treue 

Orrsc) 

Deutschc Wehr (non-polit since 1928) 

(formerly Stallblg Press "Deutschcs Offizierblatt") 

(Sn 
CIRCULATION OF VETERAN PERIODICALS 

CIRCULATION 

70 - 90,000 

56,500 

30,000 

58,000 

152,000 

386,500 

20,000 

3,800 

8,000 

5,000 

While these figures are based on the situation in 1930 th(' basic 

(57) ",Spcrlings Zci tschrifLcll", Leipzig, (1931) p.220 et seq. 
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position remained the same throughout the Weimar period: the total 

circulatioll ~[ the various Kriegerverein weeklies alone was many times 

greater than that of the officer associations' periodicals. (The KB 

also issued the monthly "KV Vorstand", the Jahrbuch and other publica-

. (58) 
tlons) . It should be noted that up to 1922 the official DOB organ 

was the established and well-produced "Deutsches Offizierblatt" which 

enjo;1ed a higher circulation and prestige than its Ruccessor, "Deutsche 

Wehr", a mainly technical paper. The disparity in circulation was to 

some extent compensated by the officer associations' use of public 

demonstrations (in such patriotic matters as the continued retention of 

German POWs by the Allies)(59) and notice attracted in the general press, 

something which was only later taken up systematically by the KB. The 

DOB in particular sought f~equent conferen~es with the editorial staff 

(60) 
of the daily press - as early as 1919 . 

From the outset, while the "Kriegerzeitung" with its various 

supplements aimed at a family readership, the "Deutsches Offizierblatt" 

specialised in simply written, informative articles on the general 

political situation, together with more detailed and less objective 

appraisals of matters directly concerning officers - and frequent formal 

statements of protest, duly signed by illustrious names from the war 

( 61) 
years Often, the more vociferous protests find attention from the 

national press. Thus the reception of the controversial "Kommandoerlass" 

(19th January 1919) by the two main associations is reported at length in 

the "Post", "Kreuz-Zeitung", "Der Tag", etc. This decree, which regularised 

to some extent the position of the "SoldatenrHte", was issued at the same 

time as two others - dealing with the abolition of ~paulettes and, rather 

imprecisely, with saluting; it was bitterly resented by the officer 

(62) 
corps In particular, at the big NDO meetin~ of 29th January, 

(58) Westphal p.112. 
(59) D-0-81 13-11-19. 
(60) D-0-81 ~-5-19 p.402. 
(61) D-O-r.l 16-1-19 "Die Gerichtigkeitsidce in Wilsons Friedens.programm" (c.g.' 
(62) Nachlass SchcUch 106-110 (F)//Carsten, op.cit. p.25-26. 



lIpm. v. Jena (tmo) criticised the "weak" line taken by the nOR ('vha had 

officially recommended compliance with the new instructions) and went all 

to express sentiments which surely found a response in the hearts of eve~y 

officer: "The Erlass (19th January) is only a sanctioning of unheard-of 

insults to officers from deserters and traitors,,(63). Agitation by the 

two associations took the form of petitions and deputations to ministers, 

heads of political parties, etc, and aroused unfavourable comment in the 

(64) 
National Assembly • However, the campaign was also being pursued 

vigorously at the highest level by General Groener and others and was 

-53-

ultimately to succeed in re-establishing the regular officer corps in the 

Reichswehr on very much the "elitish" lines of its Imperial predecesso/ 6S ). 

Groener recognised the value of "requests and protests" organised to 

(66) 
further the cause • Other senior officers were not quite so sure: 

Seeckt for example wrote: "Everything depends on our succeeding in making 

the government firm and keeping it firm; whether it pleases us or not, 

there is nothing else and whoever can, should help. Who is unable to do 

so or cannot bring himself to do it, should at least not disturb. But 

that is done by stupid newspaper articles which publicize the many weak-

nesses and ridiculous traits of the Republic. That is also done by 

resolutions and speeches against the military decrees which emanate from 

the officers' sides. It is very easy to say "This is unheard of" and 

then do nothing; it is very difficult to try to find usable timber among 

the ruins"( 67) Here we have the entire outlook of the officer 

associations placed in perspective: to Groener they could be used to 

further short-term ends hardly in essence beneficial to the cause of 

constitutional government in Germany. Seeckt on the other hand recognise~ 

(63) Nachlass ScheUch 106 'Post' 30-1-19 (F). 
(64) D-0-81 9/1919 Article by SchcUch. 
(65) Cars ten op.cit. p.24 ct seq. 
(66) "Bespn!chung bei der OHL am 22-3-19" Nachlass Seeckt 17/125 

(cit. Carstcn p.29). 
(67) Seeckt to hi s wife 6-2-19: NL Seeckt Roll 28, microf Um in 

Institut [fir Zcitgcschichte Munich. (cit. Carsten p.31). 
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the long-term dangers attached !:o ",lJch public criticism and weakening of 

the new republican regime. 

The NDO was soon to show itself the more extreme and more explicitly 

monarchist of the two chief associations. Demonstrations on the 23rd March 

1919 (notably that held by the NDO) again provoked attacks in the National 

Assembly. Not really surprising - the singing of "Heil Dir im Siegerkranz": 

raising I1Kaiserhoch 11 , not to mention ovations in honour of Ludendorff - all 

this was hardly likely to dispose moderate opinion at home or abroad in 

(68 ) 
favour of the "new Germany11. Similarly the DOB's comprehensive 

front-page protest (sent to the government) against the terms of the 

peace (15th Hay) was the first of several inflammatory articles on the 

(69) 
subject • 

The question of the requested surr.ender of "War Cri:nina1s" (1919-

1920) whipped up anger in military circles to a new pitch. For a while 

opinion was almost unaniulous: the DaB vigorously opposed the suggested 

trials in June 1919. NDO and DaB issued a joint protest (12th February 

1922) - even Heeringen (KE) subscribed to the 26th February protest 

against Versailles. In March the "Deutsches Offizierblatt" discussed 

the possibility of Hindenburg becoming president of the Reich and in the 

same issue condelnned the official closure (in accordance with Versailles) 

(70) 
of the Cadet Schools • In May, protests by the "Volksbund-Rettet die 

Ehre!" against the French use of black troops in the occupied zone were 

. (71) 
pn.nted • Although the German government had so far shown little 

public concern over the activities of the nationalists - and it is even 

possible that some republican politiCians considered that a controlled 

"barking l1 by the reactionaries could well be used as an excuse for non-

(68) Horkcnbrtch, 11Das Delltsche Reich 11 , Vol I, p.63 (under 26-3-19). 
(69) O·O-Sl 15-5-19, 19-6-19, 26-6-19, 3- 7-19, 13-11-19 (e.g.). 
(70) O-O-Bl 5, 7, 9, 11/1920: 19-6-19. 
(71) V-0-B1 19, 24-5-2.0. 
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fulfilment of some of the peac~ c19uses - the demonstrations were closely 

watched by Allied Intelligence services. In July 1920, the weekly 

intelligence summary sent to the Foreign Office records that "The NDO 

invites the Gennan people who have any National feeling left to pass 

proclamations and resolutions to the effect that 'The German People is 

not willing to recognise these fateful and disastrous negotiations (Spa 

f ) 1 . f' d' d' 1 ,(72) Con erence as tie express10n 0 1tS own eSlres an W1S1es • In 

August, the NDO together with the "Bund Nationalgcsinnter Soldaten" 

and other "VaterUindische VerbHnde", held a Tannenberg Festival of 

. (73) 
Remembrance in the Berlin Stadlon • As was to be expected, the 

occasion was exploited for anti-republican propaganda. The accustomed 

forms of agitation continued throughout 1920 - articles, declarations, 

. . 1 d 1 ' b d(4 ) messages to m1n1sters, even te egrams to German e egatl0ns a roa • 

Doubtless, the disruptive policies pursued especially by the NDO from 

1919 to 1920, partly account for the determination of Seeckt and the 

government to sever all connections between Reichswehr and the officer 

associations. The Wehrgesetz (23rd March 1921) forbade the attendance 

of Reichswehr personnel at meetings of pclitical associations or even of 

specified non-political associations. A decree of 24th Nay 1921 ordered 

the dissolution of all unofficial military organisations within the army. 

A further decree of 12th July 1921 forbade the participation of serving 

. h ff' 't' OS) b 'h ff'l' d officers ln t e 0 lcer aSSOCla 10ns ,ut not ln t e una 1 late 

regimental clubs. Ostensibly, of course, these orders could be viewed 

as no more than a response to pressure by the Allies demanding strict 
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fulfilment of Versailles, particularly the dissolution of the para-military 

associations (Freikorps, Einwohnerwehr, etc). Nevertheless, the anti-

republican propaganda of the officer associations was attracting public 

(72) tU 371, 4/~2, C23M2/670/l8: Intelligence Kcport l3/19-7-2u (PKU). 
(73) D-O-Rl 21-8-20 p.609. ' 
(74) Sce p. +7. / /D-0-B1 11-3-21: telegram to London delegation. 
(75) Cars ten p.lll. 
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ar-tention. In ~lgust, a big demonstration at the Berlin Stadion and 

the Tan~enbertfeier at K8nigsberg in East Prussia moved Lord D'Abernon, 

the British Ambassado~ to send a personal despatch to Lord Curzon. The 

Berlin "FrontkHmpfertag" (24th August) was forbidden in advance to members 

of the army and navy on the grounds that it was like to prove anti-

republican and political. Interestingly enough, v. Heeringen also, 

advised Kyffhliuser members not to participate. The following account 

of the much advertis~d meeting is worth quoting at length:-

"The spectators numbered about 20,000, with Generals Ludendorff, 

'; 
Graf Waldersee and von der Goltz in the Ex-Royal Box. The appearance 

• 
of the Frontklimpfer was preceeded b¥ a march into the arena of the 

representatives of the numerous Verei~ such as the Deutscher Offizier 

Bund (Sic), Verband Nationalgesinnter Soldaten, etc, Students' Corps, 

Veteran and Selbstschutz Associations, all with banners and placards 

proclaining their identity. These were followed by 2,000 to 3,000 

youths and girls who lined the arena, two deep. The precision of the 

military movements and the drill of these youths' associations was 

most strikillg. 

The FrontkHmpfer were about 2,000 strong and marched on headed 

by Prince Eitel Friedrich under an arcl1way bearing the inscription 

"lm Kriegc Unbesiegt". They marched past the Royal Box in "parade 

schritt", Prince Eitel Friedrich throwing his heels as high as 

anyone else, and the salute was taken by Ludendorff. Then follo\-led 

a sermon by a chaplain, who suggested that Germany's greatness could 

only be recovered via military power, monarchy and Hohenzollern. The 

speeches of the three Generals were in the same strain. Graf 

Walderscc described the meeting as a "Kontrol Versammlung" that is, 

one to prove the strength of the Nationalist idea. Both he and von 

der Goltz attacked the "Jew Government" which caused some anti-

Semitic inci,\(,llts in the crO\vd. The star turn was played by von der 

Goltz, who produced telegrams from Wilhelm II and Hindenburg which 
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Cu'JSf.'(! "rauschender Jubel" and long continued cheers for the Hohenzollern~. 

Von der Golt:... called on the Frontk!impfer to remember that they formed the 

cadre of the old army when the day for action arrived. At present a 

war of liberation 'vithout modern armament, aircraft, tanks, heavy 

guns, was not to be thought of, but the Frontk!impfer might be required 

against Poland. Meanwhile the Nation must prepare by organisation, 

training and cultivation of sport. 

The singing and playing of patriotic airs was a feature, of course, 

of the proceedings, which were to conclude with a torchlight tattoo when 

., our representative left at 8.30 pm." 
• 

At the FrontkHmpfertag a leaflet "SUhne fUr die Schmach von 

Leipzig" was distributed, aimed primarily at the trial on Allied 

insistence of certain "war criminals" (e.g. Oberleutnant Boldt), but 

containing in addition a number of interesting suggestions: after some 

explicit anti-Semitic passages came the proposal to form a committee 

from the leader~ of the great national organisations standing outside 

parliament, augmented with co-opted politicians. This committee would 

take the necessary steps to select a leader - who would then be proposed 

to the German people and confirmed by plebiscite: subsequently this 

leader would rule by himself. That the ex-officers were thinking in 

terms of "re-electing" a Hohenzollern to the highest office seems more 

than likely; equally likely that only a minority of the German people 

would be prepared to co~tenance this. The anti-republican propaganda 

of the 24th was rammed home by a whole series of messages printed in the 

NDO Zeitschrift on the following day - messages from the Kaiser, 

Hindenburg, Mackensen, Tirpitz, Scheer, Ludendorff, a host of other 

top generals and admirals, and other nationalists like Bang, Rudolf 

Herzog, Clas~ Eschcrich, Graf Kalkreuth, Eduard Meyer, Wildgrube, Graf 

Westarp, Sicgfricd Wagncr, Wulle, etc: messages full of 'jingoism and 

prophecy: "eg kommt ein Tag •••• !" As if this were not sufficienL, the 

reacer is treated to a verbatim account of von der Goltz's speech: power-

flll stuff! 
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Shortly aftenvards came the T.:mnenbeq:,[eicr in KBnigsbcrg (r=ast 

Prussia) which followed a similar course, involving especially students 

and professors of the University. The incident provoked counter-

demonstrations by socialists and a violent attack on Ludendorff by the 

pacifist von Gerlach in "\.Jelt am Nontag". 

In his accompanying letter, D'Abernon mentioned that "the authorities 

have not been disposed to attach great importance to these manifestations". 

He quoted a recent speech by Gess1er, the Reichs\vehrminister: "Those 

super-patriots who aroused European resentment before the war by rattling 

the sword in the scabbard, should remember that they are only making 

(76) 
themselves ridiculous today by rattling an empty scabbard" • Empty 

or no, two days after the Berlin FrontkHmpfertag, Erzberger met his death 

at the hands of natiomlist extremists. Forced at last to take action, 

the government first of all banned the wearing.of uniform by retired 

servicemen and later, in September, placed a general ban on the activities 

. . . (7) 
of the reg1menta1 assoc1at10ns • These measures hit mainly the 

Regimentskriegervereine, and little affected the public activity of the 

officer associations. These continued much as hitherto: joint protests 

against the uniform ban, the Allied suppression of regimental clubs in the 

Rhine1and and the trial of ex-officers in Aachen for war crimes, patriotic 

statements over Upper Silesia, participation in the campaign against the 

"war-gui1t-1ie": (Hutier, president of the DOB was on the committee of 

the "Dclltscher Kampfbund gegen die Kriegsschu1d1Uge" founded in Nunich 

in 1921. 
, (78) 

NDO and ROB also engaged enthusiastically in this campa1gn , ) 

talk of the "stab-in-the-back", etc. Nevertheless, more blata nt kinds of 

attack on the government were avoided, and despite the excitement aroused 

by the attempt on the life of Scheidemann, the murder of Rathenau and 

(76) F0371, 5974/CI7493.(PRO). 
on Sce p.8', 
(78) D-O-Bl 11-9-21, 21-10-21, 11-11-21; (Staat u. Wchrmacht) 15-5-22, 

5-10-22, 25-5-23.//8Uro des ReichsprHsidentcn-C1ub rncnilicrship (K). 
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Ebert's emergency decrees (June 1922) which were closely fol10\ved by the 

dissolution of the Stahlhelm in Saxony and Prussia, the NDO and DOB 

continued unhindered in their propaganda activities. A British 

Intelligence report of July 1922 talks of the "great activityll of the 

(79) 
NDO and the "incr,easing importance" of the KyffhHuserbund • Between 

December 1922 and May 1923 negotiations were continuing among all the 

major ex-servicemen's organisations, with a view to introducing some 
(80) 

measure of unity. The Allied occupation of the Ruhr (11th January 1923) 

once more forced the government into uneasy alliance with the para-

military VerbHnde: thus the ban on the Stah1he1m, etc, was lifted • 

With the collapse of "passive resistance", and that of the Mark, the 

first troubled period of the Weimar Republic came to its disastrous 

conclusion. 

From this survey of the propaganda activities of the major veteran 

associations between 1918 and 1923 several interesting trends emerge: 

The smaller of the two main officer associations, the NDO, quickly became 

an integral part of the extreme, sabre-rattling anti-republicanism 

associated with Ludendorff and von der Goltz (of the "VaterUlndische 

VerbHnde"). The DOB (and ROB), also seized every available opportunity 

to apply patriotic pressure to the government, but \~ere in general more 

restrained in their direct criticism of the r~gime - too much so in the 

(81) 
view of some of their members • The DOB had, of course, to preserve 

its official 'recognition' in order to perform its important welfare 

tasks, a field with which the NDO was not especially concerned. Similarly, 

the KB displayed a keen sensitivity in "patriotic" questions, and indicated 

that its former r$le in "establishment militarism" was by no means a matter 

of the past. However, more than any of the other ex-servicemen's 

associations the KR refrained from direct participation in anti-republican 

(79) F0371, 7502: C9690/144/lS (7-7-22 Secret Report) (PRO). 
(80) Sec p.", cta6f' 
(81) e.g. D-O-Bl 8-5-19 p.401 (Mitteilungcn). 
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propaganda. From the point of view of its size, financial assefs, 

established or~anisation and press facilities, this restraint was qn 

obvious service to the young republic. In the sense of Seeckt's words -

in spite of a guarded criticism of the govcrrunent - the KB did not "disturb" 

in their propagan.da activity, for had not the German Foreign Office itself 

countenanced agitation in the matter of ",.ar-guilt"? In other fields the 

KB may even be seen as helping the new republic, at least in questions of 

short-tem significance. Nevertheless, these early years also Saty the 

establishment even in the KB of trends potentially dangerous to the 

existence of the Weimar Republic. The failure to integrate officers' 

associations with the biggest general ex-servicemen's organisation 

effectively prevented any amelioration from below of the "~litish", 

militant, "revanchist", spirit nurtured in the old officer corps. The 

survival more or less intact of the old social hierarchy within the KB 

itself even ensured the continuing influence of the ex-officers on the 

rank and file, pre-eminently through the "Kriegerzeitung". Hopelessly 

complicated by government policy in the field of patriotic propaganda, 

the situation made it increasingly clear that "political neutrality" a'id 

"patriotism" were inherently incompatible, particularly as a certain 

patriotic common ground made possible an overlapping of membership 

between the KB and the more explicitly politically "right-wing" 

parties and associations. The failure of the KB leadership to solve 

adequately this dilemma, and the ~,]ider failure of the organisations in 

general to settle their differences and speak with one voice, deprived 

"moderate" opinion in Germany of the leadership it so badly needed. The 

failure of the Weimar government itself effectively to control the effusions 

of the super-nationalists, was in the long run to be the death-warrant of 

the Repuhlic. 
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2. ATTITUDE TO SOCIAL DENOCRM'Y 

The KV movement, as has been seen, dC'veloped round the triple aim of 

preserving tradition, furthering comradeship a~ safeguarding the welfare 

of ex-soldiers. Additionally, under the Wilhelmine rfgime, it was 

consciously exploited in the fight against the rising ticle of Social 

Democracy - taking on some of the attributes of a political organisation, 

although lacking any specific party-political aspirations. The First 

World War saw increasing attacks on the KB from the Social Delnocrats \vho 

condemned it - with some justification - as an establishment, militarist 

association. TIle survival of such an organisation from a period of 

virtually absolute monarchy into one of republican democracy - with what 

was perhaps the most "democratic" constitution in Europe, obviollsly 

demanded some adjustments. 

According to the 1898 statutes of the Prussian Landesverband, as 

approved by the Kaiser, "Anyone \vho belongs to, supports or furthers in 

d d d" th S . 1 D t' d b cl f 1 h' (l) wor or ee e OCla emocra 1C p~rty was e arre rom mem)er~ lp • 

This was only amended in 1915 (to allow all "Vaterlandsliebendc" veterans 

into the KVe) as a response to the Kaiser's declaration of lIBurgfrieden", 

and in effect did nothing to improve relations with the Social Democrats. 

The establishment in 1917 of the socialist "RE:ichs!n:;;d der Kricgsbeschlidigten 

und Kriegsteilnehmer 11
, by such men as Kuttner, Davidsohn and Heilmann, was 

the main feature of the increasing socialist campaign against the Kt, which 

was also manifested in a bitter propaganda campaign, especially at the 

local level. The KB leadership could do little to counter this - in view 

of the 1915 decision and in view also of the wartime break-down in 

organisation. Peace found the KVe hard-pressed from all sides, 

particularly by the socialists and their 800,000 rival association, but 

also financial, social, ideological and organisational factors. Rumours 

(2) 
were rife with regard to the impending dissolution of the "Thole KV movement 

(1) WI 908, Statutes of PLk'V (K). 
(2) NB 906, l73,Artic1c hy Westphal. 
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In fac t the only real dange'" to the continued exis tence of the KB ,,'as 

that the AllLes might demand its dissolutiC'n as part of the peace terms. 

Uncertainty prevailed up to the pres~ntatica and publication of the Allied 

conditions (May 1919), when - despite Article 177 which placed strictures 

on organisations dealing with military matters, no specific intention to 

dissolve the KB emerged. By this time it was also becoming clear that the 

Ebert administration had come to terms with the generals and old civil 

service - and was increasingly relying on the politically right-wing 

Freikorps to maintain internal security. Nevertheless, the possibility 

that the "Revolution" might be forced into more radical socialist phases 

was at the back of most people's minds throughout these early years and 

lies behind the cautious adjustment of the KV org?nisation to Social 

Democracy and Socialism. 

Although the 1915 change of statute had opened membership of KVe to 

Social Democrats, the big LandesverbHnde were unly slow to follow suit: 

Thus WUrttemberg only accepted the desired modification in July 1918(3), 

and hedged it with restrictions providing for the expulsion of members 

who were also members of an association "dessen Sat~ung oder Ziele das 

Gesamtpdis idium mi t den In teressen des \.JUrt tembergischen Kriegerbunds, 

fUr ",nvereinbar erklHrt hat". Despite the renewed approval given to the 

1915 decision by the national representatives in spring 1918 many local 

branches remained ignorant of the change - or unwilling to accept it. 

Even at provincial level doubt prevailed: at the end of December 1918 the 

Berlin Centrale pointed out to the Silesian provincial association that 

disbanded troops should be accepted for membership regardless of their 

1 
. (4) 

politica Vlews In January 1919 Heeringen wrote personally to an 

influential local KV president, defending the official "Neuorientierung" 

- to little effect. The angry reply asserted: "Die Sozialdemokratie ist 

(3) WMI 206 "WUrttembgr KB", report 24-7-18 (L). 
(4) MI 916, KB to Breslau KV 21-12-18. 
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ulld \"ird niema1s t!ine nationa1e Partei. Da ist alle LicbesmUh 
~')) 

vcrgeb1ich". Some local leaders, even at Kreis level, prepared anti-

socialist/monarchist circulars to mark the Kaiser's birthday - presumably 

in ignorance of the new rules published in the "Kriegerzeitung" on 1st 

January. Correspondence between Landrat a.D. van Bonin (Neu Stettin), 

his subordi nate Vereille, and the Berlin CentraJe contains some interesting 

remarks: "Kl:lnnen sic mir VereinsvorstHnde nennen, die sozialdemokratisch 

infiziert sind?" "Ja, selbst, der Neustettiner Vorstand ist nicht sicher 

genug fUr Vertraulichkeiten" and: "Wenn die Sozialdemokratie erst in die 

Kriegervereine einzieht, wird sie auch bald in ihnen herrschen!,,(6) 

Bonin even asserted that"the Kaiser. cannot be considered to have abdicated 

as King ef Prussia: In February 1919 the KHslin Regierungsbezirk 

association expressed the view that the acceptance of Social Democrats 

was threatening to destroy interest in the k'Ve (on the part of prospective 

recruits). Other local leaders refuseu to accept the fact that the change 

was "fait accompli" and even pledged themselves to fight the decision in 

. (7) 
any way posslble • 

Influenced perhaps by the opposition shown to the official line 

on SOCialism, Heeringen expressed himself on the subject in a letter to 

the Saxon Landesverband which had enquired concerning the possibility of 

misunderstanding arising from a recent article in the "Kriegerzeitung" 

including the passage: "Im Ubrigen kann diese Partei immer noch als 

national angcsehen warden": IIeeringen wrote: "We knO\oJ from the author 

that he realises the weakness of the present r~gime and condemns it. 

The same goes for us. It would, however, be going too far to imply 

either of the r'gime or of the Majority Socialists - that ,they are not 

"Vaterlandsliebend gesinnt". By his use of "im Ubrigen" the author 

(5) NH 911f, 191-3, Rickert to Heeringen (Jan 1919). 
(6) NIl 916,127 et scq. Correspondence: Nickel/van Ronin/KB (Jan 1919). 
(7) NIl 91!., 1()6-7, KUs1in RB/KB 15-2-19; Rcineckc/KB 27-2-19. 
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affirms that they do not yet think as we wuu1d wish. We hope 

nevertheless that they are on the way towards this, and we wjsh he~ce-

forth to accept Social Democrats from the Majority Socialists into the 

KVe - in order to further this process ll (22nd February 1919)(8). This 

letter was written of course between the two main periods of disturbance 

in Berlin (January and Harch) and displays a moderation and confidence 

which is wholly unexceptionable, if not wholly realistic. Locally 

socialists continued to attack the KVe as IIhostile to the government"; 

KVe continued to ask the Berlin Centrale for elucidation; many local KVe 

became nuclei of IIEimvohnerwehr" against the "Spartacist" threat; others 

were taken over by the rank and file members and announced that their KV 

was now a pu~ely democratic association; (the latter found themselves 

threatened with legal action.) Generally speaking then, despite 

palliative announcements in the KV Press stressing the KBls political 

neutrality and the wish that all, even SOCialists, work together in the 

national interest - socialist attacks ,~ere maintained and sometimes 

(9) 
replied to 

In the middle of 1919 the official pamphlet "\-lesen und Wirken der 

Kriegervereine" by Heinrich FUh/ 10), took a strong line over the 

socialists, particularly the Reichsbund. Similarly the Abtag of the 

Baden Landesverband considered the need for counter-propaganda against 
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. (11) 
the increasin~ hostility of local Re~chsbund branches • Correspondence 

between Berlin and the localities displayed considerable sympathy for old 

monarchists and very little for socialists: liDo you think that the 

systematic undermining of our army can be forgotten in an instant?,,(12) 

Reactionary sentiments soon began to creep into the KV press: In 

(8) r;Jl 914, 183, ik>cringcn to S:Jxon KB 22-2-19. 
(9) NU 916, 187-8, 191-2//~H 914, 200-1. 
(lO)NII 916, 194, Hcinrich FUhr: IIWesen u. Wirken dcr KVc". 
(ll)um/l'S "Badischer KW 1 Protokoll of 35th Abgeordllelcnlag 1919. (KA) 
(l2)NIl 916, KB t.o Kullmann (Potsdam) August 1919. 
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September 1919 the "Kriegerzei tung" published a letter ("aus dei.: 

Leserkreise, ohne Vertantwortlichkeit der Redaktion"): "Kennt ihr 

meine Farben?": "Keinen schBneren Anblick kann ich mir in die.::cr Zcit 

denken, als das Schwarzweisse Band und das Kreuz auf den Rock des 

.. (13) 
Arbelters, W1e des BUrgers." Little anecdotes pOinted at socialists 

. . . (14) 
are also 1n eV1dence • By and large, although local groups occasionally 

objected (e.g. the Hameln Verband which accused the "Kriegerzeitung" of 

publishing right-wing party-propaganda, - a letter condemning the naval 

(1S) . (16) 
mutinies ) and some also had "Democratlc" leaders ,the cautious 

expression of sentiments implicitly hnti-socialist, was accepted by the 

rank and file of the KB without comment. It must be emphasised, however, 

that no explicit attacks on Social Democracy were printed, and the KB 

leadership accepted, "dass alle unsere Vereine unter der Sozialdemo-

kratischen Hetze und d~m Sozialdemokratischen Terror zu leiden haben, den 

nur durch intensive Aufk1Hrungs- und Werbearbeit seitens unserer VprbHnde 

entgegengetreten werden kann." 
(17) 

Nevertheless, the underlying 

• 
attitude was by no means friendly, and attempts made by Majority 

Socialists to enter Vereine "en rnasse" were prevented: "It is for the 

U h . ,,(18). Vereinsvorstande to choose t e r1ght comrades. 

This moderate attitude in public, combined with a discriminating 

acceptance of Social Democrats at the local level, was in essence a 

compromise which was considered equally unsatisfactory by many SPD 

members as by many KV members. The m~tter is well put in the 

"SHchsische Tageblatt", (14th September 1921) discussing under the 

heading: "Wehrmacht und SPD Parteitag", the military proposals to 

be dealt with at G8rlitz in 1921: "Aufrichtig begrUssen auch wir 

(13 ) NH 914, KZ 28-9-19. 
(14) NH 914, "Kriegerheim" Nr 16: 18-1-20: "Freiheit, G1eichheit " .... . 
(15) NH 916, Hameln KV to KB, September 1919. 
(16) NH 916, 2eg Mofrat Dr. MUller (Gotha). 
(17) NU 914, KB to Meiningen LV, February 1920. 
(18) NH 914, KB to Meitzendorf KV, November 1920. 
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ausnahms\-Jeise einen Antrag, der lautet: "Zur Partei kann ferncr nicht 

gehBren welcher einer anderen Politischen Partei, ¥rieger- oder 

Milittlrvcreinen als Mitglied angehBrt. U~S solI es recht sein, wenn 

die Genossen sch1eunigst aus den Kriegervereinen austreten, sind wir 

do ch heute mehr wie bisher unbedingt fUr eine reinliche Scheidung des 

Geistes. Der altgediente Soldat, der sich noch etwas Frontgeist 

bewahrt hat, mag nun cntschciden zwischen Partei und Verband. Wir 

wissen auch, dass auf manchem dieser Zwitterzustand schwer gelastet 

hat, deshalb wird gewiss mancher alte S01dat diese verlangte Klarheit 

begrUssen . Besonders crfreut wtlren wir aber - ausnahmsweise - fUr 

Annahme dieses Antrages im Hinb1ick auf die VorgHnge im KyffhHuserbunde. 

Es wird fUr ihm von wesent1ichem Gcwinn scin, wenn er seine sozia1-

demokratischen Mitglieder, auf die er ja bis heute sovial RUcksicht 

hat nchmcn mUsGen, los wird, und sich dann wieder voll uud ganz seinen 

. (9) 
nationalen Aufgaben w1dmcn kann". . The opinions expressed here are 

in the highest degree prophetic: By admitting "Social Democrats" the IC3 

had abandoned its earlier political function and entered into an uneasy 

alliance \Vi th the "Weimar Parties". The Social Democrats obviously 

placed some value on this alliance, for, despite the long history of 

enmity, despite the clashes bet\Veen KVe and socialists sparked off by 

the murder of Erzberger in August 1921, despite the careful selection 

practised by the KVe and the continuing Livalry bet\Veen Reichsbund and 

KB, the 

a large 

GBrlitz Party 

. . (20) 
maJor1ty . 

Conference rejected the proposAl discussed above by 

Rumours that a reconciliation had taken place between KB and SPD 

f .. f' d( 21) d 1 . 1 1 \Vere 0 course unJust1 1e ,an re at10ns at a ocal leve continued 

(19) NH 914, "SHchsische Tagcblatt" 14-9-21. 
(20) NI! 914, "Zcntrale Allgcmcine Zeitung", 2l-9-2l. 
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(21) (c.t:,.) t·;]I 914, "Hamburger NClchrichlcr" quoted in llildczheim Vcrb:lnd to 
KB 2-11-21. 
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(22) 
Lo be extraordinarily bitter in some places - especially as a result 

of the mur~2r of Hathenau in June 1922, with the Emergency Decrees, 

attacks in the Reichstag (by Socialists) on the Reichswehr and the 

(23) 
"staL-in-the-back" lies ,and rumours of the formation of a "Red 

( 24) 
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Army" in Oranienburg All this did nothing to reassure the members 

of the Kn as to the wisdom of the official policy. In spite of the 

growth of the extremist right-wing activity ill Germany on the whole, the 

SPD conference in September 1922 again rejected proposals to stop party 

(25) 
members belonging to KVe • Clearly, the oft-repeated affirmation 

of political neutrality, made by the leaders of the KB, was at this 

stage, accepted by the SPD. Whether or not this accorded with the facts 

as far as activity by local Vereine was concerned is another question. 

N~verthcless, the change 0f attitude with regard to Majority Socialists 

at any rate - which was initially an action of self-defence rather than 

of political conviction - was preserved as the official policy of the KB 

, . (26) 
leadeu;hip, and by 1922 was becoming transformed l.nto an l.deology • 

While this attitude obviously raised difficulties with the other "patriotic" 

groups, it was neverthele~s of considerable value to the existence of the 

Weimar Republic in the early years, not only from the point of view of 

respectable and at this stage undeniably "patriotic" support, but also as 

a bridge - one of the very few, bet\oJeen "the System" and the political 

"right". 

Predictably, of course, the accommodating attitude of the lffi was not 

reflected in the officer associations. Initially, officers with 

"republican" opinions had their own organisation - the "Republikanische 

(22) NH 914, KKV Dick/KB November/December 1921. 
(23) (e.g.) NIl 915, "Von,·Hrts" 8-7-22. 
(24) WInS, "OranLcllburg Generalanzeigcr" 11-7-22; Kl3 to 13udjuhn 19-7-22. 
(25) !':II 915, KZ l-ln-?':l. 
(26) Wcstphal, p.2J-7 and see p.4-'. 
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FUhrerbund" - and after this lapsed in 19:11 the very few fOlu1cr officers 

with Social Democratic beliefs ultimately found their way into the 

"Reichsbanner". Although the NDO was in the thick of anti-republican 

activity, the DOB was more careful in public, and, as in Bavaria (1920), 

was quick to app'eal to the authorities against the "unjustified" attacks 

on the old officer corps made by socialists in "VorwYrts" and other 

(27) 
left-wing papers • 

3 • LOCAL INFLUENCE 

,- c 
-b0-

Having considered the general trends in the development of the public 

policies of the various ex-servicemen's organisations, some attenti0n must 

be given to the ways in which these were interpreted at the local level. 

Besides the manner in which "official" instructions concerning such 

specific matters as the membership of socialists and the attitude to the 

ex-Kaiser, were carried out by the individual Kriegerverein, the whole 

question of the rele of the veteran association in the community became 

of crucial importance in post-war Germany. 

Over a period of some 130 years a net\oJOrk of 30,000 separate local 

associations had become firmly embedded in German society. Almost every 

small village had one and in some places they would constitute the sole 

centres of social activity, sometimes sharing, sometimes disputing this 

r~le with the Church. To the Kriegerverein member they were virtually 

a way of life: entertainment, sport, welfare and patriotic instruction 

were all included in their activity. In addition they provided the 

chance for enjoying service-comradeship and rank-privilege beyond the 

army its elf. Of course, compulsory military service does not always 

engender the wish to prolon~~ onc's association with a military 

environment, but suffice it to say, Lhe incentive to do so in Imperial 

(27) NA 104 267 nor. (Bavaria) to Staatsministcriulll 13-1-20, 15-12-20 OlGS). 
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Germany was strong. To those standing out-side the KV moven:.:nt: :hc 

awareness was not for its social aspects, but rather for its militarisl 

trappings. The majority of the public functions held by the local 

association, whether they were funerals, festivals of remembrance, 

foundation anniv~rsaries, or special celebrations like the Kaiser's 

birthday or the IIReichsgrUndungstag", had the same ingredip.nts: 

uniformed parades, marching through the streets, banners, mili tary IUlls:i.e, 

patriotic songs, speeches, and where appropriate, fireworks or "Ehrensal'!cr," 

(l) 
- the last volley of honour for a departed comrade • All this was 

unobjectionable - so long as the Empire and its army remained the objects 

of general veneration. By November 1918 the people of Germany had CO;11C 

to realise with dramatic suddenness that this \vas no longer the case. The 

old gods had gone. Initial bewilderment gave way to anger and disitlusiC':. 

even violence towards the remaining representatives of imperialism. 

Understandably, officers still with troops under their command continued 

to wear their uniforms complete with medals and rank insignia - the helted 

~paulettes. Less understandably, many officers serving now only 

technically, also continued to wear uniform. That retired officers l"'JO 

continued to do so - as had b~en their privilege under the Kaiser - everl 

in areas where social unrest pcevailed, can only be regardpd as provoc~liv~ 

and foolhardy. Many were to pay for their lack of good sense. Thus 

during the general strike in Stuttgart there were 17 instances of attacks 

(2) 
on ex-officers, 10 of them serious and 1 fatal • Under these circum-

stances, and dependent of course on local conditions, some adjustments to 

the customary activitics of the Kricgervereine would appear necessary fro~ 

the point of view of public order and the personal safety of the old 

soldiers. 

(1) Hcslphal, passim. 
(2) SLaatslllinisterium 1480, complaint by HUrttembg O.B. 25-4-19 (SI!). 
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Co-operation between the KB Centrak (1,1d the Reich InnenministeriulTl 

resulted in the former sending out and pu~lishing requests to avoid 

provocative actions - such as funeral parades, with medals and insignia, and 

unauthorised Ehrcnsalven - and work with the local autllorities, for the 

maintenance of order. Some provincial associations sent out the same 

" (3) 
recommcnd.:ltion lndependently • Hhether or not these requests were 

observed in all areas is not known. There is, however, no record of 

any incidents arising from their deliberate disregard. On the other 

hand one or two cases of unguarded, even provocative speeches, did 

occur in 1919: Monarchist sentiments were voiced by Kreiskriegerverb~nd 

chairman von Bonin at a Verbandstag in Neu Stettin, and were duly reported 

in the soci.:llist press ("Von'Hrts" 18th June 1919). ~ore seriously, ~ 

festival held on 6th July 1919 by the Karlsthal KV included the 

dedication of a new colour inscribed "Hit Gott fUr K(jnig und Vaterland", 

a monarchist-flavoured speech by the Kreisverband chairman von Loos 

(also the local Landrat), and shooting practice with a machine-gun. 

Despite the emotive heading: "Pommersche-Naschinengewehr Idylle -

Kriegervereins - und Landratsreaktion ll
, the "VorwHrts ll account (23rd 

July 1919) ~.·ould appear largely factual. Von L00s was dismissed from 

his Landratsamt by the Ministry of the Interior, but defended by the KB 

leadership who pointedly sent to the Ministry a copy of their letter 

expressing sympathy with von Loos and recommending his retention as 

Kreisverband chairman. This was agreed by the Kreisverband representa-

" (4) tives who passed a unanimous vote of confidence ln the ex-Landrat • 

It was doubtless incidents of this nature that tended to make the 

government a little wary of the KB's new "political neutrality". 

(3) K1I 91CJ, 94, KB to Borck 11-12-18. 
ibid. 85, Circular of 'Si1 cs inn Prove 18-11-19. 

( 4 ) i b i cl. 219 c t se q. 
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Rene\.Jed attacks on officers as a result of the Kapp Putsch moved 

the WUrttembcrg Offiziersbund to protest to the Staatsministerium. The 

latter replied that they would do all in their power to protect officers 

h cl ' d ' h h ,,(5) w 0 acte 1n accor ance W1t t e constitut1on • 

In AU8ust 1921 the LUbeck conference of the KB provoked an incident 

of the type that was to recur time and again throughout the Weimar period: 

In preparation for the conference, some public buildings in LUbeck had 

been decked with the old Imperial colours, black-white-red, also the 

colours of the KB itself. Protests made by the local Social Democratic 

paper resulted in the flags being taken down; instead, private residences 

were decked out in the offending colours. As a reprisal the local 

, d d(6) Bismarck monument was pa1nte re • Up to this date incidents would 

appear to have been isolated and, apart from attacks on officers, of a 

minor nature. Horeover, all of them seem tO,have been occasioned by 

varying degrees of provocation from the side of the veteran organisations 

themselv2s. The assassination of Erzberger on 26th August 1921 caused a 

wave of indignation among all moderate Germans. The fact that those 

responsible belonged to the lunatic fringe of the nationalists was 

immaterial. Reprisals organised and spontaneous hit at the nearest 

"nationalist" target - the Kriegerverein. On the 29th August an 

emergency decree placed a ban on "regimental" celebrations - Le. those 

functions of actual former army units. This, however, in no way curtailed 

the activities of the general Kriegcrvereine. The 50 years "Stiftungsfest" 

of the OsnabrUck Verein in Hannover, held on the 3rd/4th September, \,as 

0) 
menaced by local socialists, although no-one seems to have been hurt • 

In Hannover itself a wave of violence broke out on the same days: although 

a regimental reunion of the old 74th had been cancelled in view of the 

(5) Staatsministerium 1480, W.O.B. 25-3-20 (SH). 
(6) NlI 919, "Ncue Pr('ussische Zeitung" 16-8-21. 
(7) ibid. R~ichslandiHcher KV to Kil, 15-9-21. 
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official ban, workers cordoned the hall d~~ignated for the celebration 

and "roughed--up" all better-dressed citizens found in the area. T\.;o 

high-school boys were beaten up for wearing the nationalist black-white-

red badge in their button-holes. Police were "not strong enough to 

intervene". Protests were made to the Minister of the Interior by the 

Berlin Centrale, who in the meantime advised the local Kreisverband to 

·d I· h k (8) aV01 provoC1ng t e wor ers • In Saxony too, socialists organised 

workers' demonstrations against the "reactionnries". Reports came in 

from the localities of crowds a tho~sand strong, of demands from local 

authorities for the surrender of KV weapons and banners, of excitement 

aroused by an untrue report that one "Veteran Brandt" had hurled filth 

at a passin~ (Social Democratic) cycling club. The Berlin Centrale 

again advised caution - "although the colours can lWT be confiscated, 

h h Id b 1 d · 1 d h· Id b . ,,( 9) t ey s ou not e open y 1Sp aye as t 1S W'ou e pt"ovocatlon . 

In Hrandenburg, the local left-wing press whipped up opposition to a 

proposed visit by General von Kluck to a closed meeting of the Krei3-

verband, Forst im Lausitz. The Kreisverband itself decided to post-

pone the meeting (planned for 6th September), but in ignorance of this 

the left-wing workers went ahead with formidable preparations to stop 

it, including the occupation of the station and the planting of armed 

(10) 
men around the hall • From Silesia, a worried Kreisverband chairman 

reported threatening action from the trades union KarteU which was 

. (11) 
demanding the abolition of black-wh1tc-red colours and badges • In 

-72-

Berlin itself attacks 'vere made on remembrance parades. One, transferred 

to Wilmcrsdorf at the last minute to avoid provoking socialist attacks, 

(8) ibid. ICKV Hameln to KB, 2-9-21 et seq. 
(9) ibid. KKV NCtlhaldcnslcben/KB, 5-9-21 et seq. 
(la) ibill. l:~ZV for::;t im L.:lU::;iLz to KB, 8-9-21. 
(11) ibid. KK"V Boll<cnhain to KB, 12-9-21. 
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was nevertheless disturbed - a mob systematically smashed the place, 

burned the offending colours, threatened tilose present with firearms, 

and, on their homeward march, demolished a war memorial and broke into a 

(12) 
KV chapel • In Stettin (romerania) the same pattern was repeated: 

crowds gathered round a Verein hall and attacked individual veterans going 

to a meeting: one old man appears to have been stabbed. Police were 

1 ' 1 f h ' ,(13) s ow to galn contro 0 t e sltuatl0n • Again, in Herford, Westfalia, 

police found themselves unable to safeguard an officially sanctioned 

parade attended by the burgomaster, a Reichswehr band and two Reichswehr 

officers • 

secretary 

The opposition here was openly led by the local trade union 

, (14) 
(a magistrate) and a communlst • Shortly afterwards, near 

Iserlohn, the police stepped in and banned a KV function planned for th~ 

(15) 
19th September • 

Similar incidents continued all across the industrial northern half 

of Germany; only the southern states appeared to have been immune. In 

places certain elements appeared that lifted the whole affair out of the 

realms of mere rowdyism or political skirmishing. In Silesia attempts 

were made by mines personnel to make KV miners choose between their jobs 

h ' K\7 h h' (16) or t Clr mem ers Ip • G8rlitz was a staunch socialist area and 

the scene of the SPD conference (20th Sep~ember 1921). In addition, 

the leaders of the attacks on the KVe were sometimes Social Democratic 

, (17) 
Landtag deputles • In other places explosives were used to demolish 

(18) 
war memorials • 

(12) 
(13 ) 
(14) 
(15 ) 
(16) 
(17) 

(18) 

The seriousness of these events led to letters of protest by the 

ibid. 
ibid. 
ibid. 
ibid. 
ibid. 
ib id. 

ibid. 

"Berliner Tageblatt" 19-9-21 et seq. 
"Deutsche Tageszeitung", 20-9-21. 
KKV Herford to PLKV, 7-9-21. 
~KV Iserlohn to PLKV, 17-9-21. 
GUrlitz RR to KB 17-9-21. 
KV Storkow nall1('rs L~SPD deputy KLAUSNER. (29-9-21) 
KKV Hallenames Remmclc and Kilian (8-10-21). 
"Dcutsche Tagcszeitung" 5-10-21. 
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Berlin Centrale to the Innenminister, cOTIm:cnting especially 011 the 

ineffectiveness and lack of police action either on the spot or subse-

quent to disturbances. The Innenministerium assured the KB leaders 

that they had urged the local authorities to take action and provide 

protectio~ where "necessary 
(19) 

Pressure in the Reichstag from Deutsch 

National quarters seems to have had some effect. Albeit tardily, the 

Forst case was taken up by the public prosecutor in the middle of 

(20) 
November • In April 1922, 17 workers (male and female) concerned in 

events at Herford, were put on trial; 7 were acquitted and the rest 

" (21) received prison sentences ranglng from 6 to 9 months • In general 

the excitement stimulated by the murder of Erzberger died down towards 

the end of 1921 and KVe including the regimental associations resumed 

their customary activities more or less undisturbed. This was, however, 

only a lull in the storm. Events played intQ the hands of the extremists; 

in April 1921 the Allies had fixed the figure to be paid by 

Germany as reparations at the unimaginable sum of 132 thousand million 

gold Z.~arks; in October, the League of Nations had overriddett the recent 

plebiscite held in Upper Silesia in order to give the Poles a larger 

and more valuable share of former German territory. In view of this, 

the policy of fulfDnent advocated by Wirth and Rathenau found little 

support. By 1922 the decline in the value of the Mark was becoming 

alarming and nationalist aspirations were once more on the boil. 

The attempt on the life of Scheidemann (4th June 1922) and the 

murder of Foreign Minister Rathenau (24th June 1922) once more provoked 

a storm of socialist violence directed against the nationalists -

particularly the Kriegervereine. An especially serious incident in 

(19) ibid. 42-3, corr~spondence with Minister of Interior Scpt/Oct 1921. 
(20) ibid. KKV Forst im L. to KB, 2l-11-21. 
(21) ibid. "VorwHrts", 19-4-22. 
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KHnigsberi (i3St Prussia) actually involved a direct clash (11th June) 

between Reicllswehr troops and demons trators. The participation of the 

ReichFwchr had been forbidden since the Prussi~n authorities had decl~rcd 

the whole Hindenburgfeier :'poli tical" as, unofficially, they had also 

described the East Prussian Provincial Kriegerverband to the Reichswehr 

Ministry. Local police had given assurances that they could handle any 

socialist disturbances at a KV remembrance service being attended by 

Fieldmarshal von Hindenburg. A preparatory campaign in the local 

socialist press, however, brought out the workers, wives, drunks and 

teenage lads in large numbers. A direct a&sault on the accompanying 

Reicllswehr contingent on the march to the Devauer Platz, resulted in the 

soldiers fixing bayonets to defend themselves, some even opening fire 

without orders. Some 15 shots seem to have been fired before the mob 
. 

drew off: one demonstrator was bayoneted to death; four others were 

shot in the legs. Again the same ingredients are to be found: a 

militarist function in public: socialist inspired agitation: lack of 

adequate police. The more serious results of the KHnigsberg affair 

were solely due to the "accidental" participation of regular troops and 

the fact that the troops 'vere carrying live ammunition and c(\rrcct 

d · . 1· 1 k· (22) lSC1P lne was ac lng • In Berlin, too, left-wing demonstrators 

ran into trouble: a Zossen KV celebrating its 50 th anniversary over 

the weekend (11th/12th June) was well prepared and protected. A group 

of communist youth; from Berlin tore down and burned some of the many 

black-white-red colours decorating the area. The prompt appearance of 

the local police with 40 LandjHger resulted in some 11 young communists 

being man-handled to the police court. The following day, the KV 

procession had a most interesting composition. Lc~ by a serving 

Rcichswehr RSM were 22 men carrying black-white-red banners inscribed: 

"With God for Kaiser and Empire", the men of the Zossen KV C:lrryillg 

Hodel 88 rifles and s\oJastika daggers, and a contingent of LnndjHgcr 

( 22) i';achlass Schleicher 39/1 20-6-22 (F) : NL G:J.Y] 20 ( ~) . 
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bringing up che rear. In Zo~c:;en itself a strong police guard took no 

action when communist boys \.ere beaten up for trying to snatch the 

na tionalis t flags 
(23) 

To what . extent this socialist account is 

exaggerated is not known: clearly, however, the KV was pDepared. In 

Gruiten (Dtlsseldorf-Rhineland) an area not previously troubled with 

incidents of this nature, the extreme-left trade unionists who attacked 

a KV celebration being attended by Gen. Dieffenbach met with less 

opposition: 
" (24) 

with firearms, they 'V1Ounded several of the KV part~c~pants • 

The earlier attempts by Si1esian miners to co-erce KV members had 

been resisted with some success by the Berlin Centra1e who took up the 

. . (25) 
ma tter 'vi th the highes t governmen t author~ t~es • Attempts of a 

similar nature were now made by trades unions, particularly those in 

Nauen and Spandau-Osthave11and (Potsdam area, outskirts of Berlin), who 

presented KV members with the choice of leavi.ng their KV or leaving their 

trade union - and hence lose their ~obs. This was a response to 

workers taking part in a local KV procession sporting the offending 

.. (26) 
nat~ona1~st colours • 

Other actions against the I(Ve at t:'1is time included the burglary 

(27 ) 
of premises and the theft and public burning of KV banners • And 

not only K\9were involved; NDO activities in Saxony and Hamburg were 

. (28) 
also d~sturbed • 

The emergency decrees of 26th June 1922, \vhich were interpreted 

in a sense much more restricting to the activities of the KVe than the 

purely "regimental" ban of the previous year, together with the efforts 

of the KB leadership to have them reviewed, are considered in detail 

(29) 
elsewhere • That they were fully justified, both for the sake of 

(23) NB 919, "VoHllirts", 13-6-22. 
(24) ibid. KKV }!ellmann to PLKV, 20-6-22. 
(25) Sce p. "4-. ' 
(26) NH 919, KB Circular 17-6-22. 
(27) ibid. PLKV to Staatsanwa1tschaft, D\n1DlUud, 26-8-22. 
(28) AA 12, 5-10-22. 
(2.9) Set! p.884ts~,. 
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public order and the safety of the KVe themselves, cannot be disputed. 

To many of the moderate KV members who had never been directly involved 

in "incidents" l .1nd even more so to those \~ho had suffered at the hands 

of socialist mobs and found no redress, the decrees could only be vie\~ed 

as an unfair reprisal for Rathenau's death, and an arbitrary infringement 

of their civic rights; - even more so \vhen demonstrations against KVe 

continued, sometimes forcibly entering private houses - removing and 

destroying banners. There can be little doubt that the KB letter of 

protest to the Thuringian Ministry of Interior sincerely expressed the 

feelings of the average KV member: "Wir sind weder StaatsbUrger minder en 

Rechts noch Reaktion~re odcr Feinde des heutigen Staates, sondern helfen 

mit an seine,n Hiederaufbau. Wir verlangen aber auch, dass dieser Rtaat 

una seinen Schutz ebonso angedeihen IHsst wie jedem anderen Deutschen, 

. (30) 
gleichgUltig welcher Partel er angeh5rt ". . This p~rticular matter 

was to drag on into 1923, Heeringen actually intervening personally with 

Despite regional differences in application, the June 1922 

measures certainly curtailed KV activity in '1tany places and for several 

months there lVas comparative peace at the local level. This was not to 

last. The French occupation of the Ruhr in January 1923 served tempor-

arily to thrO\v together government and extreme right. The restrictions 

on military associations were lifted. 

In March 1923 a Kriegerverein celebrating its 50th anniversary was 

literally besieged, together with a Reichswehr band and a handful of 

LandjHgcr, in the church at Erkner, not far from Berlin. Their 

assailants were communists from Berlin who had found it possible to 

travel in their hundreds, assemble at the station and march off in good 

order, without any police intervention. The lack of adequate police 

provision, after due warning, was blamed v.:::rioucly on the police lhcr'-

(30) NH 919, KB to Thuringian Government, 14-7-22. 
(31) See p. ef2. 
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selves and the Landrat. The Ninister of Interior came as near to 

(32) 
apologising for this occurrence as any government department ever can • 

The incident occurring in the same place on Ascension Day (10th May 1923), 

a time notorious for its public disorder anyway, has all the aspects of 

a retaliatory measure by a regimental association (4th Grenadier 

Regiment) who set off with a band, singing "Deutschland, Deutschl d " an •• , 

marching through the socialist suburbs of the capital to Erkner. Not 

surprisingly they found themselves set upon by the inhabitants. On the 

same day a fierce battle took place on the northern outskirts of Berlin, 

between Kriegervereiners and Stahlhelm on one side and communists on 

the other. There were 100 casualties, 37 serious ones 
(33) 

Again, 

holding such a meeting, in such a place, at such a time must be viewed 

as unwise, if not deliberately provocative. On the other hand, the 

incident in LUbeck (3rd June 1923) on the occasion of the unveiling by 

the former 46th Reserve Infantry Division of a memorial to the Fallen of 

215 Reserve Infantry Regiment, seems to have been largely due to police 

stupidity, if nothing worse. Police Chief (SPD Senator) Mehrlein, while 

ensuring that a socialist demonstration was held at a different time and 

place, appears to have authorised a communist demonstration to coincide 

with the parade of the Reserve Infantry Division in the castle yard. 

(3l~ ) 
The result was forseeable • Again in July in GHrlitz, Silesia, 

police did nothing to prevent a group of miners and glassworkers led by 

. (35) 
a union official attempting to stop a KV shoot~ng match • 

From this survey of the activity of the local ex-servicemen's 

organisations in the early years of the Weimar Republic several interes-

ting points emerge. Quite apart from the officially approved patriotic 

(32) illl 919, Report 10-3-23; KZ 15-6-23. 
(33) l\'lJ. 919, l~ Grenadier I~V to KB, 11-5-23: "Oranicnhurg Ztg" 15-5-23. 
(34) ibid. KZ 15-G-23. 
(35) ibid. Braunsdorf KV/GUrlitz Staals<lll\valt 23-7-23. 



indoctrination of the members themselves 
( 36) , they had in places an 

obvious influence on public order. By and large, it would appear that 

requests from the KB to observe the neH "pal i tica I neutrality" and avoid 

provoking left-wing elements, were effective up to the murder of 

Erzberger, in August 1921. This event was the signal for the renewal 

of the struggle, between extremist element~ all across the northern half 

of Germany. Essentially this involved also the moderate working-class 

hitting back at militarism (and the appearances of the "old" soldiers in 

public were always anti-republican by implication, if not always in 

intent: Kriegervereine were, personnel-wise, the Kaiser's army, and in 

the minds of the populace could often not be distinguished from the 

para-military organisations and the "murder clubs" of the extreme 

right) • In this light the public appearances of the KVe, particularly 

in industrial areas, must be viewed as potent~ally provocative, and often 

actually, even deliberately, so. Certainly, in view of their total 

number only a small proportion were directly involved in the serious 

incidents discussed here. Equally, many incidents of a less serious 

nature were never reported to the national HQ in Berlin. On many other 

occasions individuals must have been annoyed, even if they did not show 

it - and had their at~itudffi sensibly modified by contact with tactless 

exhibitions of sabre-rattling. In other words the public activity of 

the KV in these years, especially after 1921, can be seen as politically 

divisive, tending to alienate moderate socialist workers from the KB as a 

whole, deepening the gulf between left and right and stimulating real 

hatred where before perhaps only political dislike had existed. 

(36) Westphal p.63. 
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From another point of view, to use Seeckt's words, the KVe served 

to accentuat~ and "publicize the weakness~s and many ridiculous traits 

of the Republic": \,,,hen demonstrators against militarism \.Jere bayoneted 

and shot by a "republican" army this did little to enhance the country's 

reputation abroad. Unpunished attackb on decent, moderate Kriegerverein 

members drew attention to the weakness of the civil power at home. It 

was not that the police forces were inadequate in strength or training. 

It was rather a lack of sensible direction and definition from above; 

with goodwill and a little enquiry it was perfectly possible for local 

police to distinguish between the officially-countenanced KVe and other 

elements. But is it surprising -' particularly where a socialist 

police-chief was responsible to a socialist BUrgermeister, Landrat or 

OberprHsident - that goodwill was sometimes lacking? Certainly, in 

June 1922 the Weimar goverrunent proved to itself and others that the 

problem of public order could be dealt with. Perhaps a better way of 

dealing with militarist associations would have been to ban public 

uniformed parading and marching, and exercise a closer general super-

vision (and protection) over all meetings, public or private. Alas, 

the events of 1923 were once more to force the eovernment to depend on 

illegal military VerbHnde - the "Black Reichswehr". However, perhaps 

the most unfortunate effect of the public activity of the Kriegervereine 

in this period was in hardening the political attitudes of their own 

members: moderate, decent working- and lower middle-class men were 

likely to lose patience with a govermnent that on the one hand afforded 

them no protection or redress ~rom socialist and communist violence, and 

on the other, punished them with blanket bans for acts of violence for 
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which they were in no way responsible. In the words of Reichswehrminister 

Gessler (referring specifically to the misuse of veterans' celebrations 

for political ends) "Veranstaltungen ••••• die statt AussBhnung dcr 

venDliedenen Volkskreise dne immcr grUsscre Kluft ~wischen ihnen 

schaffen." And yet, he continued, the associations of the old army 



are potentially one of the best wa:,'s of achieving a "Nationa1e 

Einheits front des Deutschen Volkes. ,,(37) 

4. RELATIO:;S WITH TIn: HEll-fAR GOVEf::JIENTS 

The propaganda activities of the ex-servicemen's organisations and 
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their policies with regard to Social Democracy obviously dictated the general 

trends in their relationship with specific Weimar administrations. The 

continuous nationalist, anti-republican effusions of the NDO effectively 

prevented any official co-operation with the government or its agencies. 

Apart from its overt monarchism and its public sympathy for DNVP, DVP and 

Grossdeutsche Freiheitspartei, probably the main grounds for objection 

was its public approval of the aims of the Kapp Putsch (20th April), and 

the bitter personal attacks made by the association's president on the 

former War Minister, General ScheUch. In a letter to the Bavarian 

Ambassador dated August 1921, the "Staatskommi'sar fUr die Uberwachung 

der t}ffentlichcn Ordnung" wrote: "Der Verband hYlt sich zwar zur Zeit 

in verfassungsmYssigen Bahnen, ist jedoch dem Gedanken eines Rechts-

. 0) 
umstllrzcs nicht unter allen UmstHnden abgene~gt". The Verband had 

been one of the first to be declared "political" and banned to serving 

(2) 
army officerE . The DOB on the other hand maintained a somewhat 

questionable political neutrality and managed to preserve its official 

i . h b . .. f .. 1 f k(3) recogn tlon, t e as~c pre-requls1te or ~ts ~mportant we are wor . 

Relations were nevertheless by no means cordial (requests for financial 

assistance from official funds were turned down(4) mainly because of 

(37) Nachlass Bredow, 5, Gess1er's circular 5-9-21 (F). 

(1) Bayer. Gesandtschaft Berlin 1162, Staatskommissar letter 2-8-21 (XGS). 
D-0-B1 (S & W) 15-8-22, "Erklarung". 

( 2) Se e p. ,o~. 
(3) FO 371, 75l~ 7, C92 71/1156/18, answer to P:uliamcntary Ques tion 27-6-22, C!'iW 
(4) HA 104267, DOB to Sta~tsministcri\Jm 7-1.-20 (~lGS). 
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the frequency \Vi tit which the DOB was seen acting in concert \l7i th NDO and 

. bl (5) f h even more queqt~ona e groups • By ar ~ e most fruitful co-operation 

between the veteran associations and government resulted from the official 

relations established with the KB. 

A sincere attempt was made by the Bund to adhere to the principles 

of "Uberpartei1ichkeit", to support the republican constitution and to 

. th th t·· t .. I d d ( 6) co-operate WI. e governmen I.n maI.n aI.nI.ng aw an or F.!r • Initially 

this policy met with some success and Heeringen was able to state. with 

complete honesty in August 1919 that, although the KB no longer enjoyed its 

former privileged position, the government was making no difficulties for 

(7) 
them • The same situation held in the case of the big semi-independent 

south German LandesverbHnde: In WUrttemberg, for example, the local 

Minister des Innern attended the Kriegerbund's annual conference in 1920(8), 

and even the local Offiziersbund was promised protection for officers 

b h 
.. (9) 

abiding y t e const1tut10n • The co-operation between KB and Weimar 

government continued more or leSS undisturbed up to the murder of Erzberger 

in August 1921. Gessler, the Reichswehrminister, was even an honorary 

(l0) 
member of a Kriegcrverein • The KB leadership advised its members to 

keep clear of anti-republican demonstrations, like that organised in the 

(ll) 
Berlin Stadion by the NDO (August 1921) • However, the murders of 

Erzberger and Rathenau, with the ensuing socialist reprisals in the 

localities and the emergency decrees by the government, placed severe 

strains on the links between KB and Heimar ministers. At the centre 

these links were never in fact severed, but the hardening of feeling at 

(5) See p.I23. 
(6) See p. 4,1. 
(7) MI 916, 204, KB reply to query from Pragnitz dated 14-8-19 (K). 
(8) WNI 206, \~Hrttbg KB letter 1-9-20 (L). 
(9) E 130 iv Stnotsministcrium (WUrttbg) 1480, 30-3-20 (SH). 
(lO)Nachlass Otto Gcssler Bd 2, 2, 41 (K). 
(ll)FO 371, 5974, C17493/416/18 (PRO). 
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the local tevel made them increasingly unre:!listic, just as tile balancing 

of "patriotis;ll" and "political neutrality" increased governmel1t wariness. 

. (12) 
The KB had never shown ~tsclf averse to sabre-rattling, and by 1922 

its old reputation for "violent Pan-Germanism" and general reactionary 

tendencies was once more well-established in the public mind(13). 

Nevertheless, the government continued to see (for the duration of the 

Weimar Republic) some point in preserving the KB and maintaining their 

own links with it. Whether they ."ere justified in so doing is the 

question which lies at the heart of the present study • 

The official contacts between the KB and the Reich and Prussian 

Inneruninisterium during this period could have done little to enhance the 

popularity of the ex-servicemen in government circles. The Karlsthal 

(14) 
incident in July 1919 , where a Landrat/Kreisverband chairman was 

dismissed by the Prussian Innenminister becaus-e of his involvement in an 

anti-republican demonstration, moved the Berlin Centrale to inform (he 

ministry of their complete sympathy for the dismissed Landrat. He le., one 

feels, the KB action was not entirely justified. In the case, however, 

of the protest sent to the Reichsminister (22nd September 1921) following 

socialist violence in OsnabrUck, Hameln, etc, the comments on lack of 

adequate police action would appear to be fully justified. The minister 

replied (13th October 1921) that he had urged local authorities to take 

. d· d . (15) 1 h f appropr~ate steps an prov~ e protect~on • Simi ar1y in t e case 0 

the Potsdam incidents(16) a request to the Prussian Innenminister (13th 

October 1921) for protection of a forthcoming function was granted by the 

Potsdam RegierungsprUsident (18th November 1921)(17). With regard to the 

(12) e.g. ~~ 917, KB to anti-Bolshevist Association 22-7-19. 
Nil 906, 4, "Soldaten Zeitung" 7-1-22. 

(13) FO 371,7,)01; C7234/l44/]S: 15-5-22 (PRO). 
(14) Sec p.70. 
(15) ~~ 919, 42-3. 
(16) See p.74-. 
(17) ~~ 919, 8-11-21. 
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. (18) 
Halle incident , the Magdcburg OberprHcidcnt HHrsing would appear to 

have been slow in dealing with a complaint by the Halle Kreisverband and 

the KB was asked to contact the Rcichsministcr on their behalf(19). 

(But this is understandable - HUrsing was a Social Democrat and also the 

leading spirit in the formation (subsequently - February 1924) of the 
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"Reichsbanner"). Only in Thuringia was any marked official hostility to 

KVe expressed. Delay in Jesling with two incidents was only one symptom 

of the reluctance of the Thuringian administration to come into line with 

the Reich over the interpretation of the June 1922 decrees in the case of 

The Erkner incident in March 192~ in which the authorities were 

clearly at fault, brought a letter which '.vas tantamount to an official 

apology from the Ministry (9th April 1923): this was duly published in 

the "Kriegerzeitung" (15th June 1923)(21). Complaints sent by the 

GHrlitz Bezirksverband to the local Landrat (25th July 1923) were 

(22) 
speedily sent on to the state prosccuLor 

In general, the attempts by the KB to obtain satisfaction from the 

authorites were dealt with promptly and, on the surface at any rate, 

satisfactorily. To what extent official action made any impression on 

local police provisions in general is doubtful. In their quest for 

satisfaction the KB used whatever "pressurising" means came to hand, 

(23) 
the press (their own and the national dailies) and the Reichstag • 

The main result of contacts bet\,'cen KB and Innenministerium ,,,as to underline 

the weakness of the republicans - together with their good intentions, 

(18) See p. 73. 
( 19) See p. 7""'. 
(20) NH 919, October 1921. 
(21) ibid. Erkner KV to KB, 10-3-23. 
(22) ibid. Lower Silesia Bczirk, Lausitz, to L;]ndratJamt Rothenburg 25-7-23. 
(23) r-.HI 919, "KH rHnci1t:n[;cn" S(~pt/Oct 1921. 

"Neue Prcussischc Zeilung" 30-9-2l. 
"Deutschc Tagcszeitung" 5-11-21. 
"Kriegcrzcitung" 21, 15-6-23. 

NU 915, KB to Rcichstag member Budjuhll, 19-7-22. 
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while emph.;tsising the inherent friction between "nationalists" and 

"socialists". 

The starting-off point for a consideration of the legislation 

affecting the veteran associations, must be the terms imposed by the 

Allies in the Peace of Versailles. Decpite rumours that the total 

dissolution of the KV movement was to be demanded, the eventual provisions 

were less severe: Article 177 mentioning "societies of discharged 

soldiers'by name, forbade "associations of every description, whatever 

be the age of their members" to concern themselves "with any military 

matters". Societies were "forbidden to instruct or exercise their 

members, or to allow them to be instructed or exercised in the profession 

or use of Arms." Any connection bet,,,een theMselves and the War Ministry 

or any other military authority was also forbidden. Westphal, in his 

comments on Article 177 in the KV Handbook pointed out that this would 

also include use of army bands. He continued by emphasising that "Any 

Verein, ,,,hich as such •••• still engages in shooting activities of 

whatever kind, places the KV movement in grave danger". The qualifying 

"as such" is worthy of note. Article 178 placed a total ban on any 

measure designed to further the cause of mobilisation with specific 

mention of "supplementary cadr es" in the army itself. The Allies smy 

the purely "Regimentsvereine" as such a danger - likely to assist a 

possible future military expansion, and therefoLe banned them in the 

occupied zones. Altogether some 300 were affected. The threat of 

(24) . 
dissolution also hung over the general Kriegervereine in these areas 

The treaty stipulations represented a considerable curtailment of KV 

activities, made all the more unpalatable by the realisation that even 

when for example, the Belgians appropriated KV funds and colours, no 

(25 ) 
support could be counted on from the German government • Nevertheless 

(24) Westplwl, p. 77-9/ /AA 15, 25-11-22, p.86 
(25) NH 916, K8ln RB to KB, 8-8-19. 
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as has been seen, the latter made no diffic~lties for the veteran 

associations up to August 1921, beyond those forced upon them by Allied 

pressure demanding the strict execution of the terms of Versailles. The 

Hehrgesetz of Narch 1921 and the July order \Vhich completed the severance 

of the Reichsweh~ from the officer and other associations was, of course, 

also in line with Sceckt's personal convictions; but the government order 

of 24th Hay dissolving the military associations - Freikorps, Einwohnerwehr, 

etc, was made with the greatest reluctance, only after sustained Allied 

pressure over several months which referred directly to the Articles 177 

and 178(26). This reluctance was due to the fact that the authorities 

were actively financing and encouraging the unofficial military activities 

. dB' (27) in East Pruss1a an avar1a • May 1921 also saw further action by the 

Allies against ex-servicemen's organisations in the occupied territoLies. 

(28) 
Thus DOB branches in DUsseldorf and Duic;burg Here banned • The 

following month a general ban cn DOB, RANO (Reichsarbeitsnach"leis fUr 

Offiziere) and Okulus was ordered by the Rhineland commission in the 

(29 ) 
occupied zone • 

In August the murder of Erzberger and the big NDO demonstration in 

the Berlin Stadion at last moved the Weimar government to initiate its 

own steps against the associations. As an important part of the 

emergency decree retired officers were forbidden to ''lear uniform and 

pOHer \Vas granted to the State Ministers of the Interior and their 

subordinates to ban regimental celebrations and occasions likely to be 

anti-republican and endanger the peace. General bans such as had already 

been issued by some ministers were to be avoided. 

(26) e.g. FO 371/5961 C2317/386/l8 (PRO). 
(27) See p. 10&. 

(28) D-O-Bl 16, 1-6-21, report of Bundestag. 

This was a reference to 

(29) ibid. 22, 1-8-21, "Nachrichten der GUllllL!l:;leitung": Hate by r"UOO 18-6-21. 
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the action of the Saxon authorities, which was overruled by the (;ommittee 

1 '·h' 'f' (30) of t le Relc srat ln some speCl lC cases , as with the "177 Regiment" 

(17th October 1921). The same session of the Rcichsrat rejected, 

however, an appeal by the DOB against a police decision in Dresden not to 

allow a "war-guilt-lie" lecture (31) • The restrictions placed on the 

wearing of military uniform by ex-servicemen were formulated in detail by 

the Chancellor's order of 3rd October 1921: this was now limi ted to 

attendance at church on feast days, statutory festivals and funerals of 

comrades, attendance at important family occasions and rallies on statutory 

festival-days, attendance at social functions held by the Reichswehr 

and those held by non-political associations when attendance by Reichswehr 

mc[,lbers had been specifically approved by the local Wehrkreis commander. 

The wearing uf non-service badges in public was specifically forbidden(32). 

This legislation was clearly directed against ex-officers, rather than 

ex-servicemen in general. It is unfortunate that acts of violence against 

general Krieger ereine tended to blur the distinction. The restrai.nt 

shown by the German authorities was not shared by the Allies. In Aachen 

for example the Belgians imposed prison sentences and fines on a number 

of menbers ef the "Officer Association of the Former 56th Regiment", who 

had "participated in the activities of a Vcrein which concerned itself 

(33) 
with military things". Protests by the big officer associations had 

little effect, although Deutsch National deputies in the Reichstag 

agitated that effective steps should be taken against the attacks on the 

KVe (34) • 

The attempt on the life of Sch cidemann and the murder of Rathenau 

in June 1922 brought a much more positive reaction from the government, 

(30) ibid. 26, 11-9-21; 30, 21-10-21. 
(31) NH 919 "Dell tsche Tagcszeitung" 5-11-21. 
(32) Westpha1 p.86-7. 
(33) D-0-B1 32, 11-11-21. 
(34) AA, 6, 25-6-22, "Kampf gegen die Regimentsvereinigungen". 
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which indicated the extent to which sociali.st opinion had hardened 

against the ~Ve in the course of 1921 to 1922. Severing's (;omments 

in the Prussian Landtag on the 17th June were a foretaste of things to 

come: "Kreigervereinsparaden und Regimentsfeiern sind jedenfa11s 

geeignet, den Bestand der Republik zu erschUttern". On the 20th 

June, speaking to a reporter of the "8-Uhr-Abendb1att" he stated that 

regimental functions were often addressed by ex-officers and right-wing 

politicians in terms attacking Reich and State governments. The first 

charge must be viewed as justified, despite the neutral public policy 

of the KB itself, while the second, though containing some truth, 

indicated the readiness of some socialists to condemn out-of-hand all 

the ex-servicemen's associations for the faults of a few. Reichswehr-

minister Gessler was still prepared at this time to defend the purcly 

"Traditionsvereine" - those concerned with keeping alive the history 

and traditions of the old army, but not of course, involved in 

poli tics. The emergency decrees of the 26th June, following the 

murder of Foreign Minister Rathenau, gave authority to the state 

governments to prohibit meetings planned to demonstrate against 

Versailles (28th June 1922 was the 3rd anniversary), and further, to 

prohibit Regimentsfeiern or any assemblies of members of "former 

troop formations": the elastic wording was probably deliberate but 

created considerable problems of interpretation for local authorities. 

Thus a conference of Landdlte in Hesse (3rd July 1922) had not been 

sufficiently informed by their OberprHsident to be able to decide 

whether a Kreisverband Abgeordnetentag should be banned. It was, 

eventually, but doubts were still rife. Should, for example, a KV be 

allowed to carry their banner furled in public? This was left to the 

discretion of the local police. Althoueh forced to tighten up his 
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original interpretation of the decrees, the OberprUsident of Hesscn-

Nassau specifically excepted those KVe in the occupied zone, whose 

activities had already been much curtailed by the Allies. Here matters 

were left to the discretion of the LandrHte. Official sympathy was by 

nO means absent even in Berlin, where Deputy Police President Weiss found 

himself unable to condemn out of hand all "Regimentsabende", only a few 

d f S " ' f' , l' f KV i h b (35) ays a ter everlng & speCl lC lnC US10n 0 e n t e an • Severing, 

the Prussian Hinister of the Interior had already issued an order banning 

meetings of "former troop formations" in general and On the 1st July added 

'f' 11 . 1 d d
(36

) that KVe were specl lca y lnc u e. • While the actual dissolution of 

political organisations such as Stahlhelm and Verband Nationalgesinnter 

Soldaten, covered in the original Prussian decrees, was completely justified, 

the savage total ban On KV activities in Prussia took no account of the 

purely ~ocial and welfare work of these associations which was unexceptionable 

in a political sense. The Berlin leaders secured a conference with the 

Prussian Minister On 7th July and the result of this was an amending-order 

of 15th July, permitting meetings in private to conduct purely "wirtschaftUche" 

,(37) , 
affaLrs ,but thlS, of course, applied only to Prussia. Further efforts 

by the KB 'vere not wi thout resul t. An approach to President Ebert brought 

the reasonable, if unhelpful reply that the measures were not political 

reprisals, but expedients to avoid provoking further unrest (17th August 

1922) . l~ith Severing, more was achieved, and amendments were issued on 

28th July and 4th August. Purely economic associations, as opposed to 

those based on tradition and comradeship, were excepted from the ban 

altogether. Not surprisingly, the socialist "Reichsbund der 

(35) 180 Landratsamt Ziegcnhain, 4186, 3138 (Ma)//M 7,15-7-22. 
(36) r\H 919, "Gt:5..::t,;"iilnmluilg fUr Thudngcn" Nr 21/1922 quotes. 

PLKV to Staatsanwaltschaft, Dortmund, 26-8-22. 
RSHA 1028, Report of Innenminister 1-7-22 (K). 

(3 7) NU 919, K I3 c i r cui a r 15 - 7 - 2 2 • 
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Kriegsbesc"htidigten und Kriegstei1nehmer" was mentioned by name: 

private business meetings were permitted generally as were private 

ceremonies (such as funerals) as long as weapons, bIRck-white-red badges 

or anything else capable of disturbing the peace were avoided. In the 
(38) 

latter case, permission still had to be obtained from the local police 

Here, as far as Prussia was concerned, the situation remained, \lntil a 

stiff and well-publicised protest by Heeringen to Ebert was issued at the 

Kyffhtluser conference (10th September 1922). A further amendment was 

(39) 
ordered by Severing on 29th September ,which virtually lifted the 

limitations on KV activity in Prussia. 

The implementation of the legislation over the country as a whole, 

provides an interesting comment on varying conditions and attitudes. 

In vlUrt temb."'rg, LUbeck, Bremen and Bavaria no functions were actually 

banned - this did not prevent arousing joint protest in the latter state 

(against the decree in general) by the Bavarian Offizier-Regiments-

Vereinc, the Bavarian Kriegerbund (Bav. KB) and others, supported by the 
(40) 

local DOB, NDO and VNS In Anhalt, all celebrations ~...,ere forbidden, 

except those held by individual regimental clubs: a letter to the 

"Hagdeburgische Zeitull~" claimed Lhat this had raised considerable 

resentment among the many socialist workers who were still keen KV 

(41) 
members • In Brunswick, no events were forbidden, but none in fact 

held. In Hamburg, 25 specific functions \l1ere banned. In Hesse an 

initial general ban was modified on 11th August to allow indoor 

functions by non-rcginlental Vereine and outdoor social activities where 

approved by the local authority. The "Verband Hessischer Regimentsvereine" 

lodged a protest with the Reichsrat, but the amendment apparently did 

nothing to help their 
. (42) 

Vere~ne • In Baden, Heck1enburg-Sdnl1erin and 

01denburg, general bans do not seem to have specifically included KVe. 

(38) AA 9, 25-8-22, Vl!rba.ndsnachrichten: AA 10, 5-9-22 p 62 , . . 
R43 1 766,16, IWOO Report Nr. 80,1-11-22 (K). 

(39) AA 11, 25-9-22/ fRUOO report Nr. 80, (cit). 
(40) AA 8, 5-8-22//NI'. lO!+267, 3-7-22, (MGS). 
(t~l) D-O-I.>1 U;&\-l) 15-8-22, tlKric~ervcreinctl. 

~1..2) AA 7_LS-7-22_ n L...O_l_ 
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On the other hand in Saxony and Thuringia, the first states ~o have 

Conununists in their governments (October 1923) feeling againi';t KVe \~as 

even now running quite high, and the effects of the June legislation were 

felt by them over a longer period. Saxony came into line with the 

Prussian umendments (7th August 1922), but in September its government 

1 d ff '" . (43) d 1 disso ve an 01cer s Reg1mentsrere1n an as ate as December was 

still refusing to allow "Ehrensalven" to the KVe, granted again in Prussia 

. (44) 
on 29th Septemoer • 

Passive opposition to the KVe was, however, at its worst in 

Thuringia. On 14th July the KB itself wrote to the state Ninister of 

the Interior complaining about official l!naction over two incidents 

involving theft of local KV colours. On 16th August, the initial 

general ban on all functions was modified to come into line with Prussia, 

as had been done already in Saxony. By Nove~ber 18th no reply had been 

received from the Thuringian Ministry and a reminder was sent. This 

letter elicited the reply that consideration of the matter had come to a 

standstill as a result of the dissolution of the Regierungs-Kommissariat. 

On 19th December, Heeringen had a personal meeting with the head of tho 

local "Weimarische Krieger- und MilitHrvereinsbund", General von 

Kessinger, who agreed to see what he could do in the matter. Kessinger 

had problems of his own, inasmuch that the Thuringian regime, while 

permitting local police to authorise "Ehrensalven", declined to modify 

the regulations officially. Other requests from Kva included that for 

permission to wear black-white-red ribbons at funerals. Failing to 

make any progress, Kessinger turned once more to Heeringen. He in turn 

(43) AA 12, 5-10-22, Verbandsnachrichten. 
(44) AA 17, 13-12-22, ibid. 
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(45) . 
approached Ebert ,( conversatl.on 8th Jali.uary 1923). The affair 

was to drag O~ unsatisfactorily into the middle of the year and despite 

the French occupation of the Ruhr and the "turning-off" of official heat 

against the right, the state government seems to have declined to come 

into line with Prussia and by now, the rest of Germany. In this, their 

political instinct, and to some extent that also of the Saxon state 

government, was sound. The most innocent KV parade remained a potential 

provocation and cause of public disturbance. Clashes continued to occur 

(46) 
(e.g. at LUbeck ). Protests from Social Democrats remained unheard 

by the \'leimar government • Alone of the German states, Saxony and 

Thuringia continued to watch "Regimentsfeieri.l" with the utmost 

suspicion. Thus Thuringia banned an investing ceremony planned by the 

Verein of Inf. Regt. 153 for the 3rd June 

celebration of the Verein of I.R. 105 was 

1923, and in Saxony a 
(l.,7) 

stopped • 

In general, relations between ex-servicemen's organisations and the 

government had undergone a certain amount of redefinition as a result of 

the emergency decrees of 1921 and 1922. Firstly, ministers had been made 

more definitely aware of the different shades of activity among the 

associations. The effective intervention of the KB leaders at 

ministerial level, -helped of course, by Heeringen' s long-standing 

. h G 1 ( 48 ) . h d h d' . acquaintance Wlt enera Groener ,certalnly en ance t e Bun ·;S 

image and served to some extent to "rehallO\~" the official and traditional 

co-operation between KB and State. On the other hand, events had also 

tended to highlight differences of outlook among the republican leaders 

of Germany. While Ebert, \Hrth and men like Gess1cr accepted the 

assurances of the KB leaders and tended to view the connection as 

valuable, Severing and certain of the state governments (especially 

Saxony ~ll1d Thllrin~i."1) were by no means as happy and tended to consider any 

(45) R43 1 766, passim: Ruoa report Nr. 80 (cit). 
NIl 919, KB to Thuringian government, 14-7-22, et seq. 

(46) Se cp. '78. 
(47) ml 919, 24, Heeringen to President Ebert 3-2-23, et seq. 

AA 17, 15-6-23, p.16-7. 
(48) "llPD", p.306 
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form of unif0L"med military act~dLy in public hy "old soldiers" as 

potentially provocative. Finally, to the ex-servicemen's associations 

in general, and to the KB in partictbr, the emergency legislation 

dCDlonstrated the possible results of indulging in open anti-republican 

activity. The dissolution of groups like the "Verband nationalgesinnter 

Soldaten", anJ the confirmation of this by the Staatsger" ~htshof was the 

clearest possible warning (as was the retention of the uniform restric-

tions despite protests from officer-organisations (e.g. the NDO, 

. (49) 
December 1922 ». On the other hand the institution of special 

., 
• legal protection for permitted meetings - both from threats and actual 

" (50) 
violence could be seen as an inducement to good beha~ur • 

Important lines of communication also existed between veteran 

organisations and the government in other fields. The KB especially 

and also DOB were concerned with work of a social and economic nature and here 

an official connection (only of cour~e practicable where the gove~nment 

officially recognised the associations in question) was vital to the 

satisfactory completion of KB and DOB welfare tasks. Thus in this 

field may be seen an important factor disposing the two most important 

" " ex-service organisations to co-operate with the reg~me. Other fields 

of co-operation like disarmament and public order are integrally bound 

up with the whole question of para-military VerbHnde and are discussed 

later. In general the KB followed the official government policy in 

this question. Thus in the years 1918 to 1923 local K\'e played in 

some places an important part in the Einwohnerwehr. Subsequently they 

were active in the fields of pre-military training and Grenzschutz. 

Members of the officer associations continued to be employed individually, 

(49) AA 17, 13-12-22. 
(50) Ml 919, KZ 15-6-23; R?ichsgesetzblatt Nr. 37, 29-5-23. 

R43 1 766, 18 et seq: dissolution of NVDS and VNS (K). 



in more doubtful pursuits. In general the effect was to give some of 

the associations a more precise, unofficially-encouraged r~le in Weimat 

Germ,:lDY, \]hi le at the same time, any such unofficial countenancing of 

"illegal" activities made the job of weeding-out dangerous para-military 

elements infinitely more difficult. Even the "controlled" activities 

. (51) 
tended to attract potential political extremlsts • 

Two other affairs brought about contacts between KB and government 

in the course of 1922-23 which were important in implication. They 

t". 
concern trades unions andAfinancial crisis of 1923. Popular animosity 

-94-

against KVe a~ong Silesian miners and Potsdam factory workers gave rise to 

publicly displayed notices which 'vere apparently attempts by trades 

unions to force KV members to decide between their jobs and their ~~ 

(i.e. expulsion from union membership under closed-shop conditions). 

In the first instance the KB took up the matter with the Reichsarbeits-

minister (February) who replied expressing strong disapproval of "iede 

• Art von Koalitionszwa~ and recommending that the matter be taken up with 

the state authorities. An approach to the RegierungsprHsident concerned 

elicited the reply that he was unable to take direct action in economic 

disputes and was forwarding the complaint to the PrussianffMinister fUr 

I, 
Handel und Gewerbe. He also pointed out the possibility of private 

prosecution for co-ercion. The Prussian Trade Hinister requested the 

RegierungsprHsident to investigate the complaint and to remind the shop 

committee concerned of their statutory obligation (§66-6 BetriebsrHtegesetz) 

to safeguard freedom of association among the workers, under penalty of 

dismissal of the offending shop-steward or even dissolution of the entire 

shop committee. All offending notices should be removed and restrictions 

lifted. This was at the same time brought to the notice of the Breslau 

Oberherganlt, which similarly authorised the GHrlitz Landrat to intervene. 

(51) See p. 'O~. 
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In fact the rotsdam incident transpired to have been an unofficial actiuu 

by an indiv: .lua1 shift rather than the shq) conunittee, and matters had 

already sorted thcr.1sel ves out: the management had removed the offending 

notice. In future, even official shop committee notices were not to be 

displayed "ehe sic zur Kenntnis des verantwortlichen Betriebsbeamten 

vorge1egen habcn." 

This incident is noteworthy inasmuch that although, of course, a 

wider principle was at stake, the Prussian government readily responded 

to the requests of the KB leadership to protect the rights of their 

members . Noteworthy also is the fact that the whole affair was sparked 

. '. (52) 
off by a KV procession in an 1ndustr1a1 area 

The financial crisis of 1923 brought about an incident which better 

than anything else bears witness to the extent La \vhich the KB was becoming 

associated at that time with the Heimar government. Owing to the 

increasing shortness of funds the annual "Kyffhlluser Ka1cndert~ usually 

issued in some 8-900,000 copies, and described by the "Reichszentrale 

fUr Heimatdienst" as "one of the strongest means bi.nding local 

organisations to the Praesidium .••• in country districts and small towns 

a kind of llausbibel" (!!\ was in danger of not being published. To avoid 

this, 100 million paper Harks were granted to the KB from special 

"Rei cl-acanz 1ei" funds. In return a strong editorial influence was to be 

allowed the RZFH to \oJhom, in addition to the head of the Press Department, 

the draft Kalender would be submitted. The loan was embodied in an 

agreement dated 29th May 1923, signed by Heeringen in person. In this a 

year \\'as set for repayment and the KB expressly agreed to abandon "articles, 

pictures, advertisements or individual sentences likely to endanger the 

internal political peace". The draft Kalender contained a high percentage 

of govcrnmci1t prvjl.:l:;nndn. In spite of this loan, the collap::;e of the Hark 

(52) NIl 919, PLKV circular 17-6-22. 
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endangered even a limited publication and on 7th September 1923 the 

R:fH put up a case to the "Reichskanzlei" for another loan and an 

additional n~n-repayable 50 milliard Marks. Some of the assertions made 

by the writer are worth investigating: Commencing with a description of 

the imminent danger of the KB Centra le in Berlin having to cease operations, 

as would the official weekly "Kriegerzeitung", he continued: "Die 

ausserordentliche, auch politische Bedeutung (sic) einer straffen 

ZenlralleiLung tritt bei dem Kriegervereinswesen besonders in diesem 

Augenblick hervor, wo der Mittelstand auf das StHrkste von dem Radikalismus 

von Re(.hts und Links umworben wird". The danger was that a faUure of 

central control would result in the more extreme local groups giving ., 
• 

uncurbed expression to their (right) radical tendencies - leading to 

agitation. IIIn Anbetracht der politischen Notwendigkeit diese gewaltige 

Organisatjon zusammen zu halten und sic bei den satzungsmHssig festgelegten 

Bcsti~nungen der parteipolitischen NeutralitHt zu erhalten, hat die 

Rcichszentrale fUr Heimatdienst seit jeher versucht, nicht nur die 

engste FUhlung mit dem Zentralvorstand aufrecht zu erhalten, sondern 

auch seine AutoritHt im Lande zu stHrken". In return for the loan/gift 

the KB \vould be prepared to allow an editorial influence in the 

"Kriegerzeitung" and the monthly "Kriegervcreinsvorstand". A 

strenglhc:nin~ of the central KB leadership would enable them to enforce 

the "political neutrality" clauses, especially in the matter of monarchism. 

In general the "Reichszentrale" praised Heeringenls loyal co-operation in 

explaining Germanyls present situation and winning members to a IIFreudige 

. (53) 
Mitarbeit" With the state . 

In conclusion it should be pointed out that the contacts established 

between the Weimar governments and KB bound both to some extent for the 

future: they made especially difficult the KBls avowed intention of being 

both "poU tically net! tral" and "patriotic". In the end the leadership 

was forcl,d to be "politically neutral" by supporting a Centrist chancellor 

and "pa tr lotic" by opposing the national is t, "VaterHlndische. Parteien". 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(53) R43 I 766, 60 et scq. 
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5. mLITM.Y ASPECTS: RELATIONS "nTH TIIF. __ ARNY 

Relations between ex-servicemen's aS~Jciations and the German Army 

underwent considerable modification as a result of military defeat and 

the adoption of the republican constitution. The long-standing official 

connection bet, ... een the Imperial Army and KVe was a minor problem compared 

with that of the new officer- NCO- and ordinary serviceman's organisations, 

which ,yere composed of both serving and "retired" men. The Treaty of 

Versailles brought additional difficulties in the shape of the disarmament 

of the civilian population and the reduction of the regular forces -

together with the proscription of particular weapons such as aircraft and 

heavy artillery. A natural result of this was the necessity for the 

Reichswehr authorities to lean heavily on unofficial associations in 

matters of frontier and civil defence. and in the whole question of 

organising a trained reserve and the pre-military training of boys and 

young men. The gradual redefinition of the r~le of veterans' organisations 

in the early years of the Weimar Repu~lic was largely the work of General 

von Seeckt and his minister, Dr. Cessler. The "solutions" they reached 

to the various problems confronted them in this respect were to prove 

inherently dangerous to the cause of republican government and paved the 

way for the rise in the fortunes of the NSDAP(l). And here, of course, 

the less exceptionable associations (politically speaking) which form the 

subject of this study, played an important and insidious rale - for it was 

not always an easy task to distinguish the permitted and useful societies 

from the more subversive ones of the extreme Right, some of which even 

practised political assassination. 

One of the first problems confronting the new leaders of the German 

army was the definition of relations between the Reichswehr and the new 

of fieer cHlU NCO aStiociations. In a DOB meeting of 28th Janu3ry 1919 a 

certain Hauptmann Caring launched a bitter attack on the IIS 0 1datcnrMte" 

(1) C3rst~n) op_ cit., passim. 
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which consisted, he claimed, entirely of "Junge Burschen und Juden,,(2). 

rOB anJ tWO '.ere formed of both active and retired officers, just as the 

RdB embraced active and retired servicemen generally. This fact, together 

with the co-operation of the War Minister General Schetlch, was the main 

source of the DOB's initial influence(3). The opposition to the 

(4) 
Kommandoerlass was supported whole-heartedly by both elements • On 

30th April 1919 the prestige of the DOB was illunense1y enhanced by official 

recognition from the War Ministry, which promised to assist its " •••• 

Aufgabe ..... , die wirtschaftlichen und Standesinteressen der Offiziere 

und Beamten des Heeres, der Marine und der Schutztruppen des Friedens -

und Beur1allbtenstandes und der InaktivitHt sowie ihrer AngehBrigen und 

Hinterbliebenen zu vertreten". Correspondingly, one of the main 

departments was the "Heeresabtei111ng" with the subordinate "Berufsausschuss", 

devoted entirely to the interests of serving pfficers. Throughout 1919 th.: 

"Ueutsches Offizierblatt" (now the official organ of the DOB) brought all 

the relevant orders of the Reichswehrministerium to the notice of its 

readers, serving in this way a highly useful information r~le. By the 

end of the year, despite the strictures of Versailles, the DOB had become 

a firmly entrenched and popular aspect of the military establishment. The 

Reichswehrministerillm even entrusted the listing of officerc' addresses to 

the association, officially requesting local governments to co-operate: 

Le. "the third copy of the usual form" should be sent by the police to the 

DOB! AL least one state goverrunent objected to this breach of adminis-

trative tradition, but in }lunich, for example, the local DOB was even 

housed in the Har t·:inistry, at least until February 1919 \vhen it was turned 

(5) 
out by the SoldatenrHte • 

(2) D-O-g] S, 30-1-19. 

But the DOB was the only officially recognised 

(3) ~nchlRss SchcUch 96, speech to DOB 21-12-18 (F). 
( 4) See p. 5'2. 
(5) Bm 233, 12453, "DOB und VerhHltnisse Offiziere". (KaVA·lA 10L~2G7 O!Gs). 
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officer-ass~cintion. The ill-considered attacks of General Graf 

( 6) 
Haldersee, tile NDO president, on Groener and ScheUch , together with 

the extremist right-wing politics pursued by his association, led to a 

deepening suspicion on the side of both civil and military authorities. 

The situation was the same with regard to the other small, local BUnde: 

The "Bund der Deckoffiziere" (Kiel) was a left-radical group, of purely 
(7) 

local significance • Similarly, NCO-associations like the "Reichsbund 

Deutscher aktiver Unteroffiziere" enjoyed a passing influence in some 

places • Besides pursuing their economic and group interests in a simnar 

way to DOB, their explicit ambition of securing "officer places" for 

regular NCOs, while consonant with a genuine revoJ.ution, was hardly 

realistic in 1919. The 5mpetus given to the "Unteroffizier" cause 

by the example of men like Freikorps-lcader Suppe was of little 

importance when one considers the "marriage de convenance" bet\Veen the 

b " . d h h d f d' '1 d" .' (8) E crt reg~me an t e ea s 0 army an c~v~ a m~n~strat~on • 

In fact, apart from a certain amount of local influence and a 

general "agitation" value, the main result of the activities of the 

veteran organisations beyond the KB and DOB was to convince Seeckt among 

others, that any association between Reichswehr and non-service organisa-

tions was undesirable. Already in February 1919 in his perceptive 

analysis of the situation(9), Seeckt had condemned the inflammatory 

speeches emanaLing from the officers' side. In January 1920 he \Vrote to 

the Chef der Heeres1eitung sharply criticising proposals to give 

statutory credence to a "professional group" (such as the Berufsausschuss 

of the DOB). Apart from being irreconci~ able with discipline, the 

building of professional associations of active officers contradicted 

(b) Nachlass Schlcicher 15, 58-9. (F). 
(]) IHl 65-8, I "Alt:>old" (F). 
(8) Br-II 233, 12455-6, (Ka). 
(9) Sec p.53. 
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Seeckt's conception of "StandesbewusstseLI. des Offiziers". For such 

matters a "Hcereskammer" within the servi-:.e was the obvious answer. Ht 

continued by pointing out that a ban on officer membership of such non-

service associations could also be used to exclude the "Republikanischer 

FUhrerbund" from the army,. (This was mainly a local Berlin association 

and was dissolved voluntarily following the Wehrgesetz ban on Reichswehr 

membership in 1921. Whether this association ever enjoyed official 

support is not known, This was, however, officially denied by Noske 

In a Parthian shot Seeckt wrote: "Dass eine 

Verbindung des Reichswehrministeriums mit dem DOB dem §177 der 

( 11) 
Friedenvertrages widerspricht, sei nur nebenbei erwghnt It. But the 

"Hehrgesetz" was a long time in the drafting. Meanwhj1e a serving 

Rcichswehr officer (von Taysen) was to become 3rd President of the DaB 

and the organisation was to continue to prov~ itself invaluable in 

resettling officers and dealing with 
. (12) 

thell: special problems , On 7th 

April 1919 General von Hutier (the 1st President of the DaB) and General 

von Radowitz (executive director) had a conference with Noske, the 

Reichswehrminister, in which the former were assured of continuing 

official co-operation, and of consultation in the drafting of the 

(13) 
"Wehrgesetz" • 

Nevertheless, the close links between the DOB and the NDO and RdB 

was in the end to allow Seeckt and Noske to triumph over Reinhardt in 

this question. The "Reichsoffidersbund" was founded (10th February 1919) 

in Dresden as a result of the exodus of dissatisfied "Fcldwebel-Leutnante" 

from the main DOB. Initially the "Bund der Feldwebel-Leutnante" - they 

assumed the title "Reichsoffiziersbund" in October 1920. They pursued 

(10) Nachlass Dredow S, 17-7-19 (F)//BPD p.4~0. 
(11) Nachlass Secckt 8, S~eckt to Chef der HL, January 1920 (F). 
(12)D-O-J~1 10, 1920; 12-2-20 "Aus dcr Arbeit des DOBs". 
(13) D-O-Bl 24-4-1920. 
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stronger political lines, thus dra~ing on themselves unfavouraLle official 

notice, but at the same time maintained a close "Arbeitsgemeinschaft" wj'.:h 

the DOB itsel£(14). Similarly, the "Reichsverband deutscher Beru[ssold'lten" 

(RdB) founded in February 1919 as the "Reichsvereinigung aktivcr Unter-

offiziere" (which developed along strong "trades unions" lines, advocating 

among other things, collective bargaining) maintained "Arbeitsgemeinschaft" 

(15) 
with the DOB • The RdB had already attracted the suspicion of Seeckt 

qy its activities during the "Kapp Putsch" (March 1920)(16) and was now 

working hard to extend its influence in the police forces. In Munich, for 

example, the police commissioner was moved in July 1920 to refuse officially 

. (17) 
any co-operation wlth the RdB • At the same time the Bavarian 

h k . b d R . h h d h .. 1 b . (18) We r relS anne elC swe r atten ance at t elr anniversary ce e ration . 

In April the Praesidium of the DOB discussed their relations with the RdB: 

"Die WeiterfUhrung der bereits bestehenden Arbcitsgemeinschaft •••• wurde 

allgemein als d,.jngend erwUnscht bezeichnet". (19) In May the first sign 

of a change in the official attitude to the DOB came in the form of a 

letter from the new Reichswehrminister Gessler, who had replaced Noske 

at the end of I1arch. Henceforth, while the minister was prepared to 

co-operate in social and economic affairs, there could be no more 

(20) 
discussion of military or internal service matters • In view of this, 

the assurances expressed by the RdB representative at the DOB 

Vertretertagung in June, of "continued fruitful co-operation", were a 

little optimistic<.2l). In effect, the days of the "Berufsvereinigung 

der aktiven Offiziere" (DOB) and the "Fachgruppe Reichswehr ll (RdB) were 

numbered. 

(14) D-O-Bl 1-5-20 p.344//BPD p.448. 
(15) BMI 233, 12452 (Ka). 
(16) Nachlass Rcinhardt, Seeckt to Reinhardt, 14-10-20 (SH). 
(17) Polizeidirektion Nunich, 24a IIIF 11/202, letter 13-7-20 (MSO). 
(18) ibid. "Soz ial DCInokrat" 1-7-20. 
(19) D-o-nl 17, 1-5-20, p.J44. 
(20) D-O-Ul 19, 1920. Gcsslcr to Don 6-5-20. 
(21) D-0-B1 23, 1-7-20, Report of Conference. 
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In February and May the representatives of the two associations 

discussed the proposed legislation: alrE~dy the Reichswehrministcrium 

representative had expressed Secckt's objections to the continued 

activity of such professional groups, particularly since the formation 

of a Heereskammer would obviate the need for any other organisation 

concerning itself with pay, allowances and pensions for serving 

(22) 
officers • A further session of the professional representatives 

in July did nothing to dispel growing fears and led only to the 

formation of a joint committee • 

Some army chiefs still favoured a closer collaboration with the 

veteran organisations but Seeckt decided to prohi~it membership of 

Reichs, ... ehr ~oldiers to both poll tical BUnde and DOB ann RdB. "The 

disadvantages of the nUnde far outweigh their advantages - those VerbHnde 

which combine political and professional interests with economic ones, 

like the RdB and OOB, are the most dangerouD. Even if outwardly they 

confine themselves to economic affairs, they form trade unions with which 

their members in course of time feel more strongly linked than with their 

superior officers. At times of political crisis the BUnde follow their 

. . (23) 
political ann sectional interests and deprive the army of ~ts 1eadersh~p" 

(14th October 1920). Nevertheless, Seeckt and Gessler proceeded with 

caution as the OOB enjoyed a good deal of popularity among Reichswehr 

officers. In response to enquiries in Wehrkreis VII (Bavaria) it became 

clear that most officers favoured continuing membership of the DOB, despite 

the high subscriptio~ but were not so happy about the connection with the 

RdB(24). In November, a Reichswehrministerium circular explicitly advised 

(22) O-O-Bl 25, 21-7-20. 
(23) Nach1ass Reinhardt, Sccckt to Reinhardt, 14-10-20 (SH). 
(24) \lJ~ VII 2697,38895, circular to regimental commanders 21-9-70 

and replies (F), 
2690, WK to 7'INF OIV/42 Schutzen Regt. 9-11-20. 
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agains t "Regi.:nentsvereine" (i. e. those officer clubs of the "old army" 

composed of retir~d and servinA officers) entering the DOB, in view of the 

. (25) prospect of the latter being banned to Re1.chs\vehr members • The DOB 

continued to fight and kept up a close association with many regular units. 

However, resignations of serving officers from the DOB led them to 

reappraise the situation vis a vis the RdB in December 1920(26). A 

meeting held by the Bavarian DOB in January 1921 was attended by represen-

tativcs from most local army units; it was recommendcdthat, although the 

profc£sional group in the DOB should continue, agitation should be avoided 

and thus any participation in the joint committee (with the RdB). This 

sentiment was confirmed by an opinion poll among 365 serving officers, 

a1 though the immediate severance of all relations bet\,'een DOB and RdB was 

( 27) 
not thought neccssary • 

On 23rd Harch 1921 the long-awaited "Wehrgesetz ll was issued, 

including ~§36 and 37) discretionary powers to ban membership of political 

associations and specified non-military ones. A few days later (1st 

April 1921) an order was issued by the Reichswehrministerium declaring 

certain organisations IIpolitical" (and thus banned to Reichs\vehr nlt?mbc1:s). 

These 'vere: party-political organisations, the NDO, the VNS and the 

. (28) 
Republikanische FUhrerbund - obvious se1ect1.ons • The question of 

the DOB/RdB was not so simply solved and the final decision was postponed 

for many weeks. The reasons for this may partly be seen in the troubled 

background of Silesia, and Allied ultima concerning reparations al1d military 

VerbHndc in Hay, not to mention a change of Chancellor: Wirth took office 

on 9th Nay. On the other hand, frequent entries in Hasse's diary indicate 

(25 ) ibid. 2690, Reichswehrministerium to WK 20-11-20. 
(26) ibid. DOB circulars 29-11-20, 9-12-20. 
(27) ibid. DOB circu1ars 18-1-21, 18-2-21. 
(28) ib id. _2..?OS, 19 ZL1 circular listing proscribed organisations. 
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that the problem itself exercised the minds of the Reichswehrminister 

. (29) 
and the Heer~sle1tung • The prestige enjoyed by the DOB within the 

service was a factor to be bornein mind. When General von RadO\.Jitz 'vrote 

in the "Deutsches Offizierblatt" (11th Hay 1921): "Eine sehr peinliche Lage 

wUrde der Reichs,··ehrminister allerdings mit einem Verbot der ZugehHrigkeit 

zum DOB fUr die Offiziere der Reichswehr schaffen. Der Trennungsstrich, 

den ein solches Verbot zwischen dem ehemaligen Offizierkorps und der 

Offizieren dcr Reichswehr zBge, wUrde sich vielleicht doch in manchen 

Bcziehungen zu ihrem Nachteil bemcrkbar machen", he was voicing sentiments 

shared by many serving officers. The dissolution of military VerbHnde was 

ordered on 24th May in response to the Allied ultimatum of 5th May. At 

this time, h~wever, no mention was made of the DOB and RclB. Seeckt finally 

achieved his long av()'.Jed aim "ivith the order of 12th July banning Rcichswehr 

membership of the tHO associations On the grounds of §37 of the Wchrgesetz. 

It is likely that this was achieved in spite of the most strenuous efforts 

by the DOB leaders, and that an important factor in the outcome was the 

Allied insistence on strict adherence to Article 177 of the Peace Treaty. 

Having thus defined the relations between the Reichswehr and the more 

obviously political associations, there remained the question of the old 

Kriegervereine and the new regimental clubs. The long-established close 

co-operation between KB and the army was also ostensibly severed by 

Article 177 6f the Peace of Versailles ,,,hich specifically forbade any links 

between KVe and the War Ministry. Furthermore, KVe were forbidden to 

concern themselves with any form of military activity. Ini tially, this 

was strictly adhered to, at least as far as the central KB itself was 

concerned. Though shortly before the revolution KB leaders are to be 

found making a special tour of the Baltic provinces at the request of the 

General Sta£f(30), a year or SO later suggestions that the KB should be an 

(29) Cnrsten, p.lll. 
(30) Nil 916, "KV Vorstand", March 1919; refs.'~estphal's new book. 
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important factor in the re-building of state and army after the old 

model, are sadly denied by von Heeringen h;_mself: the KB could now only 

incidentally further military sentiment by keeping alive history and 

tradition, and perhaps also, by bringing more actively inclined members 

. (31) 
into the local commlttees In fact the situation was not quite so 

bleak and joint functions such as "remembrance" parades, where Reichswehr 

bands and contingents marched side-by-side with KVe of the "Old Army", 

were soon once more a regular feature of German life. 

The main difference between the old "TraditionsverbHnde" and the 

new ex-servicemen's organisations was in the right of the former to own 

and use full-bore rifles (i.e. army weapons, Models '71, '71/84, '88 or '98). 

Doubtless KVe stocks of these, especially more recent models, underwent 

considerable increase with the demobilisation of the field armies, and the 

Allied Powers were justified iu seeing here a.potential method by which 

the German government could circumvent the disarmament clauses of the 

Versailles Treaty. The War Ministry attempted to make use of the KVe 

by authorising the exchange of older models in their possession for 

modern '98 rifles held in army arsenals, (July 1919(32»). However, the 

determination of the'Allies to enforce the disarmament of the German 

population led to the suspension of this order in November 1919, on the 

excuse that the "S-Patronen" issued with the '98 rifles could not safely 

be used in most KV ranges. In June of the following year the Reichswehr-

ministerium was forced to order the withdrawal of all '98 rifles and their 

(33) 
replacement by earlier models, "because of the terms of the Peace Treaty" • 

In view of the earlier policy, the "nil-returns" by many KVe suggest that a 

fair number of modern weapons remained in private hands and were not 

(31) ibid. 243, Hecringen to Duncker 22-12-19. 
(32) LA Gelnhausen 6514, X~III Armec Korps to Ob. pr!is. Kasscl:(HfSSe-Na..sstW). 

refs. Kriegsministerium order 24-7-19 (Ma). 
(33) l.A Ziegenhain 3139, "Einzichung van Gewehre", refs. Reichs\~chr

ministcrium order 19-6-20. (Ma). 
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(34) 
declared • 

In the course of 1920 the inspectors of the Military Control COTr.mi~~ion 

began to make their presence felt, despite the protective goodwill adopted 

by some State Interior }linistries towards KVe and shooting clubs(35). TIle 

uncompromising attitude of the Allies at Spa (July 1920), however, served 

to make the German government take their disarmament obligation more 

seriously. In August a Disarmament Law ,·;ras passed and a commission 

established to put it into effect. With regard to the surrender of 

,.eapons the provincial Kriegerverb~nde were already serving a useful 

function in presenting bulk requests to the local army authorities for 

the older weapons required in exchange for the '98s. By July 1920 these 

were limited to the 71 and 71/84 models(36). By August, the LandrHte ,,"~rc 

demanding immediate delivery of all '88 and '98 weapons without any exchang~, 

so the question of compensation had to be considered. The Reichs\vehr-

ministerium put this matter to the Reichsinnenminister who was now 

responsible for all dealings with KVe(37); but there is no evidence that 

anything in this line was done until much later (Besatzungsleistungsgesetz 

of 15th April 1927)(38). 

The British government kept a close watch on the progress of the 

surrender of weapons. By January 1921 some 3 million rifles and carbines 

had been handed in, but returns from major industrial areas, Bavaria, East 

P . d 1 1 . 11 . d d' d (39) I rUSS1a an otler rura areas were st1 conS1 ere 1na equate • n 

vie\.J of the total number of rifles declared as still in the possession of 

the "Ortswehr" (East Prussia) (some 40,000 against 11,000 (Army) and 5,000 

(Schupo») this is understandable. This figure probably represented only a 

(40) 
part of the total actually retained by KVe, etc , but the German military 

authorities at least, certainly connived at this retention. 

(34) ilJiJ. lisL. 
(35) e.g. WUrttemberg F205/475, "lANCC", to HMI, 2-2-20, 5-9-21 (L). 
(36) m,n/ps "Bnd. KB", "Badischer KZ" 20-7-20 (Ka). 
(37) LA Wolfhagen 1413, Kav. Division lA t'J Regierungspdisidcnt 13-1-21: 

Landral£:J.mt letter 10-8-20 (Ha). 
(38) See p. 11.3. 
(39) FO 371,5854, C1271 D}[[ memo 21-1-21 (PRO). 
(l10) ibid. 5981, C2027 mu notes 15/21-1-21. 
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Nevertheless, all the indications are that shooting on army ranges 

with full-bore rifles ceased, at least for the moment. On the other h,oJ 'd, 
• 

despite official KB strictures on the subject, it seems probable that KVe 

continued their shooting activities indoors, first with air rifles and later 

with small-bore ;ifles(4l). 

Similarly, despite Article 177 of Versailles, the Reichswehr authorities 

saH no reason why the activities of purely "TraditionsverbHnde" should be 

curtailed. In spite of French concern with the spread of "Regimentsvereine ll 

and the action of their spearhead organisation, the KB, in circulating their 

addresses - (" ••• die Bedeutung dieses Bundes, der sich nach dem bekannten 

Berg in ThUringen nennt, wo der Sage nach, Kaiser Friedrich Barbarossn, 

schlafend Ha~tet bis die Stunde kommt, das er die ganze Welt unter seine 

. (42) 
und Dputschlands Herrschaft wird br1ngen k8nnen" ). Minister Gessler 

continued to place much value on "tradi tion" as long as this \vas not 

d 
(43) 

exploited for political en s • In December 1921, in reply to an 

enquiry from the Thuringian Minister of Interior, the Reichswehrmini3ter1,lm 

denied that steps could or should be taken against "Reeimentsfeiern" on the 

(44) 
grounds of the presidential decree of 28th September 1921 • Seeckt's 

instructions linked with Gessler's September 1921 circular defined the 

relations between Reichswehr and the "traditional" associations: although 

membership of political and otherwise objectionable veteran organisati0ns 

was bannp.d to serving soldiers on grounds of politics and maintenance of 

discipline, attendance at their functions was merely regulated. Official 

participation of Reichswehr troops at non-service events was only by approval 

of the Reichswehrministerj unofficial partiCipation was subject to the 

consent of the Wehrkreis commander. PartiCipation of individuals in Verein 

( It 1 ) 

(42) 

(43 ) 
(41~ ) 

Bm/ps "Bad. KB", "Badischer KZ" 30-7-20, report of 36th Abtag. 
Westphnl p.77-9. 
HA 104267 "DOB;' 21. Rhineland "Reichskorruni ssar" (20-7-21) quotinp, 
"Militarisllllls" article in French Nachrichtendienst 16-7-21 01r.S): 
Nachlass Brcdow 5, Gessler circulars 13-7-21, 5-9-21 (F). 
ibid. unsigned copy dated 10-12-21. 
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functions was permitted, unless these were held by political parties or had 

a political content: otherwise, any educational, instructive, social or 

"kamer.1dschaftlich" meetings, and patriotic remembrance services, could be 

(45) 
attended • 

The veterans' organisations also played a part in the unofficial 

military and pre-military training carried on in Weimar Germany from the 

outset. The troubled years following the end of the war produced a number 

of defence demands, internal and external, which could not be met by the 

remnants of the Imperial Army or the 100,000 man Reichswehr that succeeded 
-, 
• it. The internal dangers, primarily from left-wing extremists, were 

countered by volunteer home-guard formations with a strictly local function, 

and the more definitely mobile and military "Freikorps". The extern.al 

danger, mainly that of hostile action from Poland, necessitated a frontier 

defence force in East Prussia, Pomerania, New Mark and Silesia, again 

composed of volunteers who were largely ex-Freikorps men. The home-guard 

formations, sometimes called "BUrgerwehren'~ survived unti 1 1921, wheu, 

reluctantly, the government ordered their dissolution in ~ccordance with 

the Allied ultimatum of May 5th. The "Grenzschutz" formations were to 

survive either as "Arbeitsgemeinschaften" or other secret military groups 

organised by societies such as the "Heimat-verbHnde, "Landbund" and 

"Stahlhelm". The important difference was that this was encouraged and 

assisted by the Reichswehr, despite the opposition of Severing, the 

Prussian Interior Minister. Indeed, these secret activities were to 

assume many forms in the ensuing years and in some measure affect all sorts 

(46) 
of VerbHnde • Basically both the frontier forces and the BUnde which 

succeeded the Einwohnerwehr, were composed of right-wing extremists, men to 

whom military discipline and comradeship, combined with a sense of adventure 

was the only way of life: men to whom socialism and the republic .... 'ere 

(45) ibid. //AA 7, 15-7-22. 
(46) Carsten op.cit. P.147 et seq. 
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anathema. The difficulties that the official Reichswehr connection with 

such groups raised for the forces of law and order were considerable. 

The part played by such veteran associations as the KB and DOB in 

these unofficial organisations is not easy to determine. The KB leaders 

discouraeed che establishment of KV - "Selbschutz" bodies, but recommended 

(47) 
the participation of members in local BUrger'vchren • Nevertheless, in 

some places KV did establish local "Guards" Hhieh co-operated with the 

. (48). 
authorities in keep1ng the peace Similarly in Bavaria, the KVe do 

not appear to have played much part in Escherichls "Einwohnerwehr" as 

(49 ) 
such ,although it is likely that many individual members \Vere also 

KV members. On the other hand, most of the ex-servicemen's organisations 

co-operated Hith the t:Bayerischen Ordnungsblock l1
, the I1!)Urgerlich" 

association with similar aims to the Einwohnerwehr, with whom relations 

. (50). 
were close and cord1a1 

In March and April 1919 the "Dcutsches Offizierblatt" carried a large 

number of recruiting notices from the various Freikorps, together with 

(51) 
articles emphasising the need to "Save the Ostmark and the East Frontier" , 

thus furthering the official policy of the Reichswehr heads. The attitude 

adopted by th~ Badiseher Kriegerbund over the quest:ion of recruiting for 

"Grenzschutz Ost" \\las probably typical of the LandesverbHnde: all possible 

assistance was extended as long as this did not damage the interests of 

(52) 
Baden itself, which also needed volunteers • In addition to assistance 

given in recruiting, there is no doubt that KVe in East Prussia were 

engaged, as such, in Grenzschutz activities. Polish intelligence sources 

in 1920 alleged that the East Prussian Heimatdienst (whose head Dr. Ml!ller, 

"a \\lell-known local monarchist", came under the orders of the Wehrkrcis-

(47) NH 916, 1:'-3-19. 
(48) ibid. 191-2, Gifhorn.' 
(49) Kanzler op.cit. p.43. 
(50) ibid. p.73. 
(51) D-O-Bl 5, 30-1-19; 14, 3-4-19; 15, 10-4-19 etc. 
(52) BMI/PS "Bad. KE", Protokoll of 35th Abtag 1919 (Ka). 



Commander) had a special organisation to co-ordinate and finance 

"Sellschutz" by setting up EinwohnenJehren in the country districts and 

"Kriegsvereine" and "Sportvereine" in towns(53). Charges that the DOB 

was "werely a military branch of the Heimatdienst" made in a British 

report of November 1920 are not fully justified, but suggest at any rate 

h · f ff·· 1 . (54) t e eX1stence 0 an 0 -1C1a connect10n • French sources claimed that 

the head of the Rhein/~vestfalen "BUrgerrHte", the middle-class Civil Guard 

similar to Orgesch, (the Bavarian Einwohnerwehr), was one Dr. Schmidt of 

E1berfeldt, who 'vas also head of the local DOB and had close links with 

Orgesch and the local SIPO. This participation of veteran associations 

other than the political Wehrverbtl~de in the unofficial auxiliary forces 

encouraged by the Reichswehr is important,. since the priviieged position 

enjoyed by KV and DOB branches in Germany as a whole facilitated a much 

greater degree of stability than that of the periodically harrassed 

successors to the Freikorps. In East Prussia, this activity by the 

Kriegervereine as such, was to continue throughout the Weimar period: 

The meeting of the KB Praesidium held on the 30th April 1932 considered a 

proposal by the East Prussian provincial Kriegerverband, who wanted 

§2-l of the second statute of the KB - "It does not engage in military 

affairs, particularly not in weapon training and practice" - modified 

"because it does not match the facts!" Horn's attitude to this proposal 

was that although it was all very well for the frontier areas, a public 

. (55) 
change would not be des1rable • 

The proscription of the para-military associations in 1921, did not 

of course prevent the continued employment of their personnel in the 

Grenzschutz, or, of course, the re-embodiment of some Freikorps in the 

"Black Reichswehr" of 1923. By and large, however, there was no 

subsequent "unofficial connection" with these groups as such, - only with 

(53) FO 371, 4795, C12284/676/18 Intelligence Report 13/19-11-20 (PRO). 
(54) ibid. C13572, 27-11-20 to 3-12-20. 
(55) NH 931, "Kurzer Bericht" of Pracsidium meeting 1-5-32. 
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the tolerated associations such as the Sta~lhelm and KB. Blit this 

"unofficial connection" was to increase in importance ",ith the years -

especially in the field of pre-military training. 

Preparation of teen-age boys for military service had long been an 

established r~le ·of the KVe, and although this was specifically forbidden 

by the Peace Treaty - there could be no objection to continuing youth 

training in the fields of rambling, gymnastics, sport and general 

"cultural" activity. And after all, as Westphal himself points out in 

the official handbook: "Soll das Deutsche Vaterland in der Zukunft wieder 

zur BlUte gelangen, so kann dies nur geschehen, wenn ein kBrperlich und 

geistig gesundes Geschlecht in der Deutschen Jugend heranreift,,(S6). 

Although the importance of forming individual youth groups is emphasised 

in several KB publications, (e.g. "W'esen und Wirken") the establishment 

of one "Kyffhl:iuserjugend" belongs to the period after 1923. For the 

time being, the KB leaders were content ,4i th maintaining contacts wi ch the 

"Jungdeutschlandbund". Specifically military training - as in small-bcr3 

shooting - doubtless occurred in some KVe, but no centralised policy of 

secret pre-ml: . ~ry training, as such, seems to have been followed at this 

date. But, ' "urse, the ultimate militC1ry end to all such activities 

was taci tly re. 'lised by the majority of those involved. 

Broadly "'~'Laking then, the relations between the German army and the 

ex-servicemen's associations were redefined on the lines laid do,m by the 

Treaty of Versailles. At the same time the separation of the Reichswehr 

from potentially disruptive associations was in full accord with the views 

of General von Seeckt. Thus the KB lost its establishment "monopoly" and 

the way was open for the Gevelopment of rival organisations of comparable 

strength and, ultimately, dangerous political complexions. Local contacts 

of a social and ceremonial nature continued nevertheless, and these tlndcd 

(56) Westphal p.243. 
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t:.) increase the suspicion of the Reichswehr already fel t in some sociali.:> l: 

a~d republic2~ circles. The "tolerated" associations tended in some cases 

to become "fronts" for thinly disguised anti-republican activity. This 

fact, and the overlapping of membership with more radical right-wing V02·.~lll1nde 

increased the problems of the forces of law and order, as did the retention 

of unofficial, if useful contacts in questions of frontier-defence and 

general pre-mi1itary training. This last aspect was to assume considerable 

importance in the spread of militarism and revanchism among the middle and 

lower classes • 

6. THE POSITION OF KB AND OFFICER ASSOCIATIONS AHONG THE "PATRIOTIC" 

ORGANISATIONS 

(1) 
STATISTICAL SURVEY 

GENERAL: 

Population of Germany (1919) 

Men with Military Training 

Veterans of World War 

Ex-"Front" Soldier~ 

Pensioned Disabled (1924) 

Pensioned Dependants (1924) 

Ex-Officers (World War) 

Ex-Officers (Pre-War) 

60,000,000 

12,000,000 

9,000,000 

4~300,OUO 

720,000 

1,600,000 

266,000 

10,000 

(1) Rough estimates: Wcstpha1 p.I08 (KB), Centralvercin Zcitung 10-12-26, 
exaggerated (KampfbUlllle), D-O-I)l 11-3-20 (DOB), R43 1 766-65: KZ ]_~I_:'j 
(Narineverein") (K), IH165-7 Statutes 1927 (Harine Offizicrsvcrd n) (F) 
24a iii F.l1/202 (MSO) (Reichsbund der Zivildicnstbcrccl1tiptcn), Al~n ' 
Bullock, "Hitler", p.67, (SA) I\S 10/108 l~einharJ's anillys.i~ 19.11) 
(RrgjwpptSVprpjne. W:lff(>nrin~e)_ 
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"I'10DERATE" ORGANISATIONS 

KyffhHuscrbulll.l (1922) 

Deutscher Offizicr-Bund 

(I'1arine Offiziersverein (1927) 

(Deutscher Seeverein (1925) 

Reichsbund der Zivi1dienstberechti~n (1930) 

Regimentsvereinc 

H'affcnringe (Cavalry 65,000 (1933» 
(Pioneers 35,000 (1933» 

MONARCHIST AND KAMPFVERBXNDE: 

Nationa1verband Deutscher Offiziere (1923) 

Reichsoffiziersbund (1926) 

Stah1he1m (1926) 

Jung-Stah1helm (1926) 

Jung-Deutschcr Orden (1926) 

Wehrwolf (1926) 

Hiking (1926) 

Olympia (1926) 

S.A. (Nazi) (1923) 

" LUDENDORFF'S VOLKISCH MOVE1-iENT: ("Tannenbergbund") 

2,200,000 

100,000 

4,100 

37,000 

130,000 

400,000 

200,000 

10,000 

8,000 

300,000 

100,OCO 

70,000 

85,000 

8,000 

3,000 

15,000. 

Frontkriegerbund (1926) 40,000 

Deutsch-V81kischer Offiziersbund (1926) 3,000 

Bearing in mind overlapping membership which it is not possible to 

-113-

estimate, one may nevertheless come to a number of general conclusions from 

these figures: firstly, the number of ex-servicemen in the "moderate" 

associations (those that more or less maintained neutrality in the parly-

political sense) was approximately 3 million - the majority in the KB 

itself. The number of men in monarchist and Kampfverbllnde was bet\,ecn 1 
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and l~ millinn. The Ludendor[f "V81kisch" movement probably never 

exceeded 40,000 and declined with the fort~nes and reputation of 

Ludendorff himself. The S.A. was to increase in size some 400,000, 

the new socialist "Reichsbanner" was to exceed the 3 million mark and 

the communist "Rote FrontkMmpferbund" was to reach some 100,000, but 

these developments belonged to the years after 1923. The KB began the 

period with consi.derable advantages from the point of vievl of numbers, 

prestige and organisation. 

1be difficulties cODfronting the KyffhHuserbund after the war have 

~ been discussed already(2). Losses due to the Treaty, doubts concerning 

the future of the movement in the new republic, a post-war reaction 

against militarism, the effects of the socialist campaign against the 

KB - all led to a drop in membershi.p and even the withdrawal or dis~olution 

of whole Vereine. From 2,800,000 members and 32,000 KVe in 1913, the 

numbers had fallen to 2,500,000 in 1918 and continued to decline. In 

1922 there were 2,200,000 members in 23,000 KVe. Statistically, the 

situation only began to improve after the financial crisis of 1923(3), 

although individual LandesverbHnde displayed an earlier recovery: In 

Badcn, membership had fallen from 143,000 to 93,000 in 1918 - and risen 

again to 95,000 in 1922. But the "Badischer Kriegerbund" \laS never to 

(l~) 
regain its pre-war eminence • In WUrttemberg, membership had fallen 

from 142,000 to 124,000 in 1918 - risen again to 127,000 in 1919. It 

continued to improve and passed the pre-war total as early as 1924-5(5). 

When one considers the fortunes of the corresponding Imperial naval 

association, the "Deutscher F1ottenverein" (founded in 1898, reached a 

peak of some 1,124,000 members in 1913, fallen to 100,000 in 1920 and 

37,000 in 1925(6), notwithstanding the less glorious r$le played by the 

(2) See p.q-.o, 
(3) Westpha1 p.l08, Saul op.cit. 
(4) BMI/pS "Bad. KB", (Ka). 
(5) WMI 206, (L) 111479 Staatsministerium Stuttgart; J45 Flugschriftcn 

Nr. 191, "WUrtt. Kricgcrbund 1927" (SH). 
,(6) BPD p.432. 
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German Navy in the war, it must be concluded that an importa~t part of 

the energies of Heeringen and the central leadership in the years 

1918 - 1923 was devoted to the fight for the very survival of the KB - and 

that this fight was ultimately successful in spite of the development of 

rival orgRnisations. One of the main difficulties overcome was that of 

finance: the low subscription rate (1 DM p.a.) was maintained, the KB 

press made to run at a profit and a certain amount of aid acquired from 

government sources and, locally, from trade and industry, or in country 

(7) 
districts from the landowners • 

The Deutscher Offizierbund had both advantages and disadvantages 

when compared with the KB. The dynamic and growth of a new organisation 

was countered to an extent by the financial burdens of creating an 

administrative structure and establishing a news-sheet. The former 

became disproportionately large - possibly be~ause of the application of 

the "jobs for the boys" principle(S); the latter was solved tt!mporilrily 

by the adoption of the long-established "Deutsches Offizierblatt". However, 

disagreement between Lt. Col. Sichting, head of the Bund's press department 

(ani later director of the NSDAP Wchrpolitisches Amt(9» and thE' p:~;prietor, 

Lt. der Reserve Stalling, led to an acrimonious law suit and the ~." ting up 

of an independent "Deutscher Offizier-Bund Nachrichtenblatt,,(lO). Despite 

a basic 12 ~~ subscription and other payments to the local groups and the 

( 11) 
news-sheet ,the independent publication nearly proved the undoing of 

the Bund. By late 1922 inflation had imposed a virtual freeze on the 

DOB's activities(12). It was ultimately to recover, backed by 

. (13) advertising and direct aid from trade and 1ndustry • The DOB soon 

had some 400 local groups, many of which were also Offizier-Regiments-

vereine, and was strongest in Berlin, Brcslau, Hamburg, Munich and 

(7) DPD p. 307//Sce p.I"'-I~ 
(8) AA 5-10-22 p.70. 
(9) NH lS70,"Wehrpolitisches Amt", "VBlkischer Beobachter" 28-10 and 13-9-22. 
(lO)D-O-Bl 1-7-20, 1-3-22, 11-3-22, 5-10-22. 
(ll)ibid. 1-7-20. 
(12) AA 5-8-·22. 
(13)See p.I'S. 
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'. b ( 14) KblllgS erg, • Membership contained a high proportion of former rescr'."> 

officers, anrl additionally such groups as police-officers and ex-officer-

(15) 
cadets • In general, these first years were also a period of struggle 

for the biggest officer association, particularly in the face of the rc-· 

(16) 
orientation forced upon them by the Wehrgesetz and the need (so they 

f 1) . h . 11'1' . h" h (1/)., e t to preserve t e~r e ~t~s c aracter ,v~s a vis the ordinary 

soldiers'clubs and the "mixed" KVe. 

The Nationalverband deutscher Offizier experienced similar problems 

to the DOB, but had the advantage of not having to worry about being branded 

"political" - having no welfare rAle which demanded official negotiations 

with the government agencies. The' smaller officer associations were never 

really of national significance on their own: the ROB and MOV usually 

h b . . (18). h d followed the line of t e igger aSSOCIatIons ,Just as t e Bun Deutscher 

Harine Vereine followed that of the KB (19) • 

The retrenchment of the KB and the survival of the new veteran 

associations in the Weimar Republic was, of course, a reflection of the 

weakness of the new Germany, forced to lean as it was, on the support of 

the old army and civil service. More than anything else it permitted 

the careful cherishing of the, in 1918, some,,,hat tarnished cause of 

militarism and the old caste- and honour-concepts of the Imperial ofDc2r 

corps. This was soon, remarkably soon, to blossom again in the civil 

population, with catastrophic results. 

The relations between the modera.te associations themselves are 

politically interesting as a reflection of the prevailing disharmony in 

Germany at large. Between 1920 and 1923 a highly promising attempt to 

weld together the different interest groups, came to nothing. The 

(lIf) BPD p.447//"D(iB II 15-5-29. 
(15) D-O-Bl 15-5-19, Nr. 32/1919, Nr. 20/1920, Nr. 18/1921// 

24a iii F.ll/202 (MSO). 
(16) See p. 103 - 10~. 

(17) Se cbe low, p. 111. 
(18) D-O-B1 (S&\·7) 5-5-22, Verbandsnachrichten. 
(19) NU 910, 52-60 
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dissolutioI?- of the old Imperial Army led tc. the formation of the large 

numbers of "Regimentsvereine" - some "officers only", others NCOs and mer. 

only, while a few were from the outset composed of both elements, and were 

generally termed "RcgimentsverbHnde". In course of time the different 

types of regimental association tended in places to amalgamate to form 

joint officer/man clubs any,,,ay, but in the early years the majority had 

not yet achieved this. Unfortunately the existence of the various 

regimental organisations was an obvious source of trouble between the 

existing veteran societies: DOB and NDO each wanted to attract the 

.~ officer clubs, while the KB naturally enough hoped that the ordi.nary 

"Regimentsvereine", if not the "VerbHnde", would find their ,,:ay into the 

KB LandesverbHnde (there had already been some thousand or so "Regiments 

(20) 
KVe" in the pre-'var Prussian Landesverband ). Socially and politically 

this was by far the preferable course, and would have happened naturBlly 

had the KB still occupied its "establishment" position. Alas, no 

C?fficial initiative from the army or the government appears to have been 

forthcoming, and the main contenders were left to fight over the regimental 

associations among themselves. 

The original rivalry bet\olcen DOB and ~DO, and the differences in 

outlook with regard to political activity, particularly the NDO attacks 

on the former DOB president ScheUch,certainly never prevented their 

co-operation in the field of patriotic propaganda. Joint declarations 

. (21) 
were common throughout the per~od • Nevertheless, in the course of 

1920 competition for the officers' regimental clubs tended increasingly 

. (22) 
to sour re1at~ons • Negotiations between the two took place at the 

end of 1920 and beginning of 1921 and resulted in a more or less open rift. 

(20) AA 25-11-22. 
(21) D-O-Bl 1920 Nrs. 7,9,12,17. 1921, Nrs. 8,14,26,30,32. S&W 15-8-22. 
(22) D-0-B1 ~1-5-20, p.344//Nr-.-19, 21-5-20. p.393. 
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Mutual recri~inations were excha~ged in public; Major von Jena of the 

NDO eoine so far as to criticise the lax social criteria applied by the 

DOB in recruiting members (May 1921)(23). Things began to look like 

going in the DOB's favour. On 12th July 1921 a certain measure of 

agreement was achieved between DOB and the Berlin "Offiziersregiments-

., (24) 
verel.ne" and an "Ehrenschutzverband" was set up • At the beginning 

of 1922 the president of the DOB, General von Hutier, approached Lt. 

Gen. von HUlsen with the idea of setting up a loose "Arbeitsgemeinschaft" 

of the Prussian officer clubs which would be independent of the existing 

officer associations • HUlsen agreed to co-ordinate the necessary 

(25) 
negotiations, but progress initially was slow • 

At this stage the issue became confused once more with discussion of 

a "Reichsverband" of "Regiment svcrbHnd::: " , ,,,hich brought in the whole 

question of relations between officers, their associations and the KVe. 

This idea of setting up an entirely ~ ex-servicemen's organisation 

composed of joint officer/man regimental clubs had been raised in the 

"Deutsches Offizierblatt" in Harch 1920 by :iajor von Stephani (26), but 

. (27) 
dropped at the instieation of the DOB l.tself • The proprietors of 

the paper always maintained a wider, pro-}CB outlook than the DOB leaders, 

(23) 
v.nd often advocated officers joining their local KV • Although a 

large proportion of KV presidents before the war had been reserve and 

Landwehr officers, and 2.8% ex-regulars, they had never been parti~ularly 

active in the local work of the Verein, beyond the more formal functions 

of their offices. Overall, the pre-war hierarchy of the KB had survived 

_. ( 29 ) 
intact, with an even smaller participation by reserve offl.cers • Some 

LandesverbHnde tried to promote a closer relationship by changing the rules 

(23) ibid. Nr. 8, 11-3-21, 21-5-21. 
(24) ibid. Nr. 22, 1-8-21. 
(25) AA 18, 25-6-23, IlUlscll's final Report. 
(26) D-O-Bl 12, 27-3-20, p~267-8. 
(27) ibid. 17, 1-§-20, p.344, Hutier's notice; 19, 21-5-20. 
(28) ibid. Nr. 32, 1919: "Offizicre und Kricgcrvereinc". 
(29) Sce p.ZI, 
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governing ."Ei nzelmi tglieder" - the more prestigious and higher subscribiug 

status of th~ ex-officer. In Baden, for l"xample, these had now to join 

their local KV(30). But such steps did little to improve the situation. 

Although it has been estimated that some 100,000 ex-officers remained 

(31). . 
KV members 1t 1S likely that a large proportion of these were either 

employed higher than Verein level, or were older, pre-war officers, or at 

least not particularly active members. The challenge of the new "officers 

onlyll movement had made its influence felt on the KB. For several reasons 

the tendency was for the DOB or NDO member to avoid additional men.bership 

of a KV - unless, of course, their regimental association happened to be 

one. While financial motives played a part (multiple subscriptions) the 

main reason was a social one: having achi~ved officer status as a result 

of the war, they wished to enjoy its privileges as long as possible. This 

attitude provoked the reaction that ordinary ex-servicemen IIwollen nicht 

in Vereine, wo Offiziere und Unteroffiziere den Ton angeben,,(32). 

General von Heeringen sincerely welcomed the fact that officer and 

man were tending once more to come together (in the "RegimentsverbHnde"); 

but naturally enough was concerned that some of these composite 
(33) 

associations were leaving the KB Moreover, what concentration 

among these associations ~ taking place, was happening outside the KB, 

(e.g. Bavaria 
(34) 

and IIesse ). Having severed its connections with the 

DOB, the Stalli ng Press (IIDeutsches Offizierblatt') decided to throw in its 

lot with the biggest veterans' group (April 1922) and following extensive 

negotiations with HUlsen and Heeringen, opened in October a campaign to 

attract the "Regimentsverbtlnde" into the KB. This would have been the 

best solution socially and politically, for any overt coalition of 

regimental clubs would have attracted the deepest suspicion of the Allies. 

(30) mn/ps "Bad. KB" Protokoll 1919 (Ka). 
(31) BPD p.307. 
(32) AA 15-6-23. 
(33) AA 15-4-22. 
(34) AA 15-7-22. 
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Heeringen's long statement in the "Deutsches Offizierblatt" of 25th 

November 1922 displays a deep awareness of ~he social &nd political hatreds 

at work in Wcimar Germany. His suggestions that all ex-officers should 

seek membership of the KVe - on equal terms 'l1i th other members is 

convincingly penned: "Je mehr der Offizier hinter dem Vereinsmitgliede 

verschwindet, deito besser. Jeder begriffliche Unterschied zwischen den 

Vereinsmitgliriern ist vom Ubel ••• Der frUhere Offiziere darf sieh im 

Verein nur durch seine THtigkeit hervortun und muss hierin seinen Stolz 

sehen". He continued by recommending the initiation of negotiations 

(35) 
bet'veen regimental associations and KVe at all levels . 

At a big public meeting of the representatives of the various veteran 

groups (9th December 1922), among them van HUlsen, van Heeringen, General 

van Fabcck (NDO), Adm. van Schrtlder (NDO) General van Radowitz (DOB) aLl.d 

Hajor Soldan (Stallin6 Press), the division of opinion became obvious -

should the new association be restricted to the officer clubs or include 

the "RegimentsverbHnde" in general? No vote was taken on this ana th~ 

. (36) 
affair was referred to a joint "work comm~ttee" • On this the D:>B 

found itself in a minority of one - and after several sessions agreed 

reluctantly to co-operate in setting up a "Kartell" of the composite 

(37) 
associations; "LeitsHtze" were soon draftcd and approved . Although 

such a solution would have been equally repugnant to DOB and KB, and was 

also liKely to run into political trouble, especially in view of the 

troubled background of 1923, it was the only one possible in the 

circumstances, and could well have led to greater co-operation with the 

KB. The question ofa news-sheet gave the DOB the excuse it had been 

seeking. Again in a minority of one, it championed the claim of its 

own newly established periodical against the Stalling Press paper. 

Despite the conciliatory attitude adopted by the other major organisa-

(35) AA 25-11-22. 
(36) AA 25-6-23, 20-12-22. 
(37) AA 2)-6-23, 15-5-23. 
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tions the DOB finally announced that "SUppci.'ted by the KB" they 

condemned the ,.;hole agreement so far achieved, (25th May) and returned 

to their original stilll'ipoint, a coalition of Prussian officers' 

regimental clubs. The claim Hith regard to the KB '''as unjustified 

and there is no evidence to suggest that its leaders were no longer 

"lilling to co-operate in the f('lrm<'tion of the Kartcll. It is possible, 

however, that not only the political situation, but also a hint from 

government circlES (Germany was currently adopting a more conciliatory 

attitude over reparations: Notes of 2nd Hay 2nd 7th June), finally 

persuaded the work committee to dissolve and bring the affair to a close, 

(38) 
(25th June) • Another factor was, of course, by no weans irrelevant. 

Possibly stemming from their co-operation on the ..:;ommit'.:ee, negotiaticnl:> 

had taken place between DaB and NDO, who in April, agreed to settle their 

differences and conclude an alliance for the regulation of their future 

joint activities. This was cemented by the acceptance by Field-Harshal 

van Hindenburg of the "Schirmherrschaft" ot both associations. Ironically, 

on t~e occasion of the reception by Hindenburg of Waldersee and Hutier, the 

two presidents, the old Field-Harshal expressed the pious ,,,ish "dass beide 

VcrbUnde fortan dem Vaterlande cin leuchtEndcs Bcispi~l deutscher 

'EO 0 1 0 0 d ,,(39) 1n1gce1t seln wer en • Since the action of the DOB was at least 

to contribute to the failure of one of the most promising social 

developments in the wllole history of the veteran aSSOCiations, the prospects 

for "deutsche Einigkei t" ,,,ere far from rosy. 

While the years 1918-1923 S':1\·l a dru\ving together of the various 

officer associations (the DOB establishing "Arbeitsgemeinschaft" ,,,ith ROB 

(38) AA 8-5-23, 15-5-23, 25-5-23, 5-6-23, 25-6-23. 
(39) AA 25-1.-23. 
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and DVOB (1920), the Bund der Marine Offiziere (1919), the officers' 

regimental clubs (Ehrenschutzverband 1921). and finally the NDO (1923) -,,.. 
not to mention some Unteroffizier groups ,and the militant RdB,), the 

rift betvlcen these ne\v organisations and the KB if anything widened. 

Ultimately, many of the new "Regimcntsvereine" and "Regimcntsverblinde" did 

find their way into its ranks; but the lack of any general consolidation 

in these vital early years considerably impaired the authority of the only 

big, moderate organisation,whose leaders, lik.€! Hinister GessIer, recognised 

the need to heal social and political hatreds. The attitude adopted by 

the KB in these years to\vards all other veteran groups was generally 

conciliatory and even benevolent. . In the case of the naval associations 

(Bund deutscher Marinevereine) Heerinean intervened personally with the 

Prussian authorities so that they could hold their 1922 conference in 

Hagdeburg. Already by 1923 some 135 out of ~he 256 Marinevereine we~e 

also h'Vt;': of the KB. Attempts in 1922-23 for an organisational coalition 

seem to have failed, because the naval Bund pitched its demands too high. 

It was also their conference in 1923 that rejected (narrowly) the 

suggestion that negotiations be rene\~ed. Nevertheless, relations 

(41) 
remained cordial and the Marinevereine generally folloHed the Kn lCdd • 

In East Prussia, General Kahns headed both the local DOB and the ERst 

Prussian Prcvincial Kriegerverband. In Bavaria particularly, relations 

with the officer associations and the Verb and Bayerischer MilitYranwllrter 

remained friendly. Here, more value \-Ias placed on the co-operation bet\"een 

officers' clubs and the ordinary regimental clubs - but the tricky question 

(£2 ) 
of relations \-I1[:h the KB found no more satisfactory solution than elsc\vhere • 

Thus the badly needed concentration of the ex-servicemen's associations failed 

to materialise, and apart from co-operation in the field of patriotic 

_·-(4()T-S-c(;I):loIli ])"-0'= I; T-i 1/i-91-~Y -( Rc Tc11-s~~rb~-lJ-;li~ t i vcr Un t~ ro.( [i z i ere) • 
(41) R 43 I 76(J/6S, KZ 1-9-23. (K). 
(/+2) Nachlass G.1yl 19, StnatsbHrgcrliche Arbcitsgemeinscll.3ft to G.lyl 19-21-21// 

24a III 1', 11/202, "Bay. Staat.szeitung" 4-7-21. (t-iSO) /f NA 104)67 R<"port 
2-6-20, Points for Conference.' 10-11-21 OIGS). 
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propaganda; the two main branches followed divergent paths. 

Also of importance were the links between such moderat(' associations 

as KB, and to a lssscr extent DOB, and the extremist anti-republican 

organisations which succeeded the Freikorps and Einwohnerwehr. From the 

outset the NDO and DVOB were connected with the two main trends in the 

"patriotic" camp, the former with the monarchists and Major General Graf 

RUdiger von dcr Goltz, the latter \-lith Ludendorff and the "Vtllkisch" 

movement, which at this time included the Nazis. The DOB \vhile 

maintaining "Arbeitsgcmeinschaft" with both groups(43) was closer to the 

von der Goltz camp, and early on co-operated with the ex-Baltic Freikorps 

leader's "Vereinigung VaterUindischer Verblinde", as did NDO and ROE(44). 

'~at is surp~ising is that they hcvertheless retained their official 

government recognition. The KB did not find it so easy to define- its 

position vis ~ vis the patriotic societies - for while shQring their 

general nationalist/militarist outlook, they stopped short at serious 

attacks on the republiC. Thus although their Bavarian branch CBayerlsck!r 

Kriegerbund) participated in the foundation of the Bavarian Patriotic 

Association in NOVeJ11ber 1922(45), the main KB never joined and was 

consequently much criticised by other sociEties. This decision was 

particularly difficult inasmuch that some 100,000 ex-Freikorps men 

(46) 
ul timately joined the KVe and the KB leaders Y.'ished to remain on 

good terms Hith the nc\.J general veteran association, the "Stahlhelm". 

There was also a gro\Ving link at the top, personnel-wise, with the NDO (4
7). 

In 1923 Heerin~cn was stil1 prepared to co-operate \vith the Stahlhclm, 

whether in writing short articles for inclusion in "Festzeitungen" or in 

big joint rallies (e.g. Hal1e 1925); but their political connections and 

activities, quite apart from their concurrent r<>le, made the associati.on 

-------------------------------- -..... _----_. 
(43) Sce p.I12.. 
(44)S & W 5-5-22; D-O-nl 21, 11-6-20. 

(45) Kanzler op.cit. p.74-5. 
(46) BPD p.307. 
(47) Scc p.la.. 
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increasingly suspect in the eyes of republicans and hence it became 

difficult for the KB to maintain clo~c tie~. (The "Bund der 

Frontsoldaten", like the left-Hing "Reichsbanner", ceased to be a 

. (48) purely ex-servicemen's association in the m1d-1920s) • Local links 

betvlcen KVe and Kampfverbl:l.nde existed everywhere, especially in the 

frontier districts where both were actively engaged in an auxiliary 

. (49) 
defence capac1ty • Here, of course, all right-wing groups tended to 

work together; in Chcmnitz, for example, the local StahlhelM was 

alleged to have been set up by the co-cperation of DOB, VNS and DNVP 

(50) 
elements • 

",rhile not yet a problem, these links, together with a certain 

patriotic comnlon ground, were to create severe difficulties for the KB 

leaders in the future. 

7. MONARCHISN: RIGHT-~nNG PARTIES 

The abdication and flight of the Kaiser in November 1918 followed an 

. (1) 
explicit withdrawal of confidence on the p&rt of the army leadersh1p J 

and was in general accord with public opinion. Nevertheless large 

sections of the officer corps of the old Imperial Army regretted the 

passing of the monarchy, and from the earliest days of the revolution there 

lb ' 1 1 f . (2) was talk, a e1 t on y casua ,0 a restorat10n • This 'vas to provide the 

back-bone for an important section of anti-republican agitation th,oughout 

the Weimar period. 

(48) NH 906, 8, "Nordh.'iuscr Allgemcine Zeitung" 2l-7-23//Berghahn op.cit. p.148. 
(49) Sce p. ,0,,-110. 
(50) FO 37l, 4795, C12070/G7G/l8: Intelligence Summary 29-10 to 5-11-20 (PRO). 

(1) Carsten op.cit. p.6-7, 
(2) FO 371, 3776, C151566, C156345/4232/8, "Recent Reports from Germany" 

8-1-19 (PRO). 
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The offi~ia1 change of pohcy undertaken by the KB, substituting 

general "patriotisnl" for the fO-d71er loyal ty to the Kaiser, \vas only slm\7"/ 

accepted by the KVe in gCl1'2ral. Expressions of gratitude and loyalty were 

forthcoming from both individuals and ,,,hole Vereine, but the Berlin Centrale 

consistently declined to associate themselves with them on th~ grounds that 

(3) 
this might be construed as an act of enmity to the present government • 

The big LandesverbHnde \'Jere not nearly SO cautious; at the Abgeordnetentag 

of the Badischer Kriegerbund (March 1919) an emotive demonstration of 

regret was made when the Archduke resigned his protectorship of the 

association. All the delegates rose from their seats in tribute to 

( 4) 
him • In June 1919 the KB leadership was forced to deny rumours that 

they had sent a large sum of money to the ex-Kaiser(S) although their 

defence in t·he ensuing months of the Landrat, dismissed for being involved 

in a "monarchist" incident at Karlsthal(6) and-replies to complaints from 

"loyal" Kriegerverein members, indicate that a good deal of sympathy 

existed for the Kaiser in official "KyffhMu88r" circle/7). Again, the 

tenns in which the Berlin Centrale declined to join a protest from a 

Bavarian Kreis chairman are unmistakable: '!Wir haben - mit Freude geschcll, 

wie energisch Sic gcgen die Entfernung der Kaiserbilder aus Schulen und 

(8) 
amtlichen RYumen vorgehen" , but at prescl1t such an official protest 

would be dangerous. Similarly, several r~quests for an official birthday 

greeting to the Kaiser in January 1920 were rejected only on grounds of 

political expediency: "Obviously all honourable members retain deer in 

their hearts honour and sympathy for our old ruling house and the 

(9) 
Monarchy" • 

In 1921 on the occasion of the death of the Kaiserin, an official 

letter of sympathy was sent to Doorn, couched in the traditional terms -

----------~~~~~~--~~~---------------------------------------------------------------------(3) Nil 909,11)7-9. 
(4) mn/ps "Bad.KB" Protokoll 1919 (Ka). 
( 5) !'HI 909 201. 
(6) Sce p. 70 Cl"" B~. 
(7) NU 916, 200. 
(8) NIl 916, KB to Gen. von \Hnneberger (Bavaria) 15-11-19. 
(~) ibid. KG fO NeuwcJcl1 ~u 6-1-20. 
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"Your Imperial Majesty, etc". A few days later in a speech to a 

meeting of tha praesidium Heeringen stated: '~an darf wohl sagen, unser 

(0) 
Kaiserpaar hat eine Musterehe fUr das ganze deutsche Vo1k gefUhrt" • 

Again sentiments expressed by Fink von Finkenstein (it is not clear whether 

this was the general, later one of the KB leaders or his brother, the Graf, 

who was for a while actually part of the Kaiser's entourage at Doorn), 

aroused criticism from a few readers of the "KyffhHuse~~l~ In November 1923 

an article welcomed the return of the Crown Prince to Germany in enthusiastic 

terms • After describing how he had declined an offer of the throne made on 

1st December 1918, in the interests of internal peace, the "Kriegerzeitung" 

(12) 
expressed the pious wish that the hour of his return may be a blessed one 

Monarchist sentiment remained alive then, at all levels of the biggpgt 

of the ex-servicemen's associations, but, like other aspects of KB policy, 

was at no time used really to embarrass the republican government. It was 

rather one of several facets of the militarist/tradition-honouring image 

established over the years. 

The officer associations expressed sympathy for the Kaiser more openly: 

the "Deutsches Offizierblatt" regularly marked the Kaiser's birthday 

(3) 
including that of January 1919 and printed several articles designed to 

. (14) 
improve the image of the Crown Pr~nce • Nevertheless, the privileged 

position enjoyed by the DOB as the only officially recognised officer 

association, induced the leadership, like that of the KB, to keep such 

articles moderate in tone. Not so the NDO, described in 1921 as 

"considerably more reactionary than the DOB", with its offices in the same 

)
(15) 

building as other monarchist VerbHnde (''Deutscher Wehrverein", etc • 

(10) NU 906, 8-9, 19-4-21. 
(11) NU 909, 206, 1. 
(12) NH 911, 266, KZ 18-11-23. 
(13) D-O-Bl 4, 1919. 
(14) ibid. Nr. 5, 1921; AA 6, 25-6-22. 
(IS) FO 371, 5981, C3612, Intelligence Notes, 5/11-2-21 (PRO). 
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The NDO rapidly became more closely associated with von der Goltz's 

"VaterlHndische VerbHnden ll and the violent type of anti-republican! 

-127-

monarchist deroonstration that immediately preceded the murder of Erzberger 

(16) 
(August 1921) • It is again worth emphasising trut contacts bet\oJeen NDO 

and KB at the leadership level were to be much stronger than those between 

DOB and KB and this \\'llS to increase the dilemma of nationalism or poli tical 

neutrality that was even now beginning to face the KB. It is highly 

doubtful to \"hat extent even the old officers took the possibility of a 

Hohenzollern restoration really seriously. The personalities of both 

':- Kaiser and Crown Prince aroused virtually insuperable difficulties, and 

the officers' concept of honour and popular disenchantment with the Weimar 

Republic tended to preclude talk of a limited, constitutional monarchy. 

The way out of _ this tricky question of honour became abundantly clear when 

Mussolini seized pm-Jcr in Italy at the end of ..l922 - a regency exercised 

by a "strong man" ostensibly on behalf of a figu~e-head Hohenzo.llcr~. 

This had the edvantaee that lIindenburg and even, initially, Hitler, could 

be viewed as exercising this function. Certainly, no alternative solution 

ever seems to have passed the stage of discussion. It is certainly 

possible to view monarchism as little more than one strand in the propaganda 

of the nationalist opposition. Versailles, • 'lt
l war-gUI. and 

reparations formed the main issues throughout the period. 

The attitudes of the veterans' associations tO~'lards monarchism and 

patriotic and militarist propaganda, inevitably made them the friends of 

the D~~P and DVP. 

Durin~ the early years of the republic the attitudes developed by the 

various ex-servicemen's organisations to the political parties of the right 

displa~mportant differences. From the very start. the officer associations 

leaned towar.ds the D~VP. Thus NDO meetings ,,,ere attended by party 

(16) Sce p. 56_ 
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. (17) 
representatives and a close associati0u was soon established with von 

der Goltz, the monarchists and the "VaterUlndische Verb9.nden,,(1S). 

At the very beginning of 1919, articles in the "Deutches Offizierblatt" (a 

few days before its "adoption" by the DOB) recommended political action to 

h b f h · .. i· (19) d ' the OOB" as t e est way 0 ac l.evl.ng l.ts econom c a~ms an even 

printed an appeal from the DNVP - "Offiziere auf zur Wah1 fI_ for officers 

(20) 
to canvas for the party • In the same issue Maj. Gen. Otto Schu1z 

challenged the non-political stand adopted by the DOB at their meeting of 

(21) 
14th December 1919 in Potsdam ,and recommended various other possi-

bi1ities for political action. The first official DOB issue of the 

"Deutsches Offizierblatt" (16th January 1919) printed a survey of the 

various parties, and while avoiding any specific prescription, made it 

quite clear that German officers can only vote one way: "die Deutsch-' 

nationa1e Vo1kspartei •••• Ihre Losung ist das nationale Deutschland, 

Sicherheit, Ordnung, Schutz des Eigentums und eine feste staat1iche 

AutoritHt, ihr Zie1 nach innen und aussen die allmHh1iche po1itische 

und wirtschaftliche Wiedergeburt des Reiches auf der Grundlage der alten 
(22) 

Wirtschafts und Gesselschaftsordnung" • On January 23rd, after the 

National Assembly elections, an article by Major Constantin Hierl, later 

a well-known Nazi, opposed any unilateral party attachment for the DOB, 

and instead suggested that the aims of a small association would best be 

(23) 
furthered by agitation directed at all parties and government departments • 

The conviction that a general political agitation of this sort should be 

(24) 
maintained continued to hold sway , but the issues immediately preceding 

the Reichstagswahl of 6th June 1920 once more adopted a line hostile to 

(17) Nach1ass ScheUch lOS, "Kreuzzeitung" 30-1-19, refs. meeting 29 Jan (F). 
(IS) FO 371, 5974, C17493 (PRO). 
(19) D-O-B1 1, 2-1-19, p.4. 
(20) ibid. 9-1-19, p.lS. 
(21) ibid. p.23. 
(22) D-O-B1 3, 16-1-19. 
(23) ibid. 23-1-19, p.69. 
(24) ibid S-5-19, account of conference 24/26-4-19; ibid. 27-3-20. 
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the left. The number printed on 1st June carried a full page appeal 

by the DNVP which listed a number of ex-ofiicers standing as official 

(25) 
candidates '. The following year, on the occasion of the Prussian 

Landtag elections (20th February 1921) a full page notice called upon 

members to "vote DVP,,(26). The reason for the change is nat known, 

though the close ties between DNVP and the rival officer association 

-129-

(NDO) may be partly responsible. After 1921 the DOB in fact appears to 

have settled down and taken its statutory neutrality more seriously, 

probably to safeguard its remaining (and advantageous) official links with 

the government • 

The KB, as has been seen, adhered reasonably consistently to their 

" public policy of Uberparteilichkeit and despite "patriotic", and even 

"monarchist" overtones, refrained from any overt party involvement. -That 

is not to say, of course, that they were above. enlisting the support of 

Deutsch National Reichstag members when occasion demanded. 

8. COMMUNI SM 

The disservice done to the cause of democratic government in Germany 

by the left-wine extremists was marked and lasting. Spartakist/Communist 

disturbances in 1919, 1920 and again in 1923 threw the Republic back upon 

reliance on the Freikorps and other military VerbMnde. On the other hand 

initial dangers inherent in the lack of clear-cut divisions on the political 

left (SPD - USPD - KPD) were removed in 1920, when the split in the USPD 

produced an obvious ideological distinction between "socialist" and 

"communi s t 11 • This of course also gave the KPD a larger following, but it 

(25) ibid. 21-5-20, p.398; 1-6-20, p.}49. 
(26) ibid. 1-2-21. p.68. 
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was largely to dissipate this advantage through internal dissension and 

ill-considered policies. Although the parliamentary influence of the 

KPD was to improve after 1923, when, in October,. members even secured 

ministerial posts in Saxony and Thuringia, for most of this early period 

communism was probably in no way a serious threat to the existence of the 

republic. On the other hand, societies were set up to deal with the "red 

menace" and the KB was quite prepared to co-operate with these by providing 

members' addresses to facilitate the circulation of prOpaganda(l). 

Similarly, occasional moderately worded articles in the officer-press 
. (2) 

pointed out the disadvantages of communism • Locally, of course, 

clashes did occur between KVe and left-wing extremists, especially in 

1922-23, but by and large these perhaps should be regarded more as popular 

demonstrations of an anti-militarist nature. Certainly, the "fight against 

Bolshevism" had not yet assumed the importance for the KB that it was to 

have later. The vast majority of KVe retained a staunch "nationalist" 

outlook, which effectively excluded all but the most moderate socialists 

and democrats from their ranks except perhaps in the most staunchly working-

class areas. It was correctly assumed that veteran organisations were in 

themselves bulwarks against communism. The "Rote FrontkHmpferbund", and 

indeed the socialist "Reichsbanner", had to develop separately from the 

existing associations and belong to the period after 1923. These moreoever, 

were never purely veterans' organisations. 

SUMMARY: 

The conclusions to be drawn from this examination of the activities of 

the major ex-servicemen's o~ganisations during the troubled years after the 

war have become reasonably clear. The KB and to a lesser extent the DOB, 

(1) NH 917, PLKV to Potsdam Reg. Bez. 9-8-19. 
(2) D-O-Bl 3-4-19: "Brot oder Bolschewismus". 
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while finding complete political neutrality incompatible with a 

"patriotic" standpoint, both preferred the advantages of co-operating 

with the republic to the dang~rs attached to direct opposition. In this 

way they were able to pursue important social tasks, 'assisted by the State, 

and especially in the case of the KB, succeeded in establishing contacts 

at the highest level and thus exercised a certain amount of influence 

with the Weimar government. This policy of co-operation was perhaps 

initially forced upon the KB by the course of events and the initiative 

of others. Subsequent to the restoration of order in Berlin in 1919, 
" • this policy was the conscious choice of the leadership, which in view 

of the nature of the KB organisation, found it passible to impose it on 

the rank and file. It is likely that this helped to neutralise an 

important section of public opinion potentially hostile to the republic. 

Had the KB leadership at any time decided to c!rop its "neutrality" (which 

was after all, initially merely an emergency and temporary step), and 

throw its weight into the anti-republican camp, this would have gained 

immensely in presti~e. In view of the ambiguous attitude adopted by 

the Reichswehr leadership during the Kapp Putsch ("Reichswehr will not 

fire upon Reichswehr") any concerted effort by the right in these years 

could seriously have endangered the existence of the Weimar Republic. 

That none was made was due partly to external and internal threats that 

induced a certain temporary solidarity between "republicans" and 

"reactionaries" and partly to a holding-back by large sections of the 

moderate/conservative lower classes. 

If the policies of the leaders tended to promote the immediate 

stability of the Weimar system, this was not necessarily so with all the 

local KVe or indeed the smaller officer associations. While the latter 

added their voice to the growing anti-republican clamour, the former 

constituted in their public functions a source of provocation to the 
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substantial non-militarist elements in the working. c.lasses. When one 

considers th~t there were some 30,000 Kriegervereine all over Germany and 

that in many country district~ especially of East Elbia>the KB was the 

ONLY political (in the widest sense) organisation, this provocation 

clearly played a part in the long-term deepening of antagonism between 

left and right. The whole concept of veteran associations is designed 

to promote militarist attitudes. During this period an increasing 

number of Kriegervereine were actually engaged in military activities 

as such, or in things like small-bore shooting and gymnastics which 

increase the military capacity of a civilian population in a tangible 

sense. 

These early years saw the foundation of the general lines of 

activity pursued by the veteran associations throughout the period • 
. 

In some respects, however, these foundations were not that secure. 

·Uberparteilickeit" and "patriotism" were already proving not wholly' 

compatible; new initiatives were de~oping on the right; the paliamentary 

power of the KPD increasing on the left; the centre, moderate bloc was 

under attack from both sides, and weakened by bitter rivalries of a 

social, traditional and political nature from within. The propaganda 

activities of all the ex-servicemen's organisations tended to promote the 

interests of the super-~ationalists on the right, and, with the failure 

of the Weimar authorities effectively to control the patriotic associations, 

constituted a long-term danger to the Republic of the first order. 
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SECTION THREE 

1923 - 1928' 

1. General Propaganda • 
2. Attitude to Social Democracy 
3. Local Influence 
4. Relations with the Government 
5. Military Aspects 
6. Relations with the "Patriotic Associations" 
7. Monarchism and Right-Wing Parties 
8. Communism 
SUMMARY 
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1. GENERAL PROPAGANDA 

During the first troubled years of the Weimar. Republic, the press 

activity of the KV movement developed a round the twin principles of 

aggressive nationalism an.d "Uberparteilichkeit". While avoiding overt 

ties with any political parties, the vigorous public utterances of men like 

General von Heeringen often came close to criticism of the policies of the 

Weimar governments. This was probably one of the factors that led the 

chief government propaganda agency - the "Reichszentra1e fUr Heimatdienst" 

- to stress the importance of securing an interest in the 390~OOO weekly 

circulation of the national and provincial "Kriegerzeitung". The financial 

"treaty" of May 1923 certainly secured for the "Reichszentrale" an influence 

in the preparation of the 1923 Kalender, and together with the policy of 

co-operation, which had consolidated contacts between KB and republic at all 

levels, it ensured a general influence over the whole KV press, at least 
. 

for the immediate future. Besides this official connection, there were 

also links with the work of the Foreign Office sponsored "Arbeitsausschuss 

deutscher Verbllnde", and the efforts of this body in the field of "war guilt" 

must be borne in mind when attempting an assessment of KB propaganda after 

1923(1) • 

The man in charge of the KB press throughout the Weimar and Nazi periods 

was Otto Riebicke (1889-1965).. The son of a clergyman, he served as a 

reserve officer from 1914 to 1917 when war injuries made further active 

service impossible. He entered the official Kriegs-Presse-Amt and became 

its head in June 1918, no mean achievement for a young man of 29. After 

the war he entered the Press and Information Office of the KB and it was 

largely due to his efforts that the "Kriegerzeitung" survived the 1923 

inflation. Following this, and to some extent aided by the retirement of 

the 

the 

old chief executive, Geheimrat Westphal~ Riebicke was able to re-organise 

(2) 
KB press department " In addition to the chief propaganda organ, the 

(1) Spe p. et" It-7. 
(2) ''Kyffhiuser'', March 1965 (F). 
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"Kriegerzei tUT'.g", with its various supplements ('Farolebuch" - official 

Bund news and directives; "Wege der Jugend"; serialised novels; picture 

section, etc), there were a number of special periodicals (e.g. monthly 

"KV Vorstand") and booklets to mark such occasions as Hindenburg's 80th 
(3) 

birthday in 1927 • Under Riebicki·s energetic guidanc.e journal1s~ic 

and technical standards improved considerably - as did circulation: (in 

1930, over 70,000(4) - more than the peak circulation of the pre-war 

"Parole": 67,800 in 1913(5». .Riebicke was to become an active Nazi 

sometime before the "takeover" in 1933 and. on occasions was to come into 

conflict with General von Horn who succeeded Heeringenin. 192,(6). 

A closer look at the "Kriegerzeitung" during the years 1923 to 1929 
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soon reveals that propagandawise the KB was following a much stronger line, 

independent of the "Arbeitsausschuss". Certainly, attention was p~id to 

the "war-guilt-lie": "Wider die Ll1genpropoganda" 08th January 1925) 

comparing French and German military statistics, reports of Hindenburg's 

remarks on the subject (7th June 1925) and advocating co-operation over 

the petitions of the "Arbeitsgemeinschaft fUr vaterUindische AufkUlrqng" . 

(5th July 1925): "Wie KriegslUgen wachsen" (front page 31st October 1925)(7)· 

Tbe bulk of "political" column space was nevertheless devoted to the most 

extreme anti-French propaganda. With frequent reference to the Foreign 

Legion troops in Germany and continual emphasis on Germany's disarmed state 

the "moral" is often pointed with crude (and effective) cartoons, such as 

that depicting a naked and innocent "Germany" bound and being ravaged by 

black soldiers bearing swords (1st March 1925). Attention was also given 
(8) (9) 

to Poland ,Russia ,and the "Feindbund" generally: thus an official 

(3) ''Hindenburg zu Ehren". 
(4) "Sperlings Zeitschriften", 1931, Leipzig. 
(5) Saul op.cit. 
(6) See p. 22.-.\3. 
(7) KZ 1925, Stadtbialiothek WUppertal. 
(8) KZ 16-8-25, "Po lens VerdrHngungspol1tik". 
(9) KZ 22-2-25, "Germany's Position in Mid-Europe". 
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statement by !!eeringen in January 1925 characterised the failure of the 

Allies to evacuate the "first zone of occul'ation"by 10th January, as 

nothing less than a preliminary step towards fixing France's easter~ 
(10) 

frontier on the Rhine! • In 1924, the KB joined the officer 

associations and the Stahlhelm in a strongly worded protest against the 
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( It 
resumption of military control, "die allein Franz8sischem Sadis~us entspringt~, 

But this is by no means all: repeated statements carry this specific ha.tred 

of France and Poland to its ultimate conclusion - the advocacy of a future 

war of "revenge".' In 1924, talk of "entrissene Gebieten - den Gedanken, 

auch Husser1ich mit uns wieder vereint zu werden - damit.einmal die Stunde 

kommt, die Alldeutschland (sic) vereinigt zu Schutz und Trutz und Wehr,,(12) • 

. "Es Kommt die Zeit, wo die Richer fUr angetane Schmach aufstehen, wo man 

wieder 1ernt, dass es auch Deutsche in der Welt gibt, die geachtet .werden 

(3) 
mUssen" • "Das Preussen verlorengegangene Territorium muss zurUckgewonnen 

. (14) 
und Polen in seine Schranken zurUckgewiesen werden" • "Die Zeit der 

Scbande wird und muss vergehen. Unsere Pflicht aber 1st es, zu streben, 

dass der Tag der Freiheit und der Gr8sse bald kommt,,(15). Prophetically, 

discussing "Das Anschluss.problem" and the plight of the German minorities 

in Czechoslovakia, while recognising that perhaps the moment was not 

propitious for embarking on agitation in favour of Anschluss (the French 

had just left the Ruhr and the Locarno conference was shortly to commence) -

"Das Deutsche Reich hat die grosse historische Aufgabe, aUe die Staaten 

Mitteleuropas, die heute balkanisiert kaum lebensfHhig cahinvegetieren, die 

aber a11e auf deutschem Ko1onialboden gegrUndet sind, unter seine FUhrung 

(16) 
zu saumeln" • 

(10) KZ 18-1-25: // AA 3/1925. 
(11) D-0-B1 15-3-24, front page. 
(12) New Years Message 1924, BPD p.308. 
(13) KZ 22-2-25, "Why we must not lose faith in Germany's Future". 
(14)·lbid. 
(IS) KZ 9-8-25, "Hinein in die MilitJlr-und Kriegervereine". 
(16) KZ 17-9-25. 
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tn addition to this oft-repeated message, several editions of the 

"Kriegerzeftung" concerned themselves with issues of a military-technical 

nature, such as a complete number (19th April 1925) devoted to flying and 

its importance for the state: or ballooning and airships (24th May 1925). 

In these connections, the KB was seen acting as a sounding-board for 

Reichswehr leaders who, since 1922 had had German officers trained in 

Russia and were concerned in broadening general interest and civilian 

. fl' (17) activity in y1ng • 

Despite the marked militarist, revanchist trends in KB propaganda, 

discussion of more abstract ideological concepts - such as "FUhrertum" -

display at this time a notiaably moral, even Christian complex!o~ "Nicht 

der FUhrer ist das GUltige, sondern das Amt. Alles blosse Macht Uben 

wollen ist gemein." Leaders must be morally irreproachable with adequate 

,. (18) 
experience in a subordinate role. Example is all important • 

1925 saw the death of President Ebert and' the election in his place of 

Field-Marshal von Hindenburg marked the beginning of the end fot republican 

government in Germany. "No matter how Hindenburg might comport himself in 

the immediate future" wrote Eyck, "his selection ••• was a triumph of 

(19) 
nationalism and militarism and a heavy defeat for the Republic" • True 

he secured only a small majority over the Centrist Wilhelm Marx; true also 

that the Communist Tbllmann wrested from the latter a vital 2 million votes. 

Nevertheless, this event was the clearest possible indication of the 
.. 

successful retrenchment of the old ruling classes and the rehallowing of 

their once so discredited policies, still more so, of the success of 

nationalist propaganda which fastened so avidly on to every action of 

Germany's former enemies after the ill-fated Versailles Treaty. At this 

time the presidential election was not quite so "political" as it was to 

be in 1932. Heeringen's support for Jarres was welt-known, although 

(17) Carsten op.cit. p.143. 
(18) KZ 8-2-25 ;'Wege der Jugend"; 2-8-25; 31-12-26 "Gedanken Uber FUhrertum". 
(19) Eyck op.cit.lp.340. 
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consideratioPR of political neutrality prevent~d his signing the "L8bell 

Conunittee's" declaration. The "Kri~gerze~_ tung" thus supported Jarres 

in the first ballot (if without actually naming him)(ZO). The Bund came 

out unfeignedly in favour of Hindenburg in the second, thus provoking 

" (21) criticism from the big Catholic LandesverbHnde • 

This trend of propaganda activity continued throughout the '~iddle-

period" of the Weimar Republic. The very first number of the new 

"KyffhHuser" (7th January 1926) announced that "the year of the great 

struggle against Versailles has begun" and while re-stating the old cry of 

": "tTherparteilichkeit" ("Wir wollen nicht klagen gegen Land oder Verfassung 

oder Regierung") the affinity with the growing clamour of the extreme Right 

is unmistakable - even to the extent of including explicitly racist 

conunents ("die Gelben und Schwarzen" on the one hand, and the "weisse 

(22) 
Weltherren" on the other ). By 1927, the pfficial statements of the 

Bund were receiving more notice in the national press, as were the national 

(23) events, instituted by the KB, in conjunction with other associations • 

Such was the 2nd German "Reichskriegertag" held on 2nd/3rd October 1927 in 

Berlin, marking Hindenburg's birthday. The Hauptkriegerverband Berlin 

issued a special "Festschrift" on this occasion, reproducing Hindenburg's. 

letter to the KB: "Ihn zu stBrken und dam:f.t die Vorb~diI\gung fUr den 

Wiederaufstieg des Vaterlandes zu schaffen, muss unsere grosse, dauernde 

Aufgabe sein". This theme of rearming Germany (which was, of course, 

already to some extent secretly underway), was pointed by a long article 

-concerning "Unsere Reichsmarine", which dwells on the disparity of the Navy 

vis a vis those of the other countries of Europe. This essay does not bear 

(20) KZ 22-3-25 "Parolebuch"I/Nachlass Gayl 23: "Berlin Lokalanzeiger" 
14-3-25 (K). 

(21) KZ 12-4-25, "PB"I/Nachlass Gayl 23:lIschulz-Luckau, op.cit. p.79. 
(22) KY '7-1-26 "An des Jahr,es Schwelle" (KB). 
(23) NB 906, 2.9, repor.t of Horn's speech in "Der Tag" 9-1-27 (K). 
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the stamp of the professional Journalism of the KB press department, and 

constitutes an emotional glorification of armed might, the belief that "a 

show of strength" is good for trade, as well as concern with the status of 

ex-patriate Germans - in fact all the outdated and discredited concepts of 

. (24) 
European colonialism at 1ts worst • The question ot the "geraubten 

Kolonien" themselves was only of secondary importance and did not crop up 
If 

so frequently. Indeed, all mention of the colonies was omitted from the 

twelve LeitsHtze formulated in September 1928, although at least one 
(25) 

Kreisverband protested at this • 

Such then was the most important field of propaganda activity exploited 

by the KB. Certainly, the minds of many ex-servicemen were intially 

receptive to the type of article described above; certainly, other factors 

and other organisations were at work. Nevertheless, propagandlof any 

sort feeds on itself: while not alone in ini t.iating "public opinion" it 

can certainly, at times, sustain and deepen existing hatreds, thus shaping 

political powers that are not always amenable to control. In their "loca1s", 

their places of work, and, especially, in their own families, Kriegerverein 

members were specifically required to "spread the word"; and those who read 

. the "Kriegerzeitung" were well-armed for everyday political debate. 

Still more influential in their way, were the big public demonstrations 

and the speeches made by the leaders of the organisation (both of which were 

to find their way increasingly into the national press - assisted by 

Riebicke's policy of sending "press releases" to all the important national 

aod local dailies). All local parades were in essence demonstrations - even 

if merely funeral processions - and thus constituted a form of pr9paganda 

activity. Wh~n these were magnified many hundreds of times, they tended to 

influence not only the participants (who were of course immensely boosted 

(24) "Hindenburg zu Ehren" 'p.30 et seq. 
(25) NB 906, protest by Halle KKV (K). 
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morale-wise), but all spectatols, whether well-disposed or not, and had 

even wider political effects. Such was the KB/Stahlhe1m "Moltke" Festival 

in Ha11e (11th May 1924). 70 special trains helped to bring some 100-150,000 

men of all "pat,riotic" groups (Stahlhelm, Wehrwo1f, NSDAP, etc) to what came 

close to being a monarchtst demonstration on the grand scale. A Reichswehr 

band and Traditions Company'from Moltke's old regiment even played the Imperial 

Hymn, "Hei1 Dir im Siegerkranz". Among those present were Prince Oskar, 

Field-Marshal von Mackensen, Ludendorff, Scheer, Schr6der, Maercker and 

Einem. The salute at the 2~ hour long march-past in column of eight was 

nevertheless taken by Generaloberst Kriegsminister,a.D. von Heeringen, 

president of the Kyffhluserbund. Reports of this occasion, at which four 

~unists and one policeman were killed, and many others injured, soon 

found their way into the Foreign Ministries of the allied nations, placing 

renewed strain on Anglo-German relations and leading' the Prussian Ministry 

of the Interior to ban public demonstrations for ,a while. This was not 

all - with the fall of Poincar&'s government in June came widespread 

(26) 
rumours of a general German uprising • 

A similar co-operation of nationalist groups, on a smaller scale, was 

seen in June 1924, in Hamburg, this time initiated by the "Hochschulr1ng 

deutscher Art" against the "war-guilt-lie". Besides the dignitaries of 

Hamburg and various right-wing political parties, the local Kriegerverband 

and local branch of the "Vereinigung der VaterlUndischen Verblnde·also took 

t
(2]) 

par • Reports of this demonstration went to the Reichskanzlei. 

On 10th August 1924 the KB held a great '~eldenehrungtt, complete with 

(28) choir and orchestra, on the KyffhUuser Mountain • Also with a religious 

motif, 'were the series of services in the summer of 1925 at the Kyffhluser 

(26) FO 371, 9825, C7885 & C8l29j 9826, CU467/2977 (PRO). 
(27) R 43 1 770/31 (K). 
(28) AA 8-7-24, p.173. 
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Munument, inaugurated by the 7th June "Kriegerfest" (march, parade, . " 

service, patriotic address, march-past: evening concert in the IIBurghof": 

torchlight procession). Subsequently came two evangelical services (21st 

June, 5th July), one RC Service (19th July) and the KyffhHuser Jugendfest 

(2nd August). In the middle of June were held the Rhineland Millenary 

celebrations. Rallies at Solingen and week-long KV celebrations elsewhere 

involving the'VBlkische Freiheitsbewegung ll and Prince Eitel Frederick, not 

to mention the usual Reichswehr bands and the presence of Stresemann and 

seven other ministers at the opening, gave the British Foreign Office some 

cause to suspect the German Foreign minister of encouraging the militarist-

nationalist-monarchist movement. In addition a letter of the Ministry of 

Interior apparently approved nationalist demonstrations in the Rhine1and, 

so that the British government were quite justified in drawing the attention 

of the German Ambassador to the matter - which. seemed likely to threaten the 

Anglo-German negotiations being carried on, now at a "delicate ~tagen. 

The only defence the German government could put forward was the rather 

(29) 
doubtful claim that the letter was a forgery • Shortly afterwards ccme the 

. (30) 
big Hamburg shooting fest1val (22nd/23rd August) • All this, and the 

accompanying build-up in the KV Press, was merely a prelude to the biggest 

public demonstration yet seen in Weimar Germany: the 1st "Deutsche 

Reichskriegertag" in Leipzig 07th/19th October 1925). Here a mass parade 

on the now familiar pattern included some 120,000 veterans (40,000 Stahlhe1m), 

15,000 members of "patriotic societies" and a large Austrian contingent. 

Messages of greeting read at the big parade on the 18th included those from 

the Crown Prince, Hindenburg, the Minister des Innern and the President of 

the DOB. The resulting national press coverage was considerable, as was 

(31) 
the hostility from Social Democratic papers • 

(29) FO 371, 10757, C6574 & C6812/6306; 10758," C8374/6306 (PRO). 
(30) KZ 12-4-25. 
(31) KZ 6-9-25, 25-10-25, 8-11-25. 
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From th~ point of view of the veteran organisations, the first 

Reichskriegertag was a striking success. Two years later, on the 

occasion of Hindenburg's 80th birthday, a repeat performance was staged in 

(32) 
Berlin itself. The second Kriegertag (2nd/3rd October 1927) had its 

climax in a massive rally in the Stadion, accompanied by all the colour and 

pageantry that the Reichswehr museums could muster. Historic banners and 

uniforms pointed the theme of Germany's glorious military past. Although 

the Prussian Minister des Innern placed a ban on the carrying of sticks and 

umbrellas, and on the wearing of non-KyffhUuser insignia, this was no more 
, 

than a vain gesture • To what avail were the understandable doubts of 

convinced republicans when the President of the Weimar Republic, its armed 

forces and officials, took part in what was a militarist and nationalist 

demonstration in the best tradition of Imperial Germany? Not only did 

such events arouse the liveliest suspicion among foreign observers, but they 

did much to make respectable the extreme views of the right-wing political 

parties. More than anything else, the fact that successive repub~ican 

governments sought to appease nationalist, militarist sentiment and its 

personification in Hindenburg - and even dabbled in the dangerous business 

of propaganda itself (i.e. the "Arbeitsausschuss") - made inevitable a 

situation in which any policy of fulfilment of the hated Treaty obligations 

was tantamount to treason in the eyes of vast sections of the German populace. 

Although the obstacles were formidable, even in these middle years of the 

Republic - with renewed economic growth and financial stability, surely an 

attempt could have been made, with reasonable prospect of success, to stop 

this dangerous trend in "revanchist" propaganda? Alas, those responsible 

for the government of Germany preferred to use it as a means of strengthening 

their hand vis a vis the Allies. And by the time the Nazis began attrac ting 

(32) "Hindenburg zu Ehren" p.42 et seq.//Nachlass Schleicher 99, report by 
Lt. Col. von Ledepur 2S-l0-27.//NH 906, 36 "WUrttbg. "KZ" 3-7-27, p.256. 
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mass public support the "point of uo return" had already been reached. 

To the KV press and the big public r~tlies must be added a third type 

of propaganda - which, of course, often involved all three types together -

the speeches of the leaders of the Bund. Both Heeringen and Horn were men 

ideally suited to lead any national organisation with a respectable, 

conserv~tive lIimage". Both were men of intelligence and integrity, with 

more than average (for army officers) ability as public speakers. With 

the prestige of their rank and position, not to mention their own 

personalities they were usually able to dominate their immediate subor

(33) 
dinates • Horn particliarly realised the value of personal contacts and 

insisted on all the central staff getting out and speaking at even 

Kreisverband meetings. On at least one occasion, the whole Berlin Centrale 

. (34) 
was sent out to canvas the policy of the leadersh~p • The speeches made 

by these men obviously reflected the trends already discerned in the KV 

Press, discussed above: "Deutschland Hber alles ist uns kein leer er 

Begriff, sondern eine Tatsache". "Wir stellen unser Vaterland Uber alles. 

(35) 
Unser Symbol ist Schwarz-Weiss-Rot" (1925 ). This type of statement, 

together with allusions to the great past and heroic deeds of fallen 

comrades, was probably fairly typical of Heeringen's addresses: simple and 

effective, particularly if followed by the request for the assembly "to 

(36). 
stand, in silent tribute to the Kaiser" • Horn on the other hand, paid 

much more attention to purely ideological concepts: IIWiederweckung der 

deutschen Seele, der deutschen Gemfitswerte und damit der idealen Weltanschaung. 

Unser Volk mUsse wieder religi8s werd en,es mUsse wieder erkennen lernen, daM 

nicht alles kHuflich sei, sondern, dass das NichtkHufliche den Wert eines 

(37) 
Menschen, eines Volkes, ausmache", thus reported "Der Tag in January 1927 • 

\ 

( ::; 3 ) See p. 15. 
(34). February 1932. 
(35) "Heeringen an den Kriegervere1ne~, p.4l, July 1925. 
(36) NB 906, 10 Heeringen at Neuruppin conference July 1925 (K). 
(37) NH 906, 29 "Der Tag" 9-1-27 report of Horn's speech at KB meeting: 

also in other papers '( K) • 

.... 
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But not all Horn'~ speeches at this stage were carefully prepared and 

(38) 
circulated to the press ,although this.trend towards courting publicity 

had increased considerably. Besides a high moral, ideological tone, Horn's 

concept of the rele of militarism in Germanys future was little different 

from that of any other ex-general. At Stuttgart (11th June 1927), after 

·stressing the worth of "der alte Soldatengeist" against "Pazifismus und 

Materialismus", he continued: "Ein gesundes Yolk kann sich auf die Dauer 

nicht mit der Sklavenrolle abfinden, in der wir heute stehen. Der 

Wehrgedanke und die Wehrhaftigkeit sind darum n8tig". Freedom is possible 

. (39) 
only via nationalism, ~ internationa11sm • Probably one of the most 

comprehensive statements of policy ~ade by Horn in these years was that 

at the September 1928 Vertretertagung on the KyffhHuser. After references 

to the "btutale Gewalt des Versal1ler Vertrages"and "Versklavung mit der 

sogenannten Schu1d1Uge" he turned to the question of pacifism: "Den Frieden 

wollen llir alle haben and besonders wir alte Soldaten, die den Krieg wirklich 

kennengelernt haben, sind die letzten, die den Krieg herbeisehnen. Wir wollen 

aber FREI und gleichberechtigt sein, und nur ein Yolk, ~s den Geist der 

Wehrhaftigkeit nicht preisgibt, das nicht auch noch seine geistigen Waffen 

fortwirft und das, einig in seinem vaterlUndischen Wollen, in der Lage ist, 

sich sein Recht, seine Gleichberechtigung und seine Freiheit zu erzwingen". 

He went on to attack international~sm and materialism, again from an almost 

religious standpoint, and to blame class-hatred, misunderstanding, etc, .for 

(40) 
most of the ills in present-day German society. • Fo~lowing this build-

up, Horn announced the twelve new "LeitsUtze" - guiding principles for the _ .. 

activity of the Bund in the difficult years lying ahead. On the practical 

side, the various existing fields of work are listed including opposition to 

the "war-guilt-l1e" .and an open avowal of the target of inculcating 

"Wehrhaftigkeit" - by implication at any rate,. espousing the cause of 

(38) NH 906, 35 Horn to Major General Bucholz 5-7-27 (K). 
(39) NH 906, 36, report in "WUrtt. KZ" 3-7-27 (K). 
(40) ibid. 41.1 Press Circular 20-9-28. 
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military a~d pre-military_ training, especially for the KyffhHuserjugend. 

On the personal, moral side great emphasis is laid on the noble virtues, 

with particular m-ention of idealism, conscience, personality, devoutness 

(Fr8mmigkeit) and the family. Finally, for the nation in general, unity, 

will-to-freedom, honour and justice, are to be combined with military 

" "(41) 
preparedness • While the moral, religious side of the LeitsKtze is 

undeniable, the other provisions lack something in preCision. Certainly 

Horn at this time tended to play down the "revanchist" side of German 

nationalism, and the main trend of KB propaganda in the remaining yea~was 

'; towards "Gleichberechtigung" (following official, government policy). 

Nevertheless, talk of a "will-to-freedom", a "fight for German honour", 

military prepredness and keeping in touch with ex-patriate Germans is 

capable of a much more aggressive interpretation. When one considers that 

many of Horn's colleagues, especially the influential Riebicke, were of a 

less moderate frame of mind - and often gave expression to their views in 

speeches and the pages of the "Kyffhlluser" one is forced to the conclusion 

that this lack of precision in the LeitsKtze was deliberate. When a press 

circular only a few weeks later could conclude: "KyffhHusergeist 1st 

ebenso national wie sozial - ebenso al1umfassend wie auf das einzelne 
(42) 

gerichtet" • leaving aside the sinister juxtaposition, one must recognise 

" once more the principle of "Uberparteilichkeit" in a new guise. The nature 

of KB "neutrality" between 1923 and 1929 will be examined in subsequent 

sections. For the moment, one must conclude from this survey of the 

general propaganda activity of the Bund that, despite the official 

government lead given in this field, despite the somewhat more ethical 

approach of the -new leader, von Horn, the KB, in conjunction with natiotlilist 

and militarist elements both"within the establishment and on the extreme 

(41) "Leitsltze" in 1930 Jahrbuch etc. 
(42) RH 906, 55.1 Press Notice 8-10-28 (K). 
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political Right conttibuted significantly to the growth and dissemination 

of an intransigent, vengeful spirit among the people of Germany - and in 

so doing paved the way for the Nazis in a tangible manner. 

As wIth the KB, the main propaganda activity of the DOB was in the 

fields of nationalism and militarism, although there existed slight 

differences in emphasis and a more definite political bias to the Right. 

The DOB announced its official co-operation with the "Uberparteilich" 

~rbeitsausschuss deutscher VerbHnde" in May 1925, and subsequently took a 

share in the "petition" activity of the "AufkUlrungsausschuss betr. die 

(43) 
Kriegsschuldfrage" • Similarly in 1928, the "DOB" publicised the 

(44) 
activities of the "Deutscher Kampfbund gegen die Kriegsschu1dlUge" • 

The trend taken by the pacemakers of the "patriotic" Verblnde soon, however, 

induced the DOB to take up a more radical position than the officially 

sponsored "Arbeitsausschuss". Government policy involved a repudiation . 
of war-guilt at home while avoiding a direct confrontation with the Allies. 

Thus, while Stresemann spoke publicly to this effect on 29th Sep'tember 1924, 

(45) 
a corresponding note to the Allies, thagh prepared was not sent • 

Similarly in 1927, Hindenburg, Mane and Stresemann, all voiced "anti war-

guilt" sentiments in public. On 1st May 1928, shortly before the 

Reichstag elections spelt the end of the Y~rx government, the DOB in common 

with such groups as the "Vereinigung der VaterUindischen Verblnde", DeQtsche 

Ade1sgenossenschaft, NDO, NSDAP, Stahlhelm and Wehrwolf, sent a strongly 

worded demand to the Chancellor, that Germany's agreement to Article 231 of 

the Versailles Treaty be officially repudiated in a note sent to all the 

(46) 
Allied Powers • Thus, the DOB threw in its lot with the "national 

opposition" and committed itself to the support of the more radical 

propaganda of the Nazis and Stahlhelm which so much disturbed Germany 

(43) "DOB" 16, 5-6-25: Nachrichten der Bundes1eitung. 
(44) "OOB" , 15-3-28, p.323.' 
(45) Eyck, op.clt. Vol" I p.316-l7. 
(46) "OOB" 25-5-25: Nachrichten. 
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between 1928 and 1933. 

It is'not surprising'that the spirit of the old officer co~ps mani-

fested itself in other equally objectionable directions. The series 

"Gedenke, dass du ein Deutscher bist!" by General von Cramon, often embodied 

(47) 
the sharpest expressions against Social Democracy and pacifists generally • 

The candidature of Jarres for the first presidential ballot in 1925 was 

(48) 
canvassed, unlike the KB, by name • Sometimes the DOB leadership gave 

expression to the tacit anti-semitism practised in the local groups: in a 

circular of January 1924, officers with connections to any internationally 

orientated ("in pazifistichem und jildisCh~marxistischem Sinne") group(49), 

are viewed as "beyond the pale". 

In other respects the nationalist and militarist effusions of the DOB 

are little different from those of the KB: the importance of forwarding 

the "Wehrgedanke" was the subject of the first unanimous resolution of the 

(50) 
1927 conference ,and recurred fwequently. Stress was laid on the 

development of Polish armed migh~~l~ut the main attack was direct against 

(52) 
France , and such promising international developments as the Locarno 

. (53) 
Pact met with scant enthus1asm • The question of colonies also found 

(54) 
an occasional airing • 

The NDO continued along the lines it had laid down from its foundations, 

despite the difficulties of the "Uniform-Verbot" and the restrictions laid 

on public demonstrations by the emergency decrees of 1921 and 1922. The 

only real difference from the DOB was its more specific avowal of a 

restoration of the Hohenzollerns. In 1924 the NOO was prominent in the 
(55) 

patriotic movement to mark the 10th Anniversary of the outbreak of war • 

Demonstrations in conjunction with DOB, ROB and other "VaterUlndische 

(47) e.g. "DOB" 34, 5-12-28, p.1386. 
(48) "DOB" 1925, p.198, 226, etc. 
(49) D-O-Bl 29, 5-2-24, p.29: Verbandsnachrichten. 
(50) "DOB" 15~ 1927, p.827. 
(51) "DOB" 15-8-28, 5-10-28. 
(52) "DOB" 18, 1925, p.516; 25-7-25 (Front page); 5-8-27 p.945. 
(53) "DOB" 5-10-25, p.974: "unsatisfactory impression". 
(54) "DOB" 15, 1927; report of May conference; !.!!.2 "DOB" 18, 1928, p.739. 
(55) AA 24-6-24, p.161. 
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VerbHnde" against the Locarno Pact, at the end of 1925, were in the event 
. (56) 

sabotaged by the weather • Concern wi~h the war-guilt question produced 

demands for official repudiation as early as 1925(57). Every move by the 

. (58) 
Allies was greeted with the utmost host~lity • In 1925 the election of 

Hindenburg was advocated as a chance to "purge" parliamentary-democratic 

elements from the state apparatus. In 1927 the March conference came out 

in favour of "ein VHlkisches Deutsches Kaiserreich". Admiral von 

SchrHder's speech gave voice to the anti-French revanchist spirit prevailing 

. (59) 
on the R~ght : only the "Teutonic Furor" of the whole German race could 

save the country. It is hardly surprising that Jewish circles described 
(60) 

the NDO as overtlya"ti-5ematic.. Folbwing the KB's example in late 1928, 

the NDO published its own programme: the re-establishment of an imperial 

dictatorship under the Hohenzollerns, the purification of the German 

race ("Alles ••• Undeutsche ••• rllcksichtslos zu beseitigen")~ conscription, 

(61) 
youth training (for all children over 10), recapture of the colonies, etc • 

All thiS, it should be emphasised, in 1928, when the NSDAP had only 12 seats 

in the Reichstag. 

The NDO was, however, by no means always the o££ic~r association 

closest to the Nazis. This position belonged initially to the "Deutsch-. 

V8lkische Offizierbund" - one of the important constituents of Ludendorff's 

"Tannenbergbund". General Xchter, leader of the DVOB and formerly head of 

of the Bund Oberland, had taken a prominent part in the Hitler-Ludendorff 

Putsch of 1923. " Achter was present in the BUrgerbrHukel1er in full uniform 

and, it was suggested in a letter (January 1924) from the Bavarian Army 

Command to the Relchswehr Ministry, was subsequently mistaken for Lossow 

(56) R 43 1 770, 71-73 (K). 
(57) AA 26, 8-7-25: AA 31, 19-8-25. 
(58) D-0-B1 12, 23-3-27. 
(59) BPD p.447//D-0-B1 12, 23-3-27//Deutsche Zeitung 14-3-27. 
(60) Centralverein Zei tung" 27-12-23, 10-12- 26. 
(61) "Gedenkschrift des NdO ZUID 10 jahdgen Bestehen", (DZA 1, "Stah1helm" 1903. 
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(the Wehrkreis COC) or DHnner (Munich Commandant): hence thQ participation 

of students from the Infantry and Pioneer schools. Whatever the truth of 

this may be, the action of the DVOB in November 1923, together with 

Ludendorff's enmity to the Bavarian Crown Prince, led to very strained 

relations not on~y with the local Reichswhr, but also with the three 

officer associations who had condemned the Putsch: DOB, NDO and the Verband 

der Bayerischen Offizier-Regimentsvereinigungen(62). Propaganda-wise the 

DVOB was, therefore, the most radical of the officer associations, being 

the only one actually to advocate and attempt illegal methods of changing 

the status quo • After the final breach between Hitler and Ludendorff in 

1925, the DVOB was· gradually succeeded by the NDO as the officer group 

closest to the NSDAP. 

In general,' the propaganda activities of the officer associations 

became more explicitly political and anti-republican between 1923 and 1928, 

which was due especially to the benevolent attitude of the old Field-Mar.hall 

President. While the KB endeavoured to maintain its neutrality, it equalled 

the OOB in the general nationalist, militarist field and this, in the lOftS' 

run, was probably more important: in the words of the pacifist Prof. FBr.ter: 

"Military propaganda with all the organisation and training connected with·it 

must have, and has already had, the most fatal influence on the general 

attitude of the German people towards the program of your Prime Minister as 

to the reconciliation of the French and the Germans on the basis of a 

(63) • 
European arrangement ll 

2. A'n'ITUDE TO SOCIAL DEMOCRACY 

During the early years of the republic, the!! had adopted and maintained 

an uneasy neutrality towards socialism. Although many local KVe still 

(62) WK VII 4050 (F). 
(63) FO 371, 9825 C8280/2977/l8 letter dated 1924. (PRO). 
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discriminated against socialists, many accepted them and in some they even 

formed a majority. Nevertheless, the 01~ enmity was never far from the 

surface on either side. Socialist "FrontkJlmpferbUnde" were already coming 

into existence outside the KB. The anti-republican activities of the Nazis 

and other extremist groups on the Right, and the increasing importance of 

the Sta~lhe1m, tended to accelerate this process, particularly in view of 

the contacts between these associations and the KB. These new socialist 

Vereine also included moderate middle-class elements and this political 

range was reflected in the initial foundation of the "Reichsbanner Schwarz-

Rot-Gold" in Magdeburg (February 1924), where DDP and Zentrum worked side-

by-side with the Social Democrats. With the official blessing of Ebert 

and Severing the outlook for this association was bright and within a year 

its membership passed the 3 million mark, thus becoming the biggest 

association of its kind in Weimar Germany, although, of course, many of ita 

members were not ex-servicemen. Financed by the SPD, trades-unions, Jewish 

and international pacifist organisations, it rapidly assumed the shape of a 

political Kampfbund, similar to the SA, Stahlhelm and Rote-FrontkKmpferbund. 

This, and the co-operation with the French occupation authorities soon led 

to the withdrawal of some "bUrgerlich" elements. Thus the Centrist Wilhelm 

Marx resigned in July 1927. The policy of the Weimar government in 

encouraging the conflict between rival political KampfbUnde cannot be too 

strongly deprecated. The new republican organisation made additional 

difficulties for the KB, particularly with regard to its policy towards 

(1) 
Social Democracy • 

Already condemned by the 

"vater1andsfeindlich" (August 

still influential "DeutschesOffizierb1att" as 
(2) 

1924) J the Reichsbanner was the subject of 

(1) Rohe op.cit., pp. 30, 37-8, 43-44, 51, 68-70, 73-75. 
Nach1ass Marx 265, H8rsing to Marx 22-5-25; Marx July 1927; Gen. Cramon 
to Marx 1-12-24 (KM). 

(2) AA 24-9-24. 
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many enqui~ie~ to the KB .Centr~1e during the summer of 1924. The 

September conference discussed the i~sue and produced a carefully worded 

statement: the ostensible aim of the Reichsbanner was not condemned, but in 

view of the obvious party-political bias and its antipathy towards the KB's 

emphasis on the cultivation of military tradition: " •• ist die Zugerh8rigkeit 

unserer" Mitglieder zum Reichsbanner S-R-G mit unseren GrundsKtzen nicht 

(3) 
vereinbar" • Many KVe drew the obvious inference from this and 

immediately wrote to their Reichsbanner members threatening them with 

expuls"ion (4) • In many cases men gave up their membership of the socialist 

.; organisation, rather than lose the advantages of the KB welfare schemes. 

For this reason the Reichsbanner general meeting, as late as 1926, refused 

(5) 
a similar declaration of mutual exclusion • On the other hand, where 

socialists or members of the Reichsbanner predominated, whole KVe 

occasionally "defected" from the KB(6). 

Al though the Reichsbanner was tt.us ini tially condemned as "political" 

and not as "socialist", 1925 saw a definite hardening of the official lCB 

attitude against socialism. In April the "Kriegerzeitung" carried a long 

article, "Schwarzrotgo1d und Schwarzweissrot" by Senatspdla. a.D. Schm8lder 

(Rassel), in which the history of the controversy was carefully examined: 

"Schwarzrotgold" is honoured, as the banner under which German patriots 

dreamed between 1815 and 1867; "Schwarzweissrot" is preferred as that under 

which they achieved and defended national unity between 1867 and 1919. The 

Allies are blamed primarily for subsequent conflicts, inasmuch that they had. 

labelled the one as the badge of "pacifism" and the other as that of"mili- --,. " tarism and imperialism. The article nevertheless concluded with a scathing 

attack on the Social Democrats, who are described as unpatriotic, pacifist 

(3) AA 16-11-24. 
(4) e.g. Tilsit: NH 1906, 4: "VorwHrts" 7.10.24. 

Aschaffenburg: NH'906, 5: "MUnchener Zeitung" 13-1-25 (R). 
(5) Rohe op.cit. p.127. 
(6) See p. ,,~. I/Rohe p.72: Gefrees (IIReichsbanner" 15-4-26). 
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alld subscribing to "war-guilt ll (7). Certainly, socialists attacked the" 

old colours .Ll'om the outset, and adopted the new ones in an effort partly 

to display the good intentions of the new Germany in the international 

field. Their failure to achieve a real "revolution" in the wider social 

and political sense, made the flag controversy inevitable, and in the long 

run, was to make the position of moderate nationalists impossible. 

The Reichsbanner itself claimed often enough that they were not 

(8) 
hostile to the KB, but only to the Stahlhelm • This may have been so 

initially, but there is plenty of evidence to indicate the existence of 

political hostility on both sides, at all levels. On 25th July, Dr. Haas, 

the DDP Reichstag deputy, condemned KB policy as "verderblich und 

verUchtlich" and followed this up with an .attack in the "Berliner Tageblatt" , 

whose Chi~f Editor Theodor Wolff was one of the DDP members of the RB 
(9) 

Reichsausschuss ,(16th August). As a reply to this, the KB devoted 

an entire issue of the "Parolebuch" (the 4 side official supplement to 
" ." (10) 

the "Kriegerzeitung") to the subject "Reichskriegerbund und Re~chsbanner" • 

The bulk of the evidence adduced dwelt on the anti-militarist, pacifist 

tendencies of the Reichsbanner; also their attacks on the Kaiser, Hindenburg 

and Ludendorff, their SPD/DDP political sympathies and acts of violence 

against "patriotic" associations. The underlying vein of hostility towards 

Social Democracy was unmistakable. And yet, at the SPD party conference in 

Heidelberg in September 1925, the old proposal to ban party members from 

simultaneous membership of KVe, was once more rejected. At the same time, 

the KB conference re-affirmed the decision of 1924. Apart from Social 

Democratic fears that they would be the losers if the choice was enforced, 

it is likely that they ~oped the continued presence of their sympatbi.ers 

in the KB ranks would continue to force the Bund to adhere to what was 

(7) KZ 26-4-25. 
(8) Rohe p.l27-8. 
(9) ibid. p.70. 
(10) KZ 30-8--25. 
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left of its "neutrality"(ll). The Kriegertag in Leipzig provoked a good 
. . 

deal of criticism in socialist papers and the "Kriegerzeitung" continued 

periodically to print material critical of the revolution, the Reichsbanner 
(12) 

and socialism • 

The KB stand against the Reichsbanner seems to have met with some 

success. At the beginning of 1926 it was alleged even in SOCialist 

papers that it was in some areas (Saxony, espeCially) losing members to 

the KVe. At the same time, Heeringen appears to have been in touch with 

Reichstag-deputy Schwarzer and it is possible he was contemplating the 

return to the pre-l9l5 state of affairs, when Social Democrats were 

excluded from the KVe. Schwarzer wrote in reply, that although Social 

Democrats were fundamentally enemies of the KVe "praktisch wurden die 

"sti1len" SOZI immer schon geduldet ••• " aLld had never been bothered 

(behelligt) in Bavaria ,and other South German states. Heeringen's death 
. 

at the end of 1926 and the election of von Horn does not seem to have 

ended consideration of once more excluding Social Democrats. Prior 'to a 

Vorstand meeting in summer 1927, the influential Bavarian Kriegerbund 

wrote to Berlin: "Das Verhalten der Sozial-Demokraten in der Nachkriegszeit 

hat jedoch wiederholt die Frage aufwerfen lassen, ob die Duldung sozi8l-

demokratischer Mitglieder in unseren Vereinen angezeigt erscheint. Tats3che 

ist jedenfalls, dass dort, wo Uberzeugte Sozialdemokraten in unseren Vereinen 

sind, bes. wenn sie die FUhrung an sich gerissen haben, nicht der Geist 

herrscht, den wir wUnschen. Andererseits, sind viele Mitglieder, bes. aus 

dem Arbeiterstand, meist nur aus wirtschaftlichen GrUnden Mitglieder und 

Angeh8rige sozialdemokratischer Organisationen". This matter was recommended 

for discussion, as the KB was at the time under attack from "patriotic" 

circles (13) • 

Clarly. important sectors within the KB felt the need for greater 

(11) NH 915, WUrttmbg KB to KB, l7-9-251IKZ 20.9.25. 
(12) KZ 8-11-25: "Nachwort zum Reichskriegertag": "Was uns die Revolution 

brachte~' • 
(13) NB 915, 19 et seq.IINH 913, 170. Bay KB 22-5-27. 
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definition, both of the Bund's rSle and of its membership. Had the steps 

against socialists been taken, this would have been valuable progr~ss 

towards adapting the KB to the poli tical si tuation in a "party" sense o.ike 

the Stahlhelm and Reichsbanner) and perhaps, ultimately, of linking it with 

the fortunes of one political party, or, better still, a new grouping of 

parties". Nothing alas materialised. Probably the statutory "neutrality" 

and the advantages of this in the field of relations with the army, etc, 

were considered insuperable. 

While the KB thus stopped short of expelling its socialist members, the 

': state of affairs that developed in the years following the 1924 decision to 

ban membership of the Reichsbanner was now virtually one of undeclared war. 

The "LeitsHtze" which the KB adopted at the end of 1928, were vigorously 

attacked by "VorwHrts", the socialist daily, who saw them as an avowal of 

the aims of the "Schwarz-weiss-rot" oppositioll, and recommended that·the 

Reichswehrminister (General Groener) should recognise this lapse ftom 

(14) 
"Uberparteilichkeit" and sever the army's connection with the ({Ve • 

That the LeitsKtze are capable of this, among other interpretations, i8 

suggested by the inclusion of a carefully worded message by General von 

Horn in "a whole series of anti-republican articles printed in the 9th 

November 1928 edition of the "Ni.ederdeutsche Zeitung" - designed to condemn 

the revolution. Other contributors included Hugenberg, Class, von der 

G 1 W and seldte(15). o tz, estarp 

Certainly all connections between KVe and the Reichsbanner were by no 

means severed. In 1927 a "He1dengedenkfeier" instituted by the Berlin 

Hauptkriegerverband was attended by ministers, ambassadors, Reichstag-

(6) 
president L8be, Reichsbanner leaders, etc • Such events, however, were 

(14) NH 906, 42 "VorwKrts" 22-9-28; 53, "Reichsbanner" 30 ... 9-28. 
56 "SHchsisches Volksblatt" 9-10-28 (K). 

(15) ibid. 57, letter from "Niederdeutsche Zeitung" 23-10-28. 
(16) Nachlass Stresemann 7143, H 150280, "Welt am Montag" 21-11-27. (FOL). 
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uncouanon. Hostility between KVe and Reichsbanner at the local level, 

brought the KB into conflict with the Roman Catholic Church~17) This, 

and the implacable hostility of all "patriotic" circles to "pacifism", led 

the KB in the years between 1923 and 1929 considerably to haden its 

attitude to Social Democracy and redefine its "UberparteUichkeit!tin a 

nationalist, milBarist sense. 

The officer· associations had from the outset taken a stronger line 

towards the revolution and the republican parties. Predictably, the 

attitude of the NDO was one of outright enmity. As early as October 1924, 

': the NDO leaders branded all Reichsbanner members a8 "the traitors of 1918", 

and the following month forbade any member of the NDO to attend any sort of 

ceremony - even a religiou8 one - where Reichsbanner members were officially 

present: "Das Reichsbanner ist ein international-sozialistischer Verban~, 

mit der entmannenden Parole: Nie wieder Krie~~ und hat a1s FUhrer und 

F8rderer Mlnner wie Ebert, Severing, Deimling, H8rsing an der Spitze 

The attitude of the ~ was only slightly less extreme. Already in the 

middle of 1924, together with a number of other organisations, a statedle11t·.· 

was issued attacking the Reichsbanner leader General von Deimling,· beeause 

of his attitude to the old colours(19). DOB members expressing .ympathy 

with the Reichsbanner (and there were not very many) were attaeked and even 

expelled from their local branches. In 1925, the DOB adopted new 

"Richtlinien" including: "Er beklfmpft den Geist des 9. November, er 

beklmpft den Geist, der 1n den Farben "Schwarz-Rot-Gold" sein lusseres 
(20) 

Symbol g efunden hat" • 'Ibis surely vas far more than refutation of the 

Reichsbanner. In tbe course of 1925 the DOB made much of socialist 

attack. on the. officer corps in the Reichstag, over the "uniformverbot,,(21), 

(i7)See p. ", .. H1· 
(18) NIl 1906, 3 ''MOnchener Post" 10-10-24: ref •• NdO Circular (K). 

AA 39, 16-11-24. 
(19) D-O-Bl 28. 23-8-~4. 
(20) AA 22, 10-6-25 "»OB und Demokrat1e". 
(2l) See p. ,.". 
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and retaliated by condemning socialist leaders such as General freiherr 
, (22) 

von Sch8naich • In the ensuing months the Marine Offizier-Verein 

waged its own campaign against such men as KapitHn-Lt. a.D. Kraschutzky, 

an itinerant preacher of the pacifist "Deutsche Friedensgesellschaft" and 

later the political and economic editor of "Das Andere Deutschland". 

Similarly with Admiral Truppe1. The MOV only narrowly managed to keep 

its "political neutrality" offiCially recognised - and thus retain its 

. (23) hnks wi th the Weimar Navy e. Particular odium was reserved for the 

"hochvetrHterischen Pazifist F8rster" - Prof. Wilhe1m F8rster, the editor 

of "Menschheit", who certainly maintained close links with the British 

authorities(24) •. Another strand in the DOB's anti-socialist policy was 

the attention given to the "stab-in-the-back" myth - as in the long article 

based on Herzfe1d's "Die deutsche Sozialdemokratie und die Aufl8sung der 

nationalen Einheitsfront im Weltkrieg ll
, whiC? pilloried the Majority 
(25) 

Socialists as well as the Independents • Similarly, the publicity 

given to ill-considered Reichsbanner attacks. on ex-officers, sometimes 

with joint protests against these in company with the more moderate veteran 

groups - all tended .to create and nurture hostility to the republicAn 

parties (26) • These trends were continued throughout 1928', and in May, 

the front-page declaration on the coming election ••• "Beklmpfung inter-

nationa1en pazifistischen und unv81kischen Geistes" ••• was a clear 

prescription in the party political sense(27). 

In general, the attitudes of all the ex-servicemen's organisations 

towards Social Democracy seem to have hardened perceptibly in the middle 

years of the Weimar Republic, largely as a response to the militant 

pacifism of the ieichsbanner. Pacifism achieved a 1tmited increased 

(22) "OOB" 1925, p.145. 
(23) IIM 65-71lNachlass Schleicher 26, 8. (F). 
(24) See p ........ IID-O-Bl 10-8-27 IIHochverrat". 
(25) "DOB" 35, 1927, p.1467. 
(26) "DOB" 38, 21-12-27, p.lS17. 
(27) "OOB" 15-5-28; 25-3-28; 5-12-28 ("Gedenk dass Du ein Deutscher Bbt")' 
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credence ~mong the lower classes immediat~ly after the war, but the 

aggressive ~ilitarism inculcated in the old Imperial officer corps was 

carried over into the Reichswehr and from the outset many serving 

officers gave voice to anti-pacifist, revanchist sentiments: "Germany 

must die if the·pacifist and democratic ideology becomes stronger! 

Versailles was a wrong built on lies: this must be expunged one day 

by force ••• " wrote Lt. Col. (later General) Joachim von Stdlpnagel 

This attitude was exactly that canvassed in civilian 

Germany by the officer associations, with increasing boldness in the 

years 1923 to 1929 • The efforts of the officer-controlled propaganda 

of the KB tended in the same direction, although under General von Horn 

-157-

the attempt was to be made to follow a mgre moderate nationalist line and 

to co-operate with the government. But by 1930, with the electoral 

successes of the Nazis, the damage bad been done. 

3. THE LOCAL INFLUENCE OF VETERAN ASSOCIATIONS 

It is highly doubtful whether German popular sentiment could ever 

have regained a healthy complexion after 1923, even if a wise and moderate 

internal policy had been consistently applied by successive republican 

governments. For, besides inflaming opinion, in a palpably nationalist, 

militarist sense, the French occupation of the Ruhr brought in its train 

a host of lamentable consequences: the final collapse of the Mark wiped 

out the savings of the industrious middle-classes who had hitherto not ---

actively opposed the republic. Similarly, anyone who had sold property 

in the months preceeding the stabilisation of the currency was left 

pennilesa. The Bavarian crisis and the separatist movements in the 

(28) Nachlaaa Schleicher 26, Memo 20-2-24 (cit. Carsten) (F). 
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Rhineland· immeasurably damaged the authority of the central government, 

while the intervention of the Reichswehr in Saxony and Thuringia only 

served to deepen the tensions between Left and Right. The republican 

army became increasingly linked in the public mind with the forces of 

reaction - with some justification in view of the secret contacts with the 

Wehrverbllnde. Particularly in urban industrial areas social-political 

hatreds were almost irretrievably deepened. In response to the boost 

given to the activities and nu~bers of the "patriotic" societies(l), there 

came into being such left-wing associations as the Communist "Rote 

Frontklfmpferbund" and the socialist "Reichsbanner Schwarz-Rot-Gold". 

Instead of banning all political KampfbUnde, and indeed any association 

likely to disturb the peace of the localities, the Weimar government 

chose de dangerous path of playing one side against the other. So, 

while the years 1923 to 1929 saw a return to· economic health, and indeed, 

a general enhancement of Germany's image abroad, due largely to the 

policies of Stresemann, internally, the country remained in a state of 

unrest, to which the propaganda activities of the veteran associations 

and the behaviour of their local branches contributed considerably. 

In the years after 1923 the situation in the localities became 

increasingly difficult as a result of the attitudes adopted by the 

clergy, albeit with the best of intentions. Relations between the 

religiously and politically neutral KB and the Evangelical and Catholic 

Churches had hitherto been completely cordial. The 1902 Erlass of the 

Evangelical Ober-Kirchenrat had ordered relations with the former: IV 

contingents accompanying a funeral of an ex-comrade were subject to the 

direction of' the officiating clergy in such matters as their. position 

inside the church, where the colours were to be left during the service 

(1) PO 371, ·9826 Cl1429/2977: "Secret Associations" 16-7-24 (PRO). 
-
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(at the alLar or at the door i.e.), and how-the music of the KV band or 

choir was to be co-ordinated with that of the service(2). The Catholic 

Church issued a more detailed instruction in 1899 (Erlass of the Cardinal 

Prince-Bishop of Breslau) which was given statutory weight for all 

Prussian dioceses by the Ministry of Interior: the order of the 

procession was regulated, though local custom was recognised; priest and 

KV chairman were to agree on the co-ordination of music; no special 

place inside the church could be claimed by the KV members for themselves 

or their colours; the latter, if unconsecrated, could not be carried 

ceremonially inside the church and must be left just inside the door: at 

the grave, the military "Ehrensalven" et~, could only follow the religious 
(3) 

aremony • Common sense usually ensured satisfactory collaboration, 

although the questions of "local custom" and "unconsecrated colours" were 

a field for possible conflict.- as later events were to prove. However, 

when trouble came, it was more the symptom of a changed relationship than 

the regulation itself being a casus belli. 

The general "Germanic Christian" attitude of the long-established 

KB was shared by the DOB who shaped their religious policy in the light 

of Hindenburg's remarks on the subject: old officers were requested by 

the 1925 DOB conference: ••• "Dem Frieden im Volke zu dienen, die Einheit 

deutschen Blutes sowie die christliche Gemeinsamkeit zu f8rdern und die 

80zialen GegensHtze wo immer sie k6nnen, UberbrUcken zu helfen,,(4). In 

this there is just an echo of the anti-semitic, V8lkisch attitudes 

prevalent in most other ex-servicemen's associations from the NDO and ROB 

to the Wehrv~rbHnde of. Ludendorff (flTannenbergbund fl ) and the Nazis(5). 

Other than inageneral ethical sense the words quoted are without meaning. 

(2) Westphal p.96: "Erlass" 6-1-1902. 
(.3) ibid. "Erlass" 4-11-99. 
(4) AA 1-7-25, report of DOB conference June 1925. 

(5) Centra1verein Zeitung 10-12-26. 
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One of the biggest "soziale Gegensltze" remained that of officer and 

other-rank which the DOB had been at considerable pains to ~erpecuate. 

In the KB on the other hand there is every reason to suppose that Christian-

ity . in both the religious and the ethical sense played an important rSle, 

especially in smaller communities where it tended to survive throughout 

the Nazi period(6). Where conflict between clergy and KV in the years 

1923 to 1929 occurred, it was mainly the result of the Churches' failure 

to distinguish between the KVe "and other right-wing associations. As 

will be seen, this failure was becoming increasingly understandable. 

Both from the point of view of "simultaneous membership" and from that of 

the public activities of the KVe themselves, the distinctions could at 

times be extremely blurred. An examination of certain "represellt:ltive" 

incidents from these years will indicate why. 

A KV funeral at Leitzkau, (kreis Jerichpw) in May 1~23. was accompanied 

by the usual parade with the old colour flying. This was inscri~ed - as 

were the majority - with the words, "With God For King and Fatherland". 

A local official noticed this and had proceedings instituted asainst th. 

KV chairman for displaying "ein aufreizendes Abzeichen" in the sense of 

the June/July 1922 emergency regulations. The chairman's conviction in 

November to 3 months' prison and 100 marks fine was quashed on appeal ~ a 

decision which seemed to countenance the public display of monarchist 

banners!(7) In 1924 several joint functions were staged by KB, Stahlhelm, 

(8) 
Wehrwolf, etc, sometimes in conjunction with the Nazis ,and frequently 

also in conjunction with the Reichswehr(9). Sometimes political partlea-

(10) 
endeavoured to make capital out of such events • Either way, these 

functions and the open expression in non-occupied territories of "a warlike 

(6) See p. a, •. 
(7) KZ 7-6-25 "Die Kriegervereinsfahne ••• ". 
(8) e.g. Hal1e, May 1924: FO 371, 9825 C7885 (PRO). 
(9) e.g. Halle ;K8nigsbe1& March 1924 FO 371, 9839 (707017070 (PRO). 
(lO)Leipzig Kriegertag (p./~,.)//Ber1in: FO 371, 9865 C12392 (PRO). 
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spirit" was viewed by the Allies with deep misgivings. "Let us be 

united and ve shall again appear as Victors in the terrible strife of 

. (11) 
l-!ations" was allegedly stated at a Kr~egertag in August (Gunmersbach) • 

If this was· indeed so, it lends some colour to the memorandum by Lord 
(12) • 

Kilmarnock that, "The Rhine Army consider - that the COIIIIlunist societies 

are at present no danger to the authority of the German government, but 

that the nationalist societies on the other hand are an incentive to 

Civil War and a direct menace to the Republic". 

In 1924 the Roman Catholic bishops" meeting at Fulda (August) 

discussed the activities of such WehrverbHnde as the Stahlhelm and 

formulated highly critical resolutions ("Stahlhelm" had adopted a 

VIHkisch type "Aryan Clause" in March in line with the more overtly anti

(13) 
semitic associations ). The effect of the Fulda meeting soon made 

itself felt in the parishes. At Paderborn,· the priest warned against 

participation in the Jungdeutsche Orden, Stahlhelm and the KVe, while 
(14) 

advocating the socialist "Reichsbanner" • The Kurhessen Kriegerbund 

complained to Berlin about this and other incidents, such as the sermons 

of a Jesuit, Pieper, on the theme "V81kischer oder biblischer Gott", 

and the warnings by a Catholic headmaster against Jungdo, the 
(15) 

VaterlHndische VerbHnde, and, by implication, the KVe • The KB had 
(16) 

already taken up.hostile attitude towards the Reichsbanner and in 

August 1925 came out openly on the side of the "patriotic" societies, 

devoting a whole edition of the Parolebuch to a list of Reichsbanner 
(17) 

misdemeanours and pacifist press activities • Probably one of the 

main factors in the timing of this announcement was the serious inCident 

(11) FO 371, 9812 C13532 (PRO). 
(12) ibid. 9826 C14770/2977, 18-9-24 (PRO). 
(13) Berghahn op.cit p.IOI. 
(14) HR 918, 119, correspondence with KKV Paderborn (1925). (K). 
(15) ibid. 120-21. 
(16) See p. '5', 
(17) KZ/PB 30-8-25. 
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in Aplerbeck (Ruhr) in May, which displays all the familiar signs: an 

tndustrial area where three events were planned to take place more or less 

in the same place at the same time: one held by the local KVe, one by the 

Reichsbanner and one by the Rote FrontkHmpferbund. Despite the personal 

assurances of local police chief Dimmick (who was a Reichsbanner committee 

member) the KVe were attacked, ~ by the Communists but by the socialist 

association, and although many police and LandjHger were preseat no 
(18) 

preventative steps appear to have been taken • Correspondence between 

KB and localities was dragged out over several months via Kreis and 

provincial levels - in the end little seems to have been achieved • 

Also in August, the official,section of the "Kriegerzeitung", the 

"Parolebuch", discussed KV banners, their colours and inscriptions. In 

line with the legal decision in the Leitzkau case, the use of the black-

white-red colours with the imperial dedication was advocated on historical 

grounds. . Similarly, new banners could well be exact replicas of the old 

ones. Only where new KVe were designing a colour for the first time was 
(9) 

the old inscription (not the colours) to be replaced! In this liaht 

it is hardly altogether suprising that the RC Church listed the KO along 

with the other associations "guilty of utterances against the State, its
(20) 

flag, its representatives, the Church and the bishops" • The 

inevitable result of all this was the tendency for local RC clergy to turn 

more towards the Reichsbanner and away from the KB. In some places this 

even culminated in a mass exodus of KV members from their Verein, setting 

(21) 
up a new Reichsbanner branch at the instigation of the local priest • 

Events of this nature and especially the rigorous policy of separation 

pursued by the Catholic Church in the question of youth associations 

(18) NU 919, Hollinde to KB 3-7-25 etc. 
(19) KZ/PB 16-8-25. 
(20) NB 918, Jungdeutschlandbund to Karwieae, 19-8-25: Kaplan Czeloth's 

ItKlarheit und Wahtheit" (K). 
(21) HR 91f t MUnchow (Grenzmark) to Karwiese 3-9-25 (K). 
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certainly worried the KB leaders. In Se~tember 1925 cont8cts were taken 

up with the Centrist Landtag member von Pap·en, in the hope of so~ting DlIltters 

(22) • 
out , but in fact, with all its official declarations against "interna-

. (23) 
tional-paciflst" organisations , the KB had "cooked its goose" as far as· 

the Catholic Church was concerned. 

Certainly the KB had been at fault in openly siding with organisations 

like Wehrwolf who could publish such matter as, "HATE, HATE, HATE •••• we 

must learn to HATE, we must burn with HATE!! To HELL with the love-your-
. (24) 

enemy rubbish!" On the other hand,· such sentiments in no way 

corresponded to the attitudes either of the KB itself, or of the average 

KV member. It would have been more to the credit of the Church, had it 

approached the leaders of the big ex-servicemen's organisations in an 

attempt at conciliation, rather than condemning them out-of-hand and 

forcing such "moderates" into more extreme P?sitions. But the RC . 

(25) 
~ampaign went on : Catholic ex-servicemen even began to form 

(26) 
associations outside both the KB - ~ the Reichsbanner • In general. 

the year that saw Hindenburg's election, also produced new difficulties 

with regard to the orientation of the KB itself - difficulties which 

resulted largely from conflicts at the local level - although the increasing 

participation of such associations as Stahlhelm in political matters was 

also an important factor. 

1926 saw a marked increase in radical violence in the localities -

especially from the side of the Communists. A KV member was murdered 

(December 1925(27», and imperial monuments desecrated (March 1926(28». __ _ 

In April a very serious incident in Karlshorst on the outskirts of 

Berlin resulted from a clash between coincident events of the local 

Krets Kriegerverband and the Communist "FrontkUmpferbund". Thirty 

(22) NU 918, letter to Papen (7-9-25 ) (K). 
(23) KZ/PB 16-8-25: DKWG instructions of 1-12-24. 

.. 
" .. 

(24) NB 918, Duisberg KV to PLKV 30-11-25; enclosure: ''Wehrw01f'' 1-10-25 (K). 
(25) ibid. 
(26) HR 921, 45 (e.g.) Berlin 1925 (October) (K). 
(27) NB 919, 50, "Montag" 28-12-25 (Schneden) (R). 
(28) NB 917, 75, "Der Tag" 28-3-26 (Wittstock) (R). 
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Jungdo m~mbers were attacked by a Communist mob outside the station; 

order was or.ly resnred (by an inadequate ~lice contingent) after three 

people had been"bayoneted and the officer in charge had given the orders 

" 1 Ai P Fi '" (29) f hid Knee - m - repare to re. A urt er nci ent in May at 

Friedenau prompted the KB to write in protest to the Prussian Minister for 

Peoples Welfare: "Dem Minister dUrfte bekannt sein, dass kaum ein 

Sonntag vergeht, an dem nicht harmlose Jugendvereinigungen, die dem 

staatlich gebildeten Jugendpflege-ausschUssen zum grossen Teil 

(30) 
augeh8ren, Uberfallen und verprUgelt werden" • 'l'he Prussian Minister 

of the Interior seems to have ensured that some of the accused at any 
(31) 

rate were brought to justice • 0 Similarly in Frankfurt am Main, 

Communist rowdies (some seventeen out of-a crowd of over 300) who 

attacked a KyffhUuser youth group with knives and sticks were brought to 

(32) 
justice • Probably the most serious attack on KVe took place in 

Neunkirchen (Saar)in July. A long-planned festival of some 55 KVe 

from all over the Saar was to take place on the 18th. Despite the 

strenuous opposition of the local Burgomaster and Landrat, the Allied 

Control Commission authorised at the last minute a joint counter-

demonstration by Communists, trades unions and a few Reichsbanner 

members, ostensibly "against war". Predictably, the result was a full-

scale riot in which some 800-1000Communists attacked the KVe - inflicting 

serious injuries on some 20 participants; one old man subsequently died. 

Despite the attempts by the Control Commission to put all the blame on 

the KVe, the fait clearly was with the former, and there may well be 

some truth in the charge that French agents had been at work. Of course, 

such °a large 'demonstration as a Kreis Kriegerverband festival was an 

obvious provocation in an industrial area, but power to stop it lay in the 

(29) NB 919, "Berliner Morgenpost" 27-4-26 (Front page) (K). 
(30) ibid. Friedenau KV letter 5-5-26; PLKV to Prussian Minister 3-6-26. 
(31) ibid. Prussian Minister of Interior (6-9-26). 
(32) ibid. PLKV to KKV Frankfurt 14-7-26 et.seq. 
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hands of both Commission and local authorities. To override the latter 

and authorise such a counter-demonstration at the last moment was grossly 

irresponsible. rhe long trial of some 35 defendants which took place in 

March of the following year heard some 110 witnesses and made nonsense of 

the official "Commission" statement after the riot(33). Although official 

German sympathy, as here, was often on the side of the XVe, and more than 
(34) . 

once their "restraint" when attacked was praised ,this was aot always 

so. In Frankfurt a KyffhHuser youth leader was sentenced to one month's 

imprisonment and 3 year's probation for what looks like a retaliatory 

sortie in the evening following a well-organised attack by COmmunists 
(l5) 

earlier in the day • Besides actual clashes between lYe and 

Communists in publiC, there also occurred victimisation of workers Who 

were XV members. One Karnatschke (Berlin-Johannisthal) was forced'to· 

quit two jobs within a week because hts son was a member of the 
, (36) 

Bismarckbund and he himself in the local Landwehrverein • 

Relations with the Catholic Church do not seem to have materially 

improved during 1926. The attitude taken by both the KB and the local 

bishop, when difficulties arose bdYeen a left-wing Cologneprieat and 

the local KyffhUuser Jugendgruppe, was that these could only be settled' ., ' 

(37) by discussions on the spot, between priest and RV chairman • On'th6 

other hand the RC Church opposed any establishment of separate Catholic 

RVe and at least one purely RC Verein ("St. Mauritius") had entered the 

Prussian Landesverband in 1925; (38) so far this had presented no problems • 

At this time the first'difficulties were experienced with the EvangeU,cal 

clergy. In Reuss a large KV remembrance parade was told (quite unjusti-

fiably) to leave their colours 'at the vicarage - and not to take them into 

(33) ibid. "SaarbrUcker Zeitung" 19-7-26;· ibid. 27-4-27. 
(34) ibid. "Hamburger Nachrichtel''' 14-8 ... 26. 
(35) ibid. KKV Fl'ankfurt/M to PLKV 8-9-26. 
(36) ibid. Berlin-Johannisthal XV to "KH", 3-10-26. 
(37) NB 918, K61n KKv to PLKV 12-9-26 et aeq. (K). 
(l8) NB 921, Saxon LV to KB, 20-5-26; reply 7-7-26 (K). 
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the church(39). 

By \ct2'-7 Germany was feeling the benefits· of the economic recovery and 

such acts - relieving international tension - as the withdrawal of the 

International Allied Military Control Commission. Incidents between XVe 

and Communists continued in the industrial regions of Berlin and 

(40) 
Silesia' ; KV .. demonstrations continued to attract the notice of the 

(41) 
Allies j acts of hostility to Evangelical clergy occasionally found 

(42) 
attention in the national press . • It was at this difficult polntln 

the development of the KB that the ailing·von Heeringen finally died and 

was replaced by a much younger recently retired Reichswehr general ~ van 

Horn. Here was a need for leadership in the fullest senle of the word, 

particularly in the task of defining the position of the biggest aenuine 

veterans' association via a vis the Right and the moderates. 

evidence, however, to suggest that Horn fully grasped the need at this stage. 

Incidents with Communists continued through 19~8. 

some 50-60 men armed with stakes attacked a XV house. 

In Seelow (Jalluary) . .. 
Al though one local 

paper evidently exaggerated events, there seeme to be some subst&ace to the 

suggestion that the local Landrat had taken insufftient measures to 

(43) 
protect the KV • Other events of this type took place" anciln ScIlnel •• 

; 

(44) 
Hamburg, a trade union .forced a driver to resign from hls KV • Relations 

with both churches continued to present problems. Despite strenuous efforts 

by the leaders of the Silesian branch the local Catholic authorities (General 

·Vicariat of the Breslau Prince-Bishop) refused to modify their attitude to 

the Kyf£bUuser Jugend associations. While there is some colour to the 

Church's attitude that "religious neutrality" was hardly appropriate for RC 

children when more suitable alternatives existed, one must nevertheless agree 

(39) NB 918, 
(40) NB 919, 

(41) Fa 311, 
(42) NB 918, 
(43) NIl 919, 
(44) NIl 919, 

Reuss LV to KB 12-6-26 (K). 
PLKV to Hauptkriegerverband Berlin 5-4-27; 
PLKY to Silesian Prove KV 27-8-27 (K). 
12151 C7l44/4105 Solbach am Lahr (PRO). J 
"Berliner Tageblatt" 22-11-27: "Weil die Fahne nicht geweiht war!"( 
PLKV to RB Frankfurt/O 31-1-28 (K). 
Pinneberg KKV to PLKV 24-7-28 (K). 
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with the local KV leaders who regretted the lack of co-operation "especially 
(45) 

in these days of disunity" The Church. w'as firmly of the opinion that 

the KVe were responsible for maintaining "Kriegsgeist,,(46). In the 

Evangelical press, articles hostile to KVe appeared at this time: one such 

naive, even ludicrous example, prompted the KB to take up the matter with the 

EvangeU'cal Oberkirchenrat, and the local Konsistorium eventually expressed 
(47) 

a measure of regret at the article • 

In general, the provocation engendered by KV activity at the local level 

was allowed to continue unchecked through the middle years of the Weimar 

Republic • The mistakes of local authorities in their handling of the 

inevitable counter-demonstrations especially by Communists, and also 

Reichsbanner groups frequently led to serious disturbances. More important, 

the' increasing difficulty of distinguishing KVe from the violent extremists 

of the Right, led to growing tension between ~ and Church at everx level: 

when Nazis stag,ed political meetings on Sundays at war memorials - to take 

(48) 
an extreme example - is there any wonder ? From the religious and 

ethical standpoint, the KVe of the KB never belonged to. the apostles o~ 

hate on the Right. Alas, the common ground of nationalism and militarism 

was effectively to prevent the desperately needed re-definition of the moral 

standpoint of the greatest of the veterans' associations. 

4. RELATIONS WITH THE GOVERNMENT 

The main feature of relations between the ex-servicemen's associations __ _ 

and the Weimar governments in the years 1923 to 1929 was the lack of a steady 

policy on the official side and the ambiguity of the political activities of 

the various ~eteran groups. The nationalist and militarist common ground 

(45) NH 918, Silesian Prov.,KV to PLKV 28-8-28 (K). 
(46) NB 918, Munsterburg to Silesian ProVe 26-9-28. 

(e.g. In Breslau "Kath:Usches Sonntagsblatt" 16-9-28). 
(47) ibid. Bielefeld KV to PLKV 8-9-28. 
(48) LA Gethausen 6290, Landjlger letter 1-10-28 (Ma). 
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shared by the latter prevented the moderate organisations like the 

Kyffh9userbun~ from clearly defining their positions vis a vi~ the 

undesirable aspects of the more radical ones. This, and the resulting 

suspicion of the Churches, made political co-operation with the government 

difficult. Where such co-operati~n did take place (Reichswehr, Foreign 

Office and the Economic Ministries) it made the tasks of the Interior 

Ministries in the field of "law and order" almost impossible to deal 

with. The failure of the Weimar governments to forge closer links with 

the KB during these middle years (Heeringen had shown himself quite 

': amenable to such a step in 1923) was in general a reflection of existing 

political disunity - ~especially in the moderate parties) - and in 

particular a result of the continued toleration of political "KampfbUnde": 

The. "Rote FrontkHmpferbund" (KPD), the "Reichsbanner" (mainly Social 

Democrat), the "Stahlhelm" (DVP/DNVP), and the-SA (Nazi). This toleration 

did more than anything else to deepen party political rivalries. As the 

moderate parties did not have their own "Kampfbund" they ultimately found 

themselves at a considerable disadvantage, particularly as the influence 
. (1) 

of Stresemann and the DVP on the Stahlhelm began to decline after 1925· •. 

To start with, of course, the "Reichsbanner" was intended to embrace all 
(2) 

moderate elements in Germany , but the predominance of the socialist group 

led to the gradual withdrawal of other·;..political parties. The "Jungdeutache 

Orden" indeed amalgamated with the DDP in 1930(3), but by then, the 20 

Reichstag seats they could muster in the face of 107 Nazi and 77 Communist 

ones would suggest that "liberal democracy" was virtually a lost cause in 

Germany • The time for the consolidation of the moderate parties had been 
. 

much earlier_ In the middle 1920's, such a consolidation could have found 

(1) Berghahn op.cit., p.117 de. 
(2) lohe op.cit. p.70. 
(3) Eyck op.cit. 11 p.274-9. 
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political ~up~ort from, for example, the KB - particularly if it had been 

formed on the basis of a policy of constitutional monarchy. Even failiug 

this, the outright ban of all veterans' organisations outside the "non-

political" KyffhHuserbund, and a restoration of this to its former 

"establishment" rSle could have done much to safeguard the existence of 

liberal ·democracy. But by 1930, the anti-"System" hatredcf the political 

Right had made inroads even among the "ordinary" men who formed the bu,lk of 

the KB membership. 'l1le question, whether or not an attempt to dissolve the 

political KampfbUnde could have met with any success, (even supposing one of 

the coalition cabinets could have agreed on this step), must al~ost certainly 

be answered in the negative, once Hindenburg had become President; for his 

protection of the right-wing associations made steps against Nazis (and hence 

also Communists and Socialists> extremely difficult. Before Hindenbursts 

election the British Foreign Office certainly considered in. connection with 

"Nationalist Societies": "Unfortunatt!ly their strength is such that no 

German government could dissolve or disarm them, even if it would,,(4l. 

Another memorandum refers to the "hesitating attitude of the (German) 
. (5) 

government to the whole question" • lbe Halle demonstration on Uth May. 

(6) 
1924 together with the activities of ex-servicemen's associations 

including KVe in the occupied Rhineland in June 1925(7) led to Allied 

representations, and even to the suspicion that Stresemann was encouraging 

the militarist-nationalist-monarchist movements. Similarly in 1926 the 

activities of especially the Stahlhelm threatened to prevent the termination 
(8) 

of military control • The attempts by the German Foreign Office to 

(9) 
harness the dynamic of nationalist propaganda date back to 1921 and although 

(4) FO 371, 9826 C11429/2977: "Secret Associations" 16-7-24 (PRO). 
(S) ibid. C1l467 /2977: memo on "Nationalist Societies". 
(6) See p. 14-0, 
(7) FO 371, 10758 C8374/6306 (PRO). 
(8) Berghahn op.cit. p,93. ' 
(9) See p.I,:t. 
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Stresemann .lived to regret his continuance of the policy, the real 

"whidwind" was to be reaped by BrUning. 

Voices of warning were often enough heard against the toleration of the 

VerbHnde. A 1925 ~emorandum in the Reichskanzlei lists the KB after the 

Stahlhelm, Wehrwo1f, and Jungdo 
(10) 

as "rechs eingestellt" , but the KB 

continued to invite chancellors like Luther and Marx to their ceremonies(ll). 

It was only in 1928 that the withdrawal of the Bavarian Kriegerbund from the 

"Vereinigung der VaterUlndischen Verb!lnde" began to indic'ate the attempts by 

Horn, albeit hesitatingly, to define the relations of the KB to the political 

': Ri.ght (12) • Prior to this, the co-operation that existed between KB and the 

associations of the Right naturally 'tended to blur the (very real) differences 
-

that still existed. The Prussian Ministry of the Interior circular following 

the Halle demonstration in 1924(13) observed with some justice: "It is clear 

to every neutral observer that for some weeks the organisations of. the Right 

~ave been working on a co-operative plan to produce ·an overheated political 

atmosphere in the country •••• The extreme Right have apparently not learnt 

their lesson from these events and they must realise that demonstrations of 

this kind produce an even stronger reaction from the extreme Left, and afford 

the latter, in their own Efes at all events, some justification for similar 

(14) 
excesses" • As a consequence, open air demonstrations in, for example, 

Berlin and Breslau, were banned for the immediate future. Generally, however, 

the distinctions laid down in the periodically circulated lists of the 

11 JI (15) "Reichskommissar fUr die uberwachung der uffentlichen Ordnung" and the 

careful definitions of "military" VerbHnde to exclude e.g. small-bore rifle 

(10) R43 I 770, 43: Memo on Patriotic Associations (K). 
(11) ibid. 152./IR 43 I 766, 84 e.g. (K). . 
(12) R 43 L 770 167, Munich representative to Reichskanzlel 28-11-28 (K). 
(13) See p. '41. ' 
(14) FO 371, 9825 CS129 quotes (PRO). 
(IS) Polizeidirektion Munich, 24AIIIF 11/202: 4-11-25 (MSO). 
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shoot1ng ,were observed, and the "privileged" position of the KVe was 
.' (17) 

protected locally • 

Another question that tended to create suspicion of the KB in republican 

circles, and one that was soon to lead to friction with the police 

authorities, was that of the Reichsflagge (black-red-gold) and the old 

Imperial colours (black-white~red). The attitude of the KB to their 
(18) 

"historic" colours has already been mentioned • Although legally 

permitted, the display of the old colours constituted a standing provocation 

to all republican elements. Understandably, "Schwarz-Weiss-Rot" was " 't 

equated to monarchism and what was understood to be the policy of the DNVP • 

This was undoubtedly the "AcUl.les Heel" of the KB "Uberparteilichkeit". 

The question was often discussed in the KV press and the claim made that 

adherence to their traditional colours was not incompatible with political 

. (19) 
neutral1ty • The doubtful nature of this fontention was. frequently 

emphasised when, on occasions such as the 1925 conference at Neu Ru~pin, 

Heeringen combined a passionate declaration of loyalty to the "old" colours 

with a request to the assembly to stand in tribute to "unaeren1 einstigen 

All h8 h K i h S i Maj U dem Kaiser.",(20) A hi im er c sten r egs errn, e ner est~t t t a ~. e, 

of course, the KB was coming under attack not only from the Left, but from 

the Right, who claimed that it "schwankte zwischen Schwarz-Weias-llot undo' 

Schwarz-Rot-Gold,,(21) • While the compatability of "Schwarz-Weiss-Rot" with 

"~erparteilichkeit" may be doubted, the accusation that adherence to the 

former was calculated to threaten the very existence of .the Republic 

not in every case be sustained; there· is a ring of sincerity in the KB 

(16) R 58, 1028 (Fo1.1): Prus~ian Innenministerium circu1ars 16-11-25, 
20-7-26: Reichsinnenminister to Tburingian government 28-1-25 (K). 

(17) See p. "4--6'. 
(18) See p. U 2.. 
(19) NH 906, 9 "Kyffhluser Korrespondenz" 1-1-25 (K). 
(20) ibid. 21-24: account of 39th DKWG conference July 1925. 

<,21) ibid. 

could 
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defence: "Ohoe den Zusammenhang mit der Vergangenheit, in der das Reich 
. . (22) 

geschaffen wu'cde, ist sein Fortbestand nicht m8g1ich" • 

1926 to 1927 saw a sharpening of an already bitter controversy: the 

Hindenburg/Luther order of 5th May 1926 ("an almost incomprehensible piece 
(23) 

of political folly" ) which enforced a wider use of the ItSchwarz-Weiss-

Rot" "merchant .ensign", created a storm of protest which led to Luther's 

resignation a few days later. The following year, seeking to curb the 

-172-

growing use, private and otherwise,of the old colours in Reichswehr circles, 

Gessler ordered that these could only be displayed where also the Reichsflaa-e 

of Black-Red-Gold was flown. " •• in the present situation in Germany the use 

of the black, white and red colours; without the simultaneous showing ofta. 

(24) 
national colours of black, red and gold is'a political demonstration ••• " . 

(15th August 1927). After a good deal of delay Horn decided to adopt the 

Reichswehr instruction for the KB. His directive was published in "lC.yffhluse1:''' 

(20th November 1927), and was met with as much hostility frOlll "VaterlhdlfJch" 

circles as was the original instruction by Gessler. 

times to defend his action and had more and more to take hil stancJo •. ~. 
(25) 

genuine "tJberparteilichkeit" • It is likely that the 14th Sapt ...... 1P28 

Prussian Abgeordnetentag on the "Kyffhlluser" accepted his policywita .IOIH 

misgivings - and only after a stirring speech in which the General·iaswad 

his new "LeitsJltze", and left no room for doubt that the Bund's colours 
, (26) 

remained "Schwarz-Weiss-Rot" • Reception of this speech was mixed. 

Althougn there is no rea~on to.doubt Horn'8 personal sincerity in wishing to 

follow the Gessler order, it is likely he was becoming increasingly awareof--~ 

the strong vein of intransigence in both the Praesidium and the organisation 

as & whole, where anything of a "patriotic" nature was concerned. Hence the 

imprecise penning of the LeitsHtze and the omission af any attempt to take a 

(22) ibid. 26, New Year's Notice 3-1-26 (KY/PB). 
(23) Eyck 11 p.66. . 
(24) Car.ten op.cit. p.262. 
(25) "»OB" 34, 1927: Nachrichten (December)//NH 906 "Unsere Fahne" (draft, 

ea.l'l,. 1928). 
(26)@f~!~CJ:~aa (le). . 
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stand against the criminals of the extreme Right on moral grounds. 'l1te 

"Daily Telegraph" (25th September 1928) re!l0rt of Horn's speech does not 

indicate a full appreciation of the issues at stake, but is probably fairly 

typical of public reac~ion in Germany as well - at least, outside nationalist 

circles: 'l1te "non-political" and ItSchwarz-Weiss-Rot" policy -"shows that 

the KyffhluserLeague is not only reactionary, but also seditious and 

hypocritical. 'l1te Black-White-Red stand much more ambiguously for 

reaction and monarchy than any doctrinal programme. The impression is 

strengthened by the enunciation of the principle of the cultivation in 

grateful memory of the deeds of our heroes and great men of princely and 

non-princely blood •••• For the rest the programme dwells repeatedly On 

the necessity of maintaining and sttmulating the military spirit ••••• " 

It was difficult to "run with the hares and hunt with the hounds" at this 

time. This was also the reaction of one Landrat (in Saxony) who in a 

circular referred to "the well-known programmatic declaration of the KBI1 

and goes on: "Er erkennt also die verfass~ngsmUssigen Reichsfarben nicht 

an, stellt sich somit auf einen staatsfeindlichen Standpunkt und bt d ... 
(27) 

zufolge zu den rechtsgerichteten Wehrverbllnden zu rechnen" • Whether 

the Landrat in question formed this opinion independently or was merely 

following the lead of the Reichsinnenminister, Severing, is not known. 

The latter's similar public remarks on the subject caused Horn's protest 

to the Reichswehrminister (13th October 1928). Groener, only a few days 

previously, had sprung to the defence of the KVe in the Reichstag: there 
~.~' ... 

was no objection to Reichswehr co-operation with them as they were mostly 

(28) 
non-political • A similar attitude prevailed over the question of 

disarmament: the "Besatzungsleistungsgesetz" (5th April 1927) provided 

for compensation (mostly retrospectiv.e) for surrendered rifles: 18 marks 

for each of the first eight (the number required for the Ehrensalven), 5 

(27) NB 906, Magdeburg RB to PLKV 19-11-28 (K). 
(28), ibid. 56, "S9.chsisches Volksblatt tl 9-10-28. 
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marks for each additional weapon(29). 

In summary, co-operation between KB and the Weimar government at this 

time was chiefly via the Reichswehrministerium (see below), and, of course, 

in the field of welfare. The attempt by the Foreign Office to exploit 

nationalist sentiment in the "war-guilt" question had proved to be a double-

edged weapon. KB co-operation seems to have been with both the 

Reichszentrale fUr Heimatdienst and the Arbeitsausschuss deutscher Verblnde _ 

and even so displayed highly independent tendencies. 111e forces of law and 

order, at least at the Reich and Prussian Innenministerium were (correctly) 

'. • sensible of the dangers inherent in even the "unpolitical" KVe, but were 

largely haJllstrung by their colleagues. Official participation at every 

type of veterans' function, by everyone from Hidenburg to the Landrlte, 
(30) 

continued - with, of course, regional differences - throughout the period • 

Imperial traditions died hard. 111us, although the "privileged" ~sition of 

the KB was officially preserved- if with some misgivings - there "a,8 

nevertheless, at this time, no concerted effort by successive chanC:'elloJ:s 

to deal constructively with the rale of ex-servicemen's organisations and 

Wehrverblnde generally. Groener was to make an attempt in this direction, 

but this was to be a classic example of "too little, too late". 

Lacking the size, prestige and more moderate political outlook of the 

KB, the officer associations enjoyed only a very limited entr'e to the 

rulers of Weimar Germany, although the election of Hindenburg in 1925 

certainly provided an additional important channel. DOB maintained 

official relations with the government in the field of welfare. Both DOB-

(3l) 
and ROB often had official representatives at their main meetings • All 

associations, including the radical NDO and DVOB, had some local contacts 

(32) 
with the army , never,the1ess, the sharply anti-republican attitude of 

(29) KY/PB 24-4-32. 
(30) Nach1ass Stresemenn 7143, Hl50280 (FOL)· 
(31) DOB: MA 104267, DOB to Ministerprlsident 15-5-25 etc (MGS). 

ROB: AA 31, 19-8-25: refs. K8nigsberg conference. 
,(32) See p. ''lO. 
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the latter two effectively prevented official contacts, even in the 

military field. This is understandable, when for example an NDO meeting 

at Stuttgart (1927) included a two-hour harangue condemning revolution,~ 

constitution, parliamentary government and all post 1918 r'gimes, with 
. . (33) 

special reference to Stresemann's foreign policy'. 

Republican circles in general were particularly suspicious of the ex-

officers. Severing, the Prussian Minister of the Interior, was acutely 

aware of the dangers inherent in political demonstrations byex*offieers 

wearing uniform and it was largely due to his efforts that the "Uniform 

': Verbot" was maiItained from 30th August 1921, to 26th August 1925, despite 

the most strenuous opposition of the associations. The right of retired 

soldiers to wear their old uniforms had always been regulated, both by taw 

and by custom.. Officers retiring with the rank of major-general or above 

had this right automatically, while others had.to apply for it, although 

approval appears to have been fairly general in the case of ex-~egular8. 

The deadlinebr the granting of such applications had been 31st December 

1?22, and the unauthorised wearing of uniform could be punished by a flne 

of 150 Marks or six weeks' imprisonment. Ex-regulars, so authorised, 

could wear their uniforms at any time, although custom tended to limit 

this to special festive or public occasions. Ex-reservists (and here it 

should again be noted that the majority of the officers of the 1914/18 War 

belonged to this category) were only legally entitled to wear uniform under 

the same· circumstances as they had when actually "serving". With minor 

variations from corps to corps, these were mandatory:- besides "service" ... _ 

occasions and ceremonies attendedby the Kaiser, - they were elections to 

Officer Councils of Honour, Kriegerverein parades and ceremonies, and those 

of other official social clubs; left to the wishes of the individual were 

certain patriotic festivals and his own marriage(34). 

(33) P205, 318: 19-1-27 report of activities of Maj. v. Sodenstern in 
Stuttgart (L). 

(34) "DOB" 27, 1925, p.864-5. 
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The deliberate abuse of this privilege by ex-officers led to the 

severe restri~tions introduced on 30th August 1921 by emergency presidential 

decree. According to this, the chancellor was empowered to issue regulations 

governing the wearing of uniform by ex-servicemen in general, and the 

corresponding instruction of 3rd October 1921 very sensibly restricted the 

exercise of the privilege to certain special occasions, and those approved 

by local Reichswehr commanders for the attendance of their officers and 

(35) 
men Despite ptotests and even condemnations issued by some Prussian 

(36) 
courts, the restrictions were maintained • Ex-officers had~ attend 

the funeral of the dead Kaiserin in civilian clothes; in Saxony,· all 

uniformed officers had to carry a s~ecial identity pass, which the police 

were empowered to demand; in Holstein, pol!ce were empowered to arrest on 
. (37) 

the spot any ex-off1cer in uniform on the streets • Only with the 

election of Hindenburg in 1925, almost four years after the original 

decree, were the restrictions lifted (presidential decree, 30th August 

1925). The republican parties were not content to give in to this 

withou~ a fight and some weeks before this decree was issued, the Luther 
" 

government (DNVP - DVP - Zentrum etc) introduced in the Reichstag a measure 

designed to "regulate" the wearing of uniform. Despite the fact that this 

measure had backing from even moderate and nationalist circles, and had 

already been approved by the Reichsrat, the DOB condemned it(38). The 

venom of socialist attacks on the officer corps in the course of the 

debates" and doubtless, the attitude of the new ReichsprBsident, had the 

effect of persuading Reichswehrminister Gessler to agree to the lifting of __ _ 

restrictions without any preliminary statutory safeguards(39). The DOB 

was naturally pleased at this step and expressions of approval of the Luther 

. (35) See p.81. 
(36) D-O-BI 24-5-24//"00B" 5-3-25. 
(37) D-0-B1 1-11-24. 
(38) ·'DOB" 18, 1925: p.516. 
(39) "DOB" 21, 1925: p.633-4, Nr. 27. p.864-5. 

..... 
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(40) 
government. accompanied strict directions to their members not to misuse 

the regained privilege, in particular not to wear uniform where such could 

(41) 
be deemed provocative, or at party political meetings • 

Although the attitude of the DOB in the matter of uniforms is under-

standable, the wisdom of the government in dropping the restrictions 

altogether is questionable, for this once more left the decis{onto the 

discretion of the individual officer. The Luther government and Hindenburgts 

election had already been the signal for a reintensification of patriotic 

militarism by all veterans I associations (eg. the "Kriegertagf'). How, one 
., 
• more of the visible ways of distinguishing tolerated demonstrations from 

the activities of the extreme anti-republicans, was removed. 

Despite this undeserved success, the DOB continued to apply pressure 

to Luther - as in the question of the "war crimes" trials - and no 

(42) 
close links were established with his administration • In gmeral the 

DOB displayed a political attitude considerably to the right of the KB, 

though not quite as extreme as that of the other officer associations. In 

1925 all the ex-servicemen's organisations supported the candidature of 

(43) 
Jarres , but in other "patriotic" mtters, feeling was less unanimous. 

While, for example, the ICB accepted Gessler's controversial "flag" 

(44) 
instruction, the DOB criticised it sharply, along with the Kn'e compliance • 

In May 1928, the DOB's pre-election message advocated "Bekltmpfung 

internationalen, pazifistischen und unv8lkischen Geistes", which narrowed 

the fieI'd somewhat. In.the following months the DOB expressed public 

sympathy for those "patriots" (murderers) condemned for "Femem8rde" after--

an admittedly long time-lag (five years)(45). Similarly, they were to 

approve the Stahlbelm "Volksbegebren" in October 1928, an act ~ejected by 

(40) "nOB" 25-8-25: Front page: "Die .Grosse Politik". 
·(41) FO 371, 9826 C11429/2977: "Secret Associations" 16-7-24 (PRO). 
(42) "DOB" 25-11-25, 15-12-25 (refs. Hutier's letter). 
(43) "DOB" 14-3-25. 
(44) "DOB" 25-8-27, p.1017: Nr. 34, Dec 1927 p. 1433. 
(45) tlDOB" 15-5-28, "Zum Wah1tag"j Hr. 18, 1928, p.739. 
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the KB on the grounds of being "political", The more directly c~itical, 

e',en hostile, attitude adopted by the DOB to'successive Weimar governments 

went hand in hand'with a more explicitly anti-socialist policy, and this not 

only precluded any socially or politically valuable co-operation between the 

two, other than the formal welfare connection and local, unofficial, links 

with the army, but also tended to increase government suspicion of the ex-

servicemen's organisations in general - even, unfortunately, the more 

moderate KB. Nevertheless, and perhaps typical of Weimar Germany, police 

officers, as opposed to Reichswehr officers, were at no time forbidden 
. (46). . 

membership of the DOB , although this did not prevent energetic action 

(47) 
by some local police against other members, even of exulted rank • 

Probably the most important and insidious contact between the officer 

e.ssociations and the government of the Weimar Republic in these middle years 

was via the new President, Field-Marshal von Htndenburg. Here, the 

influence of the head of the NDO, Admiral von Schr8der, was particularly 
, " 

strong. Even before 1925 Schr6der (together with the Stahlhela leader 

DUsterberg) tried to use his friendship with Hindenburg to political 

advantage: in summer 1924 he approached the old Field-Marshal with the 

request that he take what steps he could to stop the independent and 

disruptive activities of General Ludendorff. The connection was obviously 

open to abu~e, and in March 1926, when Hindenburg was coming in for 

considerable criticism from the Right for his protection of Stresemann. the 

Wiking Bund/NDO leader Major von Sodenstern went so far as to suggest 

publicly that the President was in favour of provoking a Communist Putsch --" 

(so as to be able to use the army to intervene and thereby introduce far-

reaching constitutional changes). This was a disgraceful episode and 

Hindenburg issuedastern rebuke to the Right via the ~dmiraI. However, one 

(46) "DOB" 5-5-25; p.34l. 
(47) e.g. arrest of Gen. v. Wrisberg 1-4-27: ("DOB" 15-4-27). 
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thing the old Field-Marshal valued above all else was the approbation of 

his old comrades. Only a few weeks after this incident he sent the NDO 

Eader to the Prussian premier, Otto Braun, in an attempt to persuade him 

to ban parades by the Communists in May. Although nothing concrete was 

achieved on this occasion the trend was becoming clear. Hindenburg's 

personal contacts with the leaders of the veterans' as~ociations were 

playing an increasing part in encouraging him to intervene in political 

matters and use his powers on behalf of -national" circles. With the 

magnificent gift of the Neudeck estate on·the occasion of his 80th 

birthday in 1927, the KyffhHuserbund and Stahlhelm, who took the 

initiative in this matter, were ensured of the President's lasting 

gratitude. His protection of all types of "patriotic" society, together 

with his growing tendency to interfere in political matters, played a 

(48) 
definite part in the final dissolution of the Weimar Republic • 

5. MILITARY ASPECTS 

"'Ibe events of the year 1923 induced the Reichswehr to accelerate its 

clandestine armaments and preparations for mobilisation, to recruit 

volunteers, to buy arms abroad, and to prepare for an armed clash with 

France". Although such aspects as the re-embodiment of some Freikorps 

in the "Black Reichswehr" were to disappear with the return tonormal1ty, 

this policy of secret military preparation was to continue in all fields, 

and especially in frontier districts, involving close co-operation betwe~~w 

Reichswehr and VerbHnde such as the Stahlhelm(l). Co-operation and contacts 

at all· levels were a180 maintained with the moderate veteran~ associations, 

although as far aa the Reichswehrministerium was co~cerned, these contacts 

(48) WaIter G8rlltz, ".Hindenburgll J pp.246, 275, 279, 291. 

(1) Car. ten ap.cit. p.220-232. 
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were more ~asual and personal; it was at the local level that such co-

operation was most fruitful. 

Officially, all connections between the army and the various ex-

servicemen's organisations had been banned by the Treaty of Versailles. 

Similarly, membership of political and certain non-political associations 

had been forbidden to regular soldiers by theWehrgesetz and its 

amplifying orders - while attendance at theiT meetings was regulated""«ru!' 

subject to the approval of army authorities (2). In addition toethes.'·' 

provisions, even the activities of the army in frontier defence had 1>.en 

officially severely curtailed by the Gessler/Severing agr~ement of 30th 
(3) 

June 1923 • In fact, however, the spirit of these arrangements was 

never observed, and in many instances even the letter was flagrantly 

broken. In the case of the KB all official connections with the 'Ministry; . 

had been broken off in 1919, but it was only some five yeats later that the 

organisation officially amended its statutes: §2-I.now include4: ~~r 

befasst slch nicht mit militlrischen Dingen, namentl1ch nichtm1t:Allsbtldung 
(4) 

und Ubung im Waffengebrauch" • But the East Prussian branch was already 

deeply involved with the other associations like Stahlhelm and He imatbnndin 
. (5) 

the Grenzschutz • It was this branch of the KB that staged a big raUy 

in connection with the laying of the foundation stone of the Tannenberg . 

Monument. Freiher von Gayl, head of the closely connected "Staatsbtlrgerliche 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft", exchanged personal letters with von Seeckt and Col. van 

Frltsch; the local Chief.of Staff, on the subject of Reichswehr partleipati~6). 

The public ceremon'ies and rallies of the KB and its local branches were ift"--

fact regularly attended by Reichswehr contingents, in line with Gessler's 

policy' of encouraging such "non-political" asSociations(7). 

. (2) See p. '07-e. 
(J) Cars ten p.229. 
(4) KZ 22-2-25: Decision of Sept. 1924 conference. 
(5) See p. '0". 
(6) Nachlas8 Gayl 21 (K). 
(7) See p. I 07. 

All too 
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flBluently, alas, these rallies were also attended by other "p!ltriotic 

Verbllnde" and sometimes assumed the character of anti-republir.an d£;Dlon-

strations, and provided a casus belli for the Socialists and Communists. 

Incidents thus provoked in 1924/25 led Gessler further to define 

relations with the veterans' organisations on 20th April 1925: serving 

soldiers were permitted to attend social or sporting functions held by any' 

club, ~off1cial1y, as long as the local Wehrkreis commander had given his 

consent. Where only bands were to, attend, other commanders were 'coGfet.nt 
, . 

to consent as long as the associations concerned were not forbidded to 

serving soldiers under 137-8 of the Wehrgesetz. Bands and choirs in ' 

uniform where approved, could take part in the parades and march,o;paatsof: " 

(8) 
KVe and regimental associations, but not in processions • 

On a smaller scale, officers of the Reichswehrministerium often attended 

the conferences of even such extreme assoclatipns as the NDO. In May 1924 

Lt. Col. von StUlpnagel, Head of the Department 11 within the Truppenamt(9), 

attended an NDO meeting at which General Graf Waldersee (the preatdent), 

criticised the Reichswehr and Seeckt so sharply that he was forced<to .... 

leave(lO}. In the same memorandum StUlpnagel referred to the speech made 

by General von Fabeck (later a KB leader) at a regimental charity confereRce 

at the Opera House, in which a much more favourable line (to the Relchswehr) 

was taken. There were other examples of criticism from the side of the 

officer associations: In 1926 a letter from the NDO to Hindenburg, 

critical' of the tocarno Treaty and certain (supposed) military proviai'ons, 

was forwarded to Schleicher for answer. In the same year, Major von. 

Sodenstern. (WikingbWld/NOO) attacked Schleicher in the "Deutache Zeitungll 

accusing him of engineering Seeckt's dismissal. 

-(8) See p."O, /IKZ/PB 21-6-25. 
(9) Carsten p. 199. 
(10) Nachlass Schleicher 26, 6: Memo 28-5-24 (F). 
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officer assoc:!.ations attacked the new "flag" instruction (11) • 
On the 

other hand, the attitude of the KB was conbistent1y pro-Reichswehr and 

this was rewarded by continued official recognition and such marks of favour 
(12) 

as the reception of the Vorstand by President Hindenburg • Only a 

matter of days after his dismissal, Seeckt was offered the vacant presidency 

of tIE Bund. Since he stood "above party politics" and held the high rallk 

of Generaloberst he was the ideal successor to von Heeringen. He never-

theless could not be persuaded and it is likely that the first approaches 

(13) to the recently retired General von Horn were made at his instigation • 

Even so, the election of Horn with his several years of top command in 

the Reichswehr, certainly paved the way for closer co-operation between the 

Bund and the army leaders. For a while, however, contacts continued to be 

casual. Lt. Col. Karwiese, the KB secretary, was acquainted with 

Schleicher and used this to obtain occasional advice and information from 

official sources. One such letter (October 1928) throws some light on 

the sincerity with which Horn and his colleagues interpreted KB neutrality: 

describing the man they were seeking to be groomed as a possible successor 

to himself, Karwiese writes: "Er darf innerlich nicht mit radikalen 

(14) 
Rechtsorganisationen sympathisieren" • In this light the new 

Reichswehrminister's defence of the KVe in the Reichstag (October 1928), 
(15) 

is understandable : like the Weimar government in general, General 

Groener was becoming increasingly the target for extremists of .Right and 

Left, an~ was anxious to consolidate moderate patriotic elements behind 

him. 

(11) ibid. 79, Jena to Oskar Hindenburg 9-1-26. "Deutsche Zeitung" 9-10-26// 
De-O-Rl 32, 24-8-27. 

(12) NL'Schleicher 99, Col. v. Ledebur's report of KB "Hindenburgfeier" in 
Stadion 3-10-27 (F)//NH 906, 34: "KY" 16-1-27 report of 8 Jan meeting (K). 

(13) Nachlass Seeckt 72-17: Gen. Gobbin to S. 12-10-26 (F & FOL). 
(14) NL Schleicher 26, 114: PLKV to S. 20-10-28 (F)/I NB 917, Karwiese to 

Schleicher 7-9-28 (K)~ 
(15) NB 906, ~6: "Slchsiscbes Volksblatt" 9-10-28 (K). 
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Of particular interest is the policy of the Reichswehrministerium 

with regard to the "Marine Offizierverein" ;.. the only association beside!': 

the.Regimentsvereine and KVe to keep the right to have serving members 

(some 380 in 1926, ca. 9% total). In November 1924, Admiral &.u. von 

Truppel, a member of "Reichsbanner SRG", spoke in a Democratic election 

meeting in defence of the republican flag, and criticising tbe Kaiser's 

flight to Holland. For this he was attacked by DOB, ROB and MOV. 

Failing to push through his libel actions in 1925 (because of the Prussian 

Amnesty Law) he turned to Seeckt for redress. Gessler ordered a thotough 

investigation and reached the conclusion that in this, as in other ca~es, 

the MOV had infringed its statutory neutrality. However, receiving, 

assurances of future good behaviour, the minister decided not to ban the 

MOV to serving officers. Further incidents in 1926 involving the pacifist 

Kraschutzki and Kapt. a.D. Hinkeldeyn led the- "Vossische ZeitungU to . 

resurrect the Truppel case in January 1927, and GessIer to order a~other 

enquiry. The result was nevertheless the same: ·ao grounds could he 

found to b~n the MOV to active naval officers. The ~tive8 for ~hi~ 

lenient attitude may partly be seen. in the composition of the fourth 

(1927-28) Marx cabinet (including Nationalists) and, partly in' the 

conscious and consilJtent policy of Gessler not to penalise the more .. 

moderate organisations, and thus force them further into the arms of the 

radical Right. Additionally, of course, the contribution being made by 

all the patriotic VerbKnde towards the remilitarisation efforts, tended 
. , 

to preclude energetic steps against them, as did the benevolent attitude~_. 
(16) 

of the new Reichsprlsident • 

It was mainly at the local level that ceremonial co-operation with 

KVe and technical work with these and other groups took place. Certalnly, 

in the field of Wehrpropagaoda, it is Hkely that the KB Centrale re.cein.< 

official encouragement and guidance even in the years before 1929, but the 

(16) NL Schleicher 26, 68: A.dmiral v. Truppel (Dec 1925)/11 M 65, 7 (F). 
' .. 
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systemati~ exploitation of this by Reichswehr circles is more evident 

subsequently. At the local level the actfvities of the Grenuchutz 

and the various short-term training courses demanded fairly close 

co-operation (ecce infra). In some places J where ,the "Off1zier-

Regiments-Vereine" movement was particularly strong, a certain amount of 

contact was necessary to regulate the relations with the Reichswehr and 

serving officers. Following the Hitler/Ludendorff "Putsch" in Munich 

officers of Ludendorff's DVOB refused to return or give the salute to 

Reichswehr officers/soldiers, and further condemned Lossow's refusal to 

submit himself to a non-Reichswehr Court of Honour. This situation was 

clearly not tolerable in the long-term and early in April 1924 the leaders 

• of the Bavarian Officers-regimental-c1ubs met the local Wehrkreis 

commander and were told that if Deutsch-V8lkisch officers did not 

moderate their attitude, or leave their regimental clubs, these would· 

be banned to serving officers. A conference of representatives of the 

regimental associations held shortly afterwards, issued a declaration 

condemning the attitude of the officers in question, and further agretd 

that active officers were not subject to the Courts of Honour of the 

regimental associations. This line was subsequently ratified by 

agreement with the local DOB and NDO. Thus the main officer associations 
- , (17) 

defined their position vis a vis the DVOB • 

From 1923 onwards Seeckt and his successors followed a conscious 

policy of rearmament, made possible by the increased funds placed at the 

army's disposal by the Weimar government. From 490 million RH in 1924, _-" 

the Reichswehr estimates rose to 827 million RH-in 1928. Part of this 

went on munitions: thus, while the output of the firm of Zeiss was only 

31. armaments in 1923/24, this figure had tripled by 1928/29(18). A 

(17) WK VII 4050 (F). 
(18) SchUtzle op.cit. p.42-3. 
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considerable part also went on clandestine training of the civilian 

population, especially for the Grenzschutz,·and further, in the general 

encouragement of, useful pre- and para-military activities, together with 

militarist propaganda. This policy of rearmament paradoxically introduced 

new divisions and rivalries into the ex-servicemen's associations: the 

Waffenringe. 

The attempt to organise a "Bund der Regimentsverblfnde" had foundered 

on the opposition of the biggest of the officer associations, the DOB. 1he 

JCB had also not been entirely happy over· the direction such a Bund seemed 

likely to take, particularly in view of the combined officer/men 

"RegimentsverbHnde" that had already seceded from the bigger organisation •• 

Hence the summer of 1923 left the overall pattern of veteran organisations 

much as it had been - with a whole body of regimental associations, some 

purely for officers, others for men, and a sm~ller number in which both 

groups were fused, or at least connected. In Bavaria and Hesse. these 

regimental associations had succeeded in setting up general organisatiOns 

embracing all types of unit, but in view of the practiee - still extant in 

many national armies today - of ordering the various arms in terms of 

social prestige, it is strongly to be doubted, whether any real coh.sion 

in "BUndische" terms could have been achieved, either in the tWo southern 

states in question or in' the Reich as a whole. A much more promiSing 

idea was that of grouping regimental clubs in terms of arm, for here the 

common ties between Vereine largely mirror those within them; and here, 

of course, from a military point of view, was a much more efficient way of 

keeping up particular weapon-skills, which tended to become lost in the 

infantry orientated KVe. 

The first "arm" organisation was the"Waffenrlng der schweren 

Artillerie" which came into being in the last months of 1923, celebrating 

its foundation on 4th December in the Berlin Kriegervereinshaus(19). 

"Der Waffenring will eine Gesamtvertretung aUer ehemaligen AngehHriget. 

der nicht mehr bestehenden 8chweren Artillerie und der aus ihr hervorge-

(19) D-O-Bl 27, 25-9-23; AA 9. 25-3-24 p.66. -
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gangenen Offiziers-und Regimentsvereinigungen schaffen. 

"Der WR will die einze1nen Vereine und Verblnde einander 

nHherbringen, besonders auch ein enges Zusammenarbeiten von Offiziers~ und 

Kameradenvereinigungen bewirken, will als Mittelpunkt und Zentra1e 

Nachrichtenste1~e den Meinungsaustausch zwischen den ehema1igen 

Kameraden f8rdern und in organisatorischer Beziehung Uberall helfend 

und beratend einwirken". 

"Der WR will die Aufrechterhaltung der Tradition der einst so stolzen 
> 

Waffe fHrdern und an der VerkUndung der Zukunftsaufgabe der schweren 

Artillerie tltigst Anteil nehmen" • 

Besides the attendance at the "GrUndungs-Feier" of retired generals 

such as Ziethen, (Gen. Lt. - the WR's president) and von Lauter (the last 

Inspector General of Heavy Artillery) the presence of Gen. von Behrcndt 

(GOC 1st Group), Gen. Bleidorn (Reichswehr Inspector of Artillery), several . 
regiment-commanders, staff officers and Reichswehrministerium officera. 

suggests official approval for the WR in the bigge8~ possible way. Th~ 

report of Ziethen' s speech is interesting: "Er forderte d &lerndes Training 

des KHrpers und ErtUchtigung der Jugend, damit wir splteren Anstrengu~g~~ 

gewachsen sind; denn es wird k~en der Tag, nicht heute, nicht morgen; 

aber kommen wird er, und dann mUssen wir gestKhlt auf dem Platze sein": 

When one considers this in the light of the German government's change qf 

policy subsequent to the invasion of the Ruhr (their decision to abandon 

rigid fu1fnment of the Versailles clauses) and the more or less contemporary 

establ1slunent, under the official auspices of the Reichswehr's chief 

.aviation expert, Captain Wilberg, of the "Ring der Fl1eger,,(20), it is 

difficult to escape the conclusion that this development represents one 

more facit of the secret military provisions started under Seeckt. Evidence 

with regard to detailed co-operation between the Heavy Artillery Waffcnrin; 

and Reichswehr is not at hand, but the emphasis on youth training and 

(20) Gordon op.cit. p.188. 



preparation for the future suggests at least training of a pre- and 

~ra-mi1itary type. 

Other Waffenringe came subsequently into being. Cavalry (growing 

1927-1932 to some 65,000 members, concentrating on riding skills - perhaps 

a little optimistically in view of the German-Russian co-operation over 

tank training(21); Field-Artillery (practising manouvering with primitive 

improvised gun-carriages, and giving technical lectures to the increasing 

numbers of university associations interested in weapon-skills); Engineers 

(some 35,000 strong in 1932, with 350 Vereine, many "Bereitschaftstruppe 

der Technischen Nothilfe" or "Luftschutz"); Signals and Intelligence 

(some 12 Landesverblnde with 94 Vereine in 1932 - founded in 1927, "arbeitet 

im unmitte1baren Ansch1uss an die Reichswehr Nachrichtenabteilungen und 

Truppen-Nachri~htenverblnde, wo durch gegenseitige ErgKnzung und 

Befruchtung durch Vortrlge, Besichtigungen, z.T. Ausbildungskurse. der 

Jugend im Meldewesen und Wehrsport stattfinden", embraced many.post-office, 

telephone, and telegraph operatives, versed in latest techniques) - in all, 

(22) 
9 Waffenringe including the "Bund Deutscher Marinevereine" • 

The relation between Waffenringe and Kyffhluserbund seems to have been 

very much the same as that between the regimental ass·ociation. and th.e KB -

the latter hoping to attract as many as possible of the individual Vereine' 

into its ranks. In 1925 the "Deutsches Offizierblatt" was still advocating 

co-operation between the regimental clubs and the KB(23). In 1928 Horn was 

able to report (on the subject of Waffenringe and regimental clubs): "die 

Vorstlnde der weitaus meisten BUnde ihren Vereinen zunlchst den Anschluss ~-

. (24) 
den Preussischen Landeskriegerverband anempfohlen" • Although, for 

example, some two-thirds of the Engineer Vereine were in the KB(25), ~hese 

(21) Cars ten op.cit. p.236. 
(22) R43 11 824: "Denkschrift" by Gen. Frhr. v. Watter 24-5-33 (K). 
(23) AA 12, 25-3-25. 
(24) NU 906, 50: KY account of Horn's 20-9-28 speech (K). 
(25) R43 11 824: "Denkschrift" by Gen. Frhr. v. Watter. 24-5-33 (K). 
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were mostly the more long-established ones - the newer Vereine, arising 

out of pure ''Waffengeist'' had no use for "exorbitant" subscriptions to 

burial and insurance funds; some WR (JKger, Cavalry, eg.) ran their own 

welfare schemes. As the 1933 IIDenkschrift" concludes IIAlle diese 

gemeinsamen Arbeiten k8nnen vom KyffhKuserbund nicht Ubernommen werden 

und lassen sich nur in einem geschlossenen Waffenringe dieser Spezlal 

truppe durchfUhren". The attitude of the KB Is best summed up in ati' 

official memorandum of 1933(26): "Der Kyffhlluserbund nimmt dteWaffenringe 

als notwendiges {fuel hin". The close relations between KVe and' Waffetlt1nge 

at the local level gave rise to a "double membership" situation in many 

places and the resultant competition for subscriptions Which by 1933<waa 

causing the KB leadership some concern. 

The attempt to organise special "arm" associations partly frOm existing 

regimental associations, partly from new Vereine, was more· successfUl than 

the previous ill-fated attempt to produce some co-operation among tbe 

Regimentsverblnde. To an important extent the Waffenringe repTesen:t an 

official exploitation of ex-servicemen's associations for militarist ends -

and a further division in the German veterans' movement, not this' tt-a oDe 
of officers v. men, but one of differing military skills. As fat as the 

KB was concerned the unsatisfactory situation of "some in, someout~ onCe 

again did no~hing to enhance its authority. 

Although the army had specifically agreed in June 1923 not to undertake 

weapon training of volunteers and not to co-operate with any of the Verblneie 

in the matter of Grenzschutz, this agreement was clearly violated in 
(21) 

Pomerania and Silesia ,and probably also in East Prussia. French 

occupation authorities in 1924 made some 102 arrests on a single day, and ~ere 

satisfied that Kyffhluserbund and Regimentsvereine were involved in illegal 

(26) 11 H 65-7, 119-120: list of Waffenringe 11-9-33 (F). 
(27) Carst~n p. 229. .-
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(28) short-seryice recruiting along with other associations • Visiting 

Allied officers from the IAMCC frequently asked army units for information 

regarding the VerbHnde. At the end of 1924 a Ministry circular specifically 

forbade the provision of any such information - since no official connection 

with the VerbHnde wa~ allowed(29). At the beginning of 1925, Stresemann 

was trying to persuade Seeckt to accept a statutory ban on co-operation ~ith 

the various societies: a ministerial conference of 5th February. discussed 

the issue and a few days' later Seeckt sent Stresemann a detailed 

memorandum which pointed out that such co-operation had been forbidden by 

an order dating back to February 1923. There had been some instances of 

officers and soldiers being punished for illegal partiCipation in events 
(30) 

staged by DOB, the "Patriotic" VerbHnde, Jungdeutscher Oden, etc • In 

January 1926 Seeckt tried to bring all frontier defence under a clos~r 

central control. In March, the Reichswehrministerium was advocating a 

wider, less exclusively right-orientated recruiting policy. In January 

1927 Stresemann managed to persuade the Allies to waive their demand fo •. 

the dissolution of the Stahlhe1m, on the understanding that official. army 

connections with the Bund be dropped. This policy was in fact gradually 

implemented, except in the case of the Eastern Grenzschutz. However, _ 

when the new Army Chief, General Heye, reported in 1927 that most of tbe 

Grenzschutz weapons were now under the supervision of the regular army, 
(31) 

this was by no means so everywhere • In 1928, the Grenzschutz in 

Wehrkreis IV (Saxony) was "undermanned" and did not have sufficient. 

weapons to expand further. However, when one considers that the strength_-~ 

of the Saxon Grenzschutz alone was estimated at 88.,000 men in 94 

"Sperrkommandcs" (1928), this is understandable; and a remarkable testi-

mony to what had been achieved over .the years - even if the Saxon 

(28) FO 371, 9825 C7142 (PRO» 
(29) WK VII 2905: circular 13-12-24 (F). 
(30) Cars ten p.223//NL Schleicher 39: 61; 64alO (F). 
(31) Carsten p.227, 231//Berghahn pp.96, 191-5. 
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, (32) Wehrkreis ·could provide no artillery backhlg. 

Even the least acceptable, political:, speaking, of the officer 

associations (DVOB) waq involved closely in these secret military 

preparations: a DVOB circular of 1926 (sent to Heinrich Himmler) asked 

its members to attend a series of four lectures on '~litKrische 

Wissenschaft"held by the Bavarian Reichswehr: "Im Interesse eines 

weiteren guten Zusammenarbeitens mit der Reichswehr erwartet der Herr 

Kommandant, dass Sie sich bestimmt zu diesen vier VortrKgen einfinden". 

Similar courses were held for ex-reserve-officers in East Prussia, Upper 

(33) 
Silesia and Brandenburg • 

In this undiscriminating attitude of the republican army to the ex~ 

servicemen's organisations and the WehrverbKnde can be seen the major 

obstacle hampering the forces of law and order in Weimar Germany. 

Apart from the direct involvement of the·veteran ass~ciations in the 

secret military work directed or encouraged by the army, the KBin 

particular fulfilled a wider rale in the civilian community; th~ patriotic. 

militarist propaganda promoted by the Bund in their press and public 

rallies has already been discussed. Articles of a military-technical 

nature were included in the "Kriegerzeitung" from time to time, particliar1y 
. (34) 

with the aim to stimulate interest in the flying and aircraft • More 

significant, however, was the work of the KB in the field of youth training 

and competitive shooting. 

The pre-war ''Wandervtsgel'' had given an immense boost to the "genuine" 

youth movement in Germany. Besides thousands of independent Gymnastic 

and SportverbKnde, Hiking Clubs, and Pathfinders (scouts), one or two 

larger groupings had arisen, such as the Jungsturm and the Jungdeutschland-

(32) RH Itv 14 (Geheime Kommandosache) Report 31-1-28 (F). 
(33) Reel 98-1 (Himmler Collection): circular 20-2-26 (Hoover Microfilm) 

Rachlass Stresemann 7138, H149468: Note by Bernhard 6-2-26 (FOL). 
(34) KZ 19-4-25 (whole issue) "Luftfahrt und Staat": 

KZ 24~5-25 Ballooning and Airships. 
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bund. The latter was led before the war by Field-Marshal von der 

Coltz and in the 1920's, under his son Major~General Graf v. der Goltz, 

became closely associated with the new youth groups of the political 

parties and Wehrverblfnde on the Right. Also seen as part of the "rein Jugend-

bewegung" is Adm. von Trotha's "Grossdeutsche Jugendbundtl founded in 

1918(35). As far as the KB is c~ncerned, the main interest was in the 

development of its own youth association and its relations with the 
\ 

Jungdeutsch1andbund and the religious youth groups. 

Already before the war 'at least one·main KB branch, Hamburg, had had 

its own youth section, with some 400 boys in 1914. This had disappear.d 

during the war and up to 1922 the KB officially recommended its fndividual 

local KVe with youth groups to co-operate with the Jungdeutschlandbund 

(JDB)(36). Early in 1922 the ,"Reichsverband der Deutsche-Nationalen 

Parteijugendgruppen" was set up, the first of the right-wing party'" 

political youth groups. Shortly afterwards came the Kyffhlfus~rjugend 

and then the Bismarckjugend - which virtually replaced the '~eichsverb~a"s 
(37) 

as the youth group of the DNVP • The reasons behini the KB '8de~'i~ioi1 

to set up its own youth association may partly be seen in the depressed 

state of the JDB and partly, perhaps, in the need of the KB to p:eserve 

its identity by all available means. Either way, progress initially 

was slow, and in many places the first youth groups were set up by the 

piitical parties and rival VerbHnde. Part'of this may be attributed 

to the apathy of elderly Vorstand members who quite simply could not be 

bothered, especially as there was no lack of suitable clubs in most 
(38) ~ ..... '. 

places • Some energetic KreisverbHnde responded to Heeringen's 

(35) "DOB" 28-9-27 p.1l35 "Jugendfragen"ll R43 1 770,51 et seq. (K) 
NB 1820 (K). 

(36) KZ 23-8-25. 
(37) Schneider, Bernhard: "Daten zur Geschichte der Jugendbewegung", Bad 

Godesburg, p.79, 201, 206. 
(38) KZ 12-4-25: "Die Uberalterung in den Kvnn". 
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appeal early in 1924 (e.g. Neisse(39» and, with the appointment of 

. (40) 
Rittmeister a.D. Barthels in the same year, things began to improve • 

Already in 1925 the KyffhHuserjugend were working fairly closely with 

the Bismarckjugend of· the DNVP: at Whitsun, a joint Bundestag was held near 
(41) 

Gersfela • Nevertheless, the new detailed instructions issued by the 

KB in November 1925 insisted on the formation of separate branches: joint 

undertakings with any other organisation at the local level were firmly 

ruled out. The realism of this approach may be questioned in .the case of 

. (42) 
small villages and probably in many places local "arrangements" were made • 

The Reichsinnenministerium looked upon the KyffhHuserjugend with s~ 

suspicion, seeing it as forsaking the traditional (neutral) path of the KB 

. (43) 
and moving in a more specifically "poli tical" d~rection • But at tl&is 

time (1926), relations. with the von der Goltz organisations (Jungdeutsch-

landbund and Vereinigung der Vater1Hndischen VerbHnde) ~ere by no means 

cordial, and von der Go1tz even publicly remarked,' that in view of the KB's 

lack of youth leaders (younger officers) no long life could be predicted for 
. (44) 

the KyffhaUserjugend • 
- ~.' ," 

Later in 1926, however, it appears that the 

KyffhHuserjugend had come to terms with the JDB and KyffhHuser represen-

tatives took part in the big Berlin meeting in October. With some 

justice,- the "Centra1verein-Zeitung" (Jewish) expressed fear that the 

radical V8lkisch Vereine in the JDB (such as the Wehrwolf and Jung1andbund) 

. (45). fhu would have a bad influence on the more moderate groups The Kyf auser-

jugend remained part of the JDB at least until 1928 - alongside Stahlhe1m, 

scharnhorst, Bismarckbund, Landbund, Jungsturm, ac, another example of th€-' 

(39) -KZ 17-5-25: "KVe und JugendertUchtigung l '. 

(40) BPD p. 309. 
(41) Schneider op.cit. p.201. 
(42) KZ/PB 15-11-25. 
(43) RS8, 1115, Reichskommissar (UOO) 22-2-26 (K). 
(44) F193, 341, ~: "Bodensee Chronik" 15, report of Goltz' remark at August 

meeting of "Jungdeutsch1andbund" (L). 
(45) "Centra1verein Zeitung" 22-10-26, p.56l: quotes "Deutsche Ztg" 18-10-26. 
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(46) Ri3htward ,drift of KB "neutrality" in thes~ years • In this, light 

it is hardly surprising that both principal Church authoritip.s had 
C(47) 

misgivings over the KyffhBuserjugend, which have already been discussed • 

Apart from the contribution made by the 50,000 strong (1929) organisation in 

the field of pre"military "toughening", fie1dcraft and shooting, the 

KyffhHuserjugend had a strong moral flavour, placing stress on the authority 

of family and fatherland - in the Christian sense, and had l1~tle, in •. common 

with the ani-Semitic, V61kisch outpourings of the more radical groups(48). 

Some of the other veterans' organisations had local youth sections, 

~ but it was the policy of the DOB to advocate co-operation with the JDB and 

von der Goltz himself was a regular contributor to the "Deuts~her Offuier-

Bund" from 1927 on. Moreover, the DOB recommended that their memb~r8 

co-operate with the other Verbinde in providing youth leaders - a ,r~le for 

. (49) 
which ex-officers were, of course, ideally su~ted • 

Shooting in the KB pre-war, had been widespread, and almost entife~y 

with full-bore rifles. The restrictions of Versailles and the ~ff~cts of 

the disarmament of the civilian population severely curtailed tllt!iKV.stocks 

. (50) of weapons, and their shoot~ng in general • The adoption of pmall-

(51) 
bore and air-rifles provided a way round the statutory limitatioJ].s ,',' 

but in many cases this does not seem to have been necessary.;. 'As ~arly as 

1924 the KB was officially'advertising~e '71 rifle (on behalf of a 

Hamburg firm)(52). By 1931 only 31%of the 4454 KVe in the Prussian 

(53) Landesverband engaged in shooting were using small-bore weapons • 

Despite the expenses involved (ca. 30 RH for a rifle; cartridges at 

85 RH/lOO) shooting played an increasingly important part in the KB, 

especially with the youth groups. 

(46) "DOB" 5-7-28 p.814. 
(47) See p. "0 _.r-.. 

In WUrttemberg, for example, over 400 

(48) BPD p.309/ /Flugs. I 191 "Wesen, Zweck und Zie1e"(Karwiese 1927)(SH). 
(49) "DOB" 1927, p.442, 686, 894: 1928, p.658, 814. 
(50) Forell, "Naehschlagewerk des DlUCB", 1936 p.45. 
(51) e.g. LA Ziegenhain 3167 (Ma). 
(52) KZ/PB 15-3-25, refs. PB 10-8-24. 
(53) Forell, "Nachschlagewerk des DIlKB", 1936 p.45. 
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KVe (t of .thp. total) had their own shooting sections in associatioft 

with the WUrttemberg "Sportverband". The following year, the big 

Landesverband set up its own Sportabteilung under the leadership of General 

von Watter, and by ~929 some 16,000 members (10% of the total) were involved 

(54) 
in shooting • Figures for the KB as a whole are not availabl., but if 

the WUrttemberg Landesverband is a guide, some 2-300,000 members would have, 

practised competitive shooting regularly, the majority with full-bore 

military weapons, not altogether insignificant for a country with an ar.1 

of 100,000 men. 

The DOB had its own "Sportvereinigung" and' after 1928, a special' ;, . 

shooting section. Shooting was also recommended with the local branches 

of the 'lReichsverband deutscher Kleinkali~er ~chUtzenverblnde,,(55). 

In general, the years 1923 to 1929 saw a marked increase in the pre-

and para-military work of the "pat,riotic" VerDlInde, and the more~ode'rate 

ex-servicemen's organisations made a considerable contribution ,to this-" '" 

both in direct connection with local Reichswehr units and independently. 

'l11e Reichswehrministerium nevertheless,still stopped short of accorclina 

, to anyone association the privileged pOSition once enjoyed by the Kt, 

although the public co-operation of Reichswehr soldiers and the "protector

ship" of President von Hindenburg (shared with the Stahlh.lm~ave the 

biggest genuine "veterans" organisation definite advantages over the rest. 

Inevitably, however, the tendency of ' the army to co-operate with uore or 

less any patriotic Verband, regardless of their political outlook, forced 

the moderate-conservative KB more into the company of the right~radicals, 

and made the task of General von Horn in maintaining the Bund's identity 

and political neutrality all that more difficult. 

(54) E 130 IV, Staatsministerium: 1479: nWUrtt. KB" 1927: 1929//1<2. 30-12-28/1 
J 45 Flugs. 191: "50 years Jubilee" p.59 (Sa). 

(55) "DOB" 5-6-28, 25-7-28, 5-8-28. 

(56) Hindenburg was "Ehrenprlsident" of the KB, "Ehrenmi t'''li ed" 
of the Stahlhelm and "Sohirmherr" of the :roB and NdO ~ 
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6. mE POSITION OF mE KB AND OFFICER ASSOCIATIONS AMONG mE "PATRIOTIC" 

ASSOCIATIONS 

During the middle years of the Weimar Republic the full measure of 

social and political disunity in post-war Germany became apparent. The 

"moderates" now haa to contend with the 3 million strong socialist Reichsbanner, 

the smaller, but vociferous "Rote Frontkllmpferbund" of the Communists, and the 

various ex-servicemen's associations and KampfbUnde on the Right. This 

political polarisation increased, both in terms of number and of bitterness. 

Nevertheless, if the general "Rechtsbewegung" increased overall numerically, 

1 there remained vital, insuperable gulfs between the various elements: between 

the Nazis and Ludendorff; between Ludendorff and the other "patriotic" 

VerbUnde; between some of the patriotic Verblnde and others (1) • The task· 

confronting the moderate veterans' organisations in these years was 

formidable: on the one hand to remain "patriotic" and on the other, to 

avoid compromising political connections with the more extreme anti-republican 

groups. 

The KB, having won its fight for survival, began gradually once more to 

expand: between 1922 and 1930 the majority (17 out of 24) of the Landesverblfftde 

gained considerably in members, particularly Weimar and the big southern 

VerbUnde, which continued to expand unchecked even during the crisis years ~ 

1930 to 1932(2). The DOB held its own against the smaller officer 

associations and aided by its high subscription and substantial revenue from 

(3) 
advertising in its periodical found a surer eco~omic footing. The NDO 

similarly survived, despite occasional troubles like the loss of their 
. (4) 

important Hamburg branch in 1926 • Ludendorff's DVOB never achieved much 

significance outside Bavaria and began to decline as early as 1926 - with 

the failure of its head to come to terms with the monarchists and others on 

(1) Nachlass Marx 252: Reichskommissar (UOO) 1-4-26: p.37 (KH). 
(2) NH111..NHQ31. 
(3) "DOB" 1925-28: passim. 
(4) BPD p.449. 
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the Right. Comparative figures available for WUrttemberg give some 

indication of the relative strength of the various associations: agains~ 

the Nazis' and Freiheitsbewegung's 2,000, the Jungdeutsche Orden could 

muster 2-300, Oberland 210, NDO 180, and the DVOB little more than the 30 
(5) 

found in Stuttgart ; the WUrttemberg Kriegerbund had over 140,000 
( 6) 

members· and clearly only an insignificant proportion could also have 

been members of "right-radical" organisations (1926). 
• 

Other 8peclfical~y 

ex-servicemen's associations included the increasingly important "Reichsbund 

der Zivildienstberechtigten", who looked after the interests of newly-
(7) 

retired Reichswehr personnel seeking state-employment , and such groups 

as the "Nationalverband deutscher Unteroffiziere" which, founded in 1924, 

was little more than a local (Bremen) organisatlon(S). 

The important fact that should be stressed is that the criminal 

extremists of the Right formed only a small proportion of the whole . 
"Rechtsbewegung". At this time it was still dominated by ex-officers and 

aristocrats to whom honour and personal morality were not empty .words: men 

certainly of a staunchly nationalist eveIl militarist outlOOk, to whom 

republican government was genuinely distasteful. Their general "patriotic" 

attitude was shared by many decent men from all walks of life. Whether 

they liked it or not, the KB was an integral part of the political spectrum, 

essentially "moderate-conservative" if not always obviously so. Now. if at 

all, was the time to define its position, both with regard to the right-wing 

extremists and to those of the Left. The extent to which this was achieved 

is illustrated by the changing relations between the Bund and the other 

associations. 

The initial challenge to the KB's position represented by the new 

associations like the Regimentsvereine and the Waffenringe should not in 

(5) F 193, 341, 1926: Report on vHlkisch movement 28-6-26 (L). 
(6) WMI 206 (L)//1479 Staatsministerium (SH)//Flugs.I. 191 (SH). 
(7) Polizeidirektion Munich, 24a III F.ll/202 (MSO). 
(8) Nachlass Marx 252: Reichskommissar (UOO) 1-4-26: p.57 (KH). 
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itself be overestimated. Even by 1936 there were only some 6,000 Vereine 

in these groups (compared with the 29,000 of the· KB as a whole). In the 

middle years of the Weimar Republic some 40-50% found their way into the 
(9) 

bigger organisation • In Berlin especially, success was achieved in 

this field: in 1927 the "Hauptkriegerverband" was formed from 207 

(10) 
Regimentsvereine, 68 general KVe and 8 Marinevereine • 

More damaging was the survival of th~'litish officer associations and 

the failure of the younger ex-officers to enter the RVe - at least in 

significant numbers - whether through indifference, laziness, lack of 

understanding, financial motives or social sensitivity. All these 

aspects doubtless played a part, but perhaps more important, despite 

General von Heeringen's efforts in this direction, the DOB never whole

heartedly recommended additional membership of the KVe(ll>. Nevertheless, 

relations between the KB and DOB remained fair}y cordial - particularly at 

the local level. Heeringen occasionally attended DOB functions(12), made 

(3) 
large donations to the DOB Nothilfe , and sympathised with the DOB 

leaders over such matters as the "uniformverbot,,(14). The DOB occasionally 

postponed committee meetings so as not to clash with KB rallies(15) and 

allowed notification of forthcoming KV activities in their journal - at 
(16) 

least sometimes • In the field of patriotic propaganda of course, 
(17) 

joint activity was more marked • Locally, links with the officer 

associations were particuarly close in Bavaria where joint rallies were 

sometimes staged. The Bavarian Kriegerbund was a member of the local 

(18) 
Vereinigung de~ VaterlHndischen VerbHnde • In East Prussia too, 

(9) See p. '~,//NS 10/108 Reinhard's analysis 1936 (K). 
(10) "Hindenburg zu Ehren", p.44 et seq. 
(11) AA 40, 28-10-25: "Offiziere und KVe"I/NH 906, 10: Heeringen at Neu Ruppin 

5-7-25 (K)//"Heeringen an den KVnn" p.39-40. 
(12) AA 30, 8-9-24: Verbandsnachrichten: VVV Tannenbergfeier. 
(13) "DOB" 33, 25-11-25, p.1U7. 
(14) KZ 8-3-25, "Zur Frage des Uniformverbot3". 
(IS) "DOB" 28-9-27: refs. KB Stadion rally, 3-10-27. 
(16) "DOB" 15-1-25: meeting of Saxon LV. 
(17) See p. 14', 14'. 
(18) MA 104266: letter to Munich DOB (19-9-27) (MGS). 

WK VII 4050: report of meeting of "Vereinigung Bayr. ORVe" ~ 11-4-24 (F). 
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c\l-operation was ~enerally close(9), similarly in Silesia, Hamburg and 

• (20) 
scme otner sO·.Athern states • 

Of particular interest were the relations between the KB and 

Generalmajor Graf von der G01tz' s "Vereinigte VaterUlndische Verblnde". 

Aiming at a coalition of all patriotic associations, the VVV was expressly 

monarchist, militarist, "Grossdeutsch", anti-marxist and anti-semitic -

(21) 
also professing "Christliche und germanische Weltanschauung" • 

Although DOB and NDO soon joined the VVV, Heeringen kept the KB outside, 

while maintaining reasonably close contacts. Thus joint rallies were 

': held in 1924/25, Heeringen officially participated in VVV functions (often 

also involving Hohenzollern princes) and some KVe established 

"Arbeitsgemeinschaft" or even closer links with local branches of the 

Already in 1925, however, the need was felt by the KB 

leadership to define somewhat the official att~tude to the VVV. At the 

September conference the position was taken that: "Der KB wird mit den 

Vaterllndischen Organisationen fUr die Erreichung des uns gemeinsam 

gesteckten Zieles. der Wiedererstehung eines starken deutsches Reiches 

unter dem Symbol Schwarz-Weiss-Rot fest Schulter an Schulter gehen ••• 

Der organiscbe Zusammenschluss mit einem anderen Verbande oder einer seiner 

Unterorganisationen wUrde eine Beeintrlchtigung der Selbstlndigkeit des ~ 

IBs und seiner Landesverblnde bedeuten, die seiner Satzung zuwiderlluft. 

In der parallel laufenden Arbeit eines jeden der grossen Vaterllndischen 

Verblnde fUr sich sehen wir die beste Gewlhr fUr d~e weitere Erstarkung des 

nationalen Gedankens." 
(23) 

Early in the following year the. Reichskommissar 

for Public Order rEported that the KB had recently drawn nearer to the VVV 

and seemed in danger of losing its political neutrality. Certainly. as has 

been seen, the KyffhJluserjugend joined von der Goltz's "Jungdeutschlandbund" 

(19) "OOB" 25-1-27: OOB/Stahlhelm rep. at E. Prussian meeting of KB. 
(20) KZ 1925: lists of meetingsl/FO 371. 9826 C18339/1"OOB" 21-12-27. 
(21) R 43 I 770, 43: detailed report (K). 
(22) Ha11e(FO 371, 9825 C7885); Hamburg (R43 I 770, 31 (K»; Leipzig Kriegertag 

(AA 8-9-24); Frankfurt/M (KZ 8-2-25). 
(23) KZ 20-9-25. 
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a few months later, and the Bavarian Kriegerbund had long been a member 'of 
. , ?4) 

the local VVV'- • But even in Bavaria the Vereinigung was far from being 

"Vereinigt": In ~arch and April 1926 an attempt was made by the Ludendorff 

camp (Tannenbergbund, Frontkriegerbund, etc) to set up a "Nationale 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft": Stahlhelm, Wehrwolf, Jungdo and Oberland initially 

took part: the Bavarian Kriegerbund was invited, but declined, and 

(2S) 
Ober1and very quickly dropped out • Right-radical agitation was really . 
beginning to make itFelf felt in some places. At a meeting in January 

1927, General Reutter, the Bavarian Kriegerbund PrHsident, " ••• wies darauf 

hin, dass erkennbar sich eine Sammlung zur Gesundung der nationalen Bewegung 
(26) . 

anbahnt, dass die radika1en Str8mungen rechts und links allmlhlich abebben" • 

The quest for unity in the nationalist movement continued. It was reported 

that an "abortive attempt" liias made by the Stahlhelm in Summer 1927 to 

amalgamate a number of the "nationally minded" associations (27) • The 

Bavarian KB continued to co-operate with the VVV: in March 1928 a Germanl 

Austrian "FrontkHmpfertag" was held in Munich under their joint direction, 

attended by, among others, Prince Alfons (Wittelsbach), Escherich and 

General von Lossow(28). This, however, was one of the last such occasions. 

Again in October 1928 leaders of the KB are to be found expressing themselves 

(29) 
against the "radikalen Rechtsorganisationen" • The following month, 

pr.obably in response to pressure from von Horn, who may in turn have been 

approached by government agents, the Bavarian Kriegerbund withdrew from 

the vvv(30). This raised a storm of protest from the Nazi sympathisers in 

the Nuremberg and Pfalz branches, but the decision was ratified by a large 

majority at the general meeting of the Bavarian branch held early in 1929 

(which,also elected a new president, Generalmajor Ritter von Dinner, who 

(24) RS8, 1115: report 22-2-26 (K)/Ip. '2.3, 
(25) NH 1829 (K). 
(26) NH 906, 34: KY 16-1-27 (K). 
(27) FO 371, 12914 C5947: Howard Smith to Nicholson 4-8-28 (PRO). 
(28) R 43 I 770, 166: Haniel's report 10-4-28 (K). 
(29) NL Schle~cher 26, 114: Karwiese to S. 20-10-28 (F). 
(30) R 43 I 770, 167: report 28-11-28 (K). 
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a~ Munich commandant in 1923 had been instrumental in defeating the Hider/ 
(31) 

Ludendorff Pul-sch ). Thus, under the leadership of von Horn, the KB 

to a certain extent even before 1929 took steps to mark out more clearly 

the boundaries separating them from the "Right-radicals" in the Vereinigte 

VaterlUndische VerbUnde. This had not, however, been made particuarly 

clear in the general propaganda of the Bund, nor in its relations with 

individual associations. • 

Under Heeringen the KB had taken an important part alonsside all the 

other veterans' organisations (excluding DVOB, but including Stahlhelm and 

other KampfbUnde like Wehrwolf and Wiking) in the nationalist negotiations 

under von Gayl, preparatory to the presidential elections of 1925. Locally, 

ties were reasonably strong with the Stahlhelm in East Prussia, Silesia and 

Bavaria, and in one or two other places in North Germany. Some Vereine had 

links with the Jungdeutsche Orden and in at le.ast two instances in 1925, 

(32) joint functions were staged with the extremist "Wehrwolf" • Partly 

perhaps for this reason, partly also because of the nationalist/militarist 

cODBDon ground publicised in the "Kriegerzeitung" and at the joint rallies 

(e.g. Leipzig Kriegertag 1925), a long article in the Jewish "Central

verein Zeitung" (December 1926) included the KB with the NDO, R.OB and DVOB 

as "anti-Semitic" Verbllnde. The article credited the Stah1helm and Jungdo. 

as theoretically neutral and the DOB and Reichsbanner as actually so. 

The "Centralverein Zeitung" was not always very reUably informed, (the 

Stah1helm had adopted the "Aryan paragraph" in 1924) but it is highly 

likely that the stand of the KB in the question of anti-Semitism was by 

no means widely understood, even by non-Jewish circles such as the KB 

members themselves. They were, of course, by statute "religious-neutral", 

and subsequent articles in the "KyffhUuser" and "Centralverein Zeitung" made 

(31) "Centralverein Zeitung" 8-3-29, p.1l9-20. 
(32) NL Gayl 23 (K)//KZ 1925: lists of Verein functions. 



it clear that this was in fact practised(33). Public co-operation with 

the Stahlhelm nevertheless continued and in 1927 the KB conference was 

informed: "Der ganze geistige Inhalt der Stah1helmbewegung ist konform 

(34) 
mit dem unserer Organisation" • However, the more active anti-

republican activity of the Stahlhelm after 1927, together with their 

attempts to attract members of the KyffhHuserbund into the Jungstahlhelm, 

led to friction between the two. In a public speech at Hagen (June 1928) 

Horn stressed the differences between them: (as the "Berliner Tagelbatt" 

reported) that: "ein himmelweiter Unterschied zwischen Reichskriegerbund 

und Stahlhelm bestehe ••••• Der Stahlhelm wolle politisch klmpfen und 

politische Macht im Staat erringen,·der KB dagegen verzichte auf jeden 

(35) politischen Kampf, weil er ganz andere Aufgaben zu erfUllen strebe." 

But in view of the double membership of KVe and Stahlhelm which existed in 

some places - especially in frontier areas, where all patriotic elements 
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co-operated in the officially sponsored "Grenzschutz" - the problem was not 

so easily solved. Ideally the KB should have abandoned its political 

neutrality and expelled all elements not prepared to follow a (defined) 

moderate-conservative line. In the long run it did neither and endeavoured 

both to remain "all things to all men" and yet to exercise a moderate-

conservative influence on events. 

The initial difficulties between ''Deutscher Offizier-Bund" and 

"Nationalverband deutscher Offiziett' had been settled by 1923. Subsequently, 

co-operation between the two was frequent and their activities comp~mentary~ 

the one forming the political, monarchist spearhead, the other concentrating 

more on economic and "Stand" interests. Much joint effort was expended on 

reaching agreement with the student "Corps", the Adelsgenossenschaft and the 

(33) "Centralverein Zeitung" 10-12-26, 21-1-27, 8-4-27. 
(34) e.g. "DOB" 5-7-27: Joint declaration by KKV and Stahlhelm in Rosenberg 

(We8t Pru8sia)//BPD 308: KB 1927 Business Report p.2S. 
(35) Berghahn op.cit. p.163-4//NH 906, 41, "Berliner Tageblatt" 1-7-28 (K)' 



Joi1anniterorden O\Ter questions of "honour". The Ehrenschutzverordnung 

(36) of 1922 was modified between 1925 and 1928 to suit all requirements • 

More widely, the four associations (DOB - NDO - ROB - MOV) co-operated 
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increasingly and frequently in monarchist rallies, like that celebrating 

the 50th Anniversary of the Kaiser's entry into the army (1927)(37). Only 

the DVOB stood outside this "officer network": according to its own 

circular~ it had been founded in politicaL opposition to the BDO and with 

its involvement in the Munich Putsch (1923) and the increasing personal 

hostility between Ludendorff and Crown Prince Ropert of Bavaria, the 

association (mainly of course Bavarian) found itself more and more isolated, 

attacked by the Nazis on the one hand and shunned by the other officer groups 

on the other(38). Smaller officer associations such as the General Staff 

Club (Graf Schlieffen Vereinigung) whose president General von Cramon had 

formerly been 3rd President of the NDO, and thl! MOV led by Captains Krah 

(39) 
and Stosch, generally followed the lead of the others • 

Just as the DOB and NDO were both members of the Vereinigte Vaterllnd-

ische Verblnde of von der GoBz, so many of their members were prominent in 

the leadership of the individual associations, especially StahlheLa, 

Wehrwolf and Wiking. The relationship of the officer associations to the 

right-radicals was consequently much closer than that of the KB. 'Ibis was· 

manifested for example in the co-operation of officer associations in 

Ehrhardt's "Nationale Bothilfe EV", aimed at combating the "Feme" trials . 
and assisting those sentenced in them. Similarly, rallies such as the 

StahIhelm Sporttag in Halle (October 1928) which was attended by Field· 

Marshal von Mackensen, Admiral von Schr8der (NDO), General van der Goltz 

(VVV), General von Watter (DOB and Waffenringe) and four princes, were 

(36) "DOB" 25-11-28, p.13l6: report of conference. 
(37) 11 M 65, 7: MOV participation in 8-2-27 Rally (F). 

"DOB" 15-8-27: Hindenburg's attendance at joint rally. 
(38) Reel 98-1: Himmler Collection: DVOB circulars 1926 etc. (Hoover). 

"DOB" 25-7-25, 5-11-25, 25-3-28. 
(39) BPD p.449. 
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frequent and widely publicised(40}. The 8.ttempt to establish closer 

contacts between the VVV and the Ludendorff group' was certainly made 

(1925-26) and even in 1926 many DVOB members were active in the Nazi SA. 

But Ludendorff's sun was setting(41}. 

Also of interest is the attitude of the officer associations to the 

Jungdeutsche erden. Founded in 1919 by Arthur Mahraun, it initially 

pursued a radical policy which resulted i~ its being banned in 1922. 

Subsequently, the Jungdo rejected the "putschism" of the right-radicals 

and favoured a Franco-German understanding. Ultimately this more moderate 

policy was to permit its amalgamation with the German Democratic Party. 

In 1925 the Jungdo set about forming a "Nationalausschuss" aimed at 

revitalising the "national movement"; Mahraun pursued a somewhat 

independent line in the matter of the presidential elections and was 

already tending to diverge from the other asso~iations on the Right. 

At the very beginning of 1927 a meeting took place between the leaders of 

'the Jungdo and those of the moderate DOB, with the aim of establishing 

closer, even organisational ties. But the DOB remained adamant that 

although their aims were the same in the long run, the methods adopted 

by the Jungdo could only lead to disaster. Relations with the NDO were 

even less cordial: Mahraun actually brought and won a libel action against· 

General Wlchter and Major von Jena, who were fined 50 marks each and ordered 

to pay two-thirds costs.(May 1927}. Whether or not Mahraun ever approached 

the KB leadership is not known: certainly the ant~-French policy of the 

latter, and the personal ties between some KB leaders and the NDO would have 

been serious obstacles to an understanding. Nevertheless, after 1930 the 

{42} 
advantages of such an arrangement would have been more apparent • In 

{40} F 193 Ravensburg OA 1930/343: 3-9-30 (founded 1927) {L)//BPD p.448. 
"DOB" 25-10-28, p.1231. 

(41) Reel 98-1: Himmler Collection: DVOB circu1ars 1926 etc (Hoover). 
"DOB" 25-7-25, 5-11-25, 25-3-28.//F 205 Tublngen OA 1925/316: report of 
18-11-25 VVV meeting (L). and: NB 1829. 

(42) Centralverein Zeltung 10-12-26 p.6501/"DOB" 17, 1925 p.480// "DOB" 3, 1927 
p.l05//NL Stresemann 7145, H150487 (FO). 
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common with the Nazis and the Ludendorff group, the NDO were openly anti·· 

( 43) 
Semitic' • ROB were less openly so, and the DOB seems to have kept to its 

statutory neutrality in religious matters, although one or two local 

incidents occurred after 1928(44). 

In conclusion, it may be said that whereas the officer associations, 

especially the NDO, maintained the closest relations with right-radical 

VerbUnde like Stahlhelm, Wehrwolf, etc, the KB - or at least some of its 

leaders - were beginning in 1928 to see "the red light", and steps were 

being initiated to distinguish between the KB and the radical ambitions 

of other sections in the patriotic movement. The cODlDon ground that 

still existed between them from the' point of view of ideQ10gy and 

membership, as well as the closer ties established with the VVV by Horn's 

predecessor between 1923 and 1926, was to make the years after 1928 

extremely difficult for the KB. 

7. MONARCHISM: RIGHT WING PARTIES 

From the outset the ex-servicemen's associations had formed the main 

reservoir of sympathy for the former rulers of Germany. This found 

vigorous and continuous public expression by the NDO and the Vereinigten 

Vater1Undischen Verblnde and slightly more restrained support from the 

DOB and KB. In the case of the bigger, general association- whether or , 
not the mass of the rank and file would have welc~ed a restoration in 

the early stages, is uncertain. Clearly, however, they were at no time 

so imbued with republican enthusiasm as to protest in significant numbers 

against the obvious sympathy for the Kaiser expressed in the "Ktiegerzeitung" 

and in KB meetingr. At worst, they were apathetic.. Even with the Crown 

(43) Centralverein Zeitung 3-4-24, 12-6-25, 19-2-26, 10-12-26. AA 1-11-24: 
NdO Aufruf. 

(44) CVZ 10-12-26 p.650; 20-1-28 p.26. 
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Prince and his brothers back in Germany, however, the prospects of 

the Hohenzollerns were never really rosy. Many ex-officers seriously 

considered, for example a "Wittelsbach-Kaisertum", although as Seeckt 

warned the Bavarian Crown Prince in 1924/25, this would probably have 
(1) 

met insuperable opposition in Prussia • The election of Hindenburg 

to the Presidency in 1925 was probably more an expression on the part of 

the German people in favour of the MAN, rather than for any return to 

the Imperial system. Hindenburg had of course been virtually responsible 

for sending the Kaiser into exile in 1918, and more than most other 

people appreciated the shortcomings of that unhappy man. Moreover, the 

new President was bound by the narrow Prussian officer's concept of 

honour to observe the letter of the Weimar Constitutiou. One might add 

too, that the conscious resignation of power would not come easily to 

such a man. On the other hand, many people saw Hindenburg's presidency 

·as a safeguard for the restoration of the Hohenzo1lerns at some propitious 

time in the future - perhaps when the Kaiser died? In this light the more 

active monarchists had a very good excuse for leaving things in the hands 

of the old Field-Marshal - with catastrophic results. 

It is against this background that the monarchist propaganda of the 

veterans' organisations must be seen. Despite the temporary unanimity 

(2) 
introduced by the VVV, this was already falling apart by 1926 ,and by 

1928 official government circles considered that the monarchist movement 

had come to a 

and political 

standstill, because of the disagreements between VerbKnde 
(3) 

parties • This was over-optimistic: during the years 

1923-28 the two big officer associations, fo1low~d by the others (except 

the DVOB) were consistently at the centre of an increasingly vociferous 

monarchist activity. Scarcely an important meeting was held by either 

(1) XL Stresemann 7135, H149029: Seec~s conversation with S. (POL). 
(2) "Centralverein Zeitung" 10-12-26. 
(3) R58, 1115: Koreferat 28-4-28, p.4 (esp. Bavaria) (K). 
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group, that was not attended by some Hoh£Llzo11ern prince or representative 

of the other "princely" hous~. The NDO annual general meeting in 

1927 declared publicly for "ein v81kisches deutches Kaiserreich,,(4). The 

joint DOB/NDO celebration to mark the 50th anniversary of the Kaiser's 

entry to the army (February 1927) was typical of many such: banquet, 

speeches, officers in imperial uniform (and some in that of the 
. 

Reichswehr) - demonstrations of monarchist sentiment that attracted the 
(5) 

hostility of the socialist press • The DOB conference in 1928 talked 

of "unverrUckbaren Festha1ten an den geheiligten Traditionen der alten 
( 6) 

Wehrmacht, insbesondere am monarchischen Gedanken" • But probably the 

most effective demonstrations were those held in conjunction with other 

VerbHnde, such as the Stah1he1m, where vast parades an~ patriotic displays 

often involved a blatant advocacy of the Imperial past and the singing of 

"Heil Dir _____ ". (7) The burden of the DOB/NDO printed propaganda . 

. tended to favour the Hohenzollern Crown Prince, although, of course, the 

Bavarian officers were primarily concerned with the Wittelsbachs and the 
(8) 

admittedly more popular Prince Rupert • 

The monarchist enthusiasm of the officers is wholly understandable: 

much more interesting is the extent to which the KB leaders were able to 

go in the same direction without provoking uproar from the rank and file. 

The monarchist activity of the KB under von Heeringen probably reached a 

peak in 1925 with the election of Hindenburg and the 1st Reichskriegertag 

later in the year. Already in the previous year' the KVe had taken official 
(9) 

part in the big demonstration at Ha1le • In 'December 1924 Col. Karwiese, 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

D-O-Bl 12, 23-3-27. 
II M 65, 7 (F)//"OOB" (esp): 5-2-27, 25-2-27. 
"OOB" 25-11-28, p.1316. 
FO 371, 9825 C7885: Ha11e demonstration 11-5-24 (PRO). 
"OOB" 25-10-28, p.1231: HaHe. 
R 43 1 766,78: Reich representative Munich to Chancellor 2-12-24 (K). 

I 

See p. I~O. 



G~cretary of the KB, had a conversation with Geheimrat Nitz, the Kaiser's 

financial a~ent in Berlin, as a result of which it was agreed to send two 

copies of the "Kriegerzeitung" regularly to Doorn(lO). The announcement 
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in the "Kriegerzeitung" marking the Kaiser's birthday in the following month 

certainly did not amount to an advocacy of a restoration, but the language 

employed was a marked departure from the more formal notices of previous 

years: "The thoughts of many loyal Germans turns to Holland where the 

German Kaiser lives all on his own" (einsam haust) •••• "und erflehen tit 

ihm bessere Zeiten fUr unser Vaterland". KB policy notices were to display 
(11) 

an increasing liking for innuendo and "double entendre" • In June 1925 

(12) 
the KB's 3rd president, von Finckenstein, was actually in Doorn • At 

the July conference Heeringen so far forgot his political neutrality~at 

he asked the assembled re~resentatives (a large part of whom were ex

officers) to ~tand in ·silence and think of the Kaiser(13). In the same 

month the laying of a foundation stone by General Kahns (head of the East . 

,-Prussian Landeskriegerverband, as well as of the East. Prussian DOS) was 

attended by 32 KVe, Stahlhelm and "Ostland" contingents. As one of the 

local dignitaries struck the stone three times and recited the usual 

improvised rhyme his words were met with special approval: 

"Und drittens wir zum Herrgott flehen, Lass unser Kaiserreich erneut 

erstehen!,,(14) Again at the Kriegertag in October, a message frOlll the 

Crown Prince was read. Individual Vereine were in correspondence with 

the Kaiser seeking, and often receiving, "FahnennHgel" and donations towards 

(15) 
new colours • 

This increase in monarchist sentiment did not pass unnoticed in the 

• (16) 
80cialist press - especially when "the Kaiser" was publicly to._d • 

(10) NH 909, 213: PLKV to Hofmarschallsamt 31-l2-24.(R). 
(11) KZ 25-1-25. 
(12) NH 909, 223: PLKV to KKV Duisburg 19-8-26 (K). 
(13) NH 906, Neu Ruppin 5-7-25 (K). 
(14) KZ 13-9-25. 
(15) NH 909, 215, 224 (R)//KZ 25-10-25. 
(16) NB 909, 217 (K). 



In 1926 a new expressly monarchist group arose alongside the older "Bund 

der Aufrechten", "Ade1sgenossenschaft", etc. The "GHrtnerei", it was 

alleged, were canvassing the Hohenzollern cause above all in the 

Kriegervereine. Noteworthy, is the alleged involvement of Nitz and the 

monarchist complaints against the DNVP, on the grounds of lack of real 

enthusiasm(17). The activities of General Finck von Finckenstein, the 

Prussian Landesverband's 2nd President (3~d President of the KB) 
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attracted a little criticism from the rank and file, although part of this 

may be due to confusion between the General and his brother who was for a 

time actually part of the Kaiser's entourage at Doorn. In August 1926, 

a letter from the Prussian association runs: "Unser 2. PrKsident ist seit 

Juni 1925 nicht in Doorn gewesen - hat vielmehr mehrere Ein1adungen dorthin 

( 18) 
abgelehnt" • Be this as it may, there were dangers attached to 

excessively blatant monarchist expressions. General Gobbin on occasion . 
(19) 

specifically warned KVe to omit "Kaiserhoch" • In general the KV press 

avoided direct advocacy of a restoration, even during 1925. The usual 

tone of articles on the Kaiser was nevertheless laden with nostalgia and 

(20) 
tear-jerking sentiment • 

With the February 1927 celebration of the Kaiser's military jubilee at 

least some observers considered that the "Deutsche Kaiserpartei" had come 

out into the open - in opposition to the Deutsch-Nationale, who had made 
(21) 

their peace with the Republic • The KB, however, took no official part 

in this. In fact von Finckenstein was soon replaced by Genera1major Gerd 

von Enckevort who nevertheless himself had strong ties with the monarchist 

NDO. Finckenstein continued with his active monarchist work outside the 

KB, and in March 1928 was trying hard to create renewed enthusiasm for the 

(17) ibid. 218: "Neues Wiener Journal" 13-4-26; 219: "Berliner Tageb1att" 13-4 
(18) NH 909, 223: PLKV to KKV Duisburg 19-8-26 (K). 
(19) ibid. 224. 
(20) e.g. ibid. 264. 
(21) ibid. 227: "Berliner Tageblatt" 9-2-27. 



Kaiser within the DNVP& particularly with regard to broadcasting the 

. (22) true circumstances surround~ng his depart~re from Germany • 
(23) 

Hindenburg himself finally avowed the truth of this in November 1928 

The new leader of the KB initially kept the growing monarchist 
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• 

sentiment within bounds. However, the Kaiser's forthcoming 70th birthday 

(January 1929), and the way it was to be celebrated brought matters to a . 
head. A meeting of the Praesidium in September 1928 decided: "Keine 

Einwirkung des Vorstandes auf Abhaltung von Feiern auszuUben" - not to 

restrain the KVe from marking the occasion as they wished. This was 

embodied in a circular of 10th October - but opinions still differed as 

to whether the KB itself should mark the occasion. By 21st December it 

had been decided that Horn himself - with other leaders from the patriotic 

Verblnde - should visit Doorn and convey the wishes of the whole 
. 

organisation. In the same month Karwiese wrote in reply to Major 

~Uldner von MUlnheim (Generalverwaltung des Preussischen K8nigshauses) that 

the attendance of Hohenzollern princes, such as Eitel-Frederick and Oskar, 

at KVe functions was "sehr erwUnscht". As early as JamB ry 12th the 

"KyffhUuser" was carrying articles and pictures whose message was 

(24) 
.mistakable • A few months later a Bavarian Kriegerbund representative 

attended the 10th anniversary celebration of the VVV in Munich, despite the 

fact that the Bund had recently withdrawn from the VVV. 
(25) 

(Wittelsbach), was also present • 

But Prince Alfons 

Thus the "monarchism" which had always been entrenched in the KB and its 

Landesverblnde(26) was by 1928/29 again firmly avowed by the KB leadershiv. 

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that this at least did not clash 

with the real wishes of the majority of its members. 

(22) ibid., 243: "Serlin Hi ttag" 29-3-28. 
(23) ibid. 256: "Der Tag" 11-11-28. 
(24) ibid. 246-61: 265-6. 

Logically it was 

(25) R 43 I 770, 170: Munich to Reichskanzlei 14-5-29 (K). 
(26) BMI/PS: "Bad.KB" (Ka)I/Flugs. 1 191 (SH). 
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impossible for such an ,organisation to be at once nationalist-monarchis~ 

on the one hand, and politically neutral onth~ other. Firmly r~jecti.'8 

as he had the violent "right-radical" fringe, Horn could not help 

following a path parallel to that of the less extreme Verblnde and the 

political parties of the Right. But the growth of the NSDAP as a 

political party and the varying courses of even the less extreme parties 
. 

and VerbBnde, who were finally sucked into the Nazi vortex, made even this 

parallel path incompatible with either "political neutrality", or "moderate 

conservatism" - even allied to some form of monarchist restoration. Even 

as late as 1929 it is possible that a formal abandoning of KB neutrality in 

the interests of advocating a constitutional monarchy need not have torn 

the Bund apert, nor brought down the wrath of the "republican" gods. Such 

a :coalition as KB plus DVP with the moderates from the DNVP might yet have 

given moderate conservatism the lead it so ba~ly needed. 

Either way the main effect of the KB attitude to the Hohenzollerns had 

been to label the big ex-servicemen's organisation once and for all as 

"monarchist" and increase the suspicion felt towards it by elements of all 

the parties left of the DVP. Like the local activities of many lYe, it 

can hardly be doubted that the public rallies and celebrations in which the 

officer associations and also sometimes the KB to~k part, contributed 

sensibly to the deepening of social and political hatreds in Germany. In 

addition, the impact of the propaganda of the veterans' associations, in all 

its forms, can only at this stage have really benefited the DNVP and to a 

lesser extent the DVP. Indeed inthe Gayl-circle-negotiations which led ta-·-

the selection of Jarres as the candidate of the patriotic associations in 

1925, Heeringen's public support of the nationalist choice led to dissension 

from the southern VerbHnde - and the KB itself had to refrain in the end 

(27) 
from signing the circular advocating the election of Jarres • Politically 

speaking organisations like DOB and NDO were more homogeneous in compost ion 

(27) NL Gayl 23 0<). 
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There were some 65 ex-officers in the Reicilstag (1928) and some 35 (about 
(28) 

a third) of the DNVP representatives (1924/28) came into this category • 

In October 1928 the more moderate Count Westarp was replaced by Alfred 

Hugenberg as leader of the DNVP • The more radical direction taken by 
. 

the "Conservatives" under his leadership made the need for redefinition 

of the KB's position all the more pressing • 

• 

8. COMMUNISM 

The KPD had displayed its revolutionary potential in 1918-1919, 

1921 and 1923. During the middle years of the Weimar Republic these 

activides took second place to work within the parliamentary context -

although, locally, clashes between Communists and right-wing VerbBnde, 

including KVe, continued throughout the perio?, as did the secret efforts 

(1) 
towards cell-building • Both the civil and the military security 

forces maintained a close watch on all aspects of KPD work. The 

" "Reichskommisar fUr die Uberwachung der 8ffentl1chen Ordnung" brought out 

regular reports on the . "Linksradikale" - such as the 48 page "Denkschrift 

6ber die BUrgerkriegsvorbereitungen der Kommunistischen Partei Deutschlands 

auf mUitllrpol1t1schem und militKm!chnischem Geble tIt (1925)(2). The Navy. 

kept a close watch on the activities of the "Rote Marine" and the general 

trends of Communist propaganda; the Reichswehrministerium brought out a 

44 page secret report (August 1928) which was circulated to battalion 

. (3) 
level • 

The veterans' organisations were naturally anti-Communist and in 

1924," the head of the press office of the "Liga zum Schutze der deutschen 

Kultur gegen den Bolschewismus" (Rogge), became· editor of the "Kriegerzeitung" 

(28) BPD p.44SII"DOB" 1928 p.9S7. 

(1) Flechtheim/Weber op.cit. p.42-3. 
(2) RS8, 1114 (K). 
(3) 11 M 6S, 5: 9, 10, 11 (r). 



under the g~neral direction of Otto Riebicke (4). As yet, however, 

there was nOLhing even suggestive of a propaganda campaign against 

Communism. Only occasional articles on the subject appeared in 1925(5). 

However, towards the end of the period (1927/28) it seems that the fight 

against "the Reds" became one of the fields of the official co-operation 

between KB and Reichswehrministerium. In correspondence of Septemberl . 
October 1928, Colonel von Schleicher showed himself quite prepared to 

answer KB enquiries on the subject, obviously drawing on confidential, 

(6) 
even secret, intelligence material • The full blOSSOming of this 

relationship only took place in the years 1929 to 1933. At this stage 
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the KB leaders were still not fully prepared to co-operate with associations 

such as the "Internationale" or even "Antira", led by a former member of the 

Prussian Associations praesidium. They nevertheless expressed their 

readiness to participate in a general conference including~oups such as 

.the DOB, and officers from the Reichswehrministerium(7). In terms of 

propaganda, the most expressly anti-Communist of the organisations at this 
. (8) 

time was the monarchist NDO • 

Events were soon to take a more radical course: the Comintern 

decision (August 1928) to view democratic Socialism as their prime enemy 

was to· have fateful results; the new economic crisis was to create a 

climate of dissatisfaction in which the propaganda of the anti-republicans 

of the Left (and Right) could flourish as never before. 

SUMMARY 

Probably the most significant aspect of the activities of the ex-

(4) Forell op.cit. p.2S. 
(5) e.g. "Rote Armee und Rote Flotte" (11-1-25). 

"Kommunismus und Landwirtschaft" (6-9-25). 
(6) NU 917: Karwiese to Schleicher 7-9-28 (R). 
(7) ibid. KB to Pustau 20-2-28. 
(8) AA 24-5-24; 1-11-24. 
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servicemen'r organisations between 1923 and 1928 was that of propaganda. 

The mass rallies, the veteran-press and the everyday activities of the 

thousands of Kriegervereine and officer clubs gave a considerable impetus 

to the popularising of the officer-concept of national honour with its 

corrollary of aggressive militarism. Afterreaching a peak in the years 

1925/26, the activity of the KB was ultimately, un~er von Horn, to 

approximate more closely to the policy of. General Groener: "Like most 

of those who ser.ved in the World War, I am a firm believer in a sound and 

intelligent pacifism - though not in one 'that leads to servile 

.(1) 
submission :' in one word - "Gleichberechtigung". But this change in 

emphasis had only been partly achieved by late 1928 and in fact never 

finally superceded "revanchism". In the hardening of its attitude 

towards Social Democracy, in its initial co-oper~tion with the "patriotic 

VerbUnde" and its more or less open monarchist preferences, even the KB, 

the most moderate of the veteran groups barely preserved its offiCial 

neutrality, and certainly contributed much to the cause of the 

Conservatives - notably the DNVP. 

There was, nevertheless, another side to the coin. Although active 

support from Hindenburg and the Reichswehr was somewhat offset by the 

suspicions of men such as Severing, the KB at least earned for itself a 

position of "official toleration" as did,' less justifiedly, the DOB. 

This enabled fruitful'co-operation to develop with the Reichswehr, 

publicly and secretly, officially and unofficiall~, propaganda-wise and 

also technicAlly., in matters of pre- and para-military training. 

Unfortunately, the general nationalist/militarist/monarchist "image" of 

the KB precluded a continuation of the KB "monopoly" position after 1918: 

the toleration of rival organisations with a definite party-political bias 

was one of the main factors deepening social and political disharmony, as 

(1) Eyck: p.1S3. 



was the official failure satisiactorily to regulate the activities of 

the KVe at the local level. Official shortcomings had much to account 

for, especially the complete failure of the Reichswehr leaders to 

differentiate between "acceptable" and "unacceptable" right-wing 

VerbHnde - other than at a superficial level. 

Despite the social and physical divisions within the veteran 

movement, and the mistakes of earlier leaders, General von Horn . 
appreciated-however imperfectly to start with - the need to redefine 

the ethical standpoint of the KB vis a vis the increasingly radical 

excesses of the Right. He had already initiated steps in this 

direction before 1929 and was ultimately to go a great deal further. 

With more support from the "establishment" and more initiative from the 

party politicians it is at least possible that "moderate conservatism" 

could have made more of "showing". But the impact of a new economic 

crisis and the not unconnected successes of the Nazis at the elections 

meant that ttme was all too short. 
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SECTION FOUR 

1929 - 1933 

1. From the end of 1928 to the Elections of September 1930 
2. September 1930 to the Financial Crisis of August 1931 
3. August 1931 to the Re-election of Hindenburg in April 1932 
4. To Hitler's Chancellorship (January 1933) . 

• 
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1. FROM THE END OF 1928 TO THE REICHSTAG ELECTIONS OF SEPTEMBER 1930 

The last months of 1928 saw several events which were to have serious 

effects on the cause of republican government in Germany. In October 

Hugenberg became leader of the DNVP and his extreme policies and 

willingness to co-operate with Hitler tended to cut his party off from 

the moderate conservatives. On October 6th the DVP Reichstag deputies 

withdrew from the Stahlhelm, which was now virtually a DNVP Kampfbund, 

firmly wedded to a policy of public "anti-system" activity. The 

political campaigns of the Stahlhelm were centred on modifying the 

': constitution legally, b, utilising Article 73 which made provision for 

initiating referenda. In SeptembeT the Stahlhelm had ,.,",,,,.*,4 a 

"Volksbegehren" aimed at changing the cons-titution by strengthening the 

powers o.f the President. Soon was to come the bitter struggle over the 

Young Plan. This direct political involvemenx of one of the most 

important veterans' organisations (and unlike the Reichsbanner •. the. 

Stahlhelm was still predominantly composed of ex-servicemen) raised 

considerable problems for the others, especially, of course, the KB. 

Besides the renewed and recbanne11ed agitation of the political right, 

there were other equally ominous signs. A particularly severe winter 

caused the unemployment figures to rise to some 2.6 million(l). 

The propaganda activity of the KB must be seen against this background. 

The militarist aspects expressed in the Leitsltze (September 1928), whether 

interpreted as "Revanchism" or demands for "Gleichberechtigung", continued 

to play an important part, especially in the weekly articles by Colonel 

Groos in amplification of the LeitsHtze (from March 1929). These articles 

concentrated on a projection of the German officer concept of honour and 

general virtue into the political field: "Das Zie! ~eutscher Zukunft ist: 

Freiheit fUr deutsches Land, fUr deutsches Volkstum, deutsche Art, Glauben) 

(1) Berghahn op.cit. p.166 et seq//Eyck op.cit. p.166, 195-6 (11). 
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Ku1tur. Arbeit. Freiheit von fremder Fr~! •••• Lebensraum •••• wir 

k8nnen nicht 1eben ohne Ehre,,(2). At th~ same time class-hatred and 

religious intolerance were criticised, although there was a strong 

undertone hostile to "internationalism" - especially that based on 
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money 
(3) 

In January 1929 the old struggle against the "war-gui1t-lie" 

(which formed in the eyes of most Germans the basis for the Versailles 

Treaty, in particular the clauses on reparations: and the new Allied 

provisions were sh~rtly to be embodied in the Young Plan) was renewed 

and assumed considerable significance once the Stahlhelm campaign against 
(4) 

the Young Plan got underway • 

The third major propaganda campaign initiated by the KB was that 

against Conmunism and "cultural Bolshevism" launched on 15th May 1929. 

The KB under Horn had already been increasingly concerned with combating 

Communism on moral grounds (the "decadence" of the theatre, etc.) and, of 

course, from a political standpoint, - particularly the attempts by "the 

Reds" to infiltrate the Reichswehr(5). The KB praesidium meeting of 14th 

May discussed the issue, dwelling particularly on Remarque' s "All Quiet on 

the Western Front". The particular forms of "cultural Bolshevism" that 

concerned the ex-efficers were those embodying pacifism and attacks on the 

officer corps. The campaign announced the following day was put into 

effect in the now customary manner: releases to the national press, public 

speeches by von Horn and the other leaders, space in the "Kyffh!:luser", iilm 

slides, lectures, etc. In November 1929, the two "campaigns" were 

officially combined to form a joint attack on the ''war-guilt-lie'' and 

"Bolshevism". In view of the KB's official neutrality considerable 

caution was displayed over working with other associations and individuals. 

(2) NH 906, 75: KY 17-3-29: "Gedanken •• " iii, Col. Groos (K). 
(3) ibid. and KY 7-4-29: "G~danken ••• " vi. 
(4) NB 906:--6'6-7. 
(5) See p. 211. IINB. 917, correspondence with "Frauenkampfbund" (Jan 1929). 
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Thus in the case of one Walther Boehmer, extensive enquiries were first 

~de, notably with the editorial board of the moderate conservative 

"Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung". This caution effectively prevented the KB 

building up a network of contacts with genuine non-political societies with 

similar aims. In other matters the KB threw caution to the winds: on 22nd 

October 1929 they sent an open letter to the Prussian Kultusminister 

protesting at the use of Remarque's book in state schools, an act hardly 

calculated to produce official goodwill. Locally too, as in Frankfurt/H, 

the !CVe actively campaigned against "objectionable" plays. In February 

" 1930, the leader of the important Saxon Landesverband wrote to Horn • 
expressing his concern over Commun~st attempts to infiltrate the army and 

navy. Horn in turn approached Schleicher during the course of March with 

a view to discussing how the KB could further help in combating Communism. 

In the same month the "Kyffhlluser" published,! long article dealing with 

"KOlD1IUnistische Zersetzungsman8ver" and another refuting the contention of 

Arnold Rechberg, the industrialist, who claimed that Mussolini and "certain 

German nationalists" were seeking t:o co-operate with R.ussian propagandists 

in attacking France. The R.eichswehrminister, General Groener, was also 

genuinely concerned. In a letter of 24th March he expressed the view that 

a modified "school and church policy" would be useful in combating 

"Bolshevism" in Germany. In this light it seems highly probable that the 

propaganda line folloWed by the KB was materially influenced by Horn's 

contacts with the Reichswehrministerium. The campaign against Bolshevism 

also led directly to the later co-operation between the KB and the Churches. 

In March 1930 an article (''Der Antichrist") appeared in the ''Kyf£hlluser'': _." 

"Alle Zeichen deuten darauf, das die Stunde nahe 1st, wo die V81ker sich 

entscheiden mUssen, ob der Unglaube oder der christliche Glaube ihnen die 

b d Antw t b 11,,(6) massge en e or •••• ge en so • 

(6) HR 9l7//itL Schleicher 34-68: Groener to Gleich 24-3-30 (F). 

' .. 
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Unfortunately, the KB leaders at thi's critical juncture were by no 

means united. The moderate-conservative, moral line followed by von Horn 

and Lt. Col. Karwiese, reflected the policy being pursued by the Reichswehr 

itself under Groener and his "cardinal in politics". General von 

Enckevort, virtually Horn's deputy, and General von Fabeck of the associated 

''Wohlfahrtsgemeinschaft'' both had strong NDO connections and favoured 

a much more definite involvement with the DNVP, the Stahlhelm and the 

other "nationalists". Enckevort did not agree, for example, with the 

"Anregungen" drafted to appear as a supplement to the 1929 New Year's 

notice • This draft advocated a campaign of "staatsbUrgerliche 

Unterweisung" among the }{Ve, to o~ercome the "allgemeine politische 

GleichgUltigkeit des BUrgertums".. This .as opposed to a more specifically 

political/patriotic form of indoctrination: "Niemals wird der Vorstand 

des KyffhUuserbunds zu gr8ssten vaterlUndisc~en ftagen eine Stellung 

einnehmen, die nicht von der Uberwaltigenden Mehrheit der Organisation 

gebilligt wird". This aspect, specially disapproved of by von Enckevort, 

was the Achilles' Heel of Horn's strategy. Any association, especially 

one of old soldiers, that wishes to make an impact in a particular way, 

must be led from above, by inspired men who are able to impose their views 

on their members and not vice versa. Another draft from mid-l929 

(IIRichtlinien fUr Presseaufbau und Taktik") expressed the ethical 1IlOderate-

conservative position favoured by Horn: while the way of ,the Social 

Democrats was criticised so was that of the all-too-narrow and extreme 

"national movement". A genuinely patriotic front on a moral baSis, 

aiming to preserve the best of German tradition together with the strength" 

of family and comradely ties, was the only answer. In the same breath the 

statement of policy continued: "the KB is ideally designed to achieve this, 

but tmlst appear neither as reactionary nor as a prop to the present staten• 

Of course, in reality the KB had long been a prop" of sorts, to the Weimar 

State - and at the same time had also pursued "reactionary" poliCies in 
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public. The only logical answer was the compromise of "limited 

monarchy" - pursued politically, but this as far as is known, was never 

stated by Horn explicitly; the General remained a member of the DNVP, while 

not hesitating to express his divergent views to Hugenberg personally(7). 

In effect, despite the moral reservations, the militarist aspects of KB 

propagOanda, the concern with the war-guilt issue and the attention given 

to the Communist preparations for taking over Germany, all served to 

further the DNVP/StahlhelmJNazi cause; particularly when Horn could speak 

in public of thirty-three political parties •••• waiting for "den Starken 

Ma 
11,(8) nn • This was even more the case with the officer associations, 

whose policies at this time were closely identified with those of the 

Stahlhelm, and whose propaganda thus displayed a more definite hostility 

(9) 
to the republic • 

The extent to which local KVe adhered t<? the official ''Horn'' line 

varied. While it remained the official policy that membership of the 

o (W) 
SPD in itself constituted no ground for expulsion from the 0 XV ,an 

influential localo squire could ensure that socialist members did not find 

their way into responsible positions such as that of Youth Leader, even 

(11) securing their removal where necessary • Moreover, even at higher 

levels the most bitter criticism of the socialist ''Wehrprogr8lllll'' was 

expressed. The 10th February 1929 edition of the "sBchsisches Mi1itlr-

vereinsb1att" prompted a rapid enquiry from the Reichswehrministerium 

(7) HR 906, 67, 81. (K)//Nachlass Enckevort 26: speech by Horn (1-5-32) (DZA). 
(8) ibid. 78: "Berlin-Friedenauer Tageblatt" 13-4-29: Horn's local speech. 
(9) See esp:"OOB" 15-10-28 p.1l65: first Volksbegehren. 

5-6-29 front p. : Socialism. 
15-3-29 p.289: "war-gui1t ... Ue". 
25 .. 6 ... 29 front p.: "10 years Versailles". 
5-7-29 front p.: France. 

15-7-29 p. 781: "Feme"verurteilteh". 
(10) NB 913: PLKV to RB Magdeburg 6-S-30//NH 915: same to Merseburg Dec 1929. 
(11) NH 915: Silesian Prove to PLKV 3-1-30. 
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(25th February)(12). The KB itself certainly endeavoured to restrain 

such open hostility to the SPD, while at the same time continuing its feud 

with the Reichsbanner and the Reichsbund ("Reichsbund der Kriegsbeschlldig-

ten"). In September 1928 the Kyffhiuser conference had passed a resolution 

against KV members also belonging to the rival socialist welfare 

organisation. Continued hostility from the Reichsbund led to the KB and 

its LandesverbHnde taking steps to enforce this (1930)(13). Clearly, the 

outward neutrality towards socialists was only maintained with difficulty, 

and in a few places not at all. The common ground between socialism and 

the German Churches, namely pacifism, led to increasing tension between 

KVe and local clergy of both denominations. Several incidents occurred 

in 1929/30: clergymen avoided all mention of "the Fallen" at remembrance 

services; claimed tactlessly that 2 million Germans "died for nothing"; 

suggested that memorials to the dead of the ~or1d War were nothing more 

than the perpetuation of memories of murder; adopted hostile attitudes 

to the KV colours at funerals - and in general caused much ill-feeling 

among ordinary members, which, of course, also involved the higher 

associations in acrimonious exchanges. In Minden (July 1929) the local 

Evangelical pastor accused a KV male voice choir of indulging in 

drunkenness and lechery. Three of his parishioners addressed an open 

and strongly worded letter of protest to him ~ and were promptly charged 

with libel. This case came up in April 1930 and attracted considerable 

local attention. The two-day trial in which 23 witnesses were heared, 

ended with the XV members being acquitted. In Bavaria, the writings of 

one Dr. Moenius, who raked up sixteen-year old accusations that German 

soldiers had shot Belgian civilians, created much local ill-feeling. In 

(12) NU 910, 25: Schleicher to Karwiese 25-2-29. 
(13) ibid. 65: draft for PB 22-2-30/74: KB to Rhenish XV 26-5-30. 

Flugs.I 191: 11,1 ''WU'rtt.KZ'' 22/1-6-30 (SR). 

" 
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special chcumstances, (wherc for example the degree of overlap between 

KV and right-radical associations was considerable - and only a small 

minority of KVe could come into this category(14», the hostility of the 

clergy was understandable. More often, however, their attitude to the 

KVe was not justifiable and certainly did nothing to pr~te "Volks

gemeinschaft". This is also true with regard to the other incidents in 

which KVe were involved (e.g. with communists(15»: earlier in the 

period, certainly before 1925, the public activities of the KVe could be 

regarded as provocative. With the increasing participation of 

republican officials (from the President downwards) in public rallies of 

all kinds, and with the considerable multiplication of "nationalist" 

functions of a much more radical kind, the local KVe can be viewed in 

1930 as much more "sinned against than sinning,,(16). In general they 

observed the letter of the law, and, with i~ortant exceptions, the spirit 

of their own statutes. 

In January 1929 the Kaiser celebrated his 70th birthday. General 

von Born, along with leaders from the officer associations and other 

"patriotic" groups, visited Doorn on January 20th and by so doing squarely 

aligned the KB with the German monarchists. Certainly, the official 

circular to the KVe stated that "whether and in what form" they marked the 

occasion was left to the individual Vereine. Certainly, also, the Berlin 

rallies on the 27th and 28th were organised by the DOB. Nevertheless, 

Horn's visit and the unambiguous treatment of the Kaiser's birthday in the 

"Kyffhlluser" was a clear statement of policy. Some local associations went 

even further: in Giessen the local regimental KV held a celebration in the 

Reichswehr canteen; the Saxon Landesverband issued an address that was 

tantamou~ to advocating a restoration. This provoked an official response 

(14) See p. lilt-, I.e., 2.81. ' 
(15) NH 917: Berlin (1-5-29); Hettstadt (~y 1929); Hamburg (20-7-29). 
(16) NH 918: 10-18. 
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(from the Reichswehrministerium) as did the use made by the "Bund 

deutscher Marinevereine" (whlch watl a kind of unofficial Landesverband 

of the KB) of the KB's December circular. At the end of May 1929 

Severing (the Reichsinnenminister) wrote a stiff note to the KB. The 

BdM circular (6th December 1928) viewed the celebration of the Kais~r's 

birthday as a duty and went on to say that, "in agreement with the KB" 

the form was left to the individual Vereine. But Severing had other 

motives and the matt~r of infringed neutrality was not pursued(17). 

From the 30,000 KVe themselves there was virtually no protest, and those 

that did not actually supp~t the KB line were clearly, at worst, 

indifferent. There is no evidence to suggest that either Horn or the 

other leaders ever contemplated more active steps on behalf of the ex-

Kaiser. The KB contented itself with expressing the hope - "dass 

Deutsch1and die KrHfte wiedergewinnt, die e~st das deutsche Kaiserreich 

zu seiner Macht und Gr8sse emporgehoben - Disziplin, Ehr~ht und 

Heldischen Geist" (January 1930: 71st Birthday), and with defencUng the 

Kaiser from attacks by socialists(18). 

Whatever effect the agitation of the "patriotic associations" was 

having on German popular sentiment, it moved Stresemann by March 1929 to 

consider resigning from the DVP: "Da Hugenberg nicht ausserordentlich 

populHr ist, ist es sogar m8g1ich, dass ein Teil der Leute, die heute 

deutsch-national sind, wieder zur Volkspartei kommen, und vielleicht 1st 

die Zahl der Mandate, die wir erringen, grasser, weftlmein Name nicht 

diejenigen erschreckt, die im Nationalverband Deutscher Offiziere, im 

Stahlhelm, vaterlHndischen VerbHnden und anderen nUtzlichen Organisatio~;n 
(19) 

die Trommel der angeblichen nationalen Begeisterung rUbrenn • The 

(17) See p. Z:l't-. 
(18) NH910 esp. 61: KY 2~-1-30; 65: draft for PB. 
(19) NL Stresemann 7411: S to Kah1 13-3-29 (FO). 
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attitude of the German Foreign Office to t.he agitation of the VerbHnde 

had not changed since the officially sponsored "Arbeitsausschuss deutb~her 

VerbHnde" had been set up eight years previously. The dangers inherent 

in such an attitude were to become strikingly obvious within a very few 

weeks. 

lven before the committee of experts meeting in Paris. published the 

full text of the new scheme for the payment by G~rmany of her ~eparation' 

obligations, the "Young Plan", the Stahlhelm launched a "Reichsausschuss" 

to attack it on principle (23rd May 1929(20». The following day, 

Severing wrote to the KB, caustically enquiring about an arrangement made 

a month previously at Halle, suggesting that such was a breach of their 

"statutory neutrality". Exactly a week later (31st) another letter was 

sent with a similar complaint over the use made by the "Marinevereine" of 

the KB circular concerning the Kaiser's birthday, five month's previously. 

The motive underlying these letters was quite clear: the KB must avoid 

contact with the Stahlhelm Reichsausschuss, or else!(21) . The effect was 

achieved: the Parolebuch of the 26th May stated quite clearly that the 

praesidium was unable to participate in the Reichsausschuss as the proposed 

"Voiksbegehren" was a matter of party politics, and hence concerned only 

the individual member in his private capacity. The alternative was to 

be declared "political" by the state authorities and hence forfeit the 
(22) 

KB's special privileges • The KB was one of the few patriotic 

organisations 6f importance to refuse co-operation with the Stahlhelm/ 

DNVP/NSDAP agitation, and naturally enough, came in for considerable 

criticism as a result. In fact, however, the attitude of the KB in ttle---

(20) NB 924: "KB and Young Plan" 1929. 
(21) NB 910, 49, 51. 
(22) NH 924, 8: PLKV to Spandau KKV 10-8-29. 
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following months was much more ambiguov~ than the first declaration of 

policy would suggest. On the other ha~d, the other officially recognised 

veteran association, the DOB, while participating in the Reichsausschuss, 

carefully avoided in its newspaper any specific prescription by th~'DOB 

leaders - although this was clearly implied(23). 

On 28th June 1929 the KB held a big demonstration in the Berlin 

Stadion against the "war-guilt-lie,t. This was widely advertised and 

recommended in the "patriotic" press, especially the "Deutscher Offizier-
, (24) 

Bund" and was attended by men from all, sections of the Right • Again 

on 9th July at the Kiel conference Horn dwelt at length on the "war.,.guilt" 

question, but.at the same time emphasised that the Bund itself must draw 

the line between "patriotic" and "party-political" activity. Attempts 

by the Stahlhelm to form groups within the KB must be resisted, and 

StahlhelmJKV members must behave as loyal KV members, inside theirKVe(25). 

A few days later (19th/21st July) came the 3rd KB "Deutsche Reichskrieger-

tag" in Munich, atte~ded by members of the Bavarian royal family, 

Minister-President Held (who delivered an official address) and many 

oth~r officials. In the course of the various events, which included 

a torchlight procession,a remembrance service, a tattoo by the Reichswehr, 

a 2\ hour marchpast of the VerbUnde and historical tableaux, Horn re-

emphasised KB policy over the ''war-guilt-lie'' and categorically denied 

that he was opposed to the activities of the Stahlhelm, with whom he 

wished, as always, to maintain the closest comradely ties. Men who were 

si1m.1ltaneously members of both organisations "mUssen aber in Krteger-

vereinen sich als Kriegervereinler fUhlen und betUtigen". 'lb.e attitude 

of the Reich authorities to the Xriegertag was unfortunate. After keeping 

Berlin well informed of the preparations, the Retch representative in 

(23) "DOB" 14-12-29~ Nachrichten. 
(24) "DOB" 25-6-29, Nachrichten//Deutsche Wehr 26-6-29. 
(25) NB 906, 88-91. 
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Munich (Haniel) received no clear instructions from Berlin whether or 

not to accept the invitation to attend. This appears to have been due 

to the late agreement of the Bavarians to enforce the "Flaggenerlass" and 

Severing's absence from Berlin. Either way, Haniel did not attend, on 

the'unofficial advice of the Reichskanzlei, and as a result found himself 

carpeted by no less an authority than president Hindenburg himself. 

Clearly, however, such mass demonstrations could only further the cause 

~f the Stahlhelm and its campaign. Seldte, the Stahlhelm leader, could 

well afford to endorse Horn's attitude at Munich in the face of such 

. 'bl (26) helpful and grat1s pu icity • At the end of July further policy 

statements were issued by the KB'and DOB, reinforcing the line already 

established. 

Partly .due to misrepresentation in the press and on the radio, partly 

to genuine differences of outlook, a number. of local branches joined the 

local committees for the Volksbegehren, in unconscious or c~scio~s 

defiance of the KB line; others expressed their dissatisfaction .. ~.t"". 

Resistance was most serious in the Prussian province of Saxony where all 

three Regierungsbezirk KriegerverbHnde (Magdeburg, Merseburg and Erfurt) 

were involved - as well as the Gotha Landesverband: this was the home of 

the Stahlhclm, and in the case of Merseburg, an agreement had recently 

been concluded with the central Stahlhelm. In Pomerania too, several 

KreisverbUnde opposed the KB line, even after Horn himself had paid a 

special visit to K8slin in October. Elsewhere, Silesia and Potsdam 
(27) 

were affected .' Certainly, only a small minority of KreisverbHnde 

were involved and these would have been no loss to the KB - indeed their 

expulsion would have brought real advantages in terms o( diSCipline and 

definition. However, matters were left to find their own solution. 

Only on 12th November 1929 did a KB circular actually threaten to expel 

(26) ibid. 92//NH 926, 130: letter to Frankel/MA 104266 (MGs)11 R43 I 766, 
102 etc (K). 

(27) NU 924 passim. 
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members' cClltinuing in their defiance, and the following day initiated 

expulsion proceedings against at least one particularly active "rebel,,(28). 

Meanwhile the ·KB adhered to the policy of attacking the "war-guilt-lie" 

and of leaving the Volkebegehren to the individual. The KB conference 

) (29) . 
(14th September endorsed this policy • In his speech to the 

conference, Horn dwelt at length on the political situation. While 

confessing: "we are all deeply shaken by what the Hague Conference is 

forcing on to the German people" he pointed out (in line with the 

° (30) 
Reichszentrale fUr Heimatdienst circulars ):the ultimate aim of 

securing the evacuation of the Rhineland. The ''war-guilt" issue was 

given a thorough airing once more and the point stressed, that this, of 

course, "ist doch schliesslich auch die Grundlage flfr den Young-Plan"; 

again, the appeal for a broad "national front" was made. Other matters 

discussed included "cultural Bolshevism", the campaign to have 1133 of the 

Reichswehr Law abandoned (this denied any political rights to members of 

the army, and Horn, like Groen~opposed the demands by nationalists to 

remove the clause), and the question of the StahlhelmJKV members. The 

sit~ation in this respect had deteriorated since the MUnich Kriegertag, 

and Horn stressed the different paths of the two organisations and . 

strongly hinted that those members who continued to cause trouble should 

leave the KB(31). 

The situation changed somewhat in October. A few days after the 

death of Stresemann,. the Prussian Minister of the Interior, Grzesinski, 

condemned the Stahihelm Volksbegehren as an attack on , the basis of the 

State and banned the branches in the Rhineland and Westfalia(32J. Only 

five days after the ban, Horn spoke to the heads of theOKreisverbKnde 

(28) ibid. 209, 241. 
(29) ibid. 54: PB 8-9-29//NH 906: 100: Press release 19-9-29. 
(30) HR 924, 62. 
(31) NIl 917: special offprint from "ICY" 22-9-29. 
(32) NIl 924, 136. 
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at KBslin,. in an attempt to bring the Pomeranian "rebels" to heel. He 

accused the Stahlhelm of preparing a strugg~e against the whole present 

system and stressed again the impossibility of the KB joining a political 

campaign(33}. The readiness of the KB leaders to take their lead from 
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. the government is here especially noticeable. Horn was, of course, quite 

justified in his stronger line against the Volksbegehren. Only 5.8 million 

people were prepared to vote for this in the December referendum: "The 

basis of the Stahlhelm and VaterlKndische VerbKnde (mostly former 

Wehrverb1:lnde) is far too narrow for the great KyffhKuser organisation. It 

. "'t . Verbal clashes wit~ the Stahlhelm had been particularly evident in~Rhineland) 

Westfalia and South Germany (espcially Bavaria) '~ere a not inconsiderable 

section of our membership belongs to parties not in the government,,(34). 

The attitude of other ex-servicemen's associations was also by no means 

unanimously in favour of the Volksbegehren. ~ome DOB groups certainly 

opposed the KB line, especially in Pomerania; other individual members, 

especially in the DVP, supported it and some even left the DOB. In 

Dresden, the officer association of the Saxon Heavy Artillery declined to 

co-ope~ate with the Reichsausschuss. The president of the small, but 

influential, Kriegsministerium Verein (General ScheUch) actually signed a 

public declaration against the Volksbegehren, thus causing the Stahlhelm 

leader DUsterberg to resign his membership. It is likely, however, that 

tbema~ority of the DOB and NDO members voted for the Volksbegehren, 

particularly following the appeal by twenty~two former generals and 

admirals in October 1929, asking Hindenburg to lead the opposition to the 

Young Plan. Prominent among these were SchrHder (NDO), Francois (OOB), 

cramon·and Field-Marshal von Mackensen(35). 

The authorities of the Reich continued to hit back at the radical 

nationalists. The Ministry of the Interior (19th December) ordered the 

(33) ibid. 167. 
(34) ibid. 197: PLKV to Gen. Franke 8-11-29. 
(35) ibid. 198.IINt Stresemann 7413: Mirath to Party-Committee 12-9-291/ NL 

Schwertfeger 431: meeting 5-10-29 (K)IIBUro des Reichspris.:club member.hip 
(K)II ~litz op.cit. p.310. 
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dissolution of all military VerbHnde - in line with earlier decrees (1921 
(36) 

and 1926) • The Reichswehrminister (19th November, 22nd January) is~ued 

. (37) 
notes critical of the Nazis • After a temporary pause at the end of 

1929, the KB continued (18th January) with the more accpptable opposition 

to the "war-guilt-lie" and "cultural Bolshevism,,(38), fully conscious that 

by so doing they were furthering the campaign against the Young Plan -

"unseres Erachtens sind Young Plan 1lnd Dawes Plan auf die Dauer nicht 

tragbar. Wir bekUmpfen aber beide am wirksamsten dadurch, dass wir in 

erster Linie gegen die KriegsschuldlUge und den Artikel 231 des Versail1er 

Vertrages zu Felde ziehen,,(39) • The wisdom of this policy of running with 

the hares and hunting with the hounds, let alone its honesty, may seriously 

be questioned. Despite the difficulties created by the nationalist 

campaign for the German delegation at the second Hague Conference in 

January 1930, the Hague Protocol was duly sign~d, and subsequently approved 

by Reichsrat and Reichstag and on 13th March signed by President Hindenburg(40) • 

. Before this, however, came one more example of the ambiguous policy of the KB 

1eadp.rship. In February Horn refused a request that he should intervene with 

the Pr~sident and ask him not to sign the Young Plan Law. Shortly afterwards 

a statement (23rd February 1930) in the "Parolebuch" expressed the clearest 

misgivings over the "New Plan" (Hague Protocol etc.), while stopping short 

at demanding that public opposition to it should be joined by "the 

organisation as such,,(4l). This fluctuating course can only be accounted 

for by differences of opinion that existed within the Berlin Centrale, and 

the common desire to parry the attacksj of their nationalist critics.. But 

the agreement produced among the parties and VerbKnde of the Right by the 

(36) LA Gelnhausen (1929) 6290. (Ma). 
(37) cit. Carsten p.317-8. 
(38) NB 906, 114: New Year's Message; 127: report of Horn's Sept. 1930 speech. 

NB 924, 148: January 1.8th rally. .• 
(39) NB 925: ''KB and YO\Jng Plan" 1930: note by Karwiese on Pauer's letter (Jan-) 
(40) Eyck p.234 et seq. 
(41) NB 925, 16, 18, 39. 
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campaign against the Young Plan was shortlived. Ludendorff's attack on 

Hindenburg(16th March) produced rapid statements in his defence from bOi"h 

(42) 
KB and DOB .' At the end of the month the Socialist-led government fell 

and the candidate of the Reichswehrministerium, BrUning, became Chancellor. 

On 3rd April Hitler left the DNVP/Stahlhelm "Reichsausschu8.,,(43). Horn 

once more reasserted the patriotic militarist outlookd the KB in his 

strongly worded attack on "cowardly pacifism", "internationalism" and 

"materialism" at Koblenz (13th April) (44) • 

The obvious immediate results of the Young Plan campaign seemed 

meagre. Only a modest 5.8 million had approved the Volksbegehren. The 

temporary cohesion induced in the nationalist camp had already dissolved. 

The DNVP lost Treviranus and the moderate-conservatives - a fact of 

considerable importance: there was no longer any tangible check from within 

on the ill-considered line taken by Hugenberg~ As far as the Stahlhelm and 

KB were concerned, relations were probably worse than they had even been. 

However, as the events of the next months were to show, the Young Plan 

agitation in fact planted the seeds for the final destruction of the Wei .. r 

Republic. The question of war-guilt and national honour had been givefi 

its widest propaganda coverage yet, in the history of post-war Germany. 

Assisted by increasing unemployment figures this propaganda at last really 

began to make an imprint on public opinion. Equally important, the powerful 

Hugenberg propaganda machine had also brought to the public notice, in 

Germany as a whole, Adolf Hitler "the party leader", as opposed to the 

earlier "crank/Putsch.ist". The combination of the two factors, with a 

cerbin amount of help from the Nazis'own party machine, was to produce the-' 

staggering NSDAP election gains in the Reichstag elections of September 

1930(45). 

(42) "Centralverein Zeitung" 4-4-30, 11-4-30 (pp.17l, 186). 
(43) Casten op.cit. p.307-8/ISerghahn op.cit. p.2l4. 
(44) NIl 906, 123: "Dortmund Generalanzeiger" 14-4-30. 
(45) Bullock op.cit. p.148-50. 
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The activities of the Stahlhelm in the question of the "Volksbegehren", 

together,with the bitter personal attacks made on him by such organisaticns 

as the NDO and the Frontkriegerbund, must have brought home to Stresemann 

in the last months of his life, the dangers attached to tolerating such 

"patriotic" groups 
(46) 

Already in the summer of 1929 active steps were 

being taken to bring about more cohesion among the moderate nationalists. 

Ostensibly, at this stage, the initiative was being taken by the Jungdeutsche 

Orden (Jungdo) under Artur Mahraun; almost certainly, however, the hand of 

the Reichswehrministerium - and in particular, of Kurt von Schleicher - is 

to be detected behind the scenes. In June 1929, approaches were made by 

the Jungdo to the Deutsche Beamtenbund, the Reichslandbund and the 

(47) 
KyffhHuserbund; not, as far as is known, to the officer associations • 

In view of the statutory neutrality of his organisation, Horn had to 

proceed with the utmost caution. In Septemb~r 1929 he wrote to Schleicher 

about "a matter" that Schleicher himself had "originally suggested a year 

previously", and at the same time sought advice over the choice of a new 

third President for the Bund(48). Late in 1929, Schleicher was very busy, 

attempting to create the foundations for a new administration to be led by 
, ' (49) 

Centrist Bruning, or, failing him, the leader of the DVP, Scholz • 

The intention, like that of the Jungdo, was to create a broad "bUrgerlich" 

coalition excluding the SPD. It seems likely that this was linked with a 

much more ambitious scheme to form a new moderate-conservative party, a 

"Hindenburgbund", embracing the "nationale und christUche Recht" from the 
(50) 

Landvolk to the Democrats • Negotiations aimed at this end dragged on 

·(46) NL Stresemann 7413, H175l57; 7393, H17l200 (FO). 
(47) NL Stresemann 7388, H110l07: Jungdo to 8.4-6-29.', 
(48) NL Schleicher 26, 121: Horn to 8. 3-9-29 and reply (F). 
(49) Carsten p.307-8. 
(50) G8rlitz op.cit. p.329. 
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into 1930, without showing any conspicuous signs of success. The 

j'Vo1ksnationa1e Reichsausschuss" formed under the aegis of the Jungdo, 

was due to meet in Berlin on 5th April. Two weeks earlier Horn wrote 

again to Sch1eicher: " ••• Auch unsere Privatangelegenheit drHngt zur 

Entscheidung, da bei uns eine Notlage vorliegt, die sofortiges Eingreifen 

. (51) 
notwendl.g macht" • 'niis is probably a reference to dagreement among 

the leaders of the Bund. Either way, the KB soon afterwards came out 

publicly in favour of Hindenburg and the new (BrUning) government as did 

(52) 
the Jungdo and the new "Konservative Volkspartei" • In spite of all 

the efforts made by Schleicher and the Jungdo, and the establishment in 
, (53) 

April of the "Volksnat1onale Reichsvereinigung", the only tangible 

political result was the amalgamation of the Jungdo with the DDP to form 

(54) 
the "Staatspartei" • The 20 seats won in the September elections were 

of little significance when compared with the.sweeping gains made by, the 

Nazis. Nevertheless, the involvement of the biggest veterans' 

organisation in these manouvres, however peripherally, is evidence of 

the real difference in outlook between General von Horn and the more 

extreme nationalists. 

More formal correspondence continued as usual - such as a' "Reichs-

wehrministerium" letter calling attention to the speech made by the Weimar 

Association leader, General von Kessinger, on the impossibility of 

(55) 
fulfilling the demands of the Young Plan • In this, as in similar 

letters, it is possible to see the influence of Minister Severing: In 

view of Schleicher's plans for the BrUning administration, "directed 

(56) above all against the Social Democrats and the Prussian government" , 

these !'warning,s" were of no real significance. When the KB publicly 

(51) NL Schleicher 17, 75: Horn to S.' 16-3-30 (F). 
(52) G8rlitz op.cit. p.319. 
(53) "Centralverein Zeitung" 11-4-30 p.186. 
(54) FO 371, 14362 C6649 Aug. 1930//Eyck~74-5, 279. 
(55) NB 924, 115: Reichswehrministerium to KB 13-9-29. 
(56) Caraten p.308. 
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protested (October 1929) against the Prussian Kultusminister's toleration 

of the use of Remarque's pacifist book in the schools, this was in complete 

d . h hR' h hi' ., I . ( 5 7) 29 accor w~t t e e1C swe rm n~ster~um s po 1CY • In December 19 , 

after considerable negotiations and soul-searching, the KyffhHuserjugend 

joined the 4 million strong "Reichsaussehuss der deutschen JugendverbHnde", 

thus aligning itself more with the "volksbUrgerliche VerbHnde-tban the 

"right-radicals" - one more indication of the real difference between the 

two - despite the concessions made to the nationalists in the field of 

(58) 
propaganda • Already 50,000 strong in 1929, this number had increased 

(59) 
': to 65,000 by the following year • The Kyffhluserjugend in these years 

was based ostensibly on non-military physical education, with strong 

emphasis on national honour and racial. unity - together with Christian 

(60) 
ethics • 

In March 1930 the MUller government resigned. The new Chancellor, 

BrUning, had an unenviable task from the outset. His attempts to deal 

with the economic crisis by means of cuts in government expenditure hit 

the middle classes severely. Already in July the ·"Reichsbund der 

Zivildienstberechtigten" was protesting at the wage and pension situation 

ef the officials they represented - and drawing nearer to the NSDAP(61). 

In June the Rhineland was finally evacuated as planned, despite the 

strongest reservations of the French over the 2,500 "riding clubs" in 

(62) 
the area , many of them doubtless associated with the Cavalry 

"Waffenring". With regard to the right radicals, BrUning faile~ to 

obtain the lifting of. the ban on the Stahlhelm by the Prussian adminis-

tration and according to the Crown Prince, who wrote to Schleicher on 

the subject in June, lost much credit "in den nationalen und gut 

(57) "DOB" 24-5-30, p.539. 
(58) "DaB Junge Deutschland" 1930:/IBPD p.481. 
(59) BPD p.309//Schneider op.cit. 
(60) Jahrbuch (KB) 1930 p.79. 
(61) "V81kischer Beobachter" 30-7-30: report of conference. 
(62) FO 371, 14372 C1882/1882 e~ March 1930 (PRO). 
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bUrgerlichen Kreisen,,(63) • TIle ban was in fact lifted the following 

month following an irresponsible declaration of opinion on the part of 
. (~) .. 

President Hindenburg • On 14th July Horn wrote to the Chancellor 

what was r~ally a remarkable letter in view of the KB's 'heutrality". 

After suggesting that a KB representative (not Horn) be received by 

BrUning for confidential discussions over possible future changes of 

policy, he continued: "Urn die Vor-und Mitarbeit des Bundes in 

zweckmHssige Bahnen leiten zu k8nnen, wUrde die Einweihung in die 

jetzigen oder spHteren PlHne der entscheidenden. Stellen von grossem 

Wert seine Meine Bitte scheint umso berechtigter, als sich schon 

jetzt Organisationen mit der Frage der WehrverstKrkung beschKftigen". 

Horn was clearly offering his services in the fields of military 

propaganda and training, aiming at an official re-involvement of the 

Ka, as had been the case in Imperial Germany. As has been seen, local 

contacts with the Reichswehr, and unofficial, personal relations with 

the Ministry at the highest level, had long exercised a strong influence 

. on KB policy, but the Bund in 1930 was one among several similar 

organisations. While the Staatssokretlr wrote: "der KyffhKuserbund 

ist nrcht als vcrfassungsfeindlich anzusehen", he advised against the 

suggestion, since it would appear as if "si<;h die Reichsregierung der 

besonderen Mithilfe einer Organisation bedient" •. G~er on the other 

hand was in favour of BrUning receiving Horn himself: "Der KB habe in 
. 

letzter Zeit stets im Sinne der Regierung auf seiner Mitglieder Einfluss 

genommen" • A meeting of the three over breakfast, after the election, 

was suggested. BrUning was clearly not happy with the idea, and a note -

of 13th October indicates that Schleicher no longer thought such a meeting 
(65) . 

necessary • While it is possible to see the hand of Schleicher behind 

Horn's letter, it is also possible that Horn had learnt of BrUning's 

(66) .. 
meeting in June wLth the Stahlhelm leaders, from that source; clearly 

(63) NL Schleicher 21, 3: 16-6-30 (F). 
(64) Eyck p.263. 
(65) R 43 I 766, 13: 139-142. (K). 
(66) Berghahn p.218. 
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this know1ecge was the immediate occasion for the suggestion. The 

attitude- of the Reichskanz1ei itself is interesting, particularly in view 

of the thinly veiled agitation of the KB against the Young Plan. But 

then, of course, the "warTguilt" issue itself had long been an official 

Foreign Office ploy. To such a pitch had centralised direction of a 

coherent internal policy decayed. The absurdities of the republican 

system that Seeckt had condemned in 1919 had, if anything, increased over 

(67) 
the years • 

In the course of 1930 the leaders of the KB were given an object 

lesson on the aims and methods of the NSDAP - the so-called "F8ry 

Skandal". It all started from a local incident of a familiar type - an 

outspoken attack by a priest on "militarism". In March a Roman Catholic 

Father F8ry had attended a Nazi meeting in his parish, Honau. He had 

expressed himself passionately against the policies of the NSDAP and in 

addition, against the spirit and system of Prusso-German militarism--

"the unteachable military caste". This episode was given wide publicity 

in the "V8lkischer Beobachter" and exploited as a means of atta~king 

BrUning and the Zentrum, besides the RC Church in general. Mistaken 

information concerning an alleged verbatim shorthand report was furnished 

by the Badischer Kriegerbund, and this led the KB. to attack F8ry in the 

"KyffhHuser" of 15th June 1930. Questions in the Reichstag led to an 

investigation by the Ministry of Interior; according to the Reichswehr-

ministerium (approached by Col. Karwiese) some doubt still existed as to 

the priest's actual remarks - which had, of course, been exaggerated and 

twisted by the Nazi press. Investigation of the affair by the Church 

authoritie s produced no "acceptable" settlement and this moved the Nazis 

to further attacks. In the course of August an SA gang of over 100 

marched into HOllau and failing to intimidate the priest with words 

resorted to violence. The F8ry affair was, of course, by now part of 

(67) See p.53. 
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the Nazi election propaganda and although such organisations as the 

NDO continued to support the Nazi attack, the KB wisely withdrew from 

the affair, after strenuous efforts to arrive at the truth, and after 

being obliged to publish FUry's IIBerichtigung,,(68). 
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Another local incident in 1930 tended to cast an unfavourable light 

on the .KB, once more involving the association with a demonstration 

against the republican flag. The Saxon Landrat who had condemned the 

KB as "anti~republican" in the flag-question (in a circular to his police 

. (69) officials) had, after many months, been preva1led upon to retract • 

In June 1930 a certain Lt. Col. von Buch was asked by a KB to speak at 

their "Kriegertag~' He arrived wit,h a contingent of Stahlhelmers, being 

the local Gau-FUhrer. Unknown to the KV .chairman someone had placed a 

republican flag (black-red-gold) on the dance-marquee. Buch noticed 

this as he was about to deliver his speech and asked that it be taken 

down. Although it was afterwards replaced the matter had been duly 

reported to the Prussian Innenminister who sent a stiff note of complaint 

to the Berlin Centrale. Their chief reaction was to enquire why the 

offending flag had not bemnoticed long before the crowds had started to 

gather, and removed then. In general neither black-white-red nor black¥ 

red-gold was necessary, unless the latter was actually requested by 

visiting officials. (black-white-red alone had been forbidden by the Bund's 

flag instruction on the grounds of Groener's official order). The local 

(Kurhessen und Waldeck) Kriegerbund agreed that Stahlhelm/KV members mould 

not wear their Stahlh~lm badges at KV meetings, and that Stahlhelm 

contingents should not be invited to KV functions. The Severing policy 

of keeping the. KB "up to the mark" - constantly reminding them of their 

po1ftical neutrality and the dangers of associating with organisations like 

the Stahlhe1m - was having its effect (even if Severing himself was 

(68) NH 918. 
(69) See p./73. I/NH 906, 106: Magdeburg RB to PLKV 15-6-29. 



temporarilr not a member of eilher the Reich or the Prussian 

(70) 
government) • 

However, by the time the Reichstag was dissolved on 18th July 1930, 

the combination of economic depression and nationalist/militarist 

agitation had caused a no~iceable hardening of national sentiment in 

favour of the extremists. Although less than 2% of the Army and Navy 
(71) 

were sympathisers of the NSDAP according to one estimate , close 

connections between the Reichswehr and SA existed in many places. Many 

ex-officers, especially those from the Freikorps, actually led local SA 
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.~ detachments; while a majority of the old officer corps was still staunchly 

monarchist and conservative, a growing proportion was going over to the 

Nazis; "Der NDO, dem die reaktionlirsten, vorwiegend adligen und sehr 

einflussreichen Offiziere der Kaiserlichen Armee angeh8rten, sprach sich 

(72) . 
offen fUr die Nazi Partei aus" ; this, of ~ourse, was only in spec1fic 

matters - such as revanchist-militarism and nationalism which all 

political groups to the right of the Social Democrats tended to view in 

similar terms. Some of the younger Reichswehr officers were Nazi 

sympathisers in 1930, but by and large, from Hindenburg downwards the 

German officer corps still viewed Hitler with suspicion(73). He was, 

after all, not.identified with the old ruling classes and his election 

campaign in 1930 was much more directed towards the financially depressed 

(74) 
middle classes • 

The election policy of the KB was centred around the twin aims of 

persuading members to· ~ their vote, and use it moreover for "the German 

Front" or those parties advocating the familiar national-militarist aims. 

On lOth May the KB praesidium listed these aims and at the same time 

(70) NH 907, 2-18. 
(71) RSS, 1150, 406: list l6-4-30 (K). 
(72) SchUtzle p.69-70, 100. 
(73) Cars ten p.3l9-20. 
(74) Bullock p.159. 
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launched their. "German Front" movement. With the failure of the scheme 

for a "Hindel.burgbund" this "German Front" meant little more than "vote for 

any of the nationalist parties". There was no organisational connection 

with any particular party, and, so far as is known, none with the new 

"StaatsbUrgerlich" coalition of the Jungdo and DDP. The second election 

appeal of the KB was issued on 12th August and circulated in 500,000 copies. 

It restated the patriotic aims of the nationalists and warned the RV members 

not to vote for little splinter groups.: ("Splitterparteien"). KV e were 

urged to canvas this policy in their meetings and make sure everyone voted • 

The "Parolebuch" of 19th August strongly recommended checking the voters' 

lists before this was too late. In terms of newspaper clippings, the 

leaders of the Bund follow~d closely the statements of DNVP, DVP and Zentrum. 

The DVP candidature of Seeckt was particularly not~d.as were the several 

common aspects of DVP and KB policy, war-guilt, Wehrgedanken, Christian 

culture v. Bolshevism, etc • The NSDAP was also considered and'the' 

. candidature of General von Lettow-Vorbeck noted. A passage in the 

"Berliner Tageblatt" of 25th August is marked with obvious approval - "It 

Is •••• better for irritated votet to choose Hugenbergers or Nazis rather 

than not vote et all" (but better, the implication runs, vote DDP or 

similar). There was no particular differentiation between the "national" 

parties. The DNVP certainly exploited the KB circular as election 

propaganda in some places and some DNVP meetings were held in KV halls. 

Dr. Quarck, head of the associated "Wohlfahrtsgemeinschaft", considered 

the position to be too neutral and an objection also came from the head of 

(75) 
the important Saxon Landesverband • But there is no other evidence to 

. (76) 
suggest that the KB or the DOB had failed to please the bulk of their 

members, and in prescribing in only a general right-wing sense, kept to 

" what was understood as "Uberparteilichkeit". 

(75) NB 912: "KB and Relchstagswahl". 
(76) "OOB" 5-8-30. 

Certainly, any of the KB 
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m~mber3 persuaded to use their vote for the first time did so in a way 

. basically in:mical to the broad, moderate conservatism of Horn. The 

result. of the election was a weakening of the moderates and the DNVP 

and an immense boost to the extremists, particularly the Nazis. The 

1.7 million new "young voters", and those voting who had not done so in 

1928 (the "poll" rose from 74~% to 82%) in general turned to the 

Communists or, more especially, the Nazis. With 6.4 million votes as 

opposed to 0.8 million in 1928 they had suddenly become the second largest 

party in the Reichstag, supplanting the DNVP as the chief nationalist 

party. The importance of this breakthrough cannot be overestimated. For 

the Weimar Republic, "the wri ting" was "on the wall". 

A more detailed look at the composition of the new Reichstag, reveals 

some interesting facts regarding the political activities of ex-officers, 

and ex-servicemen generally. In all, of the 577 new members, 14% were 

ex-officers, and 27% other war veterans. The percentages of the major 

parties that came into these categories is given in the following table:-

'%. % '%. 
Ex-Officers Other Ex-Servicemen Total 

NSDAP 24 47 71 

DNVP 32 24 56 

DVP 37 27 64 

Zentrum 13 21 34 

SPD 24 24 

KPD 10 10 

A much higher proportion of ex-servicemen in general were active in 

the higher echelons of the NSDAP than in the other parties, although the 

proportions of ex-officers in the DNVP and DVP fractions were higher 

still. On the other hand, the highest number of eX'-officers (24) is 

found in the NSDAP and half of these were ex-r~gulars" no other party 

having more than 4 in this category. A distribution of the 79 ex-

officers and 158 other ex-servicemen by party groups is given in the 
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following ~able:-

i. I. % 
Officers Men Total 

NSDAP (107) 33 32 32 

DNVP + D. Landvolk ( 63) 25 11 16 

DVP + KVP + Staatspartei (92) 28 16.5 20 

Z entrum (87) 14 11 12 

SPD + VR (149) 23.5 16 

KPD + DBP (83) 6 4 

(lOO) (lOO) (lOO) 

Again, the biggest single overall percentage is to be found in the 

NSDAP, as are the biggest single percentages in each sub-category -

approximately one third, in each case. Approaching from another angle, 

that of occupation, one of the most significaqt occupation groups is 

that of officials and the professions:-

% % 'I 
Higher Officials Lower Officials 
and Professions and Professions Total 

NSDAP 23 22 45 

DNVP 39 12 51 

DVP 40 7 47 

Z 15 27 42 
. 

SPD 5 48 53 

KPD 1 16 17 

-24().. 

Roughly one half of each of the main parties except the KPD was made up _from the 

professional and official classes. In the BNVP and DVP the higher 

class predominated~ in the Zentrum, SPD and KPD the lower one; in the 

NSDAP, higher and lower balanced. In general terms, the prominence 

of middle-class elements in the NSDAP Reichstag fraction, reflected the 

social composition of the officer associations and the local KB leadership. 

This affinity was strengthened by the high percentage (71) of the 

fraction that was composed ohllservicemen. It is likely, therefore, that by 
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1930 an imp'ortant, influential sector of the Kreis/Regierungsbezirk/ 

Provinzia1 leaders of the KB, particularly in Prussia and Saxony, had 

become sympathetic to the NSDAP, as had many members of the officer 

associations-. It is from this that most of Horn's present and 

. (77) 
subsequent d~fficulties sprang • 

2. FROM THE REICHSTAG ELECTIONS TO THE FINANCIAL CRISIS (AUGUST 1931) 

"Nothing succeeds like success": the breakthrough of the NSDAP as a 

popular national party meant that the Weimar Republic had failed to 

preserve its healthy condition by means of its machinery of law and order. 

From September 1930 onwards it is probable that the only power capable of 

successfully stopping the Nazis was the Reichswehr, and then only in 

conjunction with the aging Hindeburg. The real questions over the last 

two and a half years before the power of the state was placed in the hands 

of, Hitler, concern the existence of viable alternatives, particularly the 

chances of survival for some form of parliamentary government. Whether 

or not the KPD, involved as it was in the Comintern fight against Social 

Democracy, really constituted a threat to the existence of Weimar Germany, 

is highly doubtful. In view of the widespread dissatisfaction with the 

Republic there was only one logical alternative - the resnration of some 

form of limited monarchy, - and the activities of the moderate veterans' 

organisations in the years 1930/34 cannot be considred apart from this. 

At the KB confer'ence held a few days later after the elections, Horn 

spoke at length on the "great tasks of the KB". His first concern was to 

defend his own policy in connection with the "unfulfillable" Young Plan: 

The Reichsausschuss without, for ex~p1e, the DVPJwas obviously too narrow 

for the Bund to be ,able to join. Turning to the moral issue: "Geistige 

(77) Raw figures in "DOB" 15-1-31, 25-1-31. 
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FUhrung ist heute notwendiger als je, denn das FUhlen wir wohl alle, 

dass wir in einer ungeheuren GHrung leben, aus der wir uns nur durch 

Zusammenhalten und DiszipUn retten kHnnen". Insight, strength-of-

character, tact and idealism are qualities needed for leadership. In 

. another passage he clearly hinted at his own conviction that the KB must 

follow different pa.ths to the Nazis and Stahlhelm: "Viele sind zwar bei 

uns tHtig, ihre Sympathie gehHrt aber den Nationalsozialisten, oder dem 

Stahlhelm, und sie zeigen dies Hffentlich durch Tragen anderer Abzeichen 

in unseren Versammlungen • PersHnlich, kann man darUber denken, wie man 

will. Aber unser KyffhHuser-Abzeichen wollen wir mit Stolz tragen, bei 

mHglichst vielen Gelegenheiten, und dafUr sorgen, dass bei unseren 

Veranstaltungen wenigstens auch unser Abzeichen in die Erscheinung tritt". 

Again, with regard to the recent elections: "Die verhHngnisvolle 

Eigenart und die Bindungen unseres parlamentatischen Systems sind vielen 

noch nicht genUgend ins Bewusstsein getreten": It is difficult not to see 

. this as a reference to the "Listenwahlsystem" that had just brought 107 

Nazi rowdies and criminals into the Reichstag. He continued by praising 

Hindenburg, and to some extent also the DNVP leader Hugenberg - for his 

sporting admission of defeat - in marked contrast to the disgraceful remarks 

of Ludendorff. Once the Social Democrats had left the cabinet, there had 

been, Horn said, a much better chance of settling internal and external 

problems~ From this build-up he proceeded once more to appeal for a 

(1) 
"German Front", on a broad, moderate, ethical basis • 

The familiar lines of KB propaganda of course continued - Wehrgedanke -

especially problems associated with comparative armaments, the war-guilt-

lie, Bolschevdsmus, etc. One important change, however, was the introduction 

of a special "FUhrerblatt" in December 1930. This periodical was specially 

designed to indoctrinate all leaders in the KyffhHuser movement; specially 

noteworthy were sections such as "Politische Betrachtungen" and "What one 

must know about the Reichstag and the Re1chsp:'lfsident"; the aim clearly was 

(1) NB 906, 127: KY report 28-9-30 of 21-9-30 speech (K). 
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to educate in a "staatsbUrgerlich" sense, in the hope that this would 

militate a~atnst extremism(2). 

In the question of Wehrpropaganda, the Reichswehrministerium at this 

time was actively encouraging the Wehrkrei~to co-operate with local 

groups. On 8th'November 1930 the ministry wrote to the 1st Wehrkreis 

in East Prussia, approving the local plan for "Vortrlge vor geschlossenen 

Kreisen •••• mUssen sich in'innen- und aussenpolitischer Beziehung auf 

rein sachliche Er8rterungen der betr.· Fragen beschrlinken". The 
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Wehrkreis (12th January 1931) replied that they were getting in touch with 

(3) 
the president of the Provincial Kriegerbund • Again in the following 

April a Heeresleitung circular referred to the Regimentsvereine "of the 

Reichswehr and the Kyffhluserbund"; "Ich halte einen korporativen 

Anschluss dieser Vereine an den KyffhHuserbund fUr durchaus erwUnscht. 

Er f8rdert die Verbindung zwischen alter Arme& und Reichsheer, fUhrt einer 

gut ge1eiteten fUr den Wehrgedanken eintretenden grossen Organisation, 

frische KrHfte zu, und bietet den Reichswehr-Regimentsvereinen den 

(4) 
VO.rteil umfangreicher Wohlfahrtseinrichtungen" • Whether or not Horn 

had finally achieved his wish to c?ntact BrUning is not known. Clearly, 

however, his contacts with Schleicher had persuaded the army to look 

favourably on a closer connection with the KB. At the same time, courses 

were being organised for students. The first "Studentenschulungstagung" 

was held in Potsdam between 26th and 29th June. The lecturers included 

Colonel Haselmayr, the Nazi, . later head of the "Wehrpolitisches Amt", 

Hjalmar Schacht and General von Metzsch. It seems likely that the secret 

(13th January) meeting of 150 ex-officers at the Reichswehr Ministry, 

teported by French Intelligence sources, was designed to brief the leaders 

of the ex-servicemen's organisations on the success of the pilot course and 

discuss an expansion of activity in this field. (The "Deutscher Offi7.ier-

• • (5) bund carried a report of the "Studentenschulung two days later ). The 
(2) ibid. 130. 
(3) RH I/V 71 (F). 
(4) WK VII, 4147, 15; 23-4-31. 
(5) "DOB" 15-7-31 p.683/1FO 371, 15215 C5694/n (PRO). 
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amount of Weh.:propaganda in the veteran prpss certainly tended to 

increase, as did the tendency to seek attention from the national press. 

The KB particularly favoured lectures illustrated by slides, although 

these, of course, had their limitations(6). 

KB policy in more specifically party-political connections kept 
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ostensibly to the l uberpartei1ich" line. With regard to Social Democracy, 

this had been rigorously defined over the years and although XV members were 

still not denied membership of the SPD, they could not belong to the 

"Reichsbanner" o~ "Reichsbund der KriegsbeschHdigten", and Horn increasingly 

permitted himself remarks hostile to the SPD. The nationalist campaign 

against Remarque's pacifist novel in th~ preceeding year (October 1929) 

had met with no success. When, however, in December 1930 the American 

film of the book was shown in Berlin, the Nazis organised a campaign against 

it and a joint petition of the ex-servicemen's' associations resulted in the 
(7) 

film being banned • It cannot be doubted that this decision was welcomed 

,by·everyone in the patriotic camp, however moderate. Years of propaganda 

against the war-guilt-lie had brought together the most dissimilar groups in 

the "Arbei tsausschuss deutscher VerbHnde": - veteran organisations, employers' 

associations and trade unions, the Catholic "Caritasverband" and ·the 
(8) 

Evangelical Association • The attitude produced by this question 

contributed materially to the dissemination of the mere insidious 

"Dolchstoss" myth, which .. although vast numbers of responsible men, not 

least of all army officers, ~ to be a myth, they nevertheless wanted to 

believe from genuine patriotic motives. As long as meetings of Social 

(6) HR 906, 131-4 etc//NH 907, 42: Jahresrundschreiben 1931//. 
NB 906, 126: PLKV to Westphalia Prove 26-9-30/1. 
"OOB" 25-10-30: "WehrverstHrkung" .• 
"DOB" 5-4-31: "Hehr Raum in der Welt fUr Deutschland". 

(7) "DOB" 14-12-30 p.1285: "Nachrichten"I!Eyck p.295-6. 
(8) "OOB" 25-4-31 p.337: 10th Anniversary of "Arbeitsausschuss". 
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Democrats continued to criticise not only the Kaiser, but Preoident 

Hindenburg - in the most unrestrained terms, the KB could adopt no other 
(9) 

attitude to the SPD ,particularly when the Reichswehrministerium 

supported officers involved in anti-socialist occurrences, and canvassed 

openly against pacifism and internationalism, virtually synonyms for 

Socialism and Communism in Germany at this time(lO}. In December, 

writing to the Meiningen branch, Horn suggested that KV members active in 

Reichsbanner or SPD, "in scharf pazifistischem und wehrmachtfeindlichem ja 

sogar religionsfeindlichem Sinne", could justifiably be expelled on the 

(ll) 
grounds that this conflicted with the statutory aims of the Bund • 

"Uberparteilichkeit", at least as far as the SPD was concerned, was now 

transparently thin. 

In the case of the KPD, now a Reichstag party with some 77 seats, 

"Uberparteilichkeit" had of course never been applied. But everyone 

outside the Communist Party was agreed that "the Reds" represented iIlft 

increasing menace to the state. The Reichsinnenministerium sent out 
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frequent circulars dealing with this threat, as did the Reichswehrministerium. 

In civilian circles too, an increasing number of societies were being formed 

to combat, particularly the cultural menace of Bolshevism. Important among 

these was the "Deutscher Bund zum Schutz der AbendUindischen Kultur" founded 

in June 1930 with a strong Zentrum and Jewish flavour, under the patronage 

of many leading aristocrats. Werner von A1vensleben, one of the leading 

organisers, approached the KB with the aim of securing its aid in the 

financial and propaganda field. Meetings took place between A1vens1eben 

and Dr. Wo11bing from the Berlin Centrale, but Horn himself was not prepared 

to get' entangled with what the "V8lkischer Beobachter" was describing as a 

"secret ploy of the Zentrum". On the other hand, the KB co-operated quite 

happily with the Russian Orthodox Bishop Seraphim who spoke at the "Deutscher 

(9) NB 915: Saxon LV to KB 25-9-30. 
(10) ibid. Silesian Prove to PLKV 7-10-30: 
(11) ibid. Horn to Meiningen LV 20-12-30. 
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Bund's" Novemh2r Sportpalast meeting. Von Enckevort, von Amann and 

Wollbing attended Seraphim's meetings - in ~ompany with von der Goltz, 

Stahlhelm and NDO leaders. Locally, efforts against "pacifism, 

internationalism and Judaism - and other related movements" were 

especially successful in Saxony, where agitation in the press and Landtag 

was initiated by the "SH.chsischer MilitH.rvereinsbund" (Saxon Landesverband) 

and led to the banning of offensive plays. 

The KB PrMsidium meeting of 17th January 1931 and the Prussian 

PrMsidium of 28th February paid considerable attention to the Bund's 

propaganda activities: a much stronger interest was apparent in dis-

armament (very hostile), German mino·ri ties under foreign rule and the 

atheist aspect of Communism. This intereet was reflected in the pages 

of the "KyffhH.user" in ensuing months. Many articles like "Die 

Internationale der Gottlosen" emphasised the vrew that belief in God 

is the best bulwark against Bolshevism ("KyffhH.user" 22nd February 1931). 

Considerable attention was given to Reichsinnenminister Wirth's warnings 

in the Reichstag over the flood of Communist pamphlets, "heralding the 

coming atheist offensive" (IIKyffhHuser" 28th February 1931). The extent 

to which Atheism and Communism could in fact be identified is highly 

questionable. According to figures quoted by the Zentrist RC paper 

"Germania" (5th April 1931) - between 1918 and 1928 the Evangelical Church 

lost overall some 1.6 million members and the RC Church lost 0.3 million, a 

total of 1.9 million. In the same period the KPD built up an electorate ... ' 

of 3.2 million (May 1928 elections), the NSDAPnof only 0.8 million. 

Certainly, if it is possible to trace a connection between lack of religion 

at-d rej'ection of ethical standards then it would seem that the chief gainers 

by the "Kirchenaustritt" were the Communists first, and then the Nazis. But 

sheer apathy played an important part in German society after the war, and 

support for political extremes has never been the monopoly of the 

irreligious. In its propoganda against Bolshevism the KB always kept the 
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religious and cultural aspects to the forefr~nt, but it can hacdly be 

doubted that, in effect, such constant harping on the "Red Peril" was dOihg 

the work of the NSDAP, among those "bUrgerlich" strata of society that were 

feeling the weight of the economic crisis(12). 
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The officer a~sociations continued with the type of monarchist propaganda 

. that had. long been in vogue: expressions of loyalty on the Kaiser's birthday, 

notices marking the birthdays of other members of the Imperial and Princely 

families, rallies attended by Hohenzollern princes and so on. The more 

expressly monarchist association, the NDO, .if anything increased its 

propaganda activity. In 1931 Prince Eitel Frederick was actually elected 

"Ehrenvorsitzender"of the organisation.. At the same time, a good deal of 

support for the Nazis became apparent, and an increasing number of ex-

officers began to see in the Hitler movement an instrument for effecting a. 

restoration. The KB followed a similar line to the DOB, but those ties 

between the KB and Doorn that did exist, were chiefly on a personal level: 

the organisation as such was little involved, although rumours were afoot 

that a large sum of money had been presented to the Kaiser in 1929. The 

same rumour had existed in 1919 and no evidence has come to light to 

support it. Potentially, the monarchist cause was the best way of uniting 

(13) 
the moderate-conservatives • As long, however, as the ostensible 

political champions of this cause, the DNVP and the Stahlhelm, remained bent 

on out-doing Hitler in extravagant anti-republicanism, there was little hope 

of agreement in a more constructive policy. Indeed, despite the remarkable 

success of the NSDAP iq. the September elections, the "national opposition" was 

in full cry after another hare - the dissolution of the Prussian Landtag(J-~). 

(12) NB 917, Sept/Nov 1930//NH 927, I et seq. 
(13) "DOB" 25-1-31 (Kaiser's birthday), 23-5-31 (Pr. Eitel Frederik); 5-7-31 

(Pr. Wilhelm); //BPD p.447//NH 910, 82-93//NH 911, 267. 
(14) TIle following account is based on KB file ml 926: also Eyck p.288 etc., 

Berghahn p.23l etc. 
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Already on 5th October 1930 at Koblenz, the Stahlhelm leaders had 

announced their intention of campaigning against the socialist-controlled 

Prussian Landtag, not due for dissolution until the spring of 1932. The 

now familiar method of Volksbegehren and referendum was again eruployed. and 

the affair was officially set in motion at the beginning of February 1931. 

On the 15th of the month, the DOB came out strongly in favour of the 

Volksbegehren, a long time before Hugenberg (4th March) and Hitler (8th 

(15) 
April) did 80 • The pace of national propaganda was now being set by 

what was officially just an ex-servicemen's organisation. Initially, 

Severing, the Prussian Minister of Interior, saw no cause to be alarmed at 

the activities of the Stahlhelm, alt.hough he considered it necessary to 

watch the Nazis closely (19th February). .Local rumours that the KB was 

supporting the Volksbegehren made the discussion of the matter by the 

Prussian praesidium inevitable (28th February). Predictably, no partici-

pation oE "the organisation as such" could be approved, but the sentb,ents 

of the· PrHsidium members were unmistakable: "Es muss immer wieder betont 

werden, dass unser Standpunkt nicht etwa durch die Satzung, oder die Furcht 

von Massnahmen der Regierung gegen uns begrUndet wird, sondern aus 

reiflicher Uberlegung heraus bestimmt 1st". And in the "Parolebuch" of 8th 

March, direction: "Although the aims of the Stahlhelm will meet with the 

approval from the majority of our Prussian comrades 
,,(16) 

•••• etc • Other 

topics discussed by the meeting included socialism ("now strongly entrenched . . 
in the fabric of the state", •••• "can only be successfully combatted by a 

"bUrgerlich" union"); .the Deutsche Front; Wehrhaftmachung (the KB was now in 

"cautious contact with a Munich organisation~ the "Arbeitsgemeinschaft filr--

W~hrverstlrkung", the Nazi forerunner of the ''Wehrpoli tisches Amt"); the 

Grossdeutsche Gedanke; Kultur-Bolschewismus and Atheismus; the Stahlhe1m; 

(IS) "DOB" 15-2-31, Nachrichten. 
(16) NB 926, 8-19; NH 925, 57. 
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the Reichsbanner (said to be forming protection groups in conjunction 

with the Prussian police); regulation of funerals; ReichswehrUberlieferun~s-

vereine (negotiations with authorities in progress). Each one of these 

subjects had political or social implications and the list shows how far the 

KB was from being.a purely "kameradschaftlich" organisation. An open letter 

to Reichskanzler lSrUning in the "Parolebuch" of 8th March referred to the 

need for taking more positive steps in the matter of 'war-guilt', keeping up 

the strength of the armed forces and for forming an air-force. The 

Preparatory Disarmament Commission set up by·the League of Nations in 1926 

had submitted a draft convention to the League Council in January 1931 and 

the matter was very much a "hot potato" for German politicians in the 

ensuing months. The increasing involvement of the KB in this question was 

a direct result of Horn's contacts with the Reichswehrministerium. 

As in the Young. Plan agitation, voices were soon raised protesting at 

the official policy. One of the earliest was that of the influential 

Stahlhelm and KV member, General der Art. Franke. In his letter of 5th 

March he referred to the "unimportant little parties" and "handful of 

Zentrum voters" holding back the mainly "nationalist" KB. The Bundls 

reply correctly pointed out that some of the important southern Landesverblnde 

had a high proportion of Zentrum voters and, by now tired of Franke's 

frequent approaches, suggested he should choose one or other of the 

aganisations. Either way, Stahlhelm members ~ould not agitate for the 

Volksbegehren within the KVe~ Severing's announcement in the Landtag 

(11th March) forbidding the participation of state officials in the 

agitation led the KB to send out a strongly worded circular (16th March)~o 

its Landesverblnde: "the results of official KB participation would be tbat 

the organisation would be declared "political", state officials would, 

therefore, have to resign, the disabled and dependants would suffer and the 

connection with the Reichswehr would have to be severed". While, of course,' 

these risks were not worth running for a Stahlhelm Volksbegehren, it is 

debatable whether the same would have been true in the case of a redefinition 
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of the Bund.'s position in a morc moderate conservative sense, even though 

this might additionally have meant the sece~sion of many Zentrum members, 
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possibly whole KVe. This circular prompted an immediate visit to Horn from 

the Stahlhelm, and it was agreed to add, telegraphically, that every member, 

of course, had the right to take part in the Volksbegehren (17th March). 

Von Enckevort writing a few days earlier certainly anticipated a much 

stronger involvement of KV members than had been the case in the previous 
(17) 

year • 

Local opposition to the KB policy in 1929/30 had come mainly from 

Saxony and Pomerania, and a few Kreisverblnde in Silesia and Potsdam. In 

1931 it came mostly from Sch1eswig-Holstein and besides the LUbeck branch 

only odd Kreisverblnde in Saxony, Pomerania, and Silesia raised objections. 

At least one Rhenish Kreisverband protested, however, because the March 

•. 'I (18) 
circular "was a1.med at creating support for th~ Volksbegehren" • ·In 

general, the opposition conSdered the KB should leave the local organisations 
(19) 

complete freedom of action and issue no statements • At least one 

Kreisverband drew attention to the lack of positive leadership from the 

B
" d(20) 
un • Probably fairly typical of the reception of the KB policy 

statement was that of the influential Dr. Voss, head of the Hauptkrieger-

verband Berlin: "There exists scarcely any doubt that each individual 
(21) 

member will support the Volksbegehren and vote for the referendum" • 

Thus the KB's influence, even more than in the previous campaign, was in 

effect exercised for the Stahlhelm. 

During February the DOB, VVV, Reichslandburtd and Prussian NSDAP came 

out in favour of the agitation. Hutier (president of the DOB) took part 

il1 the national rallies (e.g. 9th April). NDO, ROB, DVP and Hugenberg 

(17) NH 926, 44: Correspondence with Stahlhelm (JUterborg) March. 
(18) ibid. 182: Bergheim. 
(19) ibid. 219: Belgard. 
(20) ibid. 193 ~ Stolp •. 
(21) ibid. 161. 
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joined in during March, and Hitler and the main NSDAP in April(22). 

Ultimately, tna KPD also supported the Volksbegehren. Horn certainly kept 

the KB "as such" out of this unholy alliance, and retained his personal 

distaste for extremism. In March 1931 he was in contact with one 

Dr. Hartmann over an article the latter was preparing for the "KyffhHuser"; 

this included a number of very generous observations on the conduct of some 

, (23) 
Social Democrats dur~ng the war • In April, the KB was approached once 

more by the Reichswehrministerium, over unguarded remarks in favour of the 

Stahlhe1m campaign,) made by an ex-officer at a local conference. On 

21st April the counting of initial lists revealed that the 6 million 

signatures were more than enough to ,secure a referendum. Thus the campaign 

took new life and moved into its second an4 more extreme phase. 

Speak~ng at WUppertal on 11th May Horn once more took pains to 

dissociate the KB from uRadikalismus": "Er grenzte namentlich gegen 

National Sozia1isten und Stah1he1m ab. Der KB verzichte bewusst auf 

Eingreifen in Innenpolitik. Er tadelte diejenigen UnterfUhrer, die 

beim Stahlhelm-Vo1ksbegehren von dieser Linie aus Mange1 an Character-

stHrke abwi~hen. Die FUhrer mUssten begreifen, dass man hohen vater-

lHndischen Zie1en nachgeben kUnne, auch obne radika1en po1itischen 

(24) 
B'estrebungen anzuhHngen" • This speech was widely reported in the 

national press and evoked considerable resentment from local Krieger-

verbHnde: at Wiesbaden,·where relations with Stahlhe1m and NSDAP were 

"durchaus freundschaftlich"j at KUln (Oberberg) where the local Stahlhelm 

GaufUhrer, one Major K~ethe, went out of his way to stir up trouble, and 

(25) 
ultimately in Pomerania • Stahlhe1m leaders also caused friction in 

(22) NH 925, 5S//NH 926: 21: "Berlin Lokalanzeiger" 15-2-31; Stahlhe1m circular 
4-4-3l//"DOB" 25-3-31, 15-4-31. 

(23) NH 926, SO. 
(24) ibid. 199: "Vossische Zcitung" 12-5-31. 
(25) NH 906, 145-6 (Wiesbaden)j 147-56 (OberberSV/NH 926, 213 (Pommern). 
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Erfurt and Reuss. As always Horn gave in ~o really determin~d opposition, 

and in correspondence with Major Koethe he repeatedly denied that he had 

described the Volksbegehren as a "right-radical 'movement". On the other 

hand, he refused to publish an amplifying statement in the "KyffhHuser" and 

the lasting impre~sion of the WUppertal speech was one of anti-radical 

moderation. 

The big KB rally in KBnigsberg on 5th July was a militarist demonstration 

of the first order. Talk of the "geraubten Provinzen", "Wehrwi11en" and 

IIGrossdeutsche Gedanken", added up to a good deal more than a demand for 

"equal rights". Although the ethical basis for the fight against 

"Bolshevism" was stressed and the political situation at home and abroad 

reviewed in moderate tones, the overall flavour is unmistakably one of 

"revanchism". With regard to .the Volksbegehren, Horn avoided any provo-

(26) 
cative utterances • Other leaders inside the Bund nevertheless continued 

to interpret the official policy as favourable to the Volksbegehren. Gen. 

von Kessinger, leader of the Weimar Landesverband, was alleged (by Gen. 

Franke (DOB Hesse/Thuringia» to have said that: "hinter der bet dem 

Frontso1datentag zu Breslau (May) gekennenze1chneten Front des Stahlhell~ 

die 3 millionen Kameraden des KB in treuer Kameradschaft bereit stehen". 

Kessinger himself wrote to "the KB (15th July) a few days after Franke, 

demanding a sharper declaration in favour of the plebiscite. On the 17th 

the official line had wea~ened so far, that in reply to the '~gdeburger 

Tageszeitung" it was stated that: "every good comrade must wish to see 

the old Prussian spirit re-established tn the Landtag". This formula was 

used as the basis for future replies and was locally much exploited as a 

prescription for the referendum. 

The overall result of the Vo1ksbegehren was a vote of 9.7 million in 

favour of dissolving the Prussian Landtag, a long way short of the number 

(26) NH 927, 5-7-31//NH 906, 158. 
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required to effect it, but nevertheless eloquent testimony of the 

interest that could be aroused by such an intensive propaganda campaign. 

Despite the ill-feeling between Stahlhelm and KB locally (by no means 

general), the Stahlhelm leaders, having temporarily made their peace with 

Chancellor BrUning, met Horn and Enckevort on 15th August and reviewed the 

political situation. After some discussion agreement seems to have been 

reached on the basis that the Stahlhelm expressed "understanding" for the 

HUb 'li h" f the Bund( 27). erparte1 c course 0 

As was to be expected duringa period of such political excitement, KVe 

tended to come into increasing conflict with local authorities over the 

flag question. As far as the Reichswehr was concerned, Groener kept 

rigidly to the line that where possible both the republican flag and the 

black-white-red "war flag" should be flewn together. Certainly, at all 

functions attended by the Reichswehr, the repub~ican flag was mandatory. 

'.The minister even had to insist on this with some state governments (e.g. 

(28) 
Bavaria) • The Prussian lnnenrninisteriurn had excepted traditional 

flags from their general ban of plan b1ack-white-red in public places, as 
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long as they were .not objectionable on sp~ci£ic grounds, such, for example, 

as a copy of a traditional flag in the old colours, with the old inscription 

("\-11th God for Kaiser and Reich" etc) bearing a date subsequent to 1918 

(May 1928)(29). This ruling had been embodied in the order of 29th June 

1929, and the sense at any rate must have been familiar to most branches of 

the KB. Nevertheless at Liegnitz (August 1930) preparations for the Lower 

Silesian Kriegertag included the decoration of certain public places with the 

ordinary striped black-white-red colours. Complaints from the local magis· 

trate necessitated the replacement of all these at the last minute by the 

(27) NH 926, 268. 
(28) MA 104266, Groener to Held 6-10-30 (MGS). 
(29) NB 907, 42: Jahresrundschreiben 1931: therein, Prussian Innenmin. 

instruction 15-5-28. 
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KyffhHuser black-white-red. On the actual day of the festivities, 

officials dema~ded that these too should be removed as they were not in the 

same class as individual traditional colours belonging to an individual KV. 

Certainly this was in accordance with the spirit of the order in question, 

even if the wording lacked something in precision. The action of the 

(30) 
Liegnitz authorities was upheld by the Prussian InnenmiriSter • 

The KB leaders naturally wanted to avoid publicising this rigid 

interpretation of the order and in their instructions published in December 

1930, confined themselves to quoting the wording and stressing that where 

officials attended KV functions, the republican flag would have to be flown 

alongside the KyffhHuser b1ack-white.-red if this was specifically requested. 

In other words a bare legal minimum of co-~peration with the government 

ruling was advocated. If local officials chose to ignore its provisions 

(and many did) so much the better. This was not merely anti-republican 

sentiment: the veterans had after all striven for five years "in the 

greate~ war in history" under these same colours: "Our colours are our 

holiest possession: they are the symbol of our Bund, of comradeship, of 

our old regiment and army: they are soldiers' colours - soldiers carry 
(31) 

them and soldiers follow them" • 

In Pomerania, an incident of a different kind was taken up with the 

Prussian minister (now, once again, Severing). At the end of November 

Communists in Barth had dragged the b1ack-white-red colours through the 

streets in a most provocative fashion. The police had stood by without 

intervening. The loc~l BUrgermeister later apologised, but the Kreis 

Kriegerverband was not satisfied and took the matter further. The Berlin 

Centrale wrote to Severing at the end of December and were still waiting 

for a reply six months 1ater(32). 0 i i i h B li 1 d hi p nons n t e er n ea ers p 

differed on this question as in similar matters. 

(30) ibid. 1, 23-39. 
(31) ibid. 40, KY 14-12-30. 
(32) ibid. 41. 

Horn himself followed the 
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Groener line. fairly closely, but others, sucn as von Enckevort, were of 

a less compromising outlook. When a KV in the Potsdam Bezirk decided to 

add a knot in the republican colours to their banner the Prussian Association 

wrote: "Die Anwendung der Farben Schwarz-Rot-Gold empfiehlt sich, abgesehen 

von ihrer Umstrittenheit, deshalb nicht, wei1 sie die Farben einer 

. . (33) 
politischen Kampforganisation, nHmhch des Reichsbannetl Bind" • 

The Liegnitz interpretation gradually became more general and in 

February, all the KB could suggest was to abandon the use of flags altogether. 

(34) 
or hold ceremonies in private • Some local authorities even exceeded the 

provisions of the order, and tried to ban the flying of the Kyffhluser flag 

(35) 
when privately owned KV convalescent homes were opened • As in many 

other matters, attitudes differed very considerably from place to place. 

Sometimes the old black-white-red flags were permitted, in others the KB 

black-white-red had to be substituted, and sometimes these tOO. were banned 
(36) 

for public display • Usually, however, where officials attended, the 

republican flag had also to be flown. 

Silesia was also the scene of conflict between KVe and the RC Church. 

At the end of 1930 some local clergy suspended the long established custom 

of allowing KV colours to be placed before the altar on Church Festivals. 

They were nevertheless only removed a short way to the middle aisle. An 

instruction by the Bishop of Breslau (22nd June 1930) in fact limited the 

presence of colours in church and the blessing of colours to those of 

"church-approved" Vereine. These were ult~ately defined as those Church 

associations whose statutes had been officially approved by the Bishop. 

In fact a good deal of discretion was still allowed to local clergy. and 

the third official ruling from the Bishop (3rd July 1931) in response to 

(33) ibid. 43. 
(34) ibid. 49. 
(35) ibid. 77. 
(36) ibid. e.g. 100. 
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enquiries fronl the Silesian Provincial Kriegerverband specifically 

permitted the attendance at services of organisations whose banners had 

been blessed. The point to the very reasonable attitude adopted by the 

Church was that a local priest was empowered to exclude banners of 

associations hostile to the Church (Nazis, Wehrwolf, etc.). Where the 

demeanour of the KV was unexceptionable, established customs were allowed 

• (37) to cont1nue • 

The same was not true with regard to the KyffhUuser youth groups. 

Despite the fact that the KB had kept officially clear of the radical 

«itation of the Nazis and Stahlhelm the points of contact and outward 

similarities led in the course of 1931 to a much more general stand against 

the KB and Kyffhluserjugend (as opposed to specific local associations). 

Friction had been occurring for several years. In February 1931 several 

conferences of RC youth leaders concerned themselves with the paramilitary 

youth associations: "sowohl der Nationalsozialismus wie auch der Stah1helm 

und der KyffhUuserbund werden abgelehnt, und zwar nicht nur aus volks- und 

gesellschaftspolitischen, sondern auch aus pldagogischen, kulturellen und 
. . (38) 

religi8sen Grtlnden" (IIEssener Kirchenblatt") • At the same time 

several cases were reported from Silesia where priests refused admission 
. (39) 

to uniformed KB youth groups • The situation was already delicate when 

Seldte, the Stahlhe1m leader, made a public attack on the RC Church at the 

Kreuznach rally (15th Mareh). Protests by local clergy moved the Bishop 

of Mainz (17th March) to ban all Stahlhelm groups with banners from the 

churches, and uniformed individuals were only allowed to attend if they 

were away from home at conferences. A few days later Bishop Schreiber, 

irt agreement with several other bishops, issued a declaration against the 

(37) ibid. 63-87 (inc. Breslau Generalvkariat letters: Jan, April & July). 
(38) NU 918: "Essener Kirchenb1att" 15-3-31 et seq. 
(39) NH 907, 81-4. 
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NSDAP. So~e clergy rapidly interpreted the Mainz ban to include the 

KB and its youth groups. One priest was a~tually alleged to have stated 

that "the KB is also working against the Church". At the request of the 

KB, Generalleutnant von Didtmann, head of the Hesse Landesverband, took up 

the matter with the Bishop of Mainz. Although it soon became clear that 

the Bishop had not meant to include the KyffhHuserbund under the heading 

"Stahlhelm and other WehrverbHnde", there is no evidence that any iDlllediate 

clarification was issued to the local clergy. The dangers of not defining 

the position of the Bund sufficiently clearly, and not enforcing a suffi-

.~ dently homogenous outlook on lower VerbUnde were becoming increasingly 

evident(40). Horn's concern with the ethical basis of the KB's activity 

was a perfectly sincere one. In view of the difficulties experienced with 

the Church authorities in the first half of 1931 he came to the conclusion 

that something should be done to improve relations - initially with the 

Evangelical Church - under the excuse of furthering the campaign against 

Bolshevism. In the course of June General von Fabeck acting on Horn's 

behalf, contacted both the president of the Evangelische Kirchenausschuss 

(RapIer) and the RC Bishop SchDiber. The first approach was more productive 

and between August and October, Dr. Wollbing from the Berlin Centra1e was 

carrying on negotiations aimed at establishing a basis for mutual co

(41) 
operation • The fact that the Evangelical Church was even willing to 

consider such co-operation is evidence of the real differences that still 

existed between KB and the Nazi/Stahlhelm camp, as, of course, was the 

ability of local KVe to compound most of their difficulties with even the 

Catholic clergy. The extent of RC opposition to the KB should not be 

exaggerated; it'was by no means general and where it did occur mainly 

centred round the KyffhUuserjugend. ,In Bavaria, for example, Cardinal 

. (42) 
Faulhaber watt still an honorary member of the Krlegerbund • 

(40) NH 918, March/April 1931 • 
. (41) NIl 927. 32-44. 

(42), NB 918. 
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The RC,suspicions of the KyffhUuserjugend were understandable - not 

just on the g~0unds of superficial appearances - but also in view of the 

increasing association between the various Bllnde, such as the Hitler Jugend, 

the Jungstahlhelm etc, and the Reichswehr. Since Autumn 1930 the Ministry 

had been actively trying to expand the "Wehrsport" movement and bring it 

1 - 1 d h i influence(43). Tb 1<: ffhu j d id 11 more c ose y un er t ere y ~user ugen was ea y 

suited to this, lacking the objectionable political tendencies of the other 

two main groups. If Schleicher had ultimately succeeded in creating a 

strong "Reichswehrjugend" whose first loyalties were to the army and the 

'; state, this would have significantly weakened the- party-political 

Wehrverb!inde. The idea was both imagtnative and constructive, but alas 

proved to be no match for the dynamic content of Nazism. The KB was only 

slowly to overcome internal apathy over the "Jugend". Even in 1931, about 

half of the KreisverbHnde in the Westfalian Pravincial Kriegerverband had 

(44) 
not yet set up youth sections • Shooting-was more popular and of the 

16,000 KVe in the Prussian Landesverband, over a quarter had their own 
. . - (45) 

rifle clubs (still mainly with "war weapons") • While then, the KB's 

activities in the field of.pre-military training continued and slowly 

expand~d, the lack of~precise party-political involvement obviously plac~d 

the KyffhHuserjugend at a disadvantage, in the face of the greater· 

dynamism and attraction of the more radical Verblnde. 

Contacts between KB and Reichswehrministerium continued over a variety 

« subjects. In April 1931 the East Prussian Provincial Association was 

requesting the intervention of the Ministry with the local Wehrkreis, which 

had refused to lend the colours of the old Imperial Army for aJfestival in 

ialy. In Mayl931 the Bund complained officially about the Prussian 

(43) schUtzle p.102. 
(44) NH 926, 188-1: Report of Praesidium meeting 18-4-31. 
(45) Fore1l, op.cit. p.45. 
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Minister-President Braun who had attended an SPD meeting in t~a B~rlin 

Sportpalast, at which only red flags had been displayed. Sch1eicher ane 

the KB were at one in this question and the official Reichswehr attitude 

to "red flags" was staunchly "patriotic". On a more personal level, 

Karwiese and Sch1efcher exchanged occasional letters regarding such matters 

as the p~litica1 attitudes of individual KV leaders(46). Another 

important aspect of the co-operation between veteran organisations and the 

army was in the field of Wehrpropaganda, whether in articles dealing with 

such matters as "Luftschutz und Deutsch1and" or in big public rallies such 

as the "Waffentag" (Dresden 11th/13th July 1931) of the Cavalry Waffenring • 

With the attendance of high-ranking Reichswehr officers such as Lt. Gen. 

von StUlpnagel, the attitude of the German Army to the question of 

. (47) 
"disarmament" was publl.c1y underlined • 

The deepening of the economic crisis had produced the "Notverordnung" 

of July 1930, which severely curtailed the amount of government expenditure 

on such matters as welfare. In April 1931 the KB protested against this 

aspect in a we11-pub1icis~d circular. Again in 'June 1931, the new 

"Notverordnung" introduced sweeping cuts in pensions. The DOB raised a 

lively protest again~t this at their conference (10th June) and the Ka, so 

as not to seem neglectful of the interests of its state-pensioned members, 

followed suit (19th June){48). But this was by no means the whole~ory. 

Already in the course of May, negotiations had taken place with Treviranu8 

(Minister in BrUning's cabinet) over the partidpation of the KB in the 

"voluntary work-servic~" scheme, designed to employ men drawing 

unemployment relief in useful activities, rather than have them drawn into _.-

the expanding SA. The "Freiwillige Arbeitsdienst" was i'naugurated by the 

Notverordnung of 5th June 1931 and quickly expanded to include some 100,000 

(46) MI 907, 62: East Prussian Prove 22-4-31; 88, 95: KB to Reichswehrmin. 12-5-3 
NL Sch1eicher 26, 170: Karwiese to S. 23-12-30. 

(47) "OOB" 5-4-31: "Luftschutz und Deutschland":/25-:J.-3l. 
(4S) MA 104266: circular IS-4-3l (MG~/IR43 I 709, lIS: KY 19-6-31. 



men. Once again, the KB was co-operating in a plan which, if successful, 

would have materially weakened the radical opposition to the state. The 

formation of work camps went ahead and local KB branches in some places 

played a significant part in establishing both general and purely KB 

camps. Besides the actual work in~olved - improving roads, drainage and 

irrigation systems etc - importance was also placed on "staatsbUrgerlich" 

(49) 
indoctrination and "sporting activities" to occupy spare time • 
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The implications of the increasingly close ties between the KB and the 

gover~ent in these months of financial crisis, were not lost on the NSDAP. 

~ Already at the end of 1930 the decision had been taken to set up a rival 

welfare organisation and thus challenge the ~ in this important social 

field(50). Opportunities to criticise the KB were increasingly taken 

(51) 
up • Ambiguous though the 'RB policy in. the field of patriotic 

propaganda was, this was much more the fault of the Stahlhelm than of the 

RB leaders. In fact, by the middle of 1931, Horn's aim to support the 

state authorities and the Reichswehr as closely as possible was being put 

into practice, and the attempt to redefine the Bund's position with regard 

to the Church, on the one hand, and the Nazis on the other, was also taking 

shape. unfortunately however, ~ncreasing numbers of the leaders in the KB 

at all levels were of a much ~ore reaction~ry mould, and by now it was only 

a matter of time before this was to produce an open rift with Horn's 

leadership, effectively destroying the public authority of theBund itself. 

3. FROM THE FINANCIAL CRISIS TO THE RE-ELECTION OF HINDENBURG 
(AUGUST 1931 - APRIL 1932) . 

The summer of 193~ with the closure of banks and the Stock Exchange and 

(49) Berghabn p.335-6.//"DOB" 25-8-32 p.722. 
(50) See p.35. ' 
(51) "V61kischer Beobachter" 30-9-30": "Sep.aratis ten. Ehrenmi tglieder 

. . Kriegervereine". 
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the suspension of Reichstag ses~icns, demonstr~ted clearly that BrUning 

had been unable to deal with the economic crisis. The rise in the tide of 

Nazism, materially assisted by the high leve'l of unemployment, meant that 

henceforth Hitler had to be seriously taken into account. September 1931, 

when the Nazi leader had discussions with the Weimar establishment for the 
(1) , 

first time (e.g. Gen. von Hammerstein ) marked the beginning of those 

tortuous and protracted political manouvres that finally brought him to the 

Reichskanzlei in January 1933. 

In spite of the apparent unanimity displayed among the chiefs of the 

"National Opposition" at the "Barzburg" meeting of 11th October, these were 

in fact each following their own interests. Hitler and Hugenberg both 

sought the Chancellery, while the Stahlhelm leaders wavered uncertainly 

between them and the ruling camarilla of Hindenburg, BrUning, Groener and 

Schleicher. In this light, the other nationalist leaders such as General 

von der Goltz, Gen. von Born and Gen. von Butier had a clear choice, either 

to remain completely neutral or to involve their respective associations in 

what was obviously a party-political contest of the first magnitude, one in 

which the subject for dispute was not merely a particular aspect of state 

policy, but the very State itself. 

With the "Prussian Landtag" plebiscite out of the way (August 9th) the. 

question of patriotic propaganda was considerably simplified. The main 

issue of foreign policy confronting government and nationalists alike was 

the forthcoming disarmament conference in Geneva, and the KB threw itself 

heart and soul into a struggle aimed at making government and popular 

sentiment hostile to any arrangement not based on "Gleichberechtigung". 

'l11e main vehicles for this campaign were the pages of the "Kyffhluser" and 

several large-scale rallies: "Million& of German men and women demand 

justice and freedom" ("Parolebuch", 7th February 1932: Frt. Page); ''Wir 

fordern lm Namen von 15 m1l1tonen Deutschen •••• das unbedingte Festhalten 

am deutschen Recht auf Sicherheit und Gleichberechtigung" (Open telegram 

(1) Cars ten p.333. 
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. (2) 
to German delegation at Geneva, hth February 1932 ). But in essence 

this agitation went far beyond demands for "equal rights". The same tele-

gram included specifically anti-French sen,iments, alleging that "Durch 

Vorschlag der V81kerbundsarmee sucht Frankreich WekabrUstung zu sabotieren, 

deutsches Recht mit FUssen zu treten". Several numbers of the "Kyffhluser" 

carried detailed instructions for the activity of the KVe lm promoting 

"Wehrgedanken". nte articles entitled "Unser Propaganda Feldzug" listed 

relevant pamphlet material, referred explicitly to the spirit of 1813, 1870 

and 1914, aid even: "Nie wieder Krieg ist nie wisier Sieg", instead: "Nie 
. (3) 

wieder Unterwerfung, nie wieder mattes Verzichten!" One of the biggest 

rallies pursuing this theme was that of 2nd October 1931, ostensibly marking 

Hindenburg's birthday. Widely publicised at home, it even drew consi.derable 

attention from foreign observers. A gathering of some 10,000 including 

Reichswehr officers and men was 'addressed by von Horn and General von 
, 

Metzsch, ("the time has come to demand equality - it is Germany's duty to 

claim and create security at the Disarmament Conference"). Greener 

himself was present and the whole affair, particularly the radio coverage, 

stimulated lively complaints from the left-wing press, which likened it to 

Nazi and Stah1helm rallies.' British Ambassador Sir Horace Rumbold spoke 

of "an undesirable manlicstation of German mentality,,(4). Similar rallies 

took place on 12th December and 17th January (the latter complete with the 

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra and a 600 strong choir: the pub~ic appearances 

of the KB were 
(5) 

always in the grand manner )., This type of agitation was 

carried' on all over Germany by local groups(6). All the "patriotic" 

Verblnde took part in these activitiesl the 8th February telegram for 

example, was sponsored by Stahlhelm, NDO, DOB and KB(7). Yet again, of 

course, as in the question of war-guilt, this was a case of the German 

(2) KY/PB 14-2-32. 
(3) PB 27-3, 3-4, 24-4-32. 
(4) "DOB" 25-9-31: Nachricll'tenl/F0371, 15221 C7659/l36 7-10-31 (PRO). 
(5) Ht Schleicher 34, 205: KB invitation Nov 1931 (F)/ HR 907, 105. 
(6) e.g. Bavaria: MA 104266: Bav.KB to Held 19-12-31 (HGS). 
(7) "OOB" 25-2-32: Nachrichten. 



government exploiting national sentiment to strengthen the hand of their 

negotiators ~is a vis the Allies. Horn had the full backing of the 

Reichswehrministerium and its various departments, and when Sch1eicher 

himself was too busy to deal directly with the KB, Major Ott. (Wehrmacht 

Abteilung) or Major-General von Sch8nheinz (L.N. Department) were 
(S) 

. avail ab le • 

Similarly with the KB campaign again~t Communism, the officially 

produod "Kommunisti~che Zersetzungsversuche in der Wehrmacht und ihre 

Abwehr" was 'lbtained from the Reichswehrministeri~.and their information 

(9) 
resources were always at the Bund's disposal in this connection • The 

policy of expelling Communists fr~ the KB moved on a pace, although some 

subordinate VerbHnde (Hannover, e.g.) appear to have been less active 'than 

OO} 
others • More important was the progress made in the field of co-

operation with the Evangelical Church. General von Fabeck's first 

approaches in June 1931 led to a meeting between himself and Kapler, the 

head of the Deutscher Evangelischer Kirchenausschuss on 13th October 1931. 

Official contacts were in principle approved, particularly with regard to 

the structural similarity of the KB and Evangelical Church organisation. 

The next step was for experts frau both sides to draw up a joint draft of 

"Richtlinien" for detailed co-operation. While this was under way, 

contacts were also taken up with the Action COlll1littee for "Laienschulung" 

and the Evangelical Press Association. A meeting of the Evangelical 

Church Committee on 22nd October ratified the agreement so far reached, 

and the heads of the Landeskirche were duly informed. The broad policy 

of the KB in this question is well illustrated by Fabeck's internal 

memorandum to Horn at the beginning of November: "Beifo1gend Ubersende 

(S) NL Schleicher 34, 69-70//NH 929, Karwiese to Ott 6-2-32 (K). 
(9) NU 929, Jan/Feb 1932. 
(10) ibid. KB to Espol KV 21-1-32. 
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ich VorschlHge, die sowohl in d~r Gottlosen BekHmpfung, wie in der 

Schaffung ein~r innerlich geschlftigen nati.onalen und geistlichen Front 

begrUndet sind. Es wHre mir eine grosse :"reude in einem etwaigen Ausschuss 

mitarbeiten zu dUrfen. Die Geistlichen, die ich sprach waren bereit, wenn 

man an sle herantritt. Von sich aus k8nnen sie es nicht tun, was ja 

begreiflich ist, obwohl es mancher bedauert, dass die Kirche der grosoen 

Volksbewegung unseres Tages abseits zusieht. Wie k8nnte sie einigen und 

stUrkend wirken!" This measured view of the NSDAP was probably typical of 

the majority of retired officers: there is implied disapproval of the lack 

of ethical content in the Nazi movement, but the fact that it is a genuine 

"Vo1ksbewegung" is the main criterion. While the tendency to blame the 

Church itself for not joining the "movemp.nt" lacked something in realism, 

the very fact that they were willing to deal with the more moderate 

nationalists of the KB indicated, their willingness to explore ways of bridging 

the gap. Moreover, since the initiative came mainly from the nationalist 

side, this illustrates how far the "old officers" were from unanimously 

viewing Hitler as the ideal answer to Germany's problems. 

While consideration of draft proposals was underway, the "KyffhUuser" 

of 8th November 1931 printed a long article, "Der Kampf gegen Gott", which . . 
combined remarks on Communism with specifically pro-Church sentiments. Thus 

it welcomed the appeal of a local Kreisverband to support the Church in every 

possible way - not least by attendance on Sundays - and recommended various 

'Evangelical publications. At the meeting of the Action Committee for 

Laienschulung a few days later (13th) every attempt was made by the Church 

authorities to make things easy for the KB representatives, General von 

Fabeck and Dr. Wollbing. Thus discussion of section-three of the agenda 

("Our policy towards the varioJlS ,v81kisch groups") was postponed. Besides 

co-operation in the general propaganda sphere, serious consideration was 

given to the possibility of the KVe holding evening prayer-meetings. Von 

Enckevort at least was not enamoured of this suggestion and the official KB 

letter of 21st November, following a meeting of the Praesidiu~ treated the 
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matter with caution: "Dagegen wUrde es Ube~ der Rahmett unserc>r Aufgabe 

gehen, der Geistlichkeit Anregungen Uber den Gang und die Ausgestaltung 

kirchlicher Feiern zu geben". Negotiations nevertheless continued and at 

a meeting at the Kirchenbundesamt (4th December) it was agreed that this 

body should prepare instructions for the Landeskirche, to which the 

observations of the KB could be added. These instructions were sent to 

the KB on 13th December, with the suggesti~n that they be embodied in an 

official letter from the Bund. This, however, was not immediately forth-

coming and the affair was not settled until after the crisis provoked by 

the presidential election. Certainly, pressure of other business was 

considerable during the first months of 1932. Equally, there was clearly 

a good deal of opposition to some aspects of the proposed joint activity of 

d h 1 1 Ch h( 11 ) M h f hi b 1 the KB an t e Evange ica urc • UC 0 t s was pro ab y from 

pur~ly religious motives: the KB had also to consider its many RC members. 

With regard to the·Catholic Church little more had been achieved. As 

Horn wrote to Col~ Schwerk in Breslau (6th January 1932): "Der Vorstand 

hat schon mehrfach versucht, die massgebenden Stellen der Katho1ischen 

Kirche zu einer klaren und freundlichen Stellung gegenUber unserer 

Organisation, insbesondere der Jugend zu bewegen. Im allgemeine~ ist die 

Stellung zu den Kriegervereinen als solche eine, wenn auch zurUckhaltende, 

so doch befriedigende". The same alas is not so, he continued, with regard 

to the KyffhUuserjugend; the official church attitude remained inflexible. 

Perhaps something might be achieved at the Fulda conference of bishops, but 

otherwise the need was for intensive work at all levels to clarify the aims 
( 12) 

of the Bund • Horn was certainly right in this. Unfortunately, however, 

he himself had signally failed to impose his own admittedly clear and cohesive 

policy, other than partially either on the leaders of the movement, or its 

.(11) ibid. 52-9, 76-8. 
(12) NH 918, PLKV to Schwerk 6-1-32. 
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press or the local associations. Hindered as he was by statutory 

neutrality, and the strong ties with the y'vvernment, any attempt to purge 

the leadership of the local groups and enforce a definite political (in the 

party sense) line, would have been extremely difficult, especially after 

1930. The logic of his policy demanded nevertheless that this atte~pt be 

made, preferably with the backing of the Reichswehrministerium, so that a 

public stand against the unethical aspects of Nazism could be taken. 

However, Schleicher and his colleagues were to continue for a long time to 

come in the understandable, but fatal policy of trying to coax the NSDAP 

into supporting BrUning and his successor, thinking that they had the power 

to "call the tune". This was the main reason why the moderate KB leaders 

were left to fight their battles, as best they could, by fits and by 

starts and without even an open avowal of their opposition to the objec-

tionable aspects of the "national movement". 

It was at the local level that the Nazi propaganda machine was now 

striding forward. In October 1931 alone they held some 550 rallies as 

opposed to their opponents' 151: 10,000 public meetings where those of 

. (13) 
the1r opponents numbered less than 4,000 • The Government was not 

blind to these dangers and on 31st October open-air assemblies and· 

processions were banned. Horn's enquiry to the Reichsinnenminister on 

30th January produced the response that the privileged KVe were exempt from 
(14) 

the ban • Similarly, the order of 18th December prohibiting the wearing 

of badges and uniforms was not held to apply to the Kyffhluserjugend although 
. (15) 

processionsl4ere nevertheless "nach M8glichkeit nicht zugelassen" • The 

readiness of the authorities to distinguish between t~e KB and the more 

radical groups of the Right.was, by and large, justified. This was not 

(13) NH 284, NSDAP monthly report on opponents: Nr. 5; Nov. 
(14) LA Gelnhausen 4969 (1932): Minister of Interior to Horn 12-2-32. (Ma). 
(15) Sammlung Schumacher 2io, Hess police circular 4-2-32 (K). 
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invariably the case: the Meckl~nburg branch, already strongly pro-Nazi, 

busied itself at the end of 1931 with the forming of a "Selbstschutz", (or 

para-military section,) aimed specifically at .combatting "the Reds". 

The presence of socialist members in the KVe raised certain difficulties. 

The branch contemplated active steps against SPD party-~embers - even if 

they had not allowed their politics to influence their participation in 

KV affairs; more to the point, even non-party-members suspected of ''Marxist'' 

activities were to be expelled if possible. The Mecklenburg Landesverband 

was behind the attempt at the KB Praesidium meetinga6th January 1932) to 

have the official statut es modified to exclude SPD members(16). 

Similarly, the steps now being taken by the Reichswehr to set up a 

single state ''Wehrsportverband'' brought the KyffhHuserjugend into close 

co-operation with the Nazis and Stahlhelmers. Already the various 

"Sportvereine" had strengthened their ties with the Reichswehr via the 

Vogt-Ausschuss (Lt. Gen. a.D. Vogt, who was now head of the long 
(7) 

established Jungdeutschlandbund) • Late in 1931 the foundations wer~ 

laid of the, later "Reichskuratorium fUr JugendertUchtigung tl (under Gen. von 

StUlpnagel) • This organisation was to embrace you~h groups of all political 

colours, but the chief cons"tituents were nevertheless to be SA, Stahlhelm and 
(18) 

KB - in that order • If these elements had shed their political 

characteristics as a result one cannot doubt that this would have been a 

valuable contribution towards lowering the political temperature. When 

this did not in fact occur, the only appreciable result was to increase the 

difficulties already created for the forces of law and order by the army's 

indiscriminate use of all types of VerbHnde. 

Thus by the beginning of 1932, for a combination ,of reasons, - their 

own political dynamism, the economic crisis, the militarist propaganda of 

(16) NH 915, Meck1enburg LV to KB 8-1-32. 
(17) SchUtzle p.128. 
(18) ibid. p.131//See below p • .2.'3. 
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the nationalists of every shad~, and not least the mistakes and mis-

calculations of the ruling camarilla round ~indenburg, - the Nazis seemed 

little short of their goal. It could only now be a matter of time before 

new Reicnstag elections would bring them sweeping gains and thus an 

unanswerable claim to the Chancellery. With Hindenburg in hB 85th 

year and approaching the end of his term of office it was becoming 

increasingly clear that he did not intend ~o restore the Hohenzollerns. 

Certainly the Kaiser himself does not appear to h~ve shown much eagerness 

for a return to Germany, and some of his sons had even thrown in their lot 

with Hitler. Despite the enthusiasm surrounding the Kaiser's 70th 

birthday a few years previously even the more explicitly monarchist 

Verblnde, like NDO, DOB and KB, were not prepared to take the initiative 

in a "Bring back the Empire" campaign. The officer associations certainly 

continued their customary activities in this field. It was even suggested 

now and again that the KB set up an agitation aimed at securing permission 

for the Kaiser to return to live in Germany as an ordinary citizen(19) - but 

whether such a step was seriously considered is dou~ul. It is likely that 

Horn was still taking a lead in this question from Schleicher who was, after 

all, in frequent contact with the Crown Prince. And Schleicher, .at the 

beginning of 1932 "had other fish to fry". 

At the beginning of January 1932 Horn had a personal meeting with the old 

Field-Marshal, ostensibly with regard to the possibility of the latter 

(20) 
attending the KB rally on 17th January • Hindenburg, however, was feeling 

the strain of the past weeks and when the conversation turned "to the 

presidency, he made it qutte clear that he would only stand for re-election if 

(19) 
(20) 

NB 910, Rathenaubund to KB 2l-4-32/!boB"15-11-3I, 5-3-32. 
The following account is based on: KB files: NB 926 (news cuttings) 
NB 930, 931 (letters and memoranda etc); "Auszugaus den Erinnerungen 
Dr. Heinrich Sahms" (IN: Vogelsang, "Reichswehr, Staat und NSDAP".); 
Berghahn op.cit., except where otherwise indicated. 
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the whole "Volk" requested it. This was evidently a hint to th~ head 

of the KB that he expected events to follow a sImilar pattern to 1925, ~~en 

von Gayl had organised the patriotic VerbHnde and the L8bel committee the 

parliamentary fractions, with the intention of elevating first Jarres and 

then Hindenburg.. BrUning, aided by Groener and Schleicher, was still at 

this stage hoping to induce the Nazis and Deutsch-Nationale to support him 

in seeking a parliamentary extension of H~ndenburg's term of office, without 

exposing the old man to the stresses of a new election campaign. Negotia

tions to this end took place with Hitler (6th, 7th 10th January) and Hugenberg 

(10th), but these two were not prepared to work with the Centrist Chancellor -

ostensibly because of his ties with the Social Democrats. The DNVP leader 

refused his help on the 12th and Hitler published a long tirade against 

BrUning on the 15th. ibis marked the end of the opening round and the 

inception by the ruling camarilla of a two-level policy. while the group 

around the President (Oskar Hindenburg, Meissner and Doehle) were mainly 

concerned with whipping up sufficient support for Hindenburg, to persuade 

him to stand again, Schleicher continued to negotiate with the "national 

opposition", mainly over the possibility of a right-wing government, if 

necessary without BrUning. The latter was by no means unwilling to give 

up his onerous office, and offered to do so on 27th January and 6th February. 

The rivalry between Hitler, Hugenberg and the Stahlhelm leaders, haever, 

proved to be irreconcilable. 

On the same day that Hitler published his statement attacking BrUning, 

StaatssekretHr Meissner (head of the presidential chancellery) had a meeting 

with OberbUrgermeister Sahm. During their discussion of the formation of 

a non-party committee aimed at canvassing support for Hindenburg, Meissner 

stressed the importance of securing the backing of the KB and the Stahlbel~. 

He suggested that Sahm approach General von Horn and inform BrUning of tbe 

outcome. Horn had already discussed the matter with Major Wagner from the 

Stahlhelm and this conversation, as well as the statement printed in the 

"Stahlhelm" on 17th January, gave him no reason to suppose that they would 
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net. support Hindenburg's candidature. When Sahm and Horn had their 

first discuSbion on the 19th, the General nevertheless displayed considerable 

caution, particularly as the "Berliner Tageblatt" (l5th) had already suggested 

that he was to organise a "Hindenburg Conunittee" and that this would be a 

breach of the Bund's neutr~lity. Other newspapers too were making specula-

tions on the subject. The "K8nigsberger AllgetUeine" (l4th) wrote: "Who 

leads the Hindenburg Front?" nam.ing Gessler, Cuno and von Horn. "Es wird 

behauptet dass geradp. der KyffhHuserbund in der letzten Zeit eine Politik 

getrieben hat, die nirgends Anstoss erregte, und General von Horn sei es 

gelungen, etwa 3 Millionen seiner Mitglieder bei der Stange zu halten trotz 

der verstHrkten parteipolitischen Agitation mancher Kreise, ditoft versuchten, 

den Reichskriegerbund politisch zu verwerten". Horn's efforts had clearly 

not gone ~ithout notice in more moderate circles - although it is open to doubt 

how many KV members he had really managed to keep "bei der Stange". In reply 

to Sahm~ he stressed the importance he placed on keeping in step with the 

army in this matter and before committing himself to what was increasingly 

threatening to be a party-political affair, he would have to talk things 

over with G~oener. 

Sahm duly reported thfs to PUnder, the Staat3sekretllr in the Reichs-

kanzlei, on --the following day. PUnder again emphasised the necessity of 

co-operation between the KB and Stahlhelm, but when Sahm met the Stahlhelm 

leader Seldte in the evening, the latter was reserved on the subject. The 

) 
/ 

OberbUrgermeister continued his activity on behalf of Hindenburg and the 

"Sahm Ausschuss" duly constituted itself a few days later, not before, 

however, Sahm had received a strong warning from Admiral von Trotha, not 

to place too much reliance on Horn's influence over the KB, which he 

described as "nur eine Rahmenorganisation". On 25th January Sahm had a 

) conversation with Schleicher who informed him, presumably following discu-

ssions with Horn, that the two chief veterans' organisations were still 

unable to come to a decision. A few days later Schleicher informed Horn 

that the negotiations he was carrying on with the "national opposition" 
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were not mak~.ng much progress. Tile leader of the KB had obviously 

decided it would be wise to await their out~ome, and a definite directive 

from the Reichswehr. Meanwhile, both BrUningand Hugenberg were courting 

the Stahlhelm, although de,pite DUsterberg's recent speech at Halle, the 

Chancellor had little prospect of success. 

On 30th January Hindenburg himself began to express his dissatisfaction 

at the lack of enthusiasm from nationalis~ circles. Ministerialrat Doehle 

telephoned from the President's chancellery duri~ the morning and asked 

point-blank why no initiative had been forthcoming from the KB. Karwiese 

replied that no such suggestion had actually been made and that the KB was 

waiting until the President's own condition (a call from the whole Volk) 

had been met. Doehle brushed aside these evasions and left no doubt as 

to what was expe~ted from the Bund. On the same morning, Major Wagner 

arrived from the Stahlhelm and gave Horn and Karwiese to understand that 

they were now agreed on support for Hindenburg. The wording of the 

circular sent out to the local KB associations on the same day was 

nevertheless still extremely cautious - although some leaders obviously 

favoured a more unconditional declaration of policy. 

The following day Horn and Karwiese visited Meissner and Explained 

the position: the KB could not co-operate officially with the Sahm 

Ausschuss in view of the political parties with which it was associated. 

(Sahm had written to the Bund on the 29th). Efforts should be made to 

bring in more support from the Right. On 2nd February Doehle met Karwiese 

by chance and, repeating his earlier remarks, was informed more plainly that 

the Bund ~as not prepared to make a "lone stand" in the matter. This 

prompted another phone call, this time from the President's son, Col. Oskar 

von Hindenburg, who was evidently feeling the edge of his father's growing 

annoyance with his "old comrades". He was even, alleged the son, 

contemplating laying down liis honorary presidency. A meeting between Oskar 

Hindenburg and the KB leaders took place cn 3rd February, at which the former 

made it clear that the President would be satisfied with the backing of KB 
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and Stahlhelm. 

Meanwhile negotiations were taking place between Hugenberg and 

Hitler, who, according to Goebbel's diary, had already made up his mind to 

stand against Hindenburg (2nd February). (This doubtless in tacit accep-

tance of the fac~ that Hindenburg was as yet unwilling to consider Hitler 

as a possible Chancellor; the latter had no intention of playing second 

fiddle to Hugenberg, who after all had a much smaller Reichstag party. 

What had Hitler to lose by "going to the country" once more?) On 6th 

February, Schleicher tried to bait Hugenberg with the offer of the Vice-

Chancellorship under LUninck, not BrUning. The DNVP leader refused to be 

drawn and, as Schleicher informed Horn two days later, broke off negptia-

tions. Shortly after the failure with Hugenberg, Schleicher and BrUning 

. (21) had a meeting with the Crown Prince, "ein unpohtisches FrUhstUd<" • 

The topic of conversation must remain a matter for conjecture, although 

obviously BrUning and Schleicher must at some time have considered steps 

to be taken in the event of Hindenburg refusing to stand again. Apart from 

obvious substitutes like Groener or von Seeckt, a Hohenzollern candidate 

(in the tradition of Napoleon 111 of France) might well have appealed to 

the popular imagination and" paved the way for a restoration of the 

(22) 
monarchy • It is likely, however, that all present agreed that it 

would be safer to have Hindenburg re-elected in the first instance. Horn's 

meeting with Schleicher immediately afterwards on the 8th was doubtless used 

to emphasise the importance, firstly of saving something from the wrecked 

negotiations with Hugenberg and the Stahlhelm, if at all possible, and 

secondly of persuading Hindenburg to stand once more. Horn's personal 

approach to the leader of the DNVP on 9th February is only really under-

standable as a product of a new and genuine sense of urgency on his part, 

and a desire to carry out the wishes of the Reichswehrministerium. 

(21) NL Schleicher 91, 5: "Abend" 8-2-32 (F). 
(22) Wheeler-Bennet, "Hindenburg", p.367. 

Either 
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way, the KB leader did his utmost to persuade Hugenberg to ac~epc 

Schleicher's offer, but to little purpose. Hugenberg was still being 

"strung along" by the Nazis and asked Horn to wait for a few days, while 

these contacts resolved themselves one way or the other. Horn reported 

immediately to Sc~leicher, returning once more to the DNVP leader in the 

afternoon. At the same time Karwiese reported to Oskar Hindenburg. 

The Stahlhelm leaders were still in ignorance of Schleicher's offers . 
to Hugenberg when on 10th February they arrived at the presidential 

palace for a pre-arranged interview with the President. Ahead of them, 

however, they found Horn and Karwiese who had intercepted th~ acting on 

information from the Stahlhelm official Ausfeld. On being informed of the 

proposals both Seldte and DUsterberg expressed their satisfaction and 

"willingness to back Hindenburg. During their audience, however, things 

did not go smoothly and when the Stahlhelm leaders persisted in talking in 

terms of party-political bargaining, the old man evidently lost his temper 

and the meeting ended without the Stahlhelm giving any firm undertaking_ 

The KB leaders waited outside during the audience, and when it had ended 

accompanied Scldte and DUsterberg back to the Stahlhelm HQ for a conference. 

While Seldte and DUsterberg" kept to their original standpOint, the other 

Stahlhelm leader Wagner, and the DNVP deputy Schmi~ who had arrived 

d~ring the conference, succeeded in preventing any definite steps from 

being taken without first consulting Hugenberg. Accordingly, everyone 

present including Horn and Karwiese drove round to the DNVP headquarters. 

Here, although Seldte and DUsterberg supported by Horn pursued much the 

same line as had the latter on the previous day, Hugenberg was not to be 

moved, still placing confidence in his contacts with the Nazis. Wagner's 

standpOint too - that greater concessions could perhaps be wrung from the 

government - carried some weight. Again, nothing concrete was concluded. 

~orn's tactics in informing the Stahlhelm leaders of the offers made, 

immediately before their interview with Hindenburg, in the hope that this 

would, with the force of the old Field-Marshal's presence, prompt them to 
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a ?ositive undertAking to support him, had alas, misfired. 

Oskar H111denburg and StaatssekretKr Meissner were reasonably optimistic 

following the audience, despite the absence of a positive undertaking by the 

Stahlhelm. Meeting Horn on the following morning (11th) they were informed 

that neither Stahlhelm nor KB were yet willing to issue a public statement. 

This led to a very angry scene in which Col. Hindenburg stormed that his 

father would resign immediately and then a~nounce to the world why he had 

done so - to the obvious discomfiture of the two veteran organisations. The 

lack of unity was underlined by the arrival of DUsterberg's letter proposing 

to Hindenburg that he postpone his candidature to the second ballot. 

On the 12th, Horn tried unsucc~ssfully to discover whether the 

Stahlhe1m leaders remained disposed to support Hindenburg, and had a further 

conversation with Schleicher. Present also was the Crown Prince. Beyond 

the fact of the meetings, there is no indication of what, if any, influence 

the Hohenzol1ern had on matters. Later the same day, Se1dte and DUsterberg 

were again in conference with Schleicher, and during this meeting which 

lasted into the early hours of 13th February "it seems that ••• Schleicher 

offered BrUning's post to Se1dte" (Berghahn). 

Horn called on Schleicher early on 13th February and was informed, at 

least partially, of what had transpired: the Stahlhelm leaders had at last 

agreed. In fact, Schleicher was due to meet the Stahlhelmers with 

Hugenberg later that morning, and in the course of this second discussion 

was to make his ultimate offer - to postpone the presidential election until 

after the Prussian elections. Moreover, Seldte, DUsterberg and Hugenberg 

were due to meet representatives of the Nazis later in the day. It is 

hardly surprising, therefore, that when Horn and Karwiese arrived at the 

Stahlhelm offices hoping to see the two leaders, these carefully avoided 

them. The negotiations between Stahlhelm, Hugenberg and the Nazis were 

~inally broken off when the latter announced, what had been obvious to many 

people for a long time, that Hitler would stand independently. The meeting 

of regional Stahlhelm leaders on 14th February refused any unqualified 
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support for Hi.ndenburg and finally selected DUsterberg as their 

candidate. The meeting of regional K8 l~~ders held on the same day, while 

unanimous in tts personal loyalty to the Field-Marshal, was less united 

on the q1lestion of political support for his re-election. Even the 

influential Graf von der Goltz called to advise Horn not to support 

Hindenburg because the Na ds would "ihn mit Schmutz bewerfen". 

What was Horn to do? Everything indicated that in the event of both 

Stahlhelm and KyffhHuserbund "deserting" him, Hincl.enburg would decline to 

stand. He himself said as much in his letter to Field-Marshal von 

Mackensen the following day (15th February). The result of this would very 

probably have been the election of Hitler. '~indenburg ist der einzigste 

• Kandidat, der in der Lage ist, Hitler zu schlagen, wrote Schleicher a few 

days later. Horn almost certainly re2.lised this, alth~ugh some week later 

he was to 

candidate 

claim that he had been concerned at the prospect of a left-wing 

(23) 
becoming president • The whole course of Horn's leadership 

of the KB - the official avoidance of participation in political ag~tion, 

the strong connections forged with the Weimar establishment, the ethical 

emphasis and approaches to the Church, Horn's personal disapproval of the 
• 

radical strivings of the Nazis - all this pointed to one answer. When one 

takes into account his recent personal experience of the immoderation of 

Hugenberg as well as Hitler, not to mention the change of course by the 

Stahlhelm, Horn's vision of a broad patriotic front from Zentrum to NSDAP 

had clearly been shattered. What was left besides Hindenburgl How 

could Horn retreat now into a position of sterile strict neutrality, such 
( 24) 

as the DOB had adopted ? He was in full possession of the facts and 

fully aware of the opposition he was likely to incur from some sections of 

his membership. Nevertheless, he alone of the leaders of the veteran 

{23) NL Schleicher 30, 7: S. to Baroness Rigal 25-2-32 {F)//NL Enckevort 30, 
Horn's speech on 1st May (DZA). 

(24) "DOB" 25-2-32. 
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organisations remained loyal to Hindenburg. Although he was all too 

soon to quali y his support, the fact that he initially gave it, when the 

other so-called "nationalists" were hell-bent on their own party interests 

was very much to his credit. 

On 15th February Horn gave Hindenburg the required assurance while at 

the same time pointing out that all his members would probably not vote in 

the way desired. Shortly afterwards, th~ Sahm Committee was at long last 

received and Hindenborg expressed his willingncss to stand again. The 

national press together with foreign journalists had been following the 

development of the situation for several weeks. Already on 11th February 

the "Berlinet- Tageb1att" announced tp. its front-page headline: "KB fUr 

Hindenburg" • The evening editions of 15th February (e.g."Vossische 

Zeitung ll
) carried the news on their front pages emphasising the r~le played 

by Horn and the KB. By the 16th all Germany knew that Horn had been 

instrump.ntal in moving Hindenburg to stand again, and most of the national 

and local dailies printed the KB declaration "Verlassen wir unseren Hindenburg 

nicht!" Of the other associations, the DOB combined an expression of 

respect for the Field-Marshal with a specific statement leaving freedom of 

decision to the individual member. Certainly, the KB appeal" also included 

a similar "escape" clause, but this was ignored by the vast majority of 

newspapers, moderate and extreme-right alike. The NDO were more critical 

and openly doubted that Hindenburg had been correctly advised - his re-

election, they alleged, would not lead to the desired change of course: 

hatred of BrUning and the ''Weimar System" thus blinded the monarchists and 

they turned from the only man even remotely likely to effect a restoration. 

Wiser counsels obviously prevailed in the ensuing weeks: The NDO proclaiation 

on the second ballot ran: "wird den Mitgliedern freigestellt, nach eigener 

innerer Gewiss~nsprUfung demjenigen dieser beiden Kandidaten, ihre Stimme 

zu geben, von dem sie gewiss sind, dass es ihm heilige Pfllcht ist, sich 
.. 

fUr das Hoch~iel der NDO - "Widerherstellung der monarchistischen Staatsform 

ait" alIen gesetzlichen und verfassungsmKssigen MitteIn" - einzusetzen,,(2S). 

(25) "Stegl1tzcr Anzeigcr" 17-2-3277Fl93 Ravcllsburg OA et). 
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The policy pursued by Horn after 16th February seems to have been 

influenced a good deal by criticism emanating from various sources -

incoming correspondence, the national press and the statements of local KB 

associations. In the light of previous experience this was only to be 

expected, and although the dissatisfaction on this occasion seems. to have 

been more extensive then previously, it should not be exaggerated. Thus 

the KB Centrale was at no time "inundated" by hostile correspondence. An 

examination of the file reference numbers suggests that the total incoming 

mail for the week 15th-20th February (some 400 items) was little more than 

• usual, although a very small increase was seen at the end of the week. The 

following week (22nd-27th) the volume of incoming mai1mcreased by 20%, 

hardly a flood. Certainly, some of the letters received were critical, 

even hostile, but there was clearly no general wave of indignation prompting 

the majority, or even a significant proportion of members, to take the 

ultimate step of "writing to the top". Similarly with the press. On the 

16th, the bulk of national dailies carried the KB declaration "Ver1assen wir 

unseren Hindenburg nicht" without comment, certainly without hostile comment. 

The first definite attack came in the Nazi "V81kischer Beobachter" on the 

18th, claiming that many protests had been raised within the KB against its 

policy ("unerhBr tes Vorgehen"). 

In this light the steps taken by Horn before the 18th were mainly 

moved by a desire to prepare for all eventualities. Thus the declaration 

itself was sent out in some 40,000 copies, in association with an explanatory 

circular (to Kreis level), which stressed the freedom of choice left to the 

individual and alluded to "der gewUnschte und erhoffte Systemswechsel". All 

available employees were to be held in readiness from the 18th for possible 

despatch to "trouble-spots". These were not long in arising. On the 18th 

Colonel Schwerk, the head of the Si1esian Provincial Kriegerverband, sent out 

a circular to his Kreisverband chairmen appealing to t~em not to resign - this 

in response to 'phone calls and letters of a hostile nature. In Pomcrania·· 

too, there was already considerable opposition from the KreisverbUnclc and this 
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was to increase as a result of misleading ~nd damaging reports in the 

loca press. Much play was made with the events at the Praesidium meetiag 

of 14th February, where, it was alleged, Horn had misused confidential 

letters from men like Field-Marshal von Mackensen in order to gain support 

for his point of yiew. The presence of the Bund's 3rd President (Major-

General von Amann) at the Wangerin meeting of the Pomeranian Kreisverblnde 

(21st) evidently served to restrain some ~f the more extreme elements, 

although the dissatisfaction was by no means completely allayed. 

On the 18th Horn issued a statement to the press (printed also in 

"KyffhHuser" 21st February) condemning the exploitation of the KB's stand by 

party-political agitators: Horn's answer to the President on 15th February 

"steht fUr die Organisation unverrUckbar fest"; on the other hand each 

individual member retained the right to vote "nach bestem Wissen und 

Gewissen". This is essentially the position Horn had originally adopted -

while making his own preference clear, and thereby tacitly recommending a 

course of action to his members, he had avoided making a flat, unequivocal 

demand that the individual member support Hindenburg. From the 18th 

February there was a growing clamour in the "patriotic" press, especially 

of ~ourse that controlled by the NSDAP, although the Hugenberg papers' and 

the Stahlhelm also joined in. The "V8lkischer Beobachter" carried daily 

reports of the statements made by the opposition inside the Bund: '~orn 

must resign"{22nd), '~orn' s laughable position" (24~h), "200,000 Silesian 

Front-soldiers against Hindenburg" (25th), "1,400 Baden KVe against Horn" 

(27th) • Not only in their newspapers did the Nazis seek to emphasise the 

disunity of the KB, but also in speeches made at rallies: on the 28th 
-, .. 

Rosenberg devoted a large part of his Tennishalle remarks to the subject. 

And so the campaign went on, reaching its logical zenith (but not 

conclusion) with "KyffhHuserbund im Zusammenbruch" (8th March). 

Hugenberg's "Lokalanzeiger" devoted less attention to the KB and printed 

more factual articles such as "Gegen Horn", the 3" of column space given 

to the protests of the Berlin KVe (20th February). Their allies in the 
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Stahlhelm, however, devoted several long articles to the opposition to Horn 

in the KB ("Auf dem falschen Fuss, Hurra" .2lst February, etc). 

There was, of course, another side to the picture. Although the 

monarchist NDO, for example, had many Nazi sympathisers among:~i.b .... members, 

the leaders of the organisation were by no means so hostile to Horn and the 

KB. Many requests had been made by NDO members for an official NDO demand 

for Horn's resignation, or for an official threat that the NDO would 

recommend to it., members withdrawal from the KB. Maj. von Jena never-

theles~ informed the Berlin Centrale that.the official NDO line was that 

the affair was an internal one, to be settled within the KB itself (23rd 

February) • Similarly the press of the Centre and Left defended the Bund: 

one paper ("Volkswille", Hannover, 24th February) even accused Hugenberg 

of sending money and telegram forms to smaller KVe so that they could 

dispatch their protest to the KB Centrale. Support from moderate papers 

like the "Vossische Zeitung" was also evident, and when, on 24th February, 

the KB issued an anonymous statement to the effect that the majority of the 

Bund's 30,000 KVe were in agreement with Horn, their contact was able to 

have it printed in several papers the following day. 

Nevertheless, continue'd criticism from within the organisation 

especially from such influential men as Freiherr von LUninck, was beginning 

(26) 
to sap Horn's morale • On the 28th the "Parolebuch" included a 

specific statement denying that political inferences should necessarily 

be drawn from the promise of loyalty; this, when combined with "Der Herr 

Erster PrKsident des Bundes musste sprechen, weilder Herr Reichsprlsident 

und Zuschriften aus der Organisation es verlangten", goes a long way 

towards an admission of error. The "Parolebuch" statement was also 

embodied in a circular. 'l1le general reception given to this "missglUckter 

Rechtfertigungsversuch" ("Stahlhelm", 28th February) by the Right, was that 

of the "Grossdeutscher Pressedienst" - "KB verUlsst die Hindenburg-Front". 

A further circular (5th March) indicated that Horn was by now seriously 

(26) Nachlass Enckevort, 116 etc. (DZA). 
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contemplating resignation, and this was on the agenda for the praesidium 

meeting to be held directly after the election. Horn had clearly come to 

the conclusion that the opposition within the KB had reached serious 

proportions: 15 of the 24 LandesverbHnde had expressed some form of 

disapproval, although only one had actually demanded his resignation (not 

a major association). Opposition was strongest within the Prussian 

Association - itself accounting for virtually half the total membership 

of the KB. (It should be remembered thatrHorn was simultaneously 

president of both organisations which shared the same central direction 

in the 'Berlin Centrale.) Out of the 26 provincial and Regierungsbezirk 

Associations in the Prussian Landesverband~ 15 had expressed dissatis-

faction, although only 2 of these had demanded Horn's resignation. 

Similarly, a third of the 469 KreisverbHnde were dissatisfied and a 

significant number (66 in all) had come out in favour of Horn's res.igna-

tion. Opposition was strongest in Schleswig-Holstein (82% of the 

KreisverbUnde), Pomerania (48%), Brandenburg (47%), Hannover (36%) and 

Saxony (29%). The areas most hostile to Horn personally were Schleswig-

Holstein, Hannover, Pomerania and Silesia. Only the west, the south, 

and East Prussia seem to have been reasonably' unaffected. There is no 

doubt that the heart of the trouble lay in the KreisverbHnde of North and 

Central Germany. Here, the influence of middle and low ranking ex-officers 

was strongest, together with important numbers of former senior NCOs. Here 

evidently the NSDAP had made its biggest impact to date. both geographically 

and socially. According to the "Tagespost" (Pomerania, Stettin, 23rd 

February) the Wangerin meeting already mentioned was clearly and explicitly 

in favour of the KB confining itself to national and social tasks(27). 

Elsewhere it is alleged that some Kreisverblnde (e.g. Lower Silesia) 

(28) embarked upon agitation without first consulting their member Vereine • 

(27) "Pommersche Tagespost'~ 23-2-32: "Pommerns Krieg". (NH 930). 
(28) "Der Bote" aus dem Riesengebirge, 12-3-32. (NIl 926). 
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This is borne out by the low number of individual KVe that eX!lressed 

their personal dissatisfaction - 373 out of some 29,000, only 1.3%. 

It seems, to say the least, highly probable that those social groups so 

strongly represented in the NSDAP Reichstag fraction and the Kreis 

KriegerverbHnde had seized the initiative in a vigorous campaign 

directed against the KB leadership, and thus, Hindenburg and the "System" 

itself. While still a minority, these Kr~i8 leaders had the backing of 

the Nazi press and to a lesser extent that of the DNVP.and Stahlhelm. 

In this way they were able to embarrass seriously the moderate conservative 

image of the Horn leadership and create the impression of disunity in the 

Bund at large. 

In some places considerable sympathy existed for the NSDAP among the 

(29) 
ordinary KV members themselves ,but this was by no means generally the 

case. In Bavaria and the southern states i" qe"cral, the Nazis had made a 

much smaller impact. In the presidential election of April 1932 support 

for Hindenburg in the areas Lower Bavaria, Upper Bavaria and Franken. was 

72%, 69% and 55% respectively. At this point it is perhaps appropriate 

to include details of the NSDAP survey, made albeit in 1935, of the 160 

Kreiskriegerverband leaders in the Ostmark Gau(30). Their former 

political sympathies and the extent of the double-membership with other 

associations are given in the following tables: 

POLITICAL SYMPATHIES % OTHER ASSOCIATIONS % 

Bay. VP. 43 Stahlhelm 9 

DNVP/Monarchist 11 Bauernbund 7 

NSDAP 10 Landbund 6 

SPD 5 Bayernwacht 6 
(monarchis t) 

KPD 1 

(etc) (ete) 

(29) e.g. Teltow Kreisverband claimed that some 70% of its 13,000 members were 
"treu zu unserer NSDAP" (1933) R43 II 824: letter 30-3-33 (K). 

(30) NS/20/ll2 (K). 
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Particularly noteworthy is the dominance of tht "Bayerischen Volkspartei", 

the percentage of leaders involved with other right-wing associations 

(20-30%), and the low percentage of Nazis. 

The campaign by the Nazis against Horn was aimed at drawing electoral 

support away from the Field-Marshal on 13th March. The amount of attention 

paid to the KB in the weeks leading up to the election is evidence that, 

despite its many organisational and other ~eaknesses, the Bund was viewed 

by the Nazis as a potential focus of opposition. While the leaders of the 

organisation certainly overestimated its authority - "Sie ist das letzte 

Bollwerk einer wirklichen seelischen Vereinigung im deutschen Volke _ ,,(31) 

this viewpoint, even in 1932, was not entirely unjustified. On 10th April 

Hindenburg received the required majority at the second ballot, although 

Hilter's 13\ million share in the total vote was eloquent testimony to the 

onward march of National Socialism, and equally so, to Schleicher's earlier 

assertion that only Hindenburg could beat Hitler in a straight fight. 

Still, the return of Hindenburg provided a chance, albeit a slim one, for 

a retrenchment in favour of BrUning, Groener and the forces of reason. 

Horn's instinct to support the old Field-·&rshal had been instrumental in 

persuading him to stand again. Even Horn's opponents recognised this: "Die 

DNVP weiss, dass massgeblich fUr diesen Entschluss die Bitten der 

Vorsitzenden des Ky££hHuserbunds und des Westarp-Ausschusses gewesen sind,,~32) 

A confidential memorandum by Hugenberg (23rd April 1932) commented on the 

(33) 
recent circular over von Enckevort's signature ,asking the Naz~to stop 

agitating within the Bund. The attitude of the KB in the recent affair was, 

it alleged, calculated to lead to political impotence. The KB had 

continually engaged in politics and ought either to serve one of the two 

right-wing parties (DNVP and NSDAP) or become a party in its own right. 

(31) Draft of "Open Letter ,for the KY" by DUnner and Enckevort March"1932 om 93~ 
(32) NL Schleicher 91, 31: confidential DNVP circular (F). 
(33) "Die Wahl Hindenburg ••• VorgUnge und Betrachtungen" (NH 931). 
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Failing that, they should keep out altogether. He went on to refute the 

circular cla'lse by clause, especially that part blaming him for the 

parliamentary failure of the DNVP. Hugenberg's remarks on his personal 

encounters with Horn have a querulous defensive ring: "Horn was never 

accessible to political arguments"; "Horn continually talked of combina-

tions that had either already taken place or were totally out of the 

question for me." The nature of these. "combinations1l can only be 

inferred from the general KB concern with a broad ethical "German Front", 

but it is quite clear that the 1Ire tired general" for once had a much 

clearer grasp of what the country really needed, than the "professional 

politician": on the other hand, the reverse was probably true with regard 

. . (34) 
to ways and means of ach~eving ~t • 

The re-election of Hindenburg to some extent vindicated the attitud~ 

taken by von Horn, and .when the KB PrHsidium members met on the KyffhHuser 

(30th April/1st May) the opposition aroused in February had mostly subsided. 

An attempt by Colonel von Puttkamer (Magdeburg, Saxony) to organise a 

"break-away1l meeting hostile to von Horn was foiled by a prompt counter-

circular from von Enckevort (24th April). But this, like the continued 

hostility of Schleswig-Holstein was an internal affair of the Prussian 

branch. Of the KB LandesverbHnde, Mecklenburg-Schwerin alone (the only 

one to demand Horn's resignation) remained adamant, although they were to 

review matters in June. The debate on Horn's proffered resignation was 

carried on first of all in the Prussian Vorstand meeting on 1st May. In 

the end, while Horn's speech did much to allay criticism: he spiritedly 

refuted charges "als stHnde ich unter irgendwelchen Hemmungen, sei es zur 

Reichswehr, sei es zu einer partei,,(35), taking official cognisance of t~ 

trouble caused, the meeting accepted Horn's assurance that he had acted 

(34) NL Schleicher 91, 117-124 (F). 
(35) NL Enckevort,25 (DZA). 
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throughout with non-political intentions. "Der Vorstand vertraut 

darauf, dass der Herr PrUsident in diesem Sinne den Verband fUhren wird 

in engem Einvernehmen mit den verantwortlichen FUhrern der Organisation", 

as the resulting resolution and circular put it. In other words, Horn had 

been fortunate to escape with a reprimand. The KB leaders, meeting 

shortly after~ards, gave him a vote of confidence and there the matter of 

the presidential election came to a close. The press-release issued on 

the following day returned once more to the time-honoured themes of 

militarism, Pan-Germanism and revanchism,.- safe ground after the storms 

of the last few weeks. The decisions arrived at were duly notified to 

all the officer associations; even Schleswig~Holstein finally came to 

heel (November) and to all intents and purposes May 1932 marked the ead 

for the Bund of "dabbling in poli tics". 

4. FROM THE RE-ELECTION OF HINDENBURG TO HITLER'S APPOINTMENT AS 

CHANCELLOR. (APRIL 1932 - JANUARY 1933) 

Despite the re-election of Field-Marshal von Hindenburg the days of the 

Weimar Republic were numbered. The much-needed ban on the SS and SA (13th 

April) was opposed by Gen. von Schleicher who was once more pursuing his 

policy of "doing a deal" with the Nazis, and was materially to contribute 

to the resignation of Groener (13th May) and BrUning (30th May). Hindenburg 

himself, despite his advanced age, cannot avoid censure for his part in 

forcing BrUning to resign and replacing him with a "cabinet of gentlemen" 

supported neither by the largest party in the Reichstag (Social Democrats) 

not the second largest (the Nazis). The July elections were to give Hitter 

no less than 230 seats, but the health of demaracy in Germany had by then 

so far declined, that 6 months were still to elapse before the clique around 

the President was finally persuaded to admit him to the Chancellery. Ever 

since 1930 it had been becoming increasingly clear that Hitler would one day··· 

have the largest party in the Reichstag if things continued to develop in 
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the same way. The ineffectual ~ature of the steps taken to curb tilis 

tendency indicated the strength of the factors working in favour of the 

NSDAP "in high places", and this fact suggests that republican circles 

sadly underestimated the time they had available. There is some 

suggestion that BrUning was by 1932 hoping to find a way of restoring 

the monarchy: the obstacles to this were several, not least the fact, 

that the ex-Kaiser was not prepared to contenance any other candidature 

than his own, and thus had vetoed the idea that the Crown Prince should 

0) 
stand for President in February 1932 • Failing any effective steps 

to consolidate moderate opinion, failing any determined resistance by the 

Prussian Socialists in July 1932, failing the Army (who decided in a 

November "Kriegspiel" that they could not hope to defend the frontiers 

and combat the Nazis at the same time(2)), and the last remaining 

obstacle to Hitler was the aging President, so much under the influence 

of his son and their friend, Franz von Papen. 

The ex-servicemen's organisations other than the Stahlhelm were to 

play no significant r~le in the political manoeuvring that brought the 

Weimar Republic to its conclusion. All the indications are that having 

burnt his fingers in the Re.ichsprlsidentenwahl, Horn was determined to keep 

the KB out of party-politics, or to be more precise, avoid coming into 

conflict with the "national opposition". The Praesidium meeting of 

30th April/1st May settled the disputes centred on Horn's declaration in 

favour of Hindenburg, and turned to the propaganda tasks for the KB's 

future activity. Chief of these was re-armament: the necessity of 

"stiffening the backs" of the German delegation at the Geneva disarmament 

talks, resulted in the strongly worded telegram sent by the Bund on 8th 

(3) 
June • The "Kyffhluser" was time and again in the ensuing weeks to 

(1) Eyck op.c1t. p.35l. 
(2) Carsten op.cit. p.378-81. 
(3) NB 931, "Kurze'r Bericht" 30-4-32 and 1-5-32 (K).//KY. 12-6-32. 
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return to the need for strengthening Soldatengeist, Wehrgedanke, and 

Grossdeutschen Gedanke. Talk of "Erhaltung des bedringten Deutschtums ~ft 

den losgerissenen Gebieten und in den neuen Versai11er Staaten" clearly 

indicates that it would be false, certainly by this lime, to draw any 

distinction between the KB's conception of "Gleichberechtigung" and general 

"revanchism,,(4) • In July 1932 an officially approved step was taken· to 

co-ordinate the propaganda work of the nationalists: together with the 

Foreign Office sponsored "Arbeitsausschuss deutscher VerbHnde" and the 

Munich "Arbeitsgemeinschaft fUr Deutsche Wehrverstirkung" (the forerunner 

of the Nazi Wehrpolitisches Amt) the KB set up the "AufkUlrungsausschuss 

(5) 
fUr nationale Sicherheit" • Like the corresponding attempts to 

.co-operate with the Nazis in the Wehrsport field (JugendertUchtigung) 

it failed totally to have any beneficial effect on the radical strivings 

of its Nazi component. The familiar vehicles for militarist propaganda 

continued to be employed: the big four-day rally at Dortmund (1st/4th 

July), the. 4th Reichskriegertag, saw a gathering of many "patriotic" groups 

and provided as the main attraction an elaborate historical pageant on the 
. (6) 

ominous theme of "Barbarossa's Dream" • Reichswehrminister Sch1eicher 

himself broadcast the same message to the nation. shortly afterwards (21st 

July) when he combined a strong line over the disarmament talks with ~n 

(7) 
outright appeal on the necessity to train German youth for war • The 

same theme was rEflected in the film sponsored by the KB during 1932, "Der 

Kyffhliuserbund und seine Entwicklungsgeschichte,,(8), and similar sentiments 

found expression if less frequently. in the pages of the "DOB,,(9). 

(4) KY 24-4-32; 8-5-32; 15-5-32. 
(5) KY 31-7-32. 
(6) KY 1-5-32. 
(7) SchUtzle op.cit. p.174. 
(8) KY 11-12-32: 
(9) "DOB": 5-6-32: "Reichsmarine und AbrUstung". 

25~6-32: Gen. v. Metzsch sent to Geneva. 
4-8-32: Deutschlands Wehrp01itik. 

15-8-32: P81nische Uberheblichkeit. 
20-12-32: French Manouvres. 
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Not only was militarism the main subject for the propaganda of the 

veteran associations during the last months of the Weimar Republic, but it 

was also becoming the sole subject. The campaigns against Bolshevism and 

atheism had tended to fall by the wayside. Certainly, the "KyffhHuser" 

still carried articles dealing with "moralische RUstung": and the decrees 

against atheist - communist - freethinker organisations (May) were warmly 

(10) 
welcomed t but a definite change of mo~d had set in. Kapler, the head 

of the Evangelical Kirchenausschuss, tried to get negotiations with the 

KB moving again during April. Dr. Wollbing eventually met the Kirchenbund 

representative, Scholz, for a discussion of modifications to the Richtlinien 

previously proposed (2nd June). But with that, the projected joint 

'propaganda campaign was laid to rest: "poli tical condi tions" were not 

(11) 
favourable • Probably the majority of ordinary KV members would in no 

.way have been hostile to some form of general co-operation with the 

Evangelical Church. The general mood among the ex-officers and NCOs who 

controlled· the Bund was such, however, that the leadership was not prepared 

to risk another clash with the "Nationale Bewegung", particularly as BrUuing's 

recent resignation (30th May) made it likely that the ban on the SA would 

soon be lifted. While the 1933 New Year Message talked of the '~~er-

aufstieg der deutschen Nation •••• vorwHrts mit Gott!", the prospect of 

Christianity playing much part in this was a very dim one - as the leader-
. (12) 

ship of the Bund must surely have been aware • 

Positive support for the NSDAP was probably strongest at the Prussian 

Kreis level, as was illustrated by the response to the presidential 

election. At the higher Landesverband level of the KB itself, many of the 

leaders were retired generals and the same was true of the provincial! 

Regierungsbezirk chairmen within the Prussian Association. Politically, 

(10) KY 6-3-32; 24-4-32; 8~5-32; 15-5-32. 
(11) NH 929: Kapler to Fabeck 11-4-32; Gisevius 20-5-32; MS notes. 
(12) See e.g. Fabeck's remarks (P.7..U·I,JIlr.{ 1-1-33. 
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these tended to give the praesidium meetings of both KB and '·Preussischer 

Landeskriegerverband" a more expressly Deutsch-Nationa1 flavour, in lint! 

with the outlook of the four generals (Horn, Enckevort, Amman and Fabeck) 

d h . ·d· (13)· Th who contro11e t e executlve praeSl lum • is was illustrated in the 

critical attitude. taken by the spokesman of the KyffhUuserverband- (der 

KriegsbeschUdigten etc) towards the NSDAP attempts to set up their own 

disabled and depend2nts' association. I~ his remarks at the 30th April 

meeting Herr Goedicke pointed out that the obvious motive behind such anattempt 

was to attract more party members and the.KB should consider in advance 

how they would combat this, whether by combatting the party directly or by 

. (14) 
more energetic action within their own organisatlon • In fact, the 

Nazi attempts since late 1930 to set up their own local welfare cells had 

not met with conspicuous success and their policy in 1932 was rather directed 

towards taking over an existing association. Negotiations with the 

Zentra1verband and Reichsverband were carried on to this end, in the latter 

(15) 
case, successfully (early 1933) • 

Another matter that arose at the 30th April meeting was the question of 

the "TreubUnde" of the Reichswehr. Soldiers discharged from the republican 

army had a variety of existing organisations to choose from. Serving officers 

had always been allowed to be members of Regimentsvereine, as long as these 

were not in the DOB, NDO, etc. On retirement these more political 

associations were open to them. NCOs seeking employment as "officials" 

generally enrolled on retirement in the "Reichsverband der Zivildienst-

berechtigten" (RdZ), a body that had been increasingly influenced by the 

(16) 
NSDAP, from the late 20's onwards • Ordinary soldiers and some NCOs 

also tended to form themselves into exclusively Reichswehr "TreubUnde" 

which maintained contacts with the RdZ. 

(13) See p. IS; 
(14) NH 931: "Kurzer Bericht". 
(15) See p.30 .... 

The option of the KVe existed for 

(16) P01iziedirektion Munich: 24a IIIF 11/202 (MSO). 
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all types of discharged servicemen, and during 1932 Karwiese ~as engaged in 

negot"iations with the Reichswehrministerium in the hope that an official 

ruling could be obtained recommending the KB. When he reported to the 

meeting, these negotiations were still in progress. One of the outstanding 

obstacles appea·rs to have been the matter of subscriptions, and Karwiese 

proposed to submit a series of questions to the LandesverbHnde to discover 

what concessions could be made to ex-Reichswehr men, already perhaps members 

(17) 
of a Treubund . Probably a more serious obstacle in the long run was 

the political one. The KB was not in the true sense an "Uberparteilich" 

organisation, and important as the ties between it and the Weimar . 

establishment were, the party-political involvements of the new Reichs-

wehrminister (Schleicher) precluded any favours to an association that, 

albeit at Schleicher's own request, had so recently opposed the plans of 

NSDAP and Stahlhelm. 

Horn's willingness, even desire, to co-operate with the Reichswehr had 

in no way ~iminished. On 15th April Schleicher informed Groener, who was 

them still Reichswehrminister, that the head of the KB, in association with 

Generals (Joachim) von StUlpnagel, and von Bock was active against the recent 

ban on the SA and SS (18). "It i t i lObI h H ki s cer any pOSS1 e t at orn was ta ng a 

o (19) 
lead from Schleicher (and the Crown Pr1nce ), but although the DOB for 

(20) 
example came out openly against the ban, no corresponding declaration 

was made in the "KyffhHuser". Indeed, in view of Horn's previous criticism 

of such elements, and of the involvement in the intrigue against Groener of 

the Stahlhelm/DNVP leader Schmidt-Hannover, it is equally possible that 

Schleicher was exaggerating his part in the affair. Either way, Schleicher 

knew that the KB could not be counted on for political support and tended __ 

(17) NH 931: "Kurzer Bericht"o 
(18) Groener's, "Chronologische Darstellung" in Vogelsang op.cit. 
(19) ~ck p.372. 
(20) "DOB" 25-4-32. 
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Henceforth to avoid contacts with its leader. Horn and Karwi~se were 

nevertheless fairly frequent visitors to the Bendlerstrasse. Thus the 

General called on 17th June the day after the new Papen government had 

lifted the ban on the SA and SS. This was no coincidence. Horn and 

Schleicher had already on several occasions discussed the question of a 

"Wehrsportverband" and the participation in this of the KB. Preparations 

for a· "Reichskuratorium fUr JugendertUchtigung" had been set in motion 

several months previou3ly "under Gen. Edwtn von StUlpnagel. The government 

ban on the SA and SS, coupled with that on badges and uniforms had delayed 

things considerably. Now was the time, Horn felt, to reassert the KB's 

claim to be brought into the affair: "Seine Hauptsorgen waren, dass die 

KyffhKuser-Organisation nicht genUgend Beachtung flnde, vor allem ~icht 

innerhalb des Reichswehrministeriums. Er ist in erheblicher Kampfstellung 

gegenUber Stahlhelm, der seiner Ansicht nach, viel zu hoch eingeschUtzt 

wUrde, gegenUber seiner (Horn's) viel umfangreicheren Organisation. Seine 

Absicht geht jetzt dahin, mehr durch die Presse in die Offentlichkeit zu 

kommen und die vielfachen Bestrebungen des KBs auf dem Gebiet der Wehr-

propaganda, der Wahrhaftmachung durch Jugenderziehung usw. mehr bekanntwerden 

zu lassen", reported Colonel von Bredow to his chief. Schleicher duly 

contacted the Innenminister von Gayl who was primarily concerned in 
(21) 

organising the "Reichskuratorium" • Horn's hostility to the Stahlhelm 

was to continue for a long time to come, and although official Reichswehr 

support at such events as the Dortmund Kriegertag Ost-4th July) was a.s 

( 22) 
enthusiastic as ever , Horn h~d clearly made a correct appreciation of 

the situation as far as his own links with Schleicher were concerned. 

When Papen announced his steps against the Prussian government (20th 

July) some organisations (e.g. NDo(23» openly welcomed them. Horn himself 

(21) Nach1ass "Bredow 1: KIJrzn Orientierung 17-6-32 (F). 
(22) ibid.: Kurze o. 14-7-32. 
(23) BPD p.448. 
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do~s not appear to have been unduly disturbed: meeting Bredow on the 

23rd he gave the impression of being "ausserordentlich zufrieden und 

bcruhigt" - illthough this was probably a refe~ence to the progress being 
(24) 

made in negotiations with the Innemninister over "JugendertUchtigung" • 

The following month the Stahlhelm took steps to heal the rift that still 

existed between the two chief veterans' organisations. Gen. von Lenz·was 

sent to von Horn to apologise for the tactlessness of the Stahlhelm's 
- . 

conduct. The fact that Bredow noted this for Schleicher's attention would 

suggest that the Minister had some interest in reconciling the two. This 

would appear to fit in with the suggestion that he was at least considering 

the idea of a "VerbHndeachse", although there is little trustworthy evidence 

to suggest that an attempt to involve the socialist Reichsbanner along with 

(25) 
the Stahlhelm and KB ever went beyond the merely speculative stage • At 

the same time Horn was in touch with the Field-Marshal's son in an attempt 

(26) 
to restore KB credit in that quarter' • Little came from any Qf this, 

and by the beginning of September Schleicher was displaying a marked 

(27) 
reluctance either to meet Horn or to attend KB meetings • At the same 

time Karwiese's negotiations over the TreubUnde finally failed. A 

Reichsinnenministerium cir~ular of 3rd September (to the LUnde~ stated 

categorically: "Die alleinige Vereinigung fUr die Aufnahme aller 

ausgedienten Berufssoldaten ist der Reichstreubund ehemaliger 

(28) 
Berufssoldaten" • This new association of "TreubUnde", theoretically 

independent of all existing groups, was little more than a paper 

organisation and with Hitler's advent to power new negotiations were to 

take place to take into account the two main existing organisations 

interested - the KB and the Reichsbund der Zivildienstberechtigten(29). 

(24) NL Bredow 1, 43/10: 23-7-32. 
(25) ibid. 1, 99/8: 20-8-32./!Klaus Hornung, : "'Jungdeutsche Orden", p.125/! 

Berghahn p.343. 
(26) NL Bredow 1, 101/1: 22-8-32. 
(27) ibid. 1, 134, 138. 
(28) MA 104266 (MGS). 
(29) See below p. 303) 3D6. 
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In the meantime, the Vertretertagung of the KyffhBuserbund on 10th/11th, 

September wa~ informedfuat the individual TreubUnde were to be approached 

. (30) 
and where possible, persuaded to enrol as Kriegervere1ne • The KB was 

thus further than even from regaining its, former status as the establishment 

veterans' organisation. The importance of this question to the existing 

ex-servicemen's associations cannot be overestimated, for if the Reichswehr 

had succeeded in shutting-off the supply of new members in this way, they ... ~ . 
would, over the years, graduallYA died out. This , of course, may well have 

been the long-term plan envisaged by Schleicher, and it had the advantage 

that it would not require drastic measures against the KB, Stahlhelm and SA. 

But instead of the 20/30 years necessary for this idea to come to fruition, 

Schleicher had only as many weeks. 

The September Vertretertagung was also informed that norma relations 

had been resumed with the Stahlhelm. This was manifestly over-optimistic 

and less than a fortnight later Horn was once more badgering Bredow for an 

interview with Schleicher'because he had heard that the Stah1helm leaders 

had been received and he feared they were "stealing a march" on him(3l). 

In fact he was worrying unduly as Schleicher was firmly of the ~pinion that 

all the Verb9nde must "wieder scharf auf ihren Aufgabengebiete beschrllnkt , 

werden: Wehnport im Sinne StUlpnage1 und Pflege des Wehrgeistes n (32). In 

this form of activity the KB had long been involved. At the September 

~eting the three main fields were described in detail: the voluntary 

Labour Service, Wehrsport/JugendertUchtigung, and Luftschutz. 

The KB had for a long time been co-operating with the "Arbeitsdienst", 

but far and~ay the biggest share in this was taken by the Stahlhelm, who by 

the end of 1932 was running between 300 and 400 labour camps and had some 

(33) 
20,000 of its members involved • Papen's order of 16th July 1932 was 

(30) KY 25-9-32. 
(31) NL Bredow 2, 23/9 and 24/2: 24th and 27th September 1932. 
(32) ibid. 2, 104/7. 
(33) Berghahl1 p.337. 
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taken up enthusiatically by KB and DOB who strongly recommended 

participatioil to their youth sections 0 The KB too ran its own camps, 

although its contribution in this field was of lesser importance than 

that of the Stahlhelmo An important aspect of the "Arbeitsdienst" was 

military training: "Wehrsport und Arbeitsdienst ••• verdanken ihre 

Entstehung de~ Artikel 173 des Versailler Diktats, der Abschaffung der 

allgemeinen Wehrpflicht" 0 At the same time it was hoped in this way to 
. 

harness potentially disruptive social elements to useful activity, rather 

than have them attracted in even greater numbers into the SA(34)o 

In September the "Reichskuratorium fUr JugendertUchtigung" was 

finally launched by a presidential decree issued on the 13th. This was a 

much more specifically military undertaking, and fifty serving officers were 

(35) 
seconded to organise it 0 Fifteen inf~ntry-orientated camps were set 

up and one naval one. Courses lasting 3 weeks were each to train some 

1-200 youngsters, between the ages of 16 and 26, in basic military skills. 

In fact the average number to start with was in the region of 140. In 

one complete intake in November 1932, 2,150 men were trained: 33~ from the 

SA and Ritler-Jugend, 25% from the Stahlhelm and 10% from the KBo Most.of 

the KB element came from Pomerania (Stettin), Berlin,MUnster, Magdeburg and 

Hannover, areas where sympathy with the Nazis and Stahlhelm was already 

(36) 
strong 0 Barthels, head of the Kyffhluserjugend, was a member of the 

Reichskuratorium. Similarly the DOB Sportvereinigung co-operated fully(37). 

While the lower figure of KB participation reflects to some extent fts 

definite lower potential as a "Kampfbund" when compared with SA and 

Stahlhelm, it is perhaps also indicative of its broader poHtical compsition. 

The socialist press had been quick to attack the venture - "Etappe zu einem 

deutschen Fa~smus?,,(38). The "Reichsbanner", theoretically the same size 

(34) KY 18-9-32; 22-10; 30-10; 27-11; l8-l-33/1"DOB" 25-8-32; 25-11-32; NL 
Bredow 3, 8: DOB approaches//SchUtzle p.166//Berghahn po33S-7. 

(35) NL Bredow 1,. 28: 6-7-320 
(36) Report by StU1pnage1 to Innenminister, with appendix: (SchUtzle p.187). 
(37) KY 23-10-32; 30-10-32; 13-11-32//"DOB" 25-9-32; 15-10-32. 
(38) NL Marx 979, "Eichsfe1der V01ksb1att" 22-9-32 O<H). 
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as the KB, contributed little ovc~ 1% of the trainees, and KB 

participation in Stuttgart, for example, was nU(39). It seems likely 

that in the Rhinelalld and South Germany pa-.:ticularly, where the KV 

. (40) 
movement was certa1nly ~y active ,many members were unwilling to 

have their sons participate in a movement whose tone was set by the 

Nazis. The attitude of the RC Church was probably also a factor, tending 

in the same direction. 

The third field of military preparat10n in which the KB participated 

was that of "Luftschutz" or Air-Raid Protection. The "Deutscher Luftschutz-

verband" had been founded in 1927 and taken under closer government 

direction during 1930 • In the course of 1932 exercises had been held in 

conjunction with military detachments ill East Prussia. In September the 

KB announced its future involvement in this field and here again it is 

likely that the suggestion came originally from the Reichswehrministerium: 

local branches were ordered to appoint "Obleute" to co-ordinate matters, 

and negotiations at the top were initiated with the Lutsc~.zbund and the 

Technische Nothilfe. The Reich and Prussian Ministries of the Interior 

both issued orders to the effect that each local civil-defence advisory 

council must have at least one member from the local KV. The first 

course for "Obleute" was held at the Berlin Police Institute in January 

1933(41) • 

Thus the KB played an important part in the military preparations set 

in train by Schleicher and Groener under BrUning, broadened by Schleicher 

under Papen, and finally adapted to his own purposes by Adolf Hitler. It 

is difficult to assess the potential social values of the Arbeitsdienst and 

the Kuratorium, because they had only a short time in which to develop. It 

was certainly hoped that they would lower the political temperature and draw 

(39) Report by StUlpnagel to Innenminister, with appendix: (SchUtz1e p.187). 
(40) WUrttemberg,e.g. See p.I'S. 
(41) KY 18-9-32; 30-10-32; 13-11-32/1"DOB" 25-8-32; 5-9-32 (pp 716-7. 729). 



a~ay some of the energies from the NSDAP. The Reichstag elections of· 

November 1932 provided some grounds for the hope that the electoral 

influence of the Nazis might evaporate as quickly as it had arisen. But 

the NSDAP was more than a political party.· While its youth sections 

worked hard to spread the Nazi gospel in the state Wehrsportverband and to 

a lesser extent in the Arbeitsdienst, the SA· constituted a military force, 

with which the Reichswehr leaders (Army, Navy and Police) decided in 

November they could not deal - albeit in the unlikely event of a 

coincident invasion and communist revolt. This was the weapon Schleicher 

used to fell the Pap en government in November - in the forlorn hope that 

(42) 
he could yet bring in the Nazis on ~is own terms • Had Schleicher and 

the army stood firm behind Papen, it is possible even at this late stage 

that the atorm might have oeen weathered - for they still had the vital 

.support of the man who ·could make and unmake chancellors - Hindenburg. 

Some observers considered that the Papen regime marked the high water 

mark of monarchism. Schleicher had even been cast in the rale of a General 

Monk. The considered view of the British Ambassador, however, was that the 

tide had never been very high: "Most Germans of the Schleicher type will 

tell you that they are roy~lists - but they usually qualify their remarks 

by saying that their idea is a constitutional monarchy". Schleicher, of 

course, was seeing the Crown Prince some two or three times a week, but it 

seems probable that they were both agreed that the time for a restoration 

had not yet arrived. The mass of Germans were still apathetic, rather 

than directly hostile, to the Crown Prince. The most, perhaps, that he 

could hope for was a Regency when Hindenburg died(43). Even then a lot 

would depend on creating a "popular" agitation on his behalf. There i&--tlO 

(42) Carsten p.378 et seq. 
(43) FO 371, 15944 C4933/235/18: report 9-6-3~//15947 CI0422: report of Duncan 

Sandys' talk with Crown Prince 3-12-32// and: 16716 C455/3l9/l8: talk 
2-1-33. 
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evidence to suggest that any initiative in this direction was ever 

forthcoming from Papen or Schleicher, and the pattern of propaganda 

activity by the monarchist associations continued unchanged. The "Dentsche 

Kaiserpartei" under COllnt v. Spreti was refused any official support from 

the Crown prince(44), which effectively prevented it becoming a real 

rallying-point. Despite the services rendered to the NSDAP by the NDO 

itself and by its members individually, its activities in Silesia (June 

1932) attracted the hostile notice of the local party leader: "NDO sich 

fUr das angestammte Herrscherhaus ausspreche •••• ", and he went on to 

enquire: "ob nicht analog der Bestimmung, dass Stahlhelm Mitglieder nicht 

zugleich Mitglieder unserer Partei sein k8nnen, bezg1. des NDO verfahren 

(45) 
werden k8nnte" • But Hitler wished to avoid antagonising the 

monarchists, even the political kind, at least until he was firmly in the 

saddle. The NDO was only banned to members of the SA. The DOB continued 

with its customary form of propaganda giving a good deal of coverage to the 

Crown Prince: on the occasion of his 50th birthday in May 1932 a celebration 

was staged in the Landwehr Kasino and the front page of the 5th May edition 

of the "DOB" carried a long article, "The Crown Prince as a leader in the 

World War"(46) • On the occasion of Gen. von Hutier's birthday in August 

the "DOB" referred to "seine (Hutier's) unerschUttcr1iche Treue zu Kaiser 

und Reich". Hutier had directed the poHcies of the Bund since 1919(47). 

In January 1933, besides carrying the usual statement of loyalty to 

the Kaiser, the "DOB" printed its joint protest (with the NDO) against the 

remarks of the Nazi General Litzmann, criticising Hindenburg and the Kaiser. 

Litzmann had already been mentioned in February 1932 as a possible (Nazi) 

t von Horn(48). If th ffi i i b i i successor 0 e 0 cer assoc at ons were eg nn ng to 

(44) NL Seeckt 80 (FO). 
(45) SSch 220: Silesian NSDAP to Reichs1eitung Munich 7-6-32 (K). 
(46) "DOB" 5-5-32; 15-5-32; also: 25-5-32; 15-8-32; 5-7-32. 
(47) "OOB" 25-8-32. , 
(48) "DOB" 25-1-j3.1"'" Cf:L'. 
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become more aware of the very real differences of outlook that separated 

them from the NSDAP, the same applied much more so to the KB. EVE'r sinc~ 

February 1932 the Nazis had been waging a smear campaign against the KB 

leaders, both in their own press and via their sympathisers within the 

Bund itself. By. the beginning of June the Nazi slanders reached such 

a level that the Bund was forced to issue a public denial that their 

. (49) 
presidents had been embezzllng KB funds! r During the summer, it had 

been alleged, an agent from Doorn toured Germany, sounding out opinion in 

monarchist circles. In September the question of a possible initiative 

by the KB on behalf of the Kaiser's return to Germany (not his 

restoration) was raised by the industrialist Heinrich Freese. In a 

letter to Riebicke, the editor of the "KyffhHuser", he suggested the 

publication of an article "Die Heimkehr des Kaisers". Riebicke refarred 

the matter to the praesidium: von Enckevort could see no objection to 

publishing the article as a "letter from a reader" (not i.e. as an official 

KB statement). Von Fabeck, on the other hand, was strongly in favour of 

official KB action in the matter, and suggested taking up contacts with the 

NSDAP to that end. This is interesting inasmuch as it must have been 

fairly typical of many men. of his rank and class: blindly optimistic; 

despite all that had happened, the Nazis were "a good thing" and could 

still be viewed as a means of restoring the monarchy. Like Schleicher, 

few of these Prussian aristocrats seriously considered that ~t might in 

the end be the Bohemian corporal who was to "call the tune". Horn himself 

preferred first of all to sound out opinion at the "Schatullverwaltung" 

(the Kaiser's Berlin Agents). There he was apparently informed that the 

Kaiser had no intention as yet of considering such a move, so the matter-Oi 

KB agitation was dropped. The attitude of Schleicher possibly also played 

a part. Contacts between the leaders of the Bund and the Hohenzollerns 

(49) KY/PB 5-6-32: Front page (over Enckevort's signature). 
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certainly became closer as a result of this episode. Horn and two 

subordinates were received for tea by Queei.l Hermine in October. 

(50) 
written contact became more frequent • 

Formal 

The veteran associations' common interest in monarchism, combined with 

the ambiguous attitude of the NSDAP (Hitler had described himself as a 

"pacemaker" for monarchism, and G8ring had visited Doorn in the autumn)(51) 

could be seen to present a prima facie cas'e for a "Y..aiser1iche Front". 

The public authority of a combination of veterans' associations including 

the Stah1helm and supported by the government and president would have been 

very considerable; failing"an initiative from Papen or Schleicher, then one 

from the Hohenzollern side itself would have been necessary. Neither was 

forthcoming. KB relations with the Stah1he1m had not improved(52) and the 

'Bund der Frontsoldaten" had by January 1933 attached themselves to the 

fateful Papen/Hitler axis(53) Schleicher, now forced to occupy the "hot 

seat" of chancellor himself (from 3rd December 1932) made futile attempts 

to rally support for his government, even making approaches to the SPD and 

(54) 
Reichsbanner • On 15th January the KB staged its annual rally at' the 

Sportpalast commemorating the foundation of the Reich. Besides Hinijenburg, 

Mackensen, the Crown Prince, Prince Eitel Frederick and Chancellor Schleicher 

there were many other representatives of the Reichswehr and Civil Establish~ 

ment. Horn's speech on this occasion contained a strong plea that the 

"freedom movement" combine itself with some form of monarchism: "Ohne 

diesen starken Wil1en zur Nation im Geiste Bismarcks kann die Freiheits-

bewegung, in der wir augenblicklich stehen, nicht durchgefUhrt werden ,,(55) 

What more could Horn say in such company? The "Bismarck-spirit" was another 

(50) Kaufmann op.cit. p.210, 212//NH 910, 107-121. 
(51) Kaufmann p.2l6-7, 
(52) e.g. KY/PB 18-10-32. 
(53) Berghahn p.~56. 
(54) Rohe op.cit. p.445//Bracher op.cit. p.684. 
(55) R43 I ?66, 231: report of 15-1-33 rally (R). 
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of those imprecise phrases that could be t~ken a number of ways. To the 

key figure at the Sport-Palast rally, the old Field-Marshal President, i~ 

involved, two short weeks later, discarding the wily Schleicher in favour 

of Hindenburg's friend Papen, under the "nominal" leadership of the new 

Chancellor, Adolf Hitler. 
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1. VETERANS' ORGANISATIONS, NSDAP AND SA (1933/34) 

January 1933 effectively marked the end of the Weimar Republic. Th~ 

NSDAP rapidly engrossed the centres of power; von Epp seized control of 

Bavaria (March), the SPD was banned (June). During 1934 the monarchist 

VerbMnde outside ·the ex-servicemen's associations were dissolved, the power 

of R8hm and the SA smashed (30th June) and finally, on 2nd August, when 

Hindenburg died, Hitler combined the offi~es of President and Chancellor 

in his own person. The army gave their seal of approval by agreeing to 

the new oath of loyalty, to " ••• Adolf Hitler, the Supreme Commander of 

the Armed Forces". The way in which the veterans' organisations were 

adapted to meet the new conditions, and the way the KB fiRally emerged as 

the one establishment association in 1938, strongly reflect the influence 

of the different power blocks within Nazi Germany - the SA (up to 1934), 

SS, Nazi Party bureaucracy and Wehrmacht. They also reflect the 

experience or the NSDAP with ex-servicemen's groups before the period of 

Hitler's Chancellorship began and are thus of more than passing interest 

to the historian of the Weimar Republic. 

The KB's initial attitude was one of caution, awaiting the close of 

the election campaigns on polling day, 5th March. In the meantime the 

Bund publicly welcomed the prospective dissolution of the KPD and the 

Reichsbanner, for whose political positions 12 million Germans were 

(1) 
nevertheless still to vote • With regard to the election itself, the 

KB announcements contained the customary militarist effusions, making 

considerable play with the need for "Lebensraum", economic recovery, 

On the day before the election Horn sent a long letter to Hitler 

placing the Bund at his disposal. 

(1) HR 929: KY 4-2-33 (K). 
(2) KY 26-2-33. 

Emphasising their work for the "Germalt" 
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Front", the activity in· militarist directions, the co-operation with the 

Nazi "ArbeitRgemeinschaft fUr Wehrverstlrkung", their 80,000 strong Youth 

Group, work in Luftschutz and Arbeitsdienst, and the welfare associations, 

Horn complained "dass •••. die grBsste Soldatenorganisation der Welt ••• in 

den letzten Wochen und Monaten kaum Beachtung gefundet hat", and asked for 

more consideration! 
(3) 

The KB wrote again on the 11th welcoming the· 

government's intention to deal with unemployment and suggesting legislation 

(4) 
on behalf of ex-"Frontklmpfer" • The "Parolebuch!l on the 12th stressed 

. (5) 
the Bund's readiness to follow the President and the national government • 

The cordial reply of Staatssekretlr Lammers on the 14th must have come as 

something of a relief. holding out as it did the prospect of a personal 
(6) . 

meeting between Horn and Hitler • On the 18th Horn wrote again 

requesting clarification of the position of KV members with regard to th~ 

"police auxiliaries": in Prussia only SA, SS and Stahlhelm were being 

enrolled; in Saxony many KB members as well(7). 

At the end of March Horn sent out a circular requesting all levels of 

the organisation to ~operate with the "national freedom-movement". The 

same sentiments were stressed in subsequent numbers of the "Kyffhluser". 

At the same time preparations were set in train for a big rally in Pots4am 

(8) 
(for 2nd Jul~ presumably to demonstrate the "power" of the Bund • Horn 

and Hitler met on the 6th April and it would appear that the optimism 

expressed in the "Kyffhluser". a few days previously (IIReichskanzler 

Hitler anerkennt die Arbeit des KB"), particularly with regard to the 

future of the Bund in Bavaria and of the Kyffhluserjugend(9), was not 

disturbed. Occasional local friction between SA and KB groups was only 

(3) R43 11 824: 4-3-33 (K). 
(4) ibid. 11-3-33. 
(5) KY 12-3-33. 
(6) R43 11 824: 14-3-33 (K). 
(7) ibid. 18-3-33. 
(8) KY 9-4-33; 16-4-33; 30-4-33. 
(9) R43 11 824: Lammers to Horn 1-4-33 etc (K)/IKY 2-4-33. 
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to be expected, but the policy of the government was in no way hostile. 

An instructi~a issued by the Innenminister (the Nazi, Frick) confirmed tile 

positicn of ':he "privileged" KVe in such matters as funeral parades and 

possession of ~apons (6th April). The Prussian Innenminister (the Nazi, 

. (10) 
G8ring) followed SU1t . Official reassurance had already been received 

(11) 
by the KB in the matter of "police auxiliaries" • 

By the end of April the KB leaders were still fairly confident over 

the future. On the 29th the "Reichslufts'chutzbund" was established at a 

meeting in the Air Ministry: the KB had a representative on the praesidium 

. (12) 
along with those from the SS, SA, Stahlhelm and Technische NothUfe • 

Already in March, the Reichswehrministerium had agreed to urge the various 

"TreubUnde" to seek corporate membership of the KB. In May, the KB came 

to an arrangement with the other interested party - the "Reichsbund der 

Zivildienstberechtigten", whereby matters of "Zivilversorgung" were to be 

left with the latter and both KB and RdZ were to oppose any scheme to 

. (13) 
create one "Reichstreubund" for ex-Reichswehr sold1ers • This agreement 

was rather unwisely published in July. On 2nd May Horn was received by 

C8ring and was given a somewhat rude awakening. Far-reaching changes were 

mentioned and C8ring stressed the need for thorough discussions with the NS 

"Wehrpolitisches Amt" (before September 1932~ the Munich "Arbeitsgemeinschaft 

fUr.WehrverstUrkung"). The "Wehrpolitisches Amt" came under von Epp (Franz 

Xaver Ritter von Epp, Major-General, Reichsstatthalter of Bavaria aad head 

of the Kolonial-Kriegerbund - a small organisation strongly hostil~ to the 

KB), and more general~ under R8hm and the SA(14). As a preliminary step 

the KB praesidium meeting on 7th June (with Col. Sichting from the 

"Wehrpolitisches Amt" present) adopted the "FUhrerprinzip" and entrusted 
(15) 

full powers to von Horn • These events together with the Bund's complete 

subordination to the Nazis, were notified to Hitler in a long telegram the 
following 

(10) LA Celnhausen 4969 (Ma). 
(11) KY 2-4-33. 
(12) KY I-S-~3- 14-5-33. 
(13) KY 16-7-33. 
(14) NH 1870//KY 7-5-33. 
(15) KY 14-5-33. 
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av • On the 21st a special meeting of KB representatives received 

Horn's instr~ctions. Henceforth one of his two deputies was to be 

appointed by the NSDAP (this was Col. Sichting); at least half of his 

advisors were to be party members; Landesverband leaders were to be 

appointed by the President (Horn); local praesidia were also to have 

50% party-members, who were preferably to be World War veterans(17). 

This proved more easily said than done. 

belonged to the NSDAP(18) . 

In many places ~ KV members 
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During May and June negotiations with the "Wehrpolitisches Amt" con-

tinued and the full extent of Nazi plans became apparent. The 88,000 

strong KyffhUuserjugend had to be dissolved; this took place at a large 
(19) . 

rally in Potsdam on 20th July • Also to go was the flourishing 

"KyffhHuserverband" - the welfare section of the KB. The old 

"Reichsverband" and "Zentralverband" had amalgamated in mid-1932, to 

form the new "Reichsverband der Kriegsopfer". In 1933 this was further 

amalgamated with the Nazi "Kriegsopferversorgung" to form the "NS 

Reichsverband". This body in turn set up a loose "Nationale 

Kampfgemeinschaft" with the welfare group of the DOB, and Kyffhiuserverband. 

Following the dissolution of the Communist and Socialist welfare associations 

(May 1933) the nOR aod KB withdrew from the "Kampfgemeinschaft". Only after 

prolonged resistance was the KB persuaded to accept an amalgamation with the 

NS Reichsverband. This was formally achieved on 12th July when the 

"National-Sozialistische Kriegs-Opfer Versorgung" (NSKOV), came (once 

more) into being. By 1st October all local groups had to transfer to the 

NSKOV. 
(20) 

The DOB too lost its welfare section • Other changes included' 

more specific condemnation of "Marxists" (Socialists, Le.) although the 

ban on the SPD obviated the need to expel party-members from the KB(2l). 

(16) R43 11 824 (K). 
(17) ibid. 
(18) KY 2-7-33. 
(19) KY 23-7-33. 
(20) "DOB" 15-5-33; 25-7-33; 5-8-33; 5-l0-33/1MA 104266 (MGS)/ISee p.!'
(21) NH 915, KY 2-7-33: KB to Ost-Friesische Bund 12-4-33 (K). 
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and a reorganisation of the Bund into 22 LandesverbUnde corresponding to 

(22) 
the Nazi Gaue • 

The KB, however, was not the only ex-servicemen's association and 

during the summer of 1933 the question of the "Regimentsvereine" came once 

more to the fore. It seems likely that one of the inducements held out 

to the KB in return for its co-operation was the prospect of being ab"le 

to engross all the existing veterans' associations, such as the 

"Regimentsvereine". !he KB leader Gen. von Fabeck certainly had this 

impression and prematurely publicised it in the journal of his own 

regimental club. This drew enquiries from such associations as the 

Field-Artillery Waffenring (17th July): earlier rumours had already led 

to the "Verband Hessischer Regimentsvereine" writing to the Reich 

Chancellery. In August, the president of the 4th Guards Regiment 

Association (the former "Regiment Reinhard" - Freikorps), still the same 

Col. Wilhelm Reinhard - already a Nazi, wrote a strongly argued plea in 

favour of closer links between the regimental associations and the 

Reichswehr. Of the KVe, whose president he was very shortly to become, 

he wrote in the most disparaging terms - "in diesen heute noch vielfach 

Elemente sitzen, die bei der Revolution ihren Offizieren die AchselstUcke 

abgerissen haben " --- . Reinhard considered that von Epp was likely to 

agree with his suggestion. On being approached by Lammers, Hitler denied 

that he had given the KB any reason to make such an assumption, and Fabeck 

. (23) 
was officially requested to retract his statement (29th August) • 

The question of adjusting relations between Army, veterans and SA was 

to drag on for several months, and in view of the forces ranged against 

them, the prospect for the KB was now far from rosy. During September new 

statutes were issued and a new standard complete with swastika pennon was 

(22) "Das Archiv", ed. Berndt: Nachtragsband Il, 1933, p.744 (18-8-33). 
(23) R43 11 824: July/August 1933 (K). 
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adopted. In October the Nazi fOrRIS of correspondence were entorced, and 

on the 16th Hindenburg became "Schirmherr", von Epp "EhrenfUhrer", and 1:,\'1"'1 

(24' 
himself took the title of "BundesfUhrer" I • Later in the month Horn 

recommended that the Bund approve Hitler's policy in the referendum of 12th 
{as> 

November. Also in November the KB adopted the use of the swastika armband. 

What more could Horn do to please the new masters of Germany? It seems 

clear nevertheless that the SA chief R8hm was contemplating a dissolution 

of the Bund as soon as this became expedient (i.e. when Hindenburg died). 

The first matter to be settled was which organisation soldiers leaVing the 

Reichswehr should enter - the SA (as R8hm would have preferred), the 

Regimentsvereine (Reinhard's first suggestion), the TreubUnde, the Reichsbund 

der Zivildienstberechtigten or the KB? The army had still sufficient 

independence to solve this matter itself. Already in July, the old 

praesidium of the RdZ had been replaced by a Nazi body under the leadership 

of OberbUrgermeister Schwede( Coburg). Negotiations with the Reichswehr-

ministerium resulted in the amalgamation of RdZ and Reichswehr TreubUnde 

into the "Reichstreubund ehemaliger Berufssoldatentl
, effected on 11th 

December 1933 by dissolving the Trt!ubUnde and reforming the local branchc~ 

of the old RdZ. (where these existed). The implementing order went out on 

5th December and contained an explicit statement that RBhm's ban on ~A/~s 

members entering new organisations did not apply to the new Reichstreubund. 

Similarly a circular of the old Reichswehr "Reichstreubund" (established in 

1932 as an administrative convenience) dated 8th December 1933, pOinted out 

that members over 45 need not join the SA Reserve 11. In faet R8hm was 

able to bring sufficient pressure to bear to have the "Reichstreubund" included 

in the associations whose members had to seek additional membership of the 

Henceforth, however, the main organisation for ex-Reichsweht'''''' 

(24) KY 3-9-33; 17-9-33; 1-10-33; 22-10-33. 
(25) KY 29-10-33. 
(26) Sammlung Schumacher 472//KY 10-12-33//WK VII 1253 (F~/Polizeidirektion 

Munich 24a IIlF 11/202: "Augsburger Abendzeitung" 6-7-33 (HSO). 
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soldiers was to be the new "Reichstreubund". 

This had been more or less settled a long time before December 1933 

and made the ~ther problems a little easier to solve. One obvious answer 

was to combine the remaining groups into a single big association - as had 

been done with the welfare societies. Von Horn, influenced to some extent 

by his long standing antagonism to von Epp, refused to co-operate and· in 

(27) 
view of Hindenburg's protection a solution could not be forced through • 

Another line of approach was suggested by 'the policy adopted over the 

Stahlhelm. Local conflicts between this organisation and the Nazis 

moved Hitler in the summer of 1933 to sanction its absorption into the 

SA. By the end of October the assimilation of the "Wehrstahlhelm" 

(28) 
(ages 18-35) had been accomplished • At some stage it must have 

occurred to the Nazi leaders that here was an excellent way for dealing 

with the other ex-servicemen's organisations. Correspondingly, the 

"Obersten SA FUhrer" order of 6th November ordained the establishment of 

the SA Reserve I (StahlhelmenI8-45) and the SA Reserve 11 (members of 'the 

KB, officer and regimental associations, Waffenringe, Marine- und Kolonial

verbKnde). The head of SAR 11 waR to be Col. Reinhard(29). It i8 

fairly clear that the inte~tion of R8bm at least, was to destroy the 

existing associations and that the 6th November order was the first step. 

The SAR I lost its organisational independence on 25th January 1934. The 

remnants of the Stahlhelm (those over 45) were shortly afterwards (April) 

(30) formed into the "NS Deutsche FrontkHmpferbund" • That the same fate did 

not befall the "SARU" associations was due to a number of factors: firstly, 

the separate interests of the Nazi leaders dealing with the affair; von Epp 

was head of the Kolonialkriegerbund, Reinhard represented the officers' 

regimental clubs, and von der Goltz was the elected representative/leader of 

(27) SSch 247: Memo by Reichnlcitung NSDAP: 26-11-34 (K). 
(28) Berghahn p.387-9. 
(29) "V6lkischer Beobachter" 29-1-34. 
(30) Berghahn p.389. 
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(31) 
the officer associations, other than the DOB • Al ready on 11 th 

November Reinhard sent to Gen. von Hammerstein, the head of the Reichswe~r, 

a copy of a letter to R8hm asking him to p3rticipate in a joint conference 

with himself, Epp, Goltz and an Army representative, to discuss the 

difficulties of bringing the various Verbande under his control(32). 

Secondly, strong opposition to the SA was forthcoming from the DOB and 

NDO (R8hm had banned membership of these organisations to the SA in 

December 1932) (33). ~i dl h t i i i f RUhm' ~ll r y, t ere was ncreas ng susp c on 0 u s 

intentions on the part of other Nazi leaders; finally, of course, the 

feelings of the old Field-Marshal had still to be taken into account. 

The upshot of this was essentially a compromise: the existing officer 

associations amalgamated to form a 'new "Reichsverband deutscher Offiziere" 

under Goltz, with Reinhard as one of his two deputies (January 1934); Horn 

was to be removed and his place taken by Reinhard. '!bus the provisiomof 

the November order concerning SAR 11 had been abandoned within only a few 

weeks. The SAR 11 was confined to the KB, including its members of !!! 

ages, and no legal provisions were deemed to have sanctioned a forcible 

incorporation of the regimental associations and Waffenring Vereine. The 

decision to leave the veteran organisations other than the Stahlhelm intact 

was partly a product of the factors already discussed, and partly a 

reflection of changing Nazi policy towards the monarchists. 'Ibis aspect 

will now be examined in more detail. 

2. THE NAZIS AND THE MONARCHIST ASSOCIATIONS 

The Nazi advent to power was seen by many genuine supporters of the 

Hohenzollerns as a step in the right direction. There remained formidable 

obstacles to a restoration - apathy within Germany, hostility from France and 

(31) "V8lkischerBeobachter" 27-11-33 •. 
(32) RH I/V 24 (F). ' 
(33) R43 11 824: SA order 30-l2-32(K). 
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Great Britain without, the inflexible attitude of the ex-Kaiser -

determined that while he lived no other Hohenzollern should reign in 

Germany. Hitler initially did nothing to discourage royalist hopes. 

According to Papen - in conversation with Duncan Sandys (7th March 1933) 

- the monarchy was catain to be restored some time, and Hitler had recently 
. (34) 

said as much to the Crown Prince • In June the former Chancellor 

BrUning told the British Ambassador himself that he considered that only 

the restoration of a limited constitutional monarchy could save Germany 

(35) from prolonged unrest and trouble • 

The question of the KB taking an initiative on the Kaiser's behalf -

ostensibly only for his return to !!!! in Germany - was still occasionally 

raised, but as previously, foundered on the Kaiser's avowed wish not to 
(36) 

return yet awhile • The ex-monarch's vanity perhaps prevented his 

agreeing to appear in a suppliant role. Germany had sent him into exile, 

and it was for Germany to invite him back. In the meantime, he sat back 

and awaited developments. If the KB leaders appeared to seize this excuse 

to maintain a scrupulous neutrality, this was to some extent understandable. 

The events of the presidential elections were still too recent for Horn's 

peace of mind. Other societies however, were concerning themselves more 

actively in the question. The old Genera10berst von Einem and Rechsts-

anwalt Dr. EverUng had formed the "Deutsche Kaiserbewegung" from the .. ss 
• 

of small monarchist groups and were canvassing the cause, particularly 

. (37) 
among the Kriegervereine and officer associations • While little 

impression was made on the leadership of the KB more was achieved with the 

biggest of the officer aSSOciations, the DOB. Although officially welcoming 

the Nazi successes in the elections(38) the Bund's declaration published on 

Z;th March, left no room for doubt about their monarchist sympathies: --.-

(34) FO 371, 16719 C2341/1S. 
(35) ibid. 16725 C5660/319/1S; Conversation (June) (PRO). 
(36) NU 910, 126: PLKV to Si1esian Prove 13-4-33 (K). 
(37) ibid. 12S-30: March/April 1933. 
(38) "DOB" 15-3-33 p.211. 
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(39) 
"VorwHrts mit Gott fUr K8nig und Vaterland, fUr Kaiser und Reich" • 

The reasons tehind this policy statement were perhaps not unconnected with 

the fact that the DOB committee meeting 2 days earlier had been addressed 

by the specially invited Dr. Everling on the ways and means of promoting 

(40) 
the royalist cause • And of course only 4 days previously, the first 

Reichstag of the "Third Reich" had been ceremonially opened at Potsdam: 

"The Chair reserved for the Kaiser was left empty and immediately behind 

sat the former Crown Prince, in full dress uniform". Hindenburg solembly 

saluted the empty throne and the Crown Prince with his Field-Marshal's 

baton. Hitler went out of his way to defend the Kaiser from charges of 

(41) • 
war-guilt It seemed almost that the royalists' hour had come. 

In spite of this "master-stroke of conciliation towards the President, 

the Army and the National1sts,,(42), its immediate aim was to consolidate 

support for the "Enabling Bill" which was shortly to give Hitler virtually 

dictatorial powers. Already by the following month there were rumours of 

a monarchist Putsch(43). The appearance of officers in the Imperial 

uniform at an Essen celebration marking Hitler's birthday (19th April) led 

to strenuous protests by the local ss. These in their turn brought about 

a counter-protest by all the veterans' organisations in Essen (4th Hay) and 

the taking-up of the affair by General von Radowitz the DOB executive-

director. Radowitz approached the Reichskanzlei on 11th Hay and was rapidly 

invited to meet Hitler personally. At their conference on 15th May it was 

agreed that the DOB should adopt the "FUhrerprinzlp" and issue a statement 

supporting Hider, at the same time holding to their monarchist posidDn: 

"Getreu den geheUigten Tradit10nen der alten ruhmreichen Wehrmacht hHIt 

der DOB an seiner monarchischen E instellung fest ••• " The statement was 

(39) "DOB" 25-3-33: Front page: "Zur Nationaler Erhebung". 
(40) "DOB" 5-4-33, p.273. 
(41) Alan Bullock, "Hitler", 1952: p.267-8. 
(42) ibid~ 
(43) FO 371, 16721 C3377/319/18 (April 1933) (PRO). 



duly pub lished in the "Deutscher Offizier-Bund" on the 25th May and two 

days later th~ Reichskanzlei sent a letter of reprimand to the SS leader 

(44) 
concerned • This incident indicated toe Nazis' real desire not to 
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antagonise the ex-servicemen's associations at this stage, for behind them, 

ultimately, stood the power of the Reichswehr. At the same time. the 

biggest of the officer associations appears to have concluded a temporary 

pact with Hitler. This made it no longer necessary to court the other 

main officer group, the NDO, with whom von der Goltz and the "Vereinigung 

vaterUlndischer Verblnde" were closely associated. The NDO were more 

tenacious in their royalist sentiments. Their conference of 24th April 

expressed support for the government, but: "Die Kr8nung aller Aufbauarbeit 

sieht der NOO nach wie vor in der Wiedererrichtung der ~wnarchie unter der 

(45). 
ru~len Regierung der Hohenzollern" Von der Goltz's interview with 

Hitler, arranged for 17th May, was postponed to an indefinite date in the 

(46) 
autumn • The influential nationalist leader was left to cool his heela. 

Thus, by May 1933, the KB and DOB were both co-operating with the NSDAP. 

and reorganising themselves according to the government's wishes. The DOB 
{47} 

leaders Hutier and Radowitz were received by the FUhrer again on 6th July • 

At the same time. Gen. von ~U1sen was active among the Berlin Regiments

bUnde. and an increasing number of requests were being made to the government, 

- that the Kaiser be allowed to return. and that Hitler offer him the 

Wilhe1msh8he Schloss. While similar sentiments were expressed by important 

(48) 
local branches of the Bund, Horn refused to be drawn into the agitation • 

Von aer Goltz was meanwhile changing his attitude. Early in July he wrote 

to Hitler intimating that he would be prepared to accept a personal invitation 

(49) 
to join the NSDAP • This produced no immediate response, but at the 

(44) R43I1 824 (K)//"DOB" 25-5-33 Nachrichten. 
(45) BPD p.448. 
(46) R43I1 826 (K). 
(47) "DOB" 15-7-33 p.559. 
(48) NU 910, 136: Lyons to ~abeck 18-7-33, and F's notes (K). 
(49) R43I1 824: von der Golti'letter 8-7-33 (K). 



beginning of August Hitler personally attended the funeral of the former 

president of the NDO, Admiral von Schr8der. This was in some ways a 

(50) smaller scale repeat of the March performance at Potsdam • The Nazi 

"revolution" had been striding rapidly forward, encompassing the dissolution 

of the political parties and the 14th July la~ instituted penalties for 

people attempting to maintain or form any rival parties to the NSDAP.' With 

this Hitler decided, the "revolution" had gone far enough. HencefOTth he 
. 

was concerned more with consolidating what had been achieved and restraining 

the 
(51) more radical strivings of R8hm and the SA • To do this it was 

necessary to keep the Reichswehr (and hence the monarchist nationalists} in 

a co-operative frame of mind. Shortly after the funeral of VOft SChr84er, 
. (52) 

von der Goltz issued a positive declaration supporting Hitler • He 

still had to wait another two weeks before the Reichskanslei finally 

approved his suggestion of six weeks standing and asked him to get in 

touch with Bess (the NSDAP chief executive)(53). The result of talks ia 

the following weeks was that von der Goltz was entrusted with the t&ak·of 

bringing together the officer associations. The first step towards this 

was the "Ftlbrerring" set up during October/November 1933. The NDO, ROB 

and KOV combined under von ,der Goltz and Reinhard(54). Tbe DOB decltfted 

as yet to participate, and once again seemed to be contemplating a more 
(55) 

active monarchist policy 

The events of January 1934 are still partially obscure, but the·chaaae 

of official policy that took place with regard to monarchism was marked and 

sudden. Hitler's attitude hitherto had been to keep the monarchists quiet 

with vague promises of a restoration, "some time", and meanwhile to adapt 

(50) "DOB" 5-8-33, Nachrichten. 
(SI) Bullock op.cit. p.277. 
(52) R43 11 826: 10-8-33 (K). 
(53) ibid. 23-8-33. 
(54) R43 It 824: ItV6lkischer Beobacltter" 26/27-11-33 (K). 
(55) Loyalty declarations: "DOB" 25-11-33; 3-1-34. 



their most important organisation to the Nazi state; thus the Stahlhelm 

and KB had been subordinated to the SA and steps were being taken to 

amalgamate the officer associations under dependable leaders (e.g. Nazis). 

So far this policy had successfully prevented the inauguration of an 

ex-servicemen's front to "bring back the Kaiser~ which, in view of the 

attitude of Hindenburg and the army, could not easily have been ignored -

particularly as R8hm and the SA were being viewed with increasing suspicion 

by the Nazi leaders. However, January 1934 brought once again the double 

celebration of the ReichsgrUndungsfeier and the Kaiser's birthday, and in 

view of the advanced age of their biggest potential ally, Hindenburg; the 

monarchists were likely. never again to have such a favourable opportunity 

for staging a joint demonstration. This, at any rate, is how things must 

have appeared to the Nazis. Nevertheless as late as 13th January, 

Reichsinnenminister Frick's circular envisaged with regard to the "Deutsche 

Kaiserbewegung" nothing more .drastic than that local police should warn the 

. (56) 
association against overt pontical propaganda • The following day, at 

the customary KB ReichsgrtJndungsfeier in the Sportpalast, attended and 

(57) 
addressed by SA "Chief of Staff" R8h.m, one of the official speakers 

allegedly spoke in favour Qf a restoration - although the London "Times lt 

report (29th January) talks more vaguely (lIa voice was heard lt )(58). At 

the same time the Austrian Nazis were expressing their own fears and 

objections to a Hohenzollern restoration, while on 22nd January the British 

Embassy in Berlin received cDnfidential information to the effect that France 

(59) 
vas no longer opposed to a restoration • This was thought sufficiently 

reliable and important to telegraph to London. On 23rd January the head of 

the staunchly Nazi Schleswig-Holstein Landesverband wrote to Gen. von Horn 

(56) SSch 219: "Deutsche Kriegerbund" (NOT the KB) (K). 
(57)IIV8Ikischer Beobachter" 15-1-34. -
(58) FO 371, 17758 C606/490/18: 22-1-34, reports speech (Jan 18th) by Goebbel's 

deputy, Goflitzer, who so alleges/ IITimes" 29-1-34. 
(59) FO 371, 17758 C490, C590 (PRO). 

.-. 
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and the local NSDAP Gauleiter protesting at the continued agitation of the 

"Kaiserbewegung" within the KB (60). On the fvllowing day Reichsinnenminister 

(61) 
Frick spoke at Weimar in an explicitly anti-monarchist manner • Other 

officials too, are recorded to have expressed themselves similarly in public. 

On the evening of 26th January the officer associations held their annual 

celebration marking the Kaiser's birthday; also present were Gen. von Horn, 

Nazis such as Col. Reinhard, and prominent Stahlhelmers. The affair was 

staged as usual in the assembly rooms at "the Zoo, and the majority of 

officers there were in the old Imperial uniform and accompanied by their 

wives. The occasion was also to mark the founding of the jOint 

"Reichsverband deutscher Offiziere", under General von der Goltz. Just as 

the latter called for a toast to the Kaiser the room was invaded by a mob 

of SA louts who scattered itching power, let off squibs and roughed up "any 

of the officers present, paying special attention to General von Horn. The 

(62) 
affair ended in general pa~demonium, and the celebration was abandoned • 

Horn resigned his office the following day, and was replaced by Reinhard, 

the head of the SA Reserve 11. Already allegedly in "precarious health" 

Horn died a week later (4th February). It is difficult not to see a 

connection between the disgraceful scenes at the Zoo and Horn's 8udden 

death at the age of 68. Such was the fate of one "suspected of 

( 63) 
reactionary sympathies" in Nazi Germany • 

The Kaiser's birthday was subject to a reporting ban, although this did 

not deter groups such as the DOB and Stahlhelm printing the customary 

notices. On 30th January the national press published G6ring'8 letter to 

Frick proposing the immediate dissolution of monarchist associations. and 

Hitler stated in the Reichstag that the times were unsuitable for thinking 
(64) 

about a restoration • 

(60) NH 910, 137 (K). 
(61) FO 317, C606/490/18:(PRO). 
(62) "Times" 29-1-34/INL S~hwertfeger 430. 

. (63) "Times" 9-2-34. 
(64) FO 371, C7l8/490/l8: (PRO). 

63-4 (K)//Wheeler-Bennet op.cit. p4S2 



Such are the facts. It remains necessary to offer some ~xplanation 

of the general change of heart and in particular of the extraordinary affair 

at the Zoo. Reports from the British Embassy in Berlin suggest that th~ 

action against the monarchists was triggered off by a telegram from the 

Kaiser to the officer associations, suggesting that the time had come for 
. . (65) 

serious talk of a restorat~on • Similarly, French sources intimated 

that s~e of the Nazi leaders had been giving serious thought themselves 
. (66) 

to the matter • It might also be pointed out here that accoBlng to 

Hitler's account of the "R8hm" purge in June 1934, General von Schleicher 

(a confidant of the Crown Prince) and the SA leader himself, had been in 

(67) 
touch with French diplomats • And France had recently changed her 

policy with regard to a possible restoration, as already mentioned. 

Whether the murders of Schleicher and Bredow, in contrast with those of 

the SA leaders, were merely paying-off old scores, or whether there was 

some deeper significance is unknown. It 8eems unlikely that the Zoo 

celebration had been intended to inaugurate a general agitation for a 

restoration - if only because the moving spirit, von der Goltz, had long 

been co-operating loyally with R8hm, Epp, Reinhard and other Nazis. 

The mona~chist movement remained essentially unprepared and it seems more 

than likely that the supression of their associations was merely another 

aspect of "Gleichschaltung" - a tying-up of loose ends left after the 

dissolution of the other political parties. The action against the ez-

officers - and one can scarcely doubt that this was officially sanctioned -

waa almost certainly to serve as a political object lesson: toe the line, 

or else! Since it also helped to remove the moderate anti-Nazi, monarchist 

von Horn, it was doubly valuable. 

Thus the last phase in the adaption of the ex-servicemen's organtsation, 

(65) ibid. Cl150: Memo 14-2-34. 
(66) ibid. Cll55. 
(67) Bullock op.cit. p.295 
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to Nazi Germany was completed. The officer associations amalgamated as 

planned in the course of February and in common with the Regimentsvereine 

. (68) 
were excepted from the ban on monarchist associations • The new leader 

of the "Reichsverband deutscher Offiziere ll Gm Graf von der Goltz, publicly 

abandoned the cause of active monarchism: "Als RDO k8nnen wir die 

Zukunft nicht beeiilussen. DafUr monarchische Propaganda zu treiben, wire 

politisch taktlos und ausgesprochen unklug, denn es ist notwendig. stets 

. (69)' 
das politisch ZweckmHssl.ge zu tun" • A brief mention of "the loyalty 

of our hearts" does nothing to palliate the cold "political expediency" 

invoked by the man who had led the monarchist movement throughout the 

Weimar Republic. Of the handful of men who directed the conservative 

nationalist aSSOCiations, Seldte and DUsterberg, Gen. Graf von der.Goltz, 

Gen. von Horn, Gen. von Hutier, Gen. von Radowitz, Admiyal von Schr8der •. 

Gen. von WHchter, Maj. von Jena and Gen. Ludendorff, the only one who had 

any clear appreciation of the dangers attached to co-operation with the 

Nazis, the only one, albeit spasmodically, to work against them politically, 

and the only one to place value on a broad moderate cOQservative front, on 

an ethical basis, was the leader of the KB. Nevertheless, despite his 

baren. Uberlegten KDpf: Hox:n was no politician: "Herrvon Horn ilt ein 

viel zu vornehmer und rechtlich denkender Mann, um auf der politischen . 

Drecklinie mitmarschieren zu k8nnen. Wir alte Offiziere sind Gbrigens 

vielfach - siehe Hindenburg - nicht der Intrigen-Wirtsch.ft-politischer 
(70) . 

Skrupellosigkeit und oft fanatischen Ehrgeizes gewachsenll • Horn 

too, was often enough forced to compromise and retract, particularly in 

view of the lack of consistent support from either the Weimar governments 

or the Hohenzollern family. His failure and failings were at leaat les. 

culpable, le8s dishonourable, than those of the others. 

(68) SSch 220, Reichsinnenminister 21-2-34 (Bavarian Political Police 10--3-34(K) 
(69) "DOB II 5-4-34: report Cif Goltz' speech. 
(70) Nachlass Enckevort, E. to LUninck, 20-2-32. (DZA). 



3. VETERANS' ORGANISATIONS AFTER JANUARY 1934 

The relationship between KB and SA had from the outset not bee'n a 

close one. While the Stah1he1m members were incorporated more or less en 

bloc, the final enforcement of the OSAF order of 6th November 1933, and 

subsequent orders, allowed KB members the choice, whether to join the SA 
(71) 

reserve or not During 1934/5 the KB slowly attracted more regimental 

and Waffenring associations, although the latters' separate organisation 
r 

also remained .in being.' "Wild" KVe were generally given the choice of 

enrolling in the KB or dissolving completely. Even the Freikorps Verblnde. 

especially the "Reichsverband der Baltikumklmpfer" (whose "Schirmherr" was 

von der Goltz) were finally banned, although individual Vereine who were 

. (72) 
also members of the KB were permitted to contlnue • During 1935 la 

separate "NS deutscher Marinebund" was established from the former "Bund 

(73) 
deutscher MarineverMlnde" • With effect from the first day of 1936 the 

new "Soldatenbund" became the official organisation for all army reservists. 

and other men who had left the Reichswehr after 1921. The local branches 

of the Soldatenbund were set up in closest co-operation with their parent 

army units. Similar 'associations, a new'Marinebund". and "Luftwaffenbund". 

were established for the Navy and Air-force. At the same time. the 

"Reichstreubund" continued to functi,on as the professional, economic 

association for all three services. The KB was during the same year 

restricted to veterans discharged before 1921 and together with the o~d 

NS-Marinebund, the NS Kriegsopferversorgung and the Reichsverband deutscher 
(4) 

Offiziere were to compromise a "Vereinigung der Frontklmpferverblnde" • 

Reinhard was given SS rank in 1935. During 1937 the KB itself was sub
(75) 

ordinated to the SS,. but this arrangement too was short lived. Finally, 

(71) e.g. Oberaten SA FUhrer'order 20-12-35(Verordnungablatt p.184). 
(72) SSch 221//158, 1028 (12-9-35)(K). 
(73) R43 11 824 (K). 
(74) ibid. 825: "V8lkischer Reobachter" 22-l0-36//WK IV 75: Soldatenbund 1937 (F 

IlsSch 472 (K)//R43I1 824 etc. (K). 
(75) SSc~ 247 (K)//Dlographic material (DDC). 



with an order of 4th March 193~, Hitler ordered the establishment of the 

"NS Reichskriegerbund", which brought all veterans under the leadership 

of Reinhard, soon promoted by stages to "General der Infantrie". The one 

exception to this was the NSKOV, which was confined to the welfare side of 
(76) 

ex-service activity , but all other groups including the officers and 

the Wehrmacht reservists came into the new Kyffhiuserbund. Thus, twenty 

years after losing its establishment position, the ~ldest and biggest ex-. 

servicemen's association was restored to its original pre-eminence. The' 

divisions promoted by the social and political disharmony and weak 

governments of the Weimar era and prolonged by the rivalries among the 

different power blocs within Nazi Germany, were at last officially removed. 

Hitler's motives in coming to this settlement were partly traditional 

but mainly p~Htical. Already in November 1935 when the "Stahlhelm" (N~ 

Deutscher Frortklmpferbund), or rather its remnants, were finally dissolved, 

Hitler had stated: "Um jenen MitgUedern des Stahlhelms, die nicht den 

Willen zur politischen Titigkeit und Mitarbeit in sich empfinden, die 

M6glichkeit einer FortfUhrung der Pflege ihrer soldatischenErinnerungen 
. (77) 

zu geben, empfehle ich den Eintritt in den Kyffhluserbund" • This is 

clearly a reflection of the FUhrer's contempt for the Bund's poor showing 

as a political "Kampfbund" during the Weimar period. On the other hand, 

the NSDAP chancellery and the forces of law and order for several years 

continued to view the KB and other veterans' organisations as centres 

(78) 
of "reactionll 

•. The type of "reaction" criticised was mainly anti-

party sentiment and sympathy with the Church. Even in the middle of the 

War (1942) Reinhard was forced to send out a strongly worded circular 

against deliberate breaches of his regulations concerning the Church. 

(Official participation by KVe at services had been prohibited, as was any 

(76) NS 10/108 (K)//SSch 247 (K). 
(77) "V6lkischer Beobachtet:." 9-11-35. 
(78) SSch 247: Memo 26-ll-34//NS 20/112: Official Report 1935/6 on leaders of 

Ostmark (Bavaria) Gau Kriegerverband/IR58, 999 & 1094: Reports on 
HRechtsbewegung" .1937-9 (K). 
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(79) 
display of old traditional colours) • This is interesting 

testimony to the strength of the cons~atism inherent in the KB. 

Reinhard certainly claimed to have removed many of the older leaders. 

Thus, in 1938 only 14% of local chairmen were ex-officers, while 44% 
(80)-

were ex-NCOs and 42% ordinary soldiers • Similarly in 1937, he 

claimed that some 400,000 of the KB's 3\ millions were party members,' 

with 221,000 in the SA and SS, but the first figure in particular should 

be viewed cautiously as-Reinhard had, particularly at this time, the 
(81) 

strongest possible motive for exaggeration • (The question of the 

final form of the new organisation was still under discussion). By-and 

large, taking into account reports such as that on the Bavarian Ostmark 

(82) 
Cau Kriegerverband in 1935/6 ,it would appear that the majority of 

local KB lea-iers were at best, apathetic towards the Party. In Bavaria, 

the influence of the Church and the Bavarian Volkspartei had always been 

specially strong in the KVe. 

The new NS Reichskriegerbund held sway until March 1943 when Hitler 

ordered its dissolution as part of his economies for "total war". The 

local KVe were not affected and 'survived until the Allies banned them _ 

at the end of the War. General Reinhard refounded the KB in 1951, but 

today it is only one of several ex-servicemen's organisations in West 

Germany. Whether the understandable and close co-oper4t1on between KB 

and Bundeswehr contains any secret and sinister aspects, as communist 

observers have impli~d, is highly doubtful, and must remain a subject for 
(83) 

historians of the future • 

(79) NS 10/108: circular 22-7-42 (K). 
(80) SSch 247 (K). 
(8l) NS 19/neu 1912: Reinhard to Himmler 15-4-37 (K). 
(82) NS 20/112: (K). 
(83) BPD p.310//NS 1/485: Hitler's order 3-3-43 (X). 

..' 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The basic point to emerge from this study is that the KyffhaUserbund 

and the Offiziersverblinde were not primarily KampfbUnde in the tradition 

of the Freikorps and their party-political successors. The Kriegervereine 

had had a long history before 1918 and although they had been organised and 

exploited by Imperial Germany to serve bo~h political and military ends, 

the motives that drew ex-servicemen into their ranks were basically still 

social and economic, - the desire for comradeship and financial security. 

By 1918 the KB had established a virtual monopoly of veterans' clubs and 

had become practically part of the Imperial establishment, playing an 

important national rale, especially in matters of welfare. Its many years 

activity as an anti-socialist organisation, although officially terminated 

in 1915, left a lasting mark on the attitudes of members and leaders alike. 

The development of hostile socialist ex-servicemen's organisations during 

the War and of rival right~wing associations after the demobilisation of 

the Imperial Army, did much to weaken the KB. The more active political 

rale of the new organisations, particularly the socialist "Reichsbund der 

Kriegsbeschlldigten" and the Conservative "Stahlhelm", proved initially to 

be a stronger attraction to the veterans of the World War than the 

traditional, "kameradschaftlich" image of the Kriegervereine. 

To the rifts introduced into the ex-service-movement by the 

proliferation of new'associations must be added an accentuation of 

existing social divisions. The KB itself was an inherently conservative 

force and did much to prolong the existence of old social barriers and 

prejudices in the new republic, but the officer associations were even more 

definitely based on "elitism" and class-privilege. The large numbers CIf 

ex-reserve officers from the middle classes consciously sought the company 

and imitated the ways ,of t~eir aristocratic ex-regular comrades. Thus many 

of them tended to ignore the comparatively more moderate influence of their 

social equals and inferiors, and in some measure, lost touch with the 



political IIgrp.ss-roots". Increasingly, they joined in the purely 

negative actidty of the enemies of the Weimar Republic. While the 

social influence of the officer associations was tangibly disruptive of 

"Volksgemeinschaft", the picture presented by the, KB and its Kriegervereine 

is not so· clear cut. In country villages where they were often the only 

secular organisation, and in their important, national, welfare service, 

their contribution in a social sense is un~eniable. On the other hand, 

uncontrolled uniformed parades in industrial and more explicitly socialist 

areas, together with the big national rallies after 1925, did a great, deal 

to deepen existing hostilities. 

Even in the immediately post-war period the KB had the prestige of its 

name, size, traditions, welfare organs, and, especially, the tmportant 

public support of the Reichswehr, on ceremonial occasions. This all helped 

the association to win its fight for survival between 1918 and 1923. At the 

11" same time, the new official policy of Uberparteilichkeit" enabled the ties 

with the government severed by the revolution to be re-established, so that 

by 1923 large financial grants could be made to assist the Bund. In return 

the KB refrained from using its influence against the new republic, in 

marked contrast to such groups as the Stahlhelm and NDO. 

The middle years of the Weimar Republic saw a considerable increase in' 

"patriotic", militarist propaganda, in particular of large-scale public 

rallies. The KB's part in this was important inasmuch that it was the 

only national veterans' organisation with whom the Reichswehr was permitted 

to co-operate on public ceremonial occasions. Of course, numbered among 

the guests at such occasions were often the most objectionable, politically 

speaking, individuals and societies. In this way, and via it. extensive 

press-network, the KB contributed significantly to b~inging ordinary working-

class men and women into contact with the "patriotic" effusions of the 

political Right, which were, after all, little more than a projection of the 

"officer" concept of "honour" into the realm of national and international. .• , 

pobtics. The protective influence of Hindenburg was an important factor ' 



after 1925, and "old comrades"of the Field-Marshal, - men 1ik"\ Admiral 

von Schr8der, - played a part in persuadinB the President to interfere 

increasingly 1.n political matters, in the "patriotic" interest. The 

undiscriminating secret co-operation of the Reichswehr with all kinds of 

right-wing WehrverbHnde and veterans' organisations still further 
. 

complicated the position of the government of the Republic. As a result 

it was not found possible to ban the "patriotic associations" out-of-hand, 

and the first alternative adopted was to encourage rival political bodie., 

such as the "Reichsbanner"; even the Communist "Rote FrontkJlmpferbund" was 

tolerated for a while. Besides immeasurably deepening existing hatreds 

and increasing the tendency towards political polarisation, these left-wing 

associations added colour to Nazi propaganda concerning the "red peril". 

Instead of effectively controlling the activities of all societies including 

. the veterans' organisations, the statesmen of the Republic even encouraged 

certain aspects of their "patriotic" work, as in the field of propaganda via 

the "Arbeit~ausschuss deutscher Verblinde". The forlorn hope that extremist 

organisations could be harnessed to the service of the Republic, was fate-

fully pursued right up to the Nazi take-over in 1933. The KB itself played 

an increasing part in such ~tterg as frontier defence and pre-military 

youth trainins alongside the more specifically political SA, Stahlhelm and 

similar groups. With this and its public activity, the Bund also 

contributed to Allied suspicions of German "good intentions!.' The orga-

nisation moved perceptibly to the Right between 1923 and 1928; although 

overt opposition to the Republic was avoided, its links with anti-republican 

societies tended to blur the real distinctions that still existed, especially 

in the eyes of the Roman Catholic Church, and such Social Democratic 

ministers as Severing. 

Between 1928 and 1932, the new leader of the KB, General von Horn, tried 

periodically to redefine the ethical position of the Bund, by loosening ties 

with groups like the Stahlhelm, critic~sing the radical agitation of the 

NSDAP and even establishing tentative links with. the Evangelical Church. 



However, after 1930 a vociferous minority of local leaders were becoming 

sympathetic to the Nazis. Horn's activit~ in February 1932 was a major 

factor persuading Hindenburg to stand for ~e-election, and thus was 

instrumental in deferring the advent of Hitler to governm;ntal power. 

The Nazis certainly thought so and the storm of protest whipped up by them 

effectively curtailed Horn's attempts to create a more moderate ~le for the 

KB in a broad, conservative "German Front". Henceforth, the Bund avoided 
. 

antagonising the "national opposition" and concentrated on co-operating with 

the government in the fields of military training and militarist propaganda. 

Basically, the propaganda activity of both KB and officer associations 

served only to further the interests of DNVP and Nazis, - even when the 

Bund leaders remained officially neutral. In this important aspect, Horn's 

moderate policy had very little effect. In the case of the officer 

associations, especially the NDO, support for the Nazi "freedom-movement" 

was often open and unrestrained. 

Potentially, with its established organisational network and press, its 

traditions and prestige, the KB could well have played a much more positive 

political rSle. The pre-requisites would have ~een a greater degree of 

political uniformity, achieved by surrendering its statutory neutrality, 

(even at the expense of some of its special privileges or a section of its 

membership,) and either throwing in its lot with one or more of the existing 

parties or setting up on its own in the political field. Whatever the 

final result, the middle~class Liberals and Conservatives could only have 

benefited from this. Apart from a strong Centrist influence in the big 

southern branches, the predominant outlook of the KVe was Deutsch-National, 

in a moderate, ethical, monarchist sense. Given encouragement from the . 
army, the government, the President, the DNVP Or even ~rom the Hohenzollerns 

themselves, and the KB could well have formed the basis for political 

agitation aimed at the restoration of a constitutional monarchy. The 

existence of such a movement would at least have concentrated the non-Nazi 

Conservatives, and prevented so many of them being taken in by Hitler's .•. 

balf-promises in this connection during the vital months following January 



However, in common wit~ many other "bUrgerlich" circles, the 

veteran assor.lations lacked any real constructive political initiative. 

Dangerous they could certainly be when uncontrolled by the State, but this 

was mainly in creating attitudes hostile to. the Republic. Between 1918 

and 1933 the ex-servicemen's organisations were essentially the tools and 

pawns of government and political parties. 

To Hitler, the proper function of the veteran societies was their 
. 

original semi-establishment r61e in welfare, tradition, comradeship, - and 

as military reserves in support of the civil power. He recognised that 

their activities should be closely supervised by the State, and not by any 

one of its foci of power; moreover, this was best to be achieved by creating 

a monopoly round one principal organisation. This monopoly, with the 

exception of welfare, he r~stored to the KyffhHuserbund in 1938. 

The history of the ex-servicemen's societies in the Weimar Republic 

is one of division and conflict, reflecting the social and political ba.trede 

allowed free rein in the country at large. The failure of all efforts to 

re-establish a broad ex-servicemen's front reduced the stabilising potential 

of the biggest "non~political" aSSOCiations, and indicated that retired 

soldiers,· even young war-veterans, seeking comradeship and economic 

security (NOT i~e. with specific political axes to grind) were not easily 

to be welded into a homogeneous political force, certainly not without 

really inspired leadership of a political nature. Retired Prussian generals, 

with all their years of distinguished service and admirable personal 
. 

qualities were not naturally capable of providing such leadership. 

from the point of view of government and internal st~bi11ty it is highly 

questionable whether they should. Westphal's contention, "Politische 

Soldatenvereine sind ein Unding", was a sentiment entirely shared by Adol~ 

Hitler, - aft~r he had come to power. 
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